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Abstract 
 

Culture has become a more significant policy concern for local governments in many 

countries since the 1980s. ‘Cultural planning’ and its ‘creative city’ mutations are advanced as 

innovative and collaborative processes for mobilising resources and new ideas to rejuvenate 

urban life and solve complex problems. In light of this shift and the prominence given to 

culture in statutory reforms over the last two decades, this thesis investigates how culture is 

interpreted, promoted and enhanced through local government policy and planning in New 

Zealand.  

 

It does so through four case studies, critically drawing on archival materials, policies and 

plans, complemented by qualitative interviews with a range of stakeholders working inside 

and outside of government. Three of the case studies focus on the cities of Nelson, Napier 

and Auckland. All three cities have a progressive reputation in aspects of cultural 

development while varying in scale, tradition and contemporary orientation. The fourth case 

study takes a different approach and emphasises the cultural niche of literary heritage by way 

of an investigation of four literary house museums. These museums are a conduit for 

exploring the construction of cultural meaning and its stewardship.  

 

While this study could only ever deliver partial insights into the articulation of culture in New 

Zealand’s urban environment, it revealed that beneath the policy rhetoric very little has 

changed in terms of real achievement. Councils were slow to incorporate culture into their 

planning agendas and provide the safeguards and resources to ensure the long-term viability 

of their assets. Plans were confused and evanescent, rather than strategic, coherent and 

implemented. Culture more often meant the arts and aspects of heritage; usually the status 

quo simply re-presented. Individuals and community associations played a significant role in 

creating, identifying and advocating for cultural assets, whereas councils were reactive, 

expedient and limited operators in the cultural field.  

 

The thesis concludes that although New Zealand is a highly urbanised country, it has yet to 

develop the political institutions and public mentalities necessary to understand and advance 

the culture of its cities. Culture broadly conceived has proved difficult to capture in policy and 

planning frameworks everywhere, but this does not diminish the importance of the endeavour.  
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Preface 
 

At the age of sixteen, when most of my peers were reading hallucinogenic novels or Jane 

Austen, I read Lewis Mumford’s The City in History. A prosaic city council planner at the 

school careers day did not deter me – Lewis Mumford kindled my fascination in the culture of 

cities. This thesis stems from youthful idealism and the belief that cities are the apex of 

human ingenuity and that planning is a creative process concerned with “the care and culture” 

(Mumford, 1961: 655) of human beings and the natural world.  

Equally I understood from the council bureaucrat that planning was not just a right brain 

activity – but implicated in left brain analysis. That it is about politics and the law. How 

planning mediated between the subjectivity of culture and the objectivity of logic and 

evidence, meanwhile being embroiled in realpolitik explains the title of this work. The ‘cultures 

of cities’ harks at the multiplicity of understandings of culture. It is an equivocal and capricious 

concept. Indeed, can culture be planned, or is it inevitably compromised in ponderous 

planning process? 

This thesis represents a long journey. It began as a comparison between three cities – 

Auckland, Toronto and Sydney – in the heady days of Paul Keating’s Creative Nation (1994), 

Chris Smith’s Creative Britain (1997) and the groundswell of work on the culture-led 

reinvigoration of cities. From a distance these cities had much in common – they were new 

world commercial powerhouses, with indigenous and diverse immigrant populations. Up 

close, in the late 1990s, they appeared profoundly different. The City of Toronto was 

morphing into a vast regional municipality; the City of Sydney was the tiny central business 

heart of a metropolitan complex of larger municipalities. Both sat in constitutional and 

institutional frameworks dissimilar from Auckland.  Work on Toronto from this era survives as 

a footnote. Metro Toronto (the regional government swept away in the 1998 amalgamation of 

six councils) had introduced a pioneering policy promoting the creative industries. On 

investigation this proved to be little more than an opportunistic attempt to give the arts 

credibility in utilitarian local government policy discourse – an insight that was to resonate in 

subsequent research.  

As New Zealand followed down the path of ‘Third Way’ politics culture became more 

prominent in national policy debates and enshrined as one of the overriding purposes of local 

government. It seemed timely to explore how culture was interpreted in the New Zealand 

urban context and articulated in local government policy and plans – a neglected area of 

scholarship, at least in the national planning arena.  



 xi 

Originally six case studies were planned: two metropolitan, two edge and two provincial cities 

- selected for their existing varied cultural reputations and different scales of governance. 

Auckland for its pioneering cultural policy, Wellington for its self-positioning as the national 

cultural capital, Waitakere for its initiative in integrating culture with sustainability, North Shore 

City for its literary branding, Nelson for its creative industry and cultural tourism innovations, 

and Napier for its heritage urban landscape. Ultimately this proved too ambitious, particularly 

given the unexpected and intriguing cultural intricacy of each case and the realisation that 

cities are their history. Nelson is not only a story of cultural initiative souring through inept 

local government vision and structure, but a city troubled by the legacies of a visionary past. 

The tension between the past and the future emerged again in Napier. Auckland’s aspirations 

were bolder and better resourced – culture was entwined more explicitly with economic 

development, global image and ethnic diversity – but, as in the other centres, planning was 

rhetorical rather than forcefully implemented in the cultural arena. While time and the thesis 

word limit precluded the inclusion of Wellington, Waitakere and North Shore in the final work, 

the research was not entirely wasted and findings are included where pertinent.  

The fourth case departs from the others, but is inspired by early North Shore City work and 

builds on themes emerging in the urban cases. Notably the complications of heritage, along 

with the importance of individuals and trusts in the formation and sustenance of culture 

generally. The cultural focus is narrowed to two intersecting facets in a concentrated 

investigation of literary heritage - how it is planned and developed from a community 

perspective and the significance of government policy in supporting or thwarting initiatives. It 

reinforces earlier observations about the power of particular personalities in creating and 

maintaining culture in New Zealand and underscores the importance of narrative. Like works 

of fiction, plans are another form of story conferring structure upon us: “we yearn for the 

structure stories confer, […] we inhabit their patterns and, often but not always, know 

instinctively how to use them well” (Mahy, 1991: 24). 

This thesis is not a work of science, but a discursive and philosophical enquiry into the nature 

of culture and its interface with planning anchored in the New Zealand experience. It is 

eclectic, pragmatic and predominantly qualitative in its approach.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

The modern urban malaise is a complex crisis, which cannot be solved by traditional urban 
planning and policy. The hard sciences of urban planning need to be reformed and 

enriched by mobilising the experiences of different disciplines and people marginalised from 
decision making - many of these might come from the cultural arena. Culture is crucially 
important. It is often the forgotten glue that may hold things together in cities. It is in the 
cultural arena that the battles of the future will be fought – won and lost. Thus a cultural 

perspective needs to move centre stage in the planning of our cities 
Charles Landry (in Verwijnen and Lehtovuori, 1999: 7) 

This thesis is an investigation into how culture is recognised, appreciated and 

developed or supported through New Zealand’s local government policy and 

planning frameworks. Inspiration comes from urban historian Lewis Mumford’s The 

Culture of Cities. Published in the year before the Second World War officially 

began, it is an eloquent panegyric for the city – not the city of technology or 

fascistic ideology, but as “the physical form of the highest and most complex types 

of associative life” where the planner’s task is “to unite culture in all its forms [.…] 

The culture of cities is ultimately the culture of life in its higher social 

manifestations” (Mumford, 1938: 482, 492).  

The chapter begins with a short account of Mumford’s views on city life and modern 

urban planning, before moving on to a brief overview of the resurgent interest in the 

culture of cities crystallising at the turn of the twenty-first century. It concludes by 

outlining the research topic and task. 

1.1 City, Culture and Planning 

Mumford’s optimism dwindled in later years and his better-known The City in 

History, an extended revision of the earlier work, is more sober. Amongst many 

insights is the warning that the contemporary American city has the “classic danger 

signals” attending the fall of ancient Rome:  

[.…] wherever rents rise steeply and housing conditions deteriorate, 
wherever a one sided exploitation of distant territories removes the pressure 
to achieve balance and harmony nearer at hand [.…] the arena, the tall 
tenement, the mass contests and exhibitions [….]  the constant titillation of 
the senses by sex, liquor, and violence [.…] the multiplication of bathrooms 
and the over-expenditure on broadly paved motor roads, and above all, the 
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massive concentration on glib ephemeralities of kinds, performed with 
supreme technical audacity (Mumford, 1961: 280-1). 

His belief in the power of the city to foster communication and unification; create, 

store and transmit knowledge across generations; and act as force for good 

remained undimmed provided “art and thought” are applied to “central human 

concerns, with a fresh dedication to the cosmic and ecological processes that 

enfold all being [.…] For the city should be an organ of love; and the best economy 

of cities is the care and culture” of humans (Ibid.: 655). Mumford despairs that the 

city’s human purpose dissipates in the mid-twentieth century, where quantitative 

values are favoured over qualitative values; democracy and effective criticism 

diminished and people are enslaved rather than liberated by energy and 

technology. Fifty plus years on his ‘danger signals’ have a chilling resonance in 

capitalist cities globally.  

Mumford highlights the collective nature of cities. They are an aggregate of the 

visions and pragmatism of many personalities and populations. In turn this shapes 

unique civic character and sense of place transcending generations. Cities exist 

because the benefits of living together outweigh what individuals and their families 

can achieve on their own. They came into existence for spiritual reasons long 

before their value as fortresses and marketplaces was appreciated. They prosper if 

the opportunity for everyday human encounter is nurtured through the hard 

infrastructure of built form and soft infrastructure of political and communal 

association, if institutional arrangements encourage diversity and tolerance, along 

with common traditions and mutual goals. The metropolis becomes necropolis, as 

Mumford and more recent writers warn (for instance Diamond, 2005; Wright, 2005), 

when its institutions fail and/or it depletes or destroys the resources sustaining it.   

Mumford’s (1938: 482) view of early twentieth century city planning is acerbic: it 

has “no more to do with the essential functions of living in cities than the work of 

either the scene shifter or the property man have to do with the development of 

Hamlet.” Planners’ obsession with physical organisation, business efficiency and 

“studious habits of antisepsis” has little to do with the art of city building (Ibid.: 484). 

It is the communal drama “sharply focussed and adequately staged” that matters, 

so that “every part of human life feels like an uprush of social energy [….] (and) life 

has despite its broken moments, the poise and unity of a collective work of art”, 

where planners “create that background, to achieve that insight, to enliven each 
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individual capacity in an intelligible and aesthetically stimulating whole” (Ibid.: 484-

5). Buildings, sewerage systems and property development are necessary, but not 

the essence of city living, unlike government, education, social services and the 

expressive arts.  

If Landry’s opening observation is correct, there is now increased interest in the 

interrelationship between culture, cities and planning, with the additional 

expectation that a better understanding of culture is fundamental to solving urban 

maladies and resuscitating planning itself. 

1.2 The Cultural Renaissance 

‘Culture’ is fashionable in policy discourses internationally. Acclaimed as the new 

driver of economic prosperity, catalyst of social well-being and reconciliation, botox 

for urban wastelands and pivotal to sustainability, the essence of an exciting, 

perhaps terrifying, post-modern, post-industrial era. Applied with rampant 

immoderation to everything – from works of genius to the quotidian atmospherics of 

the workplace or the street – culture (and close relative ‘creativity’) are used with 

such abandon that some consider the terms hackneyed, debased and devoid of 

useful meaning. 

Cities are fusions of culture and creativity inscribed and congealed, but today it is 

argued that culture is their economic mainstay. Goods and services are 

increasingly imbued with symbolic and aesthetic values; and cultural products and 

ambiences appreciated as significant sources of wealth and competitive 

advantage. Central to this are the creative industries – agglomerative enterprises 

that commercially develop and profit from individual creativity, especially those 

capitalising on digital technology. Furthermore, it is asserted that there is a 

correlation between vivacious, edgy places and congregations of ‘creative’ 

‘innovative’ professionals. Cultural producers, particularly artists, have been 

identified as important agents in urban regeneration and re-imaging; cultural 

tourism is an expanding niche market attractive to affluent travellers. 

Rather than a public subsidy sump, culture is re-forged in the 1980s as a ‘resource’ 

and strategic economic development instrument in what is often referred to as the 

‘Cultural Turn’. Policy stances (involving partnerships between levels of 

government and the private sector) favour ‘investment’ in cultural consumption, or 

cultural production, or both. Obsolescent townscapes are refashioned with iconic 
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architecture; new or refurbished cultural infrastructure; funky downtown apartments; 

and markets to attract more investment, skilled workers, tourists and shoppers. 

Cultural enterprises are nurtured through advice, real estate, finance and 

regulation. From Britain disseminated the idea that culture should be the “glue” 

binding fragmented policy agendas, as suggested above by Landry, and that 

holistic thinking would revitalise the public realm with copious social and economic 

benefits. ‘Creative City’ manifestos provide recipes for replicating ‘creative milieu’ 

and urge urban policymakers to think laterally – to use imagination to solve thorny 

local problems and turn their cities into global players.  

‘Cultural planning’ emerged in varied complexions. From planning for the arts, to an 

all-inclusive “omnibus” form presented as an enriching and even radical alternative 

to traditional urban planning practice, perceived by commentators to be in trouble: 

“in the throes of a paralysing identity crisis [.…] shrinking [.…] at the very time 

culture is expanding” (Young, 2008b: 73). In its most expansive conceptualisation, 

cultural planning embraced the arts, heritage, social welfare, economic 

development and planning at different spatial scales. At the very least, planners are 

implored to promote culture at all tiers of decision making, support those who make 

culture, and understand diverse cultural values (Kunzmann, 2004). 

The cultural utopia is not without problems. Culture is a nebulous and politically 

charged concept. Its passage from universal humanistic and intrinsic values to the 

instrumental world of public policy has engendered inflamed critique: culture 

became a commodity and panacea for all manner of social afflictions. Although 

there has been a distinct shift in policy thinking towards greater democracy and 

emancipation, doubt persists that public investment still serves minority middle-

class elites and that “Every story of regeneration begins with poetry and ends with 

real estate” (Kunzmann, in Evans, 2007: 116). Policies, often associated with 

centre-left ‘Third Way’ governments, display a tense mix of neo-liberalism and 

social democracy. Market-orientated ‘industries’, creative entrepreneurs and 

consumers are privileged over government subsidy; equality has been replaced by 

the rhetoric of inclusion and cohesion mobilised primarily through economic 

participation (Stevenson, 2004). The artist is recast as a creative professional and 

source of ideas, rather than an agent of change; a social therapist rather than 

radical challenger of the status quo and vital to a democratic public sphere. Culture 

is also heavily implicated in globalisation. It infuses some of the most dynamic 
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industries, but those often accused of homogenising its diversity and plundering the 

mother lode. International organisations have identified culture as a medium for 

addressing global development imbalances – but it is certainly complicit in widening 

some of them. Culture is the human universal, but also the root of division and 

sectarianism.                          

Urban planners were to become far more attuned to the significance of social, 

cultural and political values in the late twentieth century and theoretically engrossed 

with language, which along with the city, Mumford considered to be the greatest 

human accomplishment. The extent to which this shift is, however, reflected in 

practice is a matter for conjecture. While the planning object is the “care and 

culture” of human beings and the “ecological processes that enfold them” now and 

in the future, the ability of planning processes (and the utilitarian policy frameworks 

in which they are more often embedded) to grapple with capricious, subjective and 

unpredictable character of culture is far from clear.  

1.3 The Research Topic: Scope and Significance 

This thesis investigates the extent to which the cultural shift observed (or 

advocated) internationally changed attitudes and practices in selected New 

Zealand cities. In particular, it explores what culture means in urban New Zealand 

and how it is (or otherwise) recognised, nurtured or enhanced through local 

government planning and policy initiatives and processes. Do culture, city and 

planning intersect in New Zealand? 

Culture is not an unequivocal local government planning concern until 1991 and the 

passage of the Resource Management Act (hereafter the RMA), when it is 

identified as one of the four conjoint objectives of planning policy. The Local 

Government Act 2002 (hereafter LGA 2002) amplified its presence, when culture 

became one of the four interlocked facets of sustainable development – the new 

purpose of New Zealand’s local government. This thesis is interested in how global 

and local trends in cultural appreciation altered the planning of New Zealand cities 

in this era. Equally intriguing is the unstated unplanned position of culture in New 

Zealand city building and the mentalities that shape the places in which New 

Zealanders sharply encounter Mumford’s associative ideals. What does city mean 

in New Zealand? 
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Finally the enquiry focuses on the nature of planning and its intersection with 

imagination. Is the rational analytical orientation of orthodox modern urban planning 

at odds with the spontaneous disorder seemingly fundamental to innovation: is 

culture “inherently damaged when centrally planned and administered” (Freestone 

and Gibson, 2006: 41). How “crucially important” is an understanding of culture to 

the planning discipline? 

This work is unique because culture and certainly, cultural planning are unexplored 

in New Zealand, particularly in the local government domain. Apart from heritage 

and ethnic issues, it has received little attention in the local planning literature. 

Research on cultural policy is relatively more substantial – but largely the province 

of the humanities, arts administrators and itinerantly, economists. It is important 

because most New Zealanders live in cities and yet they are curiously unexamined 

as cultural constructs – in fiction or in scholarship. In fiction, they are colourless 

stage sets, mammon incarnate, malevolent atmospheres, or natural idylls. In the 

planning literature they are statistical dissections, regulated topographies, 

impecunious nightmares or environmental freeloaders. The culture of New Zealand 

city life is seldom discussed.   

As already noted, culture is by no means an easy concept. The thesis begins by 

examining its intricacies and disciplinary interpretations before looking at how it is 

deployed in policy and finally, its connections with planning. From the cultivation of 

human excellence, particularly through symbolic expression, culture expands to 

embrace ways of life and human values, with tensions emerging between 

universalist and relativist orientations. While an inclusive conception of culture 

evolved through the work of the United Nations (hereafter UN) in the second half of 

the twentieth century, culture as a national policy object is generally restricted to 

the arts and heritage – with neither moving far from the policy fringe. Economic 

values emphasising individual utility and the collective and trans-generational 

values of culture are not easily reconciled, particularly as the latter are difficult to 

quantify. Planning, like culture and indeed cities, is collective, connective and long-

term in its purpose. Like culture, planning wrestles with universalism and relativism, 

with the rights of diverse individuals versus common needs. Planning straddles 

memory and creative possibility, it is suffused with values, embroiled in power 

struggles and always unfolding.  
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The thesis goes on to review the inter-relationship between culture and planning, 

as a backdrop to examining how they come together in the New Zealand urban 

context. Four case studies are the lens for this. The city case studies give 

microcosmic insights into the questions posed above. While the RMA provides the 

raison d’être for the New Zealand planning profession currently and is a key tool in 

the management and regulation of built environment, urban planning is construed 

more widely in this work. Particular emphasis is given to plans taking shape under 

the auspices of the LGA 2002, which arguably has a more comprehensive and 

integrated remit than the RMA - which accentuates the biophysical environment. 

These cases also reveal much about the nature of, and constraints on, New 

Zealand local government and its urban planning proficiency. The fourth case study 

takes a different perspective and looks at one dimension of culture – built heritage - 

and how, for all its subjectivity and illogicality, it is a medium for communication, 

education, and sociability. In this case, writers’ houses become more than the 

individuals they memorialise. They are physical touchstones for personal and 

collective histories and memories: the means for telling stories, exchanging 

experiences, reflecting on the lives of others and our own. Here the thesis looks at 

the interaction between citizens and government in the creation and continuity of 

cultural enterprise. 

The case studies are used to reflect on the state of culture in the New Zealand 

urban context and finally, in the light of this investigation and the theoretical 

arguments of Mumford, Landry and others, the thesis returns to contemplate the 

relationship between culture, cities and planning.     

1.4 The Research Task: Methodology, Sources and Structure 

1.4.1 Methodology  

To recapitulate, this thesis addresses three questions:   

• Do culture, city and planning intersect in New Zealand? 

• What does city mean in New Zealand? 

• How ‘crucially important’ is an understanding of culture to the planning 

discipline? 

These are investigated primarily through case study methodology and triangulation 

of information collected through a range of different techniques including participant 
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observation, interviews, artifacts, archival records and documentation towards 

“reaching a holistic understanding of the phenomenon being studied” (Baxter and 

Jack, 2008: 554). The thesis is qualitative in orientation and “seeks to interpret and 

understand” “rich, but narrow data” without claim to objectivity (Davidson and 

Tolich, 2003: 127). Case study methodology is grounded in the systematic 

exploration of culture, emerging in the early twentieth century when practised by 

the discipline of anthropology in the form of field studies and subsequently further 

elaborated within the social sciences (Johansson, 2003). Johansson (Ibid.: 2) distils 

the common features of the case study as follows: 

A case study is expected to capture the complexity of a single case [….] 
which is the object of the study. The “case” should: 

• be a complex functioning unit, 
• be investigated in its natural context with a multitude of methods, and 
• be contemporary 

He goes on to note that the focus on contemporary events is reflective of the social 

sciences, but in architecture and planning where the focus is often on physical 

artefacts “the gap between case study and history tends to diminish. An artefact is 

a carrier of its history” (Ibid.: 5). A case is, however, “a phenomenon specific to 

time and space” (Ibid.). Cases may be selected for their intrinsic interest, where the 

research generates insights rather than generalised findings; or purposefully 

selected for particular qualities such as uniqueness, data potential, capacity to 

reveal etc. Purposeful selections may yield analytical generalisations based on 

reasoning (Ibid.: 8-9).  

The cases selected in this work were chosen for their intrinsic merit and thus for the 

insights they reveal. Three concentrate on cities – two provincial centres in the 

North Island and South Island of New Zealand, Nelson and Napier, and New 

Zealand’s most populous city, Auckland. The definition of city is based on territorial 

local government jurisdictions. Auckland City, the third case study, no longer exists 

following a local government amalgamation in 2010, but it was the heart of the 

Auckland metropolitan region. The Nelson and Napier cases were selected 

because both have cultural reputations – Nelson for its leadership in cultural 

enterprise and promotion of cultural tourism; Napier for its heritage townscape. 

Auckland was chosen because it offered a contrasting scale and was recognised 

as nationally progressive in the development of a cultural plan in 2001.  
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The fourth case study takes a different tack. It is national in scope and in effect four 

sub-cases embedded in one. Rather than exploring cultural policy in all its aspects 

within a bounded geographic urban entity, it focuses on a niche element of culture 

– literary heritage – and its articulation in the physical artifact of the literary house 

museum. Even culture thus reduced continues to be rich in complexity. Literary 

heritage traverses the expressive, intellectual, historical and nostalgic aspects of 

culture. New Zealand’s four leading literary house museums provide interesting 

urban curiosities for meditating on cultural meanings, cultural caretakers and 

cultural tourism. Whereas the urban cases privilege cultural planning and policy, 

this case study foregrounds the role of the artifact and the community in nurturing 

culture.  It directly addresses one of culture’s pivotal traits: human memory and its 

inscription in the built environment.  

Each case study contains a historical review, but the primary timeframe of this 

research is 2000-2010. 

1.4.2 Sources 

The studies are underpinned by a review of the international literature on culture, 

cultural policy and cultural planning - which provides a comparative foundation for 

assessing the New Zealand experience relative to other localities and practices, 

illuminating common and indigenous issues. As will be argued in the following 

chapter, culture is conceptualised in multiple ways by different disciplines and 

remains contested. This research is interested how New Zealand planners define 

the cultural policy field; determine objectives and actions; and the outcomes 

transpiring.  

Fieldwork, in this context “the generation, analysis, and presentation of non-

numerical data, based on observation and (unstructured) interviewing of the people 

in the research setting” (Tolich and Davidson, 1999: 5) is supplemented by content 

analysis of archival materials and the critical review of contemporary plans and 

policies.  

Unstructured interviews with key people in the field allowed a wide range of issues 

to be canvassed and respondents were encouraged to freely give their opinions on 

a variety of subjects, with the researcher acting as a guide. This approach is 

particularly commended as a “powerful research technique when not much is 

already known about the topic being researched, or where that topic is particularly 
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complex” (Opie, 2003: 240). Both applied in this work. Each interview was loosely 

structured around a range of themes and list of prompts. Themes reflected the 

particular role played by the respondent and the object of the interview was to 

probe for what was not known. Emphasis was placed on the evolving conversation, 

which was recorded by hand by the interviewer – and later analysed for patterns 

and insights.  

Most of these interviews were carried out between 2007 and 2009. Thirty-seven  

people were interviewed, all in their public capacity as politicians, council officers, 

directors, consultants, trustees, cultural advocates and artists. When this research 

commenced ethics approval was not required, providing respondents were 

speaking in a public role. City councils were contacted and asked to identify 

informants they thought relevant to this study. Other respondents were followed up 

on recommendations made by the officers interviewed or because of their 

prominent role in the local cultural arena. This method was fluid and partial, but 

provided insight into how culture and its responsibilities were perceived in the 

different localities. It is of interest that mainstream urban planners were rarely 

identified – only in Napier, where a direct connection was made between culture 

and the management of built heritage. More often culture was considered to be the 

province of community services officers, quasi-government or community 

organisations. Trustees and curators were interviewed on the literary house 

museums.  

1.4.3 Structure 

Following this introductory chapter, the corpus of this thesis is structured in three 

parts. Part One provides a general overview of the literature on culture, cultural 

policy and cultural planning. Within this the second chapter attempts to unpick the 

evolving meaning of the concept of culture as a prelude to the third, which looks at 

how it has been deployed in international and national policy arenas, before turning 

specifically to New Zealand. The fourth chapter analyses the literature on cultural 

planning and how it is being deployed in Europe, North America and Australasia.  

Part Two contains the case studies, each beginning with historical context. The 

place-centred studies begin with an historical narrative inquiring into the cultural 

character of each location: the “enduring cultural orientations” that may “exist and 

function relatively independent of their current populations or of the numerous 
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social processes at any particular time” (Evans, 2001: 137), but generate (or 

mitigate) cultural and creative activity. The provincial case studies explore the 

interface between public and private cultural activity and local government planning 

and policy regimes. The Auckland case focuses more precisely on local 

government planning: how culture was articulated and enshrined in policy, and the 

policy outcomes. The fourth explores the world of literary heritage and the 

idiosyncrasies of literary house museums abroad and in New Zealand.  

Part Three contains a comparative assessment and discussion of the case studies 

and the state of local governance and planning in the cultural environment in New 

Zealand, and the values and capacities underpinning both. Chapter 10 draws the 

work to a close with contemplation on the significance of a cultural understanding in 

the context of cities and urban planning.   
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Part 1 

Overview 

 

Part I provides the background and context for the New Zealand case studies in 

Part 2 through a review of the literature. It begins by exploring the conceptualisation 

of culture. Libraries are devoted to pinning down this slippery term, which has 

shifted and expanded within different disciplines and across time. It seemed 

important, however, to include a general summary of the major evolutionary twists 

and ensuing ambiguities as these have had an impact on how the cultural policy 

field and its agendas have been framed internationally and in New Zealand. Part 1 

concludes by specifically addressing the interrelationship between culture and 

planning from existing and emerging theoretical perspectives. It explores the 

arguments for cultural planning in its territorial rather than sectoral manifestation 

and highlights contemporary views and issues.  
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Chapter 2 

On Culture 
 

The word "culture" no longer, I suspect, stands in most people's minds for that whole 
congeries of institutions, relations, kinship patterns, linguistic forms, and the rest for 

which the early anthropologists meant it to stand. Words, unlike good soldiers under the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire don’t remain in place and take commands. Instead they insist 
on being unruly, and slither and slide around, picking up all sorts of slippery and even 
goofy meanings. An icon [.…] doesn't stay a small picture of a religious personage but 

usually turns out nowadays to be someone with spectacular grosses. "The language," as 
Flaubert once protested in his attempt to tell his mistress Louise Colet how much he 

loved her, "is inept." 

Joseph Epstein (2005: 7) 

Author and literary critic Joseph Epstein notes that anthropologist Alfred Kroeber1 

identified over one hundred uses of the word culture in The Nature of Culture 

published in 1952 and observes these uses more than doubled over the next fifty 

years. Today the word is loosely and popularly applied (at times pejoratively) in all 

manner of contexts to connote a: “general emotional atmosphere and institutional 

character” (Ibid.: 8), as in ‘business culture’, ‘science culture’, ‘culture of poverty’, 

‘consumer culture’, ‘celebrity culture’ etc., where an ambience or collective habit is 

held to mould or explain the attitudes and behaviours of individuals. Many 

commentators draw attention to the ‘unruly’ and ‘slippery’ nature of culture, often 

citing Raymond William’s (1983: 87) Keywords in which he says that “culture is one 

of the two or three most difficult words in the English language”, complexities he 

attributes to its convoluted history and distinctive disciplinary conceptualisations.  

No matter the attendant difficulties of pinning down such a capricious and nebulous 

concept, in a work concerned with cultural policy some attempt must be made to 

outline key themes in its historical development. Policy and research agendas are, 

after all, wrought from the semantics and understandings prevailing in the era of 

their formulation. Given the vast and diffuse nature of the literature, in which entire 

works grapple with the problem of signification alone, it is impossible to do justice 

to the variety and subtlety of these debates, or the insights of particular disciplines. 

The following offers a brief overview.  
                                            
1 164 definitions of culture are identified in a review published in the same year (Kroeber & 

Kluckhorn, 1952: 149). 
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2.1 Culture as Civilisation 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary (2012) etymology, culture is derived 

from the Latin cultura and originally applied to the application of human intelligence 

and hand to the cultivation of nature – cropping and later animal husbandry. By the 

sixteenth century it had taken on a ‘humanist’ dimension and was figuratively 

applied to the ‘cultivation’ of the human mind and conduct through education, 

crystallising in the nineteenth century to refer to the ‘civilised’ refinement of the 

intellect, taste and etiquette, manifested in civility and the production or 

appreciation of complex ‘high’ art forms and elite entertainments, such as poetry, 

classical music, ballet and fine arts.  

Victorian poet, literary critic and humanist Matthew Arnold (1822-1888) exemplifies 

this perspective. He represents culture both as an abstract ideal and practical 

antidote to the chaotic fragmentation, materialism and secularisation of the 

industrial age: “a pursuit of our total perfection by means of getting to know [.…] the 

best which has been thought and said in the world” (Arnold et al., 1994 [1869]: 5) 

Nourishment of the inner life through education “the study of perfection” (Ibid.: 64) 

and personal striving for the highest moral, intellectual and aesthetic standards, he 

argued, would substitute for the loss of religious faith and its solidarity; temper the 

rise of bourgeois individualism and vulgarity; and ameliorate class divisions. Culture 

was the core of humanity “as distinguished from our animality”, and instrumental in 

the continuous improvement or “harmonious expansion” of the human condition 

(Ibid.: 32-33).  

2.2 Culture as Ways of Living 

The definition Epstein alludes to emerges towards the end of the nineteenth 

century with the formation of social sciences, notably anthropology, sociology and 

psychology. Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952: 9) attribute its first ethnographic use in 

English to the cultural evolutionist Edward Tylor2 (1832-1917): “Culture, or 

civilization [.…] is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, law, 

morals, custom and other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of 

society” (Tylor 1871, in Ibid.: 43). Culture is thus conceived inclusively, as an 

interrelated collection of historical objects and properties, “acquired” or learnt 
                                            
2 Although Tylor is thus credited, there were antecedents to the use of culture in this 
context. 
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through socialisation or enculturation (as opposed to those biologically endowed). It 

is a reified entity or “complex whole” existing before and beyond the life of any 

individual; the framework or worldview that shapes the way of life, consciousness, 

conduct, and aspirations of every individual; but articulated in myriad ways of life 

across time and space.   

Culture is increasingly distanced from its ‘natural’ origins, to become the essence of 

what it is to be human and by implication distinguishes us from other animal 

species. Here it is used synonymously with civilization (albeit measured against a 

Eurocentric standard), suggesting it is more than just being human (certainly more 

than the human as animal), and a higher state or stage of enlightened 

advancement. In absolutist Arnold’s reasoning it is the apex of intellectual 

development and propriety, and in contradistinction to instinct. For Tylor, it is the 

climactic destination every society heads towards in the long march from savagery 

and barbarism, a unilinear process of cultural adaptation and diffusion; in which the 

intricacies of kinship organisation or the simplicity of a cooking vessel are as worthy 

of consideration as Arnold’s odes and symphonies.  

Residues of Tylor’s ‘modern’ definition continue to be found in the ‘content’ 

vocabularies of many contemporary conceptualisations of culture, although 

developmental rankings of societies are no longer widely accepted, in part due to 

the influence of the German-American anthropologist Franz Boas (1858-1942). 

Unlike armchair ethnologist Tylor, Boas was a fieldworker who assiduously 

documented the real life-ways of non-Western communities through participant 

observation. Tylor’s legacy is apparent in his definition of culture: “(which) 

embraces all the manifestations of social habits of the community, the reactions of 

the individual as affected by the habits of the group in which he lives, and the 

products of human activities as determined by these habits” (Boas [1930] in Ibid.: 

43). Boas, however, saw culture as a medium through which humans interact with 

the natural environment to secure food, shelter, and utensils. Influenced by the 

German Romantic tradition of Herder, he was not so much interested in reified 

‘culture’ per se, but in cultures in all their variation. He rejected Tylor’s evolutionist 

model as value-laden (and tacitly elitist and racist) and in The Mind of Primitive 

Man makes the case for ‘cultural relativism’ or the notion that different cultures are 

not inherently backward, nor superior (Boas, 1938). They are simply different – 
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reflective of inherited traditions and beliefs, systems of social organisation, and the 

biophysical environs in which they exist.   

By the mid-twentieth century cultural definitions were sufficiently diverse to warrant 

review and classification. Drawing on literature from the humanities and physical 

sciences, Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) distilled six, non-mutually exclusive, 

categories: 

1. Descriptive: where culture consists of a comprehensive inventory of the traits 

that make up the totality of social life: e.g. knowledge, beliefs, institutions, 

morals, customs, technologies, arts, language etc. 

2. Historical: where culture is the heritage and traditions bequeathed to future 

generations. 

3. Normative: where culture is the rules guiding human behaviour or, alternatively, 

the ideals and values of a social group. 

4. Psychological: where culture is a problem-solving mechanism enabling humans 

to interact, learn, adapt to their environments and satisfy their material and 

emotional needs. 

5. Structural: where culture is a conceptual model – an abstracted pattern, 

organisation, configuration, system, or blueprint for living interpreted via, but 

distinguished from, concrete behaviour and action. 

6. Genetic: where culture consists of the artefacts and ideas produced through 

human interaction and transmitted to successive generations. 

In their view each category afforded significant and legitimate insights into the 

nature of culture overall. Variations in conceptualisation, they concluded, were in 

part influenced by intellectual fashions and paradigms, but the major differences lay 

in degrees of comprehensiveness and the properties scholars chose to emphasise. 

Conscious learning (as distinct from custom and tradition), symbolism, behaviour, 

structural relationships (patterning and systems) became more prominent with the 

mounting influence of psychology and sociology. The American anthropological 

school accentuated the importance of historical processes and the influence of 

culture in forming human behaviours and individual consciousness; whereas the 

British school favoured synchronic analysis and functionalism – documenting and 
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revealing the functions performed by cultural phenomena, such as social structures 

and institutions, beliefs, myths etc., in the maintenance of society.  

Kroeber and Kluckhohn (Ibid.: 157) offered their own summary definition: “[....] 

culture is a product; is historical; includes ideas, patterns, and values; is selective; 

is learned; is based upon symbols; and is an abstraction from behaviour and the 

products of behaviour”. Culture was considered a ‘superorganism’ (a perspective 

favoured by Kroeber in earlier work) with its own order and momentum. It was 

appreciated as being more than a mere “precipitate of the past” (Ibid.) passively 

received and transmitted; with modifications and alterations occurring through 

contact with other ways of life and autonomous individual and group actions, 

although the balance (or tension) between cultural determinism and freewill was, 

and continues to be, subject to conjecture. Selectivity shifted the debate from ways 

of life to “distinctive ways of life” (Ibid.). Recognition is also given to the existence of 

subcultures of great variety and overlap, where “regional, economic, status, 

occupational or clique groups” (Ibid.) share traits, values, beliefs and ideals. Culture 

was deemed not, however, to be concerned with individual and often idiosyncratic 

personalities and behaviours – the stuff of psychology – but with the integrated 

whole, or wider personality of a social group. 

Culture is not only used interchangeably with civilization, but also with society. 

Kluckhohn (1962: 24) acknowledges a close relationship, but also a clear 

separation, he quotes Sanford Winston’s lyrical exposition on the difference:  

[….] social interaction which takes place between two individuals comes 
under the category of the social insofar as it pertains to their reactions to 
one another as individuals. But where their behaviour is affected by the 
patterned ways of behaviour existent in the society of which they are a part, 
their own social behaviour is influenced by a cultural factor. The 
introduction, the tipping of the hat, and other formalized rules of politeness, 
the business of courtship and the channelled ways of behaviour toward 
each other of man and wife, are all examples of patterned (i.e., cultural) 
ways of behaving. The interaction is social. But it is affected by the cultural; 
it may largely coincide or [….] it may veer away from the patterned ways of 
behaviour laid down by a given society. 

Kluckhohn (Ibid.: 25) sees behaviour as a ‘stratigraphic’ composite of 

idiosyncratic/psychological, cultural, sociological, and biological forces. Culture is 

not so much its materiality but “a way of thinking, feeling, believing” contributing 

“knowledge” for living and planning, a “social legacy” assisting in problem solving 

and above all, social interaction:  
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[….] the essential core of culture consists of traditional (i.e. historically 
derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values; culture 
systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the 
other as conditioning influences upon further action (Ibid.: 73). 

Some time later and from a sociological vantage, Giddens (1993) concurs with 

Kluckhohn that society and culture are strongly associated, but subtly different, 

society being: “a system of interrelationships that connects individuals together” 

(Ibid.: 32) whereas culture (echoing the anthropologists) is: “the ways of life of the 

members of a society, or groups within a society” (Ibid.: 31) and medium of self-

consciousness, communication and reason. Each is essential to the other and 

social theorists in the sociological tradition (Marx, Weber, Durkheim, Parsons and 

others) have contributed important concepts and insights to understanding the 

reciprocal nature of this relationship. 

Anthropology’s interest in the non-Western ‘Other’ is regarded as a defining early 

characteristic (most of the social sciences, bar psychology, were preoccupied with 

the Western European world), along with its focus on inter- rather intra-cultural 

variation (Kluckhohn, 1962). The degree to which it was a science (and able to 

produce generalised principles from observed uniformities), as opposed to an 

interpretive humanistic discipline more akin to history, was debated; as was the 

value or validity of cross-cultural comparison. Cultural relativists argued that each 

distinctive way of life was original and particular, deserving of detailed attention and 

respect in its own right. Every study illuminated the multi-hued interplay between 

human imagination, communal forces and environment, and added to the overall 

knowledge of humanity in all its luxuriant variegation. Others looked for deeper 

explanations in the cross-cultural similarities apparent in traits, structures and 

patterns, or for the universals of a shared human nature.  

Twenty years on from Kroeber and Kluckhohn’s classic, Keesing, (1974) observed 

that while anthropologists still used the term ‘culture’ there was, if anything, even 

less consensus over its meaning and usefulness. Kroeber and Kluckhohn’s 

“holistic, humanistic” synthesis was thought too general and amorphous “to either 

separate analytically the twisted threads of human experience or interpret the 

designs into which they are woven” and observed that, “The challenge [….] has 

been to narrow the concept of ‘culture’ so that it includes less and reveals more” 

(Ibid.: 73). 
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In considering these “rethinkings” Keesing identified two theoretical, but far from 

harmonious, trajectories. The first, drawing on evolutionary models, focussed on 

cultural adaptation and embraces a diverse range of theoretical approaches, 

including human evolution itself, ecological anthropology, cultural ecology, and 

cultural materialism. Broadly such approaches tackle the complex interplay 

between culture, human biology, and biophysical context. According to Keesing, 

there were some commonalities in the assumptions made: cultures were socially 

learned patterns or systems of behaviour, exhibited by populations, that change 

through adaptation (a process analogous to natural selection) and enabled the 

diverse human species to interact with, and thrive in, equally diverse ecological 

surroundings. Social and political structures, faiths, settlement morphologies, 

technologies, and economic organisation were cited as examples – with 

‘adaptationists’ tending to privilege modes of production and material conditions, 

over ideational systems, as the drivers of change. The second trajectory, however, 

prioritized ideational systems and conceives of cultures as “systems of ideas” (Ibid.: 

77).  

Here Keesing noted three distinctive approaches. The first, pioneered in North 

America, focussed on cultures as cognitive or knowledge systems and how people 

understood and categorised the world they experienced; Keesing maintains this 

approach had not proven particularly fruitful to date. The second, proffered by the 

French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908-2009), focussed on “cultures as 

structural systems” where cultures are perceived as “shared symbolic systems that 

are cumulative creations of mind (and sought to) discover in the structuring of 

cultural domains – myth, art, kinship, language – the principles of mind that 

generate these cultural elaborations” (Ibid.: 78); and the third on “cultures as 

symbolic systems” exemplified, inter alios, by the work of the American 

anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1926-2006) who viewed culture as “semiotic” and 

the work of the anthropologist to be the hermeneutic interpretation of cultures as 

“shared codes of meaning” (Ibid.: 79).  

Geertz and Lévi-Strauss radically influenced the ontological and epistemological 

theorisation of anthropological culture in the 1970s and although less 

enthusiastically embraced in the 1980s with the advent of post-structuralism and 

Cultural Studies, they presaged (and helped to provoke) a major wind-shift 

occurring more generally in the social sciences and humanities at this time. While 
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fundamentally different in orientation and illustrating a pervading tension in the 

anthropological discipline “pulled between the poles of two radically divergent 

impulses, one “scientizing,” the other “relativizing” (Stocking, 2001), they are seen 

to have forcefully moved the discipline and its understandings of culture in from the 

‘exotic’ primitive margins and connected them to the mainstreams of contemporary 

intellectual life (see Ortner, 1999; Deliège and Scott, 2004). 

2.3 Culture as Symbolic and Structural Systems 

Geertz was less inclined to get bogged down in “the conceptual morass into which 

the Tylorean kind of pot-au-feu theorising about culture can lead” (1973: 4) and 

looked to the social theorists for early inspiration, in particular Max Weber and 

functionalist Talcott Parsons. He argued that culture consisted of “webs of 

significance” (Ibid.: 5) or “a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic 

forms by means of which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their 

knowledge about and their attitudes toward life” (Ibid.: 89). In this view culture is a 

system of socially generated control mechanisms (analogous to computer 

programmes) regulating behaviour; a pattern of shared, or public rather than 

private, meanings embedded in symbolic systems – language, art, myth, ritual, 

technology, emblems etc. – that orientate, connect and direct people’s lives. Geertz 

considers culture an evolutionary achievement that “completes” us as humans, 

although expressed in multifarious forms unique to particular groups. It is 

“manufactured” by humans to fill what he terms the “information gap” (Ibid.: 50). 

Geertz proposes that cultural practices should be read, as texts, somewhat akin to 

literary criticism, and that ethnography should be “thick description” or elucidation of 

the symbolic meanings and social purposes, behind particular actions (Ibid.: 6-10).  

He seeks to move away from conceiving of culture as a ‘superorganic’ reified entity 

(although is not entirely consistent in achieving this) and argues for a synergistic, 

rather than ‘stratigraphic’ understanding of human behaviours: a dynamic 

interactive network, rather than the layered hierarchy implied in Kluckhohn’s 

disciplinary classification, and is critical of both reductionism and expansionism – of 

the oversimplification of complex realities, or of seeing the world in a microcosm. 

His anthropology is intrinsically subjective and particularised. In his view, cultural 

theory, or at least ethnography, has limited predictive powers, its role is to make us 

more aware of how others (strangers) conceptualise their world: “the office of 

theory is to provide a vocabulary in which what symbolic action has to say about 
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itself – that is, about the role of culture in human life – can be expressed” (Ibid.: 

27), the study of detailed specifics sheds light on larger social issues or meanings, 

without necessarily offering generalised causal explanations. 

The degree to which culture, and particularly language, constructs human thought 

is contentious. Geertz (Ibid.: 45) assumed that thought was socially formed:  

Thinking consists not of “happenings in the head” (though happenings there 
and elsewhere are necessary for it to occur) but of traffic in [.…] significant 
symbols – words for the most part but also gestures, drawings, mechanical 
devices like clocks, or natural objects like jewels-anything in fact that is 
disengaged from its mere actuality and used to impose meaning on 
experience. 

Lévi-Strauss (Leach, 1970; Deliège and Scott, 2004) however, saw culture(s) as 

being formed by the human mind – and anthropology as the study of the human 

intellect. The multiplicity of cultural practices – apparent in language, kinship, 

mythology, art, ritual, cooking etc. – once stripped of their content were, in his view, 

remarkably similar in their structural (relational) properties and underpinned by 

invariant mental processes or a collective unconscious. As he explained, his 

structuralism aimed “to find an order behind [.…] apparent disorder” (Lévi-Strauss, 

1978), to decode ostensibly disparate ‘surface’ or observable phenomena to reveal 

‘deep’ and unexpected congruencies: the unity in diversity. In many respects he is 

“more concerned with ‘Culture’ than with ‘a culture’” (Keesing, 1974: 79) and 

departs from the descriptive empirical epistemology of earlier anthropologies 

(although he did limited, albeit somewhat estranged fieldwork as he never 

mastered the language of those he observed) assuming a more detached 

rationalist position – he was French after all and marinated in the a priori traditions 

of the Enlightenment (although he remained sceptical about Eurocentric notions of 

progress and universal values). 

In contrast to Geertz’s intense experiential exegetics, he held that it was possible to 

analyse cultural data scientifically, objectively, and logically – using the 

methodologies of structural linguistics and mathematics – to expose universal 

timeless laws of human thought. Leach (1970: 11) notes that Lévi-Strauss was 

hunting for what he termed “fundamental properties” throughout his work, or as 

Leach puts it the “essence of our true nature” revealed through the study of 

‘primitive’ peoples – whose modes of thought Lévi-Strauss considered as 

sophisticated, curious and logical as our own, but uncontaminated and illuminative 
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of human thinking processes generally; knowledge which could then be applied to 

improving our understanding of ourselves. Rousseau’s legacy is evident here.  

For Lévi-Strauss, culture is the medium through which humans classify and impose 

logic and meaning on an incoherent, disordered, meaningless world. A key insight, 

taken from linguistics, was his proposition that binary contrasts order and organise 

human thought patterns and form the structural basis of all human cultures. 

Meaning was not contained within a particular word or symbol, but in the contrast of 

opposites and sequential combinations. It was, thus, the structure or system, not 

the unique self or particular text, that produced meaning or value – a position in 

opposition to the humanist disposition, which focussed on the individual or ego-

centred mind – where language was seen as a mechanism or conduit for 

expressing idiosyncratic experiences of reality and being:  

[.…] structuralism embarked upon a concerted critique of humanism and 
anthropocentrism, inverting humanist premises by prioritizing structure over 
the subject, the unconscious over the conscious, and the objective analyses 
of scientific laws over ego-based epistemologies (Nik Farrell Fox in Ortner, 
2006: 108). 

While Geertz was admired for his vividly eloquent accounts of cultural specifics, 

Lévi-Strauss was more often found to be abstrusely theoretical and clinical 

(although Triste Tropiques (1955), an autobiographical, ethnographic travelogue, is 

enjoyed for its lyricism and accessibility). His abstract, deterministic models were 

criticised for ignoring history and negating human agency – he fiercely opposed the 

Existentialism of his contemporary Jean Paul Sartre, for privileging individual 

freedom (albeit constrained by imposed ideologies) in the creation of meaning and 

for discounting transcendental systems such as culture: “to promote private 

preoccupations to the rank of philosophical problems is dangerous and may result 

in a kind of shop-girl’s philosophy” (Lévi-Strauss in Leach, 1970: 6). Even Geertz 

(1973: 355), who appears to respect Lévi-Strauss’ intellectual daring, commented 

that he had created: “an infernal cultural machine. It annuls history, reduces 

sentiment to the shadow of the intellect, and replaces the particular minds of 

particular savages in particular jungles with the Savage Mind immanent in all of us.” 

Whether Lévi-Strauss’ methodology offered a genuinely objective and ‘scientific’ 

approach to the study of culture is a matter for conjecture (Leach, 1970; Deliège 

and Scott, 2004). His analysis of mythological structures is extraordinarily complex 

and technical, but his reading of myths (for example, the Oedipus myth) seems at 
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least as interpretive and as subjective as Geertz’s famous and certainly more 

evocative reading of Balinese cockfighting. Indeed as Deliège and Scott (Ibid.: 1-2) 

observe structuralism per se might be seen as “more of a metaphysics than a 

method” and, citing Edmund Leach, go on to say Lévi-Strauss’ structuralism “is not 

a method, it is “a way of looking at things.” 

2.4 Culture and Politics 

Questions and tensions around objectivity and subjectivity, cultural determinism 

and individual agency were not new and continue to be hotly debated in 

anthropological circles, along with issues relating to power and inequality which 

inflamed anthropology (and the social sciences generally) towards the end of the 

twentieth century with the increasingly explicit “politicization of ‘culture’” (Wright, 

1998: 7). Although Lévi-Strauss sought to find unity in diversity and pinpointed 

biology and, in particular, the human mind, he was a relativist rather than a 

universalist. This was particularly evident in the work he did for United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (hereafter UNESCO), where his 

influence endured long after his structuralism had been deconstructed by post-

structuralist thinkers, notably Jacques Derrida. 

Post-structuralism undermined certainties around universal truths. Both truth and 

knowledge are perceived as human constructs, not explained through recourse to 

linguistic structures (as did de Saussure), economic structures (as did Marx) or the 

subconscious (as did Freud), but subtly entangled, at least according to Foucault, 

with power. Derrida and Foucault, among others, fuelled the postmodernist 

movement and critical theory – which abandoned the Enlightenment ideals of 

modernity and confidence in truth established through reason, empiricism and 

objectivity, along with conviction about progress. 

2.5 Culture as a Tool for Living 

The idea of cultural universals, however, has not been entirely abandoned in the 

twenty-first century. Lévi-Strauss believed that anthropology was a cognitive 

science and developments in neuroscience, evolutionary psychology and 

behavioural genetics suggest he may have been ahead of his time, not for his 

structuralism, but in his early arguments for the consilience of science and the 

humanities, and the reintegration of nature and culture. 
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Psychologist Steven Pinker (2002: 23), for example, takes issue with Kroeber’s 

superorganic conception “the denial of human nature and the autonomy of culture 

from individual minds” and postmodernist shredding of objectively derived truth, 

morality and aesthetic judgement. He rejects Enlightenment dogmas such as the 

‘blank slate’ and ‘noble savage’ – convictions that humans are creations of their 

experiences and cultures, with minds susceptible to social inscription and 

improvement (or otherwise). While he does not dispute rich variations in cultural 

forms, nor that behaviours and practices are learned; rather learning, in his view, is 

rooted in the neural networks of brain physiology common to all humans – an 

innate circuitry that enables learning, cultural creation and socialisation.  

For Pinker, culture is a simply “a tool for living”, a functionalist “pool of technological 

and social innovations that people accumulate to help them live their lives, not a 

collection of arbitrary roles and symbols that happen to befall them” (Ibid.: 65-6). 

Differences can be explained in the splitting of populations who, through isolation or 

competition, culturally evolve in new directions as they work out ways of managing 

their social and ecological environments appropriating, where apposite, the 

innovations of others. Pinker is at pains to suggest this is not unsophisticated 

reductionism – but an approach conducive to the connecting and mingling of 

disciplines to produce new insights. Nor does attention to human nature suggest a 

reliance on stasis – evolution is progressive – but it asks for consideration of what 

we are, in preparation for what might be:  

[.…] the new sciences of human nature can help lead the way to a realistic, 
biologically informed humanism. They expose the psychological unity of our 
species beneath the superficial differences of physical appearance and 
parochial culture. They make us appreciate the wondrous complexity of the 
human mind [….] they identify the moral institutions that we can put to work 
in improving our lot. They promise a naturalness in human relationships, 
encouraging us to treat people in terms of how they do feel rather than how 
some theory says they ought to feel. They offer a touchstone by which we 
can identify suffering and oppression wherever they occur, unmasking the 
rationalisations of the powerful. They give us a way to see through the 
designs of self-appointed social reformers who will liberate us from our 
pleasures. They renew our appreciation for the achievements of democracy. 
And they enhance the insights of artists and philosophers who have 
reflected on the human condition for millennia (Ibid.: xi).  

It is beyond the scope of this work to debate Pinker’s perspective (which attracts 

critique), or indeed, to open up the perennial controversies around nature versus 

nurture, or the darker implications of human nature – brutality, selfishness, greed 

and prejudice, or conversely, capacities for altruism, cooperation, sensibility and 
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morality. Suffice to say the interplay between genetic and epigenetic factors is 

obviously complex, fascinating and not reducible to stark either/ors or facile 

determinism. He draws attention to anthropologist Donald Brown’s 1989 list of 

nearly 400 ‘surface’ (as opposed to ‘deep’ neurobiological) traits common to all 

cultures, for example: language, cooking, medicine, worldviews, jokes, insults, 

coyness, metaphor, judgmentalism, status hierarchies, risk-taking and planning for 

the future. Aesthetics, narratives, music (as art and otherwise), poetry, dance and 

non-bodily decorative art also appear universal (Ibid.: 435-439).  

Pinker later commented that of the issues traversed in The Blank Slate  (including 

infanticide, social engineering, Nazism, God and war), those that raised the most 

outrage were parenting and the arts. The former because he suggested that 

parenting ended at conception and for his contention that twentieth century elite art 

forms and criticism transgressed universal conceptions of beauty, rhythm, plot and 

proportion leading to handwringing about the future of high culture and humanities 

faculties. Yet he argues, there is abundant evidence that the arts (at least outside 

the academy and cash-strapped high art institutions) are thriving with an 

appreciation of new art forms and media (Pinker, 2003).  

2.6 Culture is Ordinary 

Interdisciplinarity and rejection of aesthetic hierarchies typifies Cultural Studies – a 

heterogeneous field coalescing in the 1960s3 but rooted in British literary criticism4; 

the Frankfurt School of critical theory; European Marxists5 and media studies 

(which grew out of sociology after 1945). Influenced by structuralism and post-

structuralism6 and embracing writers on class, race, gender, age and identity, the 

field has been described as not so much a discipline, but “an area where different 

disciplines intersect in the study of the cultural aspects of society” (Hall, 1980: 7). 

The “area” has enlarged the notion of culture emphasising ‘social’, ‘signifying’ and 

‘symbolic’ definitions. Cultural Studies is characterised by left leaning perspectives, 

antipathy to modern capitalism and preoccupation with globalisation, mass media, 

cultural products and commodification, colonialism, social justice and the 

                                            
3 The establishment of Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies in 1964 is 
usually adopted as the point of disciplinary formalisation. 
4 F.R Levis, Raymond Williams and Richard Hoggart. 
5 Particularly Althusser and Gramsci. 
6 Notably de Saussure, Lévi-Strauss, Barthes and Foucault. 
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marginalised ‘other’. There is a focus on subjective “lived” experiences, “culture is 

ordinary” (Williams, 1993 [1958]: 5), with scholarship embracing popular, working 

class and other subcultures in contemporary societies.  

Williams, a considerable formative theoretical influence, paved the way for 

understandings of cultural democratisation, culture’s role in social development and 

the creative industries. He challenged Matthew Arnold’s elitist, aesthetic position – 

seeing culture holistically in anthropological, social and historical terms as “a whole 

way of life” – an identifiable totality7 of dynamic social practices linked to material 

conditions (Williams, 1961: 40) and later, as a “realised signifying system” 

(Williams, 1981: 207). Critical of categorisation, he sees the arts, economics, 

politics, science, religion, education, family life and suchlike as networks of social 

relationships ‘damaged’ through fragmented isolation. He differentiates between 

“lived culture” (pertaining to particular times and places only fully comprehended by 

those experiencing it) and “recorded culture” (the material relics of particular 

periods such as texts and artefacts) (Williams, 1961:  49-50). They connect in the 

culture of “selective tradition” and are institutionalised and preserved according to 

the values and resources of dominant social groups exercising their authority in 

specific periods (Ibid.). The selection/exclusion process continues over future 

generations forming “at one level, a general human culture; at another level the 

historical record of a particular society; at a third level [….] rejection of what was 

once considerable areas of a living culture” (Ibid.: 51). Cultural traditions are thus 

socially produced according to contemporary values and interests, with recorded 

culture offering inherently partial and subjective representations of past ways of life.  

It is not possible here to do justice to the diverse and shifting viewpoints and 

debates in Cultural Studies. Power, however, is a ubiquitous concept. Not simply 

subordination and manipulation, it is more broadly portrayed as a complex, 

contingent and contextual phenomenon pervading social relationships in ways not 

always constraining but also empowering. Much of the early literature centres on 

hegemony where powerful groups use “education, philosophy, religion, advertising 

and art to make [.…] (their) dominance appear normal and natural to the 

heterogeneous groups that constitute society” (Miller and Yudice, 2002: 7). The 

concept, as developed by Gramsci, acknowledges that while this allows dominant 
                                            
7 As in anthropology, such a bounded definition has lost some of its potency with the impact 
of globalisation and hybridised identities. 
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forces in society to rule without force, it also relies on winning consent. Culture, 

class and power are conceived to be more subtlety entangled than in Marx’s 

theory, which also posited culture as ideological and the means by which the ruling 

class maintained and legitimated authority. Culture was determined by underlying 

economic relationships and served to normalise the conventional, constructed 

social order, while masking exploitation. Gramsci is less inclined to economic 

determinism, pointing to the importance of the state and institutions in the control of 

ideas. Intellectuals of a traditional hue (academics, doctors, lawyers, church 

leaders etc.) were also implicated in the constitution of ‘hegemonic blocs’, but 

organic intellectuals (connected and working with local communities) offered 

resistance. Gramsci was not concerned with the substance of culture, but its role in 

society.  

Bourdieu (1984) also explored the interconnection of culture and social structure 

theoretically and empirically, with an emphasis on social practice. He is responsible 

for a number of concepts (notably habitus, and cultural capital) that have proved 

adaptable and generative in diverse fields – including the built environment (see 

Griffiths, 1998; Throsby, 2001; Hillier and Rooksby, 2005). He links ‘habitus’ (learnt 

dispositions absorbed through upbringing, education, and social milieu, which 

subconsciously condition behaviour, motivations, worldviews, aspirations and 

expectations etc.) with social inequality. Although habitus is not fixed, it equips 

some (the affluent) to succeed in life and, in turn, to reproduce advantage. A critical 

factor is an individual’s ‘cultural capital’, which not only includes knowledge of the 

arts, but educational qualifications, cultural skills and competence in aesthetic 

discrimination. His research documented, in Bourgeois France at least, that 

aesthetic judgement was not based on intrinsic or objective values but socially 

determined ones. Aesthetic taste was a marker of class and used to reinforce 

distinction, with the elite defining what counted (invariably favouring the classical 

arts over the popular, epicurean cuisine over everyday food and so forth).  

Bourdieu saw culture as a form of capital conferring power, status and wealth, as 

potent as economic and social capital (a concept subsequently transferred to the 

urban environment) (see Throsby, 2010). Education (as opposed to increasing 

access) was the only way of compensating the culturally disadvantaged. 

Tony Bennett (1998) is likewise interested in power. A critic of Gramsci, he draws 

heavily on Foucault’s work on power/knowledge relationships and governmentality. 
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Foucault does not conceive of power as centralised control, but dispersed 

throughout the prevailing social structure. Knowledge is contingent on particular 

times and places (there are no essential or universal truths), enmeshed in regimes 

of power and produced through discourse (socially contextualised language 

privileging, defining and giving meaning to objects and practices). Governmentality 

(governance and ways of thinking) comprises the complex and dispersed 

institutions and practices employed by the state to regulate a population – 

interlinked with individual self-governance, conduct and morality. For Bennett, 

culture is most productively understood as a:  

[….] pluralised and dispersed field of government which, far from mediating 
the relations between civil society and the state or connecting the different 
level of social formation, operates through, between and across these in 
inscribing cultural resources into a diversity of programmes aimed at 
directing the conduct of individuals towards an array of different ends, for a 
variety of purposes, and by a plurality of means (Ibid.: 77). 

He argues, for instance, that museums, art galleries, and libraries (technologies of 

culture) emerged in the nineteenth century as mechanisms to regulate and improve 

working class male behaviour. Bennett’s approach to culture is pragmatic, policy-

oriented, and geared towards adjusting administrative relations at the micro level to 

achieve equity objectives.   

McGuigan (1992; 1996; 2004) supports this, but finds Bennett overly instrumental 

in orientation, arguing that culture cannot be divorced from political economy and 

communicative democracy. He is critical of Cultural Studies post-modern fixations 

on populism and consumption practices, rather than on the particular conditions of 

the production and circulation of cultural products, finding its theorists ensnared by 

free market ideology and neo-liberal agendas (which they unwittingly endorse in 

failing to offer alternative transformative analysis). In his view, the market replaced 

the state in cultural policy discourse towards the end of the twentieth century, with 

“economic reductionisms and technological determinisms” insensitive to the 

“complex and affective” qualities of culture (1996: 28). Expanding Habermas’s 

public sphere ideal, he argues for a common public culture critically attentive to the 

major shifts occurring in the conditions of our common world – thus returning to a 

contemplation of the universal – with a nuanced appreciation of the validity of value 

judgement. McGuigan suggests restricting the definition of culture to meaning 

making practices: “processes of symbolisation, dialogue, pleasure and identity”; the 

use of the word in other discourses having circumscribed aspirations, for example 
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‘business culture’ – concerned with the single process of making money (2004: 13). 

He contends that ‘culture’ is “over-used, possibly to the point of meaninglessness 

[.…] (raising) all sorts of problems, not only methodological but also political” (Ibid.: 

14).  

2.7 Cultural Industries  

Despite McGuigan’s reservations about Cultural Studies lack of engagement with 

the conditions of cultural production, a subject he addresses with vigour in Cool 

Capitalism (2009), the “area” has done much to foreground the ‘cultural industries’. 

The term ‘culture industry’ was coined by the neo-Marxist Frankfurt School8 in the 

1940s to conceptualise the socio-cultural ramifications of mass-produced, 

standardised culture. It re-emerged in Britain in the 1980s, in a less paranoid guise, 

to re-brand the large commercial entertainment industries as cultural, where culture 

is defined as:  

[….] the production and circulation of symbolic meaning, as a material 
process of production and exchange, part of, and in significant ways 
determined by, the wider economic processes of society with which it 
shares many common features (Garnham, 1987: 25). 

As with culturally inclined phenomena, terminological and philosophical wrangles 

ensued (see Throsby, 2001; Cunningham, 2002; Power and Scott, 2004; Garnham, 

2005); and to a degree the rhetoric was superseded by the ‘creative industries’ 

discussed in greater depth in the next chapter. Some found it difficult to reconcile 

the ‘idealist’ and ‘romantic’ traditions of expressive culture with the commercial and 

mechanistic imperatives of industry, but arts sector interests tactically adopted the 

idea in advocating for state support (couched as investment rather than subsidy) 

and elided with the growing appreciation that fundamental transformations were 

occurring in Western economies with the shift from manufacturing to knowledge 

and service based industries: “economies of signs and space” (Lash and Urry, 

1994). While heritage was not explicitly incorporated into cultural or creative 

industries remits, this was the era in which it moved from being primarily about 

communal identity to also being represented in industrial terms. 

 

                                            
8 See Horkheimer and Adorno, 1972. 
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2.8 Corporate Culture  

Commerce and bureaucracy appropriated culture in the 1980s when management 

theorists drew on the work of anthropologists (and other social scientists) to 

understand organisational dynamics and transformation; Schein (2010: 18), for 

example, defines culture in this context:  

[….] as a pattern of shared basic assumptions learned by a group as it 
solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, which 
has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught 
to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to 
those problems. 

In this context, it becomes a management tool and something created by 

individuals “leaders as entrepreneurs are the main architects of culture” (Ibid.: xi) – 

a culture which in turn shapes leadership; a culture which can be reshaped by 

leadership should it become dysfunctional. Corporate cultures are summed up in 

mission statements and brands; articulated in staff beliefs, values, behaviours and 

assumptions. Schein, writing on the subject for over three decades, introduces 

‘cultural diversity’ in his 2010 opus, which concludes with observations on the 

relevance of multiculturalism and cross-cultural understandings. Here diversity is 

couched in differences as various as those between national, ethnic and 

occupational groups, or team subcultures within a firm; the impetus for multicultural 

literacy, however, does not stem from an ethical or humanist position, but motivated 

by economic self-interest. The idea that culture could be captured, bottled and sold 

also happened to creativity, along with the arts and heritage. This is explored in the 

next chapters. 

2.9 Culture as Intellectual or Artistic Activity 

Economic, ethical and humanist positions become somewhat murky in 

consideration of creativity and the arts – both valued for their intrinsic benefits but 

increasingly used instrumentally. Creativity – and whether it is the province of the 

exceptionally gifted, an innate human trait, or something learnt, remains a 

contested issue. Like culture, however, it is applied with such abandon that it may 

now have been:  

 Stripped of any special significance by a generation of bureaucrats, 
 civil servants, managers and politicians, lazily used as political 
 margarine to  spread approvingly and inclusively over any activity with a 
 non-material element to it, the word ‘creative’ has almost become  unusable 
 (Tusa, 2003: 6). 
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After interviewing recognised artists across many genres, British arts administrator 

John Tusa argued that creativity should be reserved for those producing unique 

and distinctive work. He observed that creative individuals weren’t necessarily from 

privileged backgrounds. Their teachers were often important. Aspiration, an ability 

to cope with loneliness and, ultimately, recognition were crucial.  

Educationalist Sir Ken Robinson (2011) defines creativity as “applied imagination” 

and innovation as “applied creativity”. In his view every child is potentially creative, 

but stifled by education, or at least by a pedagogic philosophy formed by the 

demands of nineteenth century industrialism: a philosophy resistant to creativity, 

innovation and flexibility - the qualities identified as necessary to address the 

challenges of the future in the twenty-first century. Unfortunately the talents of 

many (particularly the young) are marginalised or sequestered in silos – the 

disciplines of mathematics, languages and science privileged over the humanities, 

physical education and the arts – although all the evidence points to the need for 

interconnected learning reflective of the interdependent nature of the world and the 

multifaceted nature of human intelligence.  

Robinson (Ibid.: 3.5.1.1) reminds us that education has three purposes: individual 

(development of talents and sensibilities), cultural (understanding of the world) and 

economic (job skills and enhancement of economic productivity), but policymakers 

and parents continue to focus on traditional academic standards and test scores, 

on attributes easily measured – but unreliable indicators of true success. Creativity 

includes, but is not restricted, to the arts and should pervade every discipline 

according to Robinson, who adopts an ecological conception to draw parallels 

between the exhaustion of natural resources and frittering of human resources:  

 [.…] we have overlooked the essentially human factors on which creativity 
 and innovation naturally depend [….] (and) jeopardized the balance of 
 communities by not recognizing how our different talents and passions 
 sustain and enrich each other (Ibid.: Afterword).  

The notion that policymakers and educators marginalise qualities essential to the 

twenty-first century is a common theme in literature advocating for greater 

recognition of culture, particularly the arts. Others studying those celebrated as 

exceptional confirm the idea that genius is complexly interconnected with 

environment and temperament (which may be inherited). The capacity to 

experiment, surmount difficulties and most of all, to persist with sustained 

concentration seem more important than narrowly defined intelligence (Howe, 
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1999; Feinstein, 2006). 

As will be argued in the next chapter, for most of the twentieth century culture 

meant the arts in government policy and more often the elite, esoteric ‘high’ arts9, 

appreciated by Arnold’s ‘cultivated’ person, and produced (from the Renaissance 

on) by professionals judged to have exceptional intellectual or creative abilities; or 

pastimes for the rest of us. Raymond Williams takes a broader view, arguing that 

the arts form part of the “whole social” process and cannot be dismissed as 

“unpractical” or “secondary” leisure activities; nor can humans be subdivided into 

“Aesthetic Man” and “Economic Man” (Williams, 1961: 37-9). They are 

communications through which unique experiences are transformed into common 

experiences promoting community growth. 

Interdisciplinary art theorist Ellen Dissanayake (1995) also argues for a unified 

understanding of the arts based on what she terms “species-centrism” – as a 

counter to excessive theoretical relativism, postmodern fixations on plurality, 

consumerism, globalised capitalism, and media proliferation, not too mention 

poststructuralist obsessions with written texts and insistence on no reality or 

meaning beyond individual interpretations mediated by language, class, gender 

etc., or constructed by particular hegemonies. According to Dissanayake 

poststructuralists, while commendably critical of colonialism and Western value 

dominance, have stumbled into the very trap they rail against – in ignoring what 

art\=has meant to humans through circa five million years of evolution, in all its 

variations and manifestations.  

The ‘species-centric’ view sees the arts as integral to human life and as 

fundamental as food and shelter. Notwithstanding the sometimes-alienating 

qualities of the contemporary arts (Dissanayake has plenty to say about the narrow 

limitations of modern European conceptions of art), they are, she argues, inherent 

to the adaptation and survival of the human species bringing physical, sensuous 

and emotional pleasure. Humans are aesthetically hardwired, with the capacity for 

“making special” the mundane through application of skill and imagination – to 

shape messy existence and as a conduit for communication and sociality. In her 

view the last two centuries of Western art have given priority to the individual, 

                                            
9 The traditional canon: painting, drawing, sculpture, theatre, dance, literature, music, and 
architecture. 
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novelty and entertainment, with values determined by critics, markets and 

biennales. A more expansive view of art (across time and cultures) implicates it 

with ritual, play, mutuality, enhancement and refinement. Ingrained in human 

nature, art enriches and elevates human experience.  

Ritual and festivity – expressions of ecstatic “collective joy” involving music, dance 

and visual display – are also fundamental to the human condition according to 

sociologist Barbara Ehrenreich (2007), although sadly repressed or reduced (she 

references Guy Debord) to commercialised or nationalist spectacles in modern 

times. Forms of entertainment, which undermine, rather than cement egalitarian 

social bonds.  

Philosopher of art, Denis Dutton (2009: 226) – like Pinker – is less inclined to 

‘social cohesion’ explanations for the arts returning to Darwin’s classical 

explanation of their being an evolutionary adaptation contributing to reproductive 

success “the motives for art, as even Darwin knew, are ancient and complicated – 

directed toward a community, perhaps, but also created to captivate an audience of 

one.” The arts may often be entangled with human sociality, but professional 

artists, at least, are not always paragons of morality and community; and exist in a 

world “riven with intense competition, feuds, jealousies for the success of others, 

and gnawing resentments of every kind” (Ibid.: 225). 

Dutton is impatient with anthropology’s relativist turn post-World War Two and the 

tendency to accentuate differences in what he terms “a denial of human 

psychology” in favour of cultural and context-bound constructions (Ibid.: 65). The 

arts, in his view, are not merely cultural constructions but part of our underlying 

evolved humanity. Dutton (2009: 52-59) identifies twelve defining qualities of art – 

attributes present across cultures and through time:  

1. Direct pleasure (art does not have to be useful, although it can have a duel 
purpose). 

2. Skill and virtuosity. 
3. Style (conforming to, or rebelling against, accepted principles governing 

composition, expression etc.). 
4. Novelty and creativity.  
5. Criticism (subject to evaluative judgement by audiences and possibly 

professionals). 
6. Representation (of real or imaginary worlds).  
7. Special focus (as in Dissanayake’s ‘making special’). 
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8. Expressive individuality. 
9. Emotional saturation. 
10. Intellectual challenge. 
11. Art traditions and institutions. 
12. Imaginative experience (for producers and audience).  

 
Artworks, artefacts and performances10 may have some, but not necessarily all of 

these characteristics (which are not exclusive to the arts). As a cluster, he argues, 

they convey a sense of what the arts embody. Dutton disputes the contemporary 

tendency to conflate art with craft. In his view, craftworks may demonstrate a 

mastery of skill and technique and arouse emotion, but they are not the expression 

of emotion that the talented artist supplies (although it could be argued that work 

traditionally classified as craft has this capacity), along with individuality. He also 

contends that the arts are not inherently religious, moral or political – indeed artists 

test established moral and social codes and are appreciated (by some at least) for 

destabilising convention in the cause of new insights.  

Literary critic John Carey (2005) is caustic about the associations between religion 

and art, although concedes that art has been implicated with ritual since early times 

and inspires proxy religious experiences and secular pilgrimages today. His 

polemic attacks the transcendent and morally improving properties of the arts; 

citing, as others have, Adolf Hitler’s ability to delight in classical music and painting 

while systematically committing crimes against humanity. For him any claim to high 

art superiority is pretentious and value laden – although persistently favoured in the 

British Art Council’s endorsement of excellence. He dismisses the civilising efficacy 

of arts education, but concedes there are therapeutic benefits in arts social 

rehabilitation programmes (usually the worst funded). Universal standards of 

beauty, at least as theorised by Kant are to Carey simply a “farrago of superstition 

and unsubstantiated assertion” (Ibid.: 11) but in his view have suffused Western 

thinking on aesthetics and imbued the arts with their sacred reputation. While 

critical of universalism in the Kantian sense, Carey accords with Pinker’s 

observations on high art and is particularly critical of the modern visual arts, which 

he finds (quoting Robert Hughes) have become “investment capital” and 

“synonymous with money, fashion, celebrity and sensationalism” (Ibid.: 25-6).  
                                            
10 Artefacts include sculpture, paintings, scores, texts and decorated objects (tools, bodies 
etc) and performances (music, dance, story telling) (Dutton 2009: 51-52). 
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Carey takes the position that anything is art – if the individual judges it so, although 

his scepticism dwindles somewhat with his own discipline, where he argues 

literature has some moral power, in so far as language is used to rationally critique 

itself (overlooking the self-reflective capacities of other art forms) and good for 

enlarging the mind. Looking to science for objective answers on aesthetics he 

concludes, that neuroscientists and evolutionists, although fascinating, have yet to 

unlock the relationship between individual consciousness and the workings of the 

human brain. While acute in identifying aesthetic judgement subjectivity, 

commodification of some art forms and the power of the art market and funding 

bodies in determining excellence, Carey offers little to assist policymakers and 

provides grist to those thinking the arts a luxury.  

Although it may be possible to identify the qualities of art, as Dutton attempts, there 

is no consensus on what art is (or is not) beyond vagaries around aesthetic form, 

symbolic expression and meaning; and it is even harder to pin down its concrete 

benefits. That said, the arts have persisted over time and across cultures, perhaps 

for no better reason than humans perceiving that they made life and our world more 

interesting and uplifting.  

2.10 Culture as Memory 

Culture is not only about bringing something new into the world, it is also about 

memory – a dimension as complicated as creativity and artistry. Conceptions of 

heritage are equally ambiguous and contested, it is: “a nomadic term, which travels 

easily [.…] capacious enough to accommodate wildly discrepant meanings [.…] a 

hybrid (of aesthetics and history), reflecting, or taking part in, style wars, and 

registering changes in public taste” (Samuel, 1994: 205, 211). Originally referring to 

inherited property, today it more often relates to the preservation and conservation 

of natural and cultural forms valued as important and worthy of transmission by 

those living now. A key theme in most contemporary definitions of culture, heritage 

connects individuals and communities to the past and affirms continuity and 

identity, commonalities and distinctions, while providing enrichment, enlightenment 

and escape from a precarious or mundane present (Lowenthal, 1985). It is also the 

bedrock of chauvinism and grit of intolerance. With the growth in global competition 

and tourism, it has become a seductively marketable commodity widely employed 

in place promotion and local economic regeneration. Equally it can foster sense of 

place and social affinity (Bradley et al., 2009). 
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Like aesthetics, definitions of heritage ‘significance’ are subject to shifting and 

conflicting value systems and power relationships. How old is old? What constitutes 

authenticity?  What is the worth of a de-contextualised artefact? Should tangible 

residues be favoured over intangible traditions, aesthetic or elite domains over the 

commonplace and ugly, or iconic personalities and events over everyday life? 

There are tensions around representation and equitable distribution of benefits, 

gentrification and exclusion, property rights and cost apportionment, and intrinsic 

public good versus commercial exploitation.  

Lowenthal (1985; 1998) suggests heritage has become an obsessive new religion, 

filling the spiritual void of secular modernity. Nostalgic immersion in the past 

assuages the trauma of dislocation, rapid change, and apprehension about the 

capricious future. Heritage narratives (forged from myth, memory, experiential 

accounts, and interpretations of physical remnants) give the past a beginning, 

middle and end, while making the present comprehensible and outwardly stable. 

These narratives are inherently partial, open to continuous revision and probably 

more revealing of the time in which they are constructed than the period they seek 

to describe: “the past as we know it is partly a product of the present; we 

continuously reshape memory, rewrite history, refashion relics” (1985: 26).  

Heritage blurs the boundaries between history and folklore, scholarship and 

entertainment. While some historians see heritage and history as a continuum, 

Lowenthal (1997) makes a clear division arguing they differ in function: history 

aiming at “objectivity” and heritage at “the formation of communities”; while both 

remake the past, history does so to make it “comprehensible” and heritage to make 

it “congenial” (1998: 148), with heritage often idolizing, deliberately forgetting and 

even fabricating aspects of the past to improve the story. For New Zealand 

historian Bill Oliver (2002: 172) heritage is “history’s shifty cousin”, arguing that it is 

history’s business: 

[….] not to celebrate the treasures of the past but to scrutinise inherited 
pieties and if need be to take them apart [.…] (heritage) is more a matter of 
pressing history into the service of transient and too often superficial social 
aspirations [.…] one generation’s cherished achievements are likely to be 
effortlessly forgotten or vigorously discarded by the next. 

Heritage’s subversion of history is exemplified in many contemporary museums – 

more tourist destinations and theme parks than temples of scholarship, with New 

Zealand’s national museum Te Papa Tongarewa (opened in 1998) criticized for 
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being a ‘politically correct’ amusement arcade: “the institutional exemplar of the 

lowest common denominator turned into official cultural policy” (Dalrymple, 1999: 

34). 

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1998: 7) argues for a different perspective, where heritage is 

seen as a new mode of cultural production reinvigorating obsolescent places, 

objects and traditions to create “something new [….] in the present that has 

recourse to the past.”  She points out that if such places, objects and traditions 

were sustainable they would not require protection. Heritage organisations give 

them an afterlife: “by adding the value of pastness, exhibition, difference” (Ibid.: 

150); with economic viability often secured through tourism. For Hewison (1987) 

and Lowenthal (1985; 1998), however, heritage can be an affliction. In their view it 

has become an obsession in the UK – a compulsion stifling creativity and capacity 

to address pressing problems of the moment. 

Asphyxiating, subjective, shifty, slippery and, according to Hewison and 

Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, now an industry, heritage nonetheless speaks to the human 

condition and the potency of memory. Heritage evokes an emotional response, but 

one as valid and meaningful as the ‘objective’ scrutiny of the historian – a scrutiny 

also subject to revision. There are parallels with Pocock’s (1981: 11) insight on the 

qualitative importance of literature vis-à-vis academic analysis:  

Fictive reality may transcend or contain more truth than the physical or 
everyday reality [….] Although different in essence and therefore a poor 
documentary source for material on places, people or organizations, 
literature yet possesses a peculiar superiority over the reporting of the 
social scientist [….] a truth that is more humanly significant. 

The power of writers, according to Pocock (Ibid.: 15) lies in their ability to articulate: 

“[....] our own inarticulations about place, our fellow men and about ourselves, 

providing thereby a basis for a new awareness, a new consciousness.” Heritage 

also has the power to make us think differently, prompting us to see connections 

beyond the obvious, to stir the imagination and enrich our lives – much like art 

generally. 

2.11 Conclusion 

In many respects the semantic convolutions of culture are around trying to 

articulate the inarticulate and intangible dimensions of what it is to be human – as 

an individual, part of a group or part of humanity. Culture’s meaning has evolved 
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and shifted according to different disciplinary perspectives. It is not a benign 

concept, as discussed, but entwined with power and used to exclude and dominate 

as often has it has been deployed inclusively and positively. There are tensions in 

its use in the context of human progress and identification of excellence, in its 

claims to universalism and respect for difference. Its amorphous character 

becomes all the more complicated when implicated in policy. The next chapter 

explores this. 
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Chapter 3 

On Cultural Policy 
 

Culture is a deeply compromised idea I cannot yet do without. 

James Clifford (1988: 12) 

Public policy is a course of action adopted by a government to achieve an objective 

through the distribution of public resources vis-à-vis competing demands, 

ostensibly to improve the lives of the citizenry. Instruments other than direct 

provision can be used to influence the deployment of resources (material, financial 

and human energy), such as regulation, strategic investment, leadership, 

facilitation and partnership. Programmes may involve a combination of measures. 

Policy is wider than government. Individuals, businesses, and non-profit 

organisations are also policy-makers and in the cultural context may be as, or 

more, significant than government, but without a requirement to address the 

interests of the community at large11. Nor is policy always the result of deliberative 

forethought, or planning; it “is often made unwittingly [….] on an ad hoc, 

inconsistent basis: Perfomativity rather than constativity, characterizes policy and it 

is frequently made ‘on the run’, in response to unpredictable pressures” (Miller and 

Yudice, 2002: 2). 

If culture is conceived comprehensively, then all government policy is inherently 

cultural – not only policies aligned with conventionally recognised fields such as the 

arts and heritage, or ancillaries like communications and education, but also foreign 

and internal affairs, social welfare, immigration, health, urban development and 

even treasury. All policies have a strong cultural dimension in so far as they have 

an effect on human flourishing and are always human constructs. Ahearne (2009: 

143) distinguishes between “explicit” and “implicit” cultural policies. Explicit policy is 

that nominally defined as ‘cultural’ by governments. This usually focuses on artistic 

expression and heritage, administered by cultural ministries or some equivalent. It 

                                            
11 Ahearne (2009) points to the historic power of the Catholic Church and to Mulgan and 
Worpole’s (1986) observation that transnational commercial corporations may have a 
greater influence on national attitudes and values than cultural ministries or equivalents. 
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may also include the broader ‘ways of life’ conception with policies supporting 

cultural diversity and tolerance. Implicit policies are those intended for other 

purposes, but which “prescribe or shape cultural attitudes and habits over given 

territories”, for example: education, foreign affairs, the media, etc. (Ibid.: 141, 144). 

This may be deliberate or arise as unintended consequence. Prevailing political 

and philosophical values influence how governments delineate ministries; define 

remits; and frame budget priorities. Those values are contested and renegotiated 

continuously. 

This chapter looks at how culture is deployed in different national and global policy 

settings and at some of the issues involved in defining agendas and evaluating 

course of action and outcomes. Particular attention is given to the work of 

UNESCO, which has attempted to embrace culture in all its hues and 

manifestations. The Chapter concludes by examining how culture has been 

articulated in the New Zealand environment. 

3.1 Cultural Policy 

Culture as ‘explicit’ public policy, at least as it is today in Western countries, was 

largely fashioned in the twentieth century, with direct state intervention becoming 

increasingly pronounced after the Second World War. The principal focus of 

cultural ministries was generally “the production, dissemination, marketing and 

consumption of the arts” (Rentschler, in Mulcahy, 2006: 320). Political interest in 

cultural diversity also dates from 1945 and the debates around human rights and 

racism discussed later in this chapter. Cultural policy as a field of study evolved 

more recently, with most of the leading journals appearing from the late 1980s, 

assisted by the development of ‘Cultural Studies’ – although a schism exists 

between the theorists and analysts concerned with applied research (Bennett, 

2004; Scullion and Garcia, 2007; Throsby, 2010). 

Although over twenty years old, Cummings and Katz’s (1987) comparative survey 

of state support for culture (here the arts) in 13 ‘developed’ countries remains 

relevant today. There has been no further work on this scale or depth (unfortunately 

it did not include Australasia) and many issues identified in the opening and 

summative chapters are instructive. They date government arts patronage from 

classical Greece. Over the following centuries urban environments were enhanced 

through buildings and artworks commissioned by kings, clergy, aristocrats and 
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merchants, often for self-aggrandisement and reflective of personal taste. Cultural 

bureaucracy (collecting and dispensing taxes) and philanthropy evolved in Europe 

and America in the eighteenth century – with private collectors bequeathing curios 

to the state to found public museums, initially for the wealthy and, from the 

nineteenth century, to enlighten the masses. Art was progressively deployed to 

express, glorify and buttress national identity. By the twentieth century, the policy 

field was sufficiently elastic to embrace museums, classical and contemporary high 

visual and performing arts, literature and heritage. Aligned functions, such as 

communications (film, television and radio) and education, usually remained the 

prerogative of other ministries.  

National policy motivations and models varied, reflecting “not only differing national 

traditions in the organisation of public functions and delivery of public services, but 

differing philosophies and objectives regarding the whole area of culture and the 

arts” (Ibid.: 4). Building and maintaining a unique national cultural identity was 

common to all countries surveyed, with those such as France, Italy and Japan 

putting greater emphasis on the preservation of cultural identity and patrimony and 

others such as Canada, Norway and Ireland emphasising cultural development and 

“creation of something new” (Ibid.: 351). Although upholding a common culture was 

a first order concern most countries were attentive to cultural diversity, particularly 

those with immigrant traditions such as the United States and Canada. Supporting 

the arts for their intrinsic qualities was rarely a top priority – with multiple objectives 

in play – increasingly economic and welfarist in nature. Intrinsic values tended to 

dominate in arguments for the production of aesthetic environments and personal 

expression.  

National models ranged from centralised bureaucratically driven approaches, as in 

France, to decentralised models heavily dependent on the private sector, as in the 

United States. Countries with British ties favoured ‘arm’s length’ peer review 

institutions, such as arts councils with the ostensible advantage of distancing 

government from the sometimes challenging and provocative nature of art and 

charges of statist cultural control – muted political independence in reality. No 

single model of best practice was identified. Cummings and Katz observed a great 

diversity of funding arrangements, often involving a mix of public and private 

support. Public support may be given through direct subsidies, or “concealed” 

subsidies through facility construction, tax and regulatory exemptions (Ibid.: 353). 
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Government largesse appeared more pronounced in small countries where 

audiences and markets are limited, or in countries where there are “no massive 

private fortunes” (Ibid.: 354). In some countries sub-national governments 

contributed more to the arts than central government (especially in federal states) 

and employed different administrative structures, but this did not connote 

substantial autonomy (Ibid.: 354). Overall, despite the post-war expansion in 

government activity, “cultural programmes represented a miniscule portion of the 

total national budget” (Ibid.: 358), “although a political asset much of the time” 

(Ibid.: 360). Funding was highly susceptible to recession, but benefited from 

individual political champions or from politicians keen to build constituencies where 

they did not enjoy regular support.  

Cummings and Katz claim that two issues dominate public policy: “taste” (what is 

best and who decides?) and “technical expertise” (what are the trade-offs and 

consequences?) (Ibid.: 5). They note a tendency for ‘expert’ advocates in the policy 

process to “convert questions of taste” into “questions of technique” and “claim a 

privileged position for their own opinions” (Ibid.: 5). In dispensing funding 

democratic governments were challenged by responsibility to the general public 

and supporting popular taste versus the arcane high arts, with limited audiences, 

but appealing to notions of aesthetic quality, excellence and intellect. This is 

complicated by perennial difficulties in determining what “art” is and which forms 

and activities deserve support (Ibid.: 352). They identified questions of on going 

resonance: what is an appropriate balance in allocating funds between quality and 

equality? Should focus be on the artist or the community, on the professional or the 

amateur, on companies or individuals, on heritage or creativity? Can expenditure 

on the high arts be justified given minority appeal? Although a flexible definition of 

culture may be politically advantageous to high arts advocates, does this reduce 

culture to entertainment? How are choices best made: by bureaucrats (often 

conservative), expert panels (possibly intolerant and inbred), or privatised 

patronage (culture shaped by those able to donate the most)? Should monumental 

projects, blockbuster exhibitions or capital cities take priority over suburban and 

provincial facilities, events and activities? Should one-off capital investment 

projects be favoured over operational commitments?  

Subsequent work on cultural policy reinforces many of the points made by 

Cummings and Katz. Mulcahy (2006: 320, 322), defining the cultural field for 
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“practical” purposes as the arts (including the cultural industries), humanities and 

heritage, observes that “Cultural policy, although a small part of the budgets of 

public patrons, is a sector of immense complexity” engaging many divergent 

organisations and individuals with multifarious objectives and motivations. Although 

cultural policy is fundamentally based on value judgements, democratic 

governments require rationales to justify those privileged and account for “how the 

public interest is being served” (Ibid.: 323). Intrinsic values may not be grounds 

alone in a competitive policy environment, but human development is often a 

dimension of the policy rhetoric. How state patronage best achieves this is another 

matter. Perennial tensions exist between elitist or populist stances (or merit versus 

diversity), with governments favouring either the top down ‘democratisation of 

culture’ model, where cultural acme is made accessible to the public at large or the 

bottom-up ‘cultural democracy’ model, where citizens are encouraged to engage in 

cultural activities of their choice. Publically subsidised national high arts institutions 

characterise the first position; community arts, popular entertainment and even 

amateur sports the second (Ibid.: 323-326). Governments often pragmatically 

support a mix of both.  

Fostering imagination and self-expression are hard to defend against budgetary 

bids for more hip replacements, houses and gaols. To offset this cultural advocates 

have become particularly adept at stressing utilitarian benefits “Cultural policy is not 

justified on grounds that it is a good-in-itself, but rather that it yields other good 

results” (Ibid.: 326). Even the father of economic liberalism Adam Smith conceded 

the arts (at least) had ancillary virtues – with capacity to stretch “the boundaries of 

imagination and perspective” providing “positive externalities for society” promoting 

“conversation that becomes part of the common goods of society, including that of 

science” and should be encouraged by the state (Wight, 2006: 155).  

Culture is increasingly deployed ‘instrumentally’ as a ‘resource’ for moral 

improvement, social cohesion and well-being; national and civic identity, prestige 

and regeneration; economic growth and employment (Yúdice, 2003; Mulcahy, 

2006). This has been accompanied by the development of tools for cultural 

analysis and accountability, in particular: economic and social impact assessment, 

contingent valuation, and statistically grounded cultural indices and surveys, which 

have grown in sophistication over the last decade (see Girard, 1973; Myerscough 

and Policy Studies Institute, 1988; Matarasso, 1997; Throsby, 2001; Reeves, 2002; 
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Mercer, 2005; O'Brien, 2010).  

Unease over cultural instrumentality is prevalent in the literature, along with 

scepticism over arguments about its policy benefits and especially the measures 

employed to demonstrate this, particularly in the context of the arts (see for 

instance Bennett, 1997; Holden, 2004; Carey, 2005; Belfiore and Bennett, 2007). It 

is often aligned with the resurgence of neo-liberalism in the 1980s, although as 

Gibson (2008) convincingly argues, instrumentality was a feature of Anglophone 

cultural policy for 200 years prior and remains relevant today in the interests of 

practical decision-making and defusing patrician bias. Nonetheless, methodologies 

are far from rigorous in sensitively gauging aesthetic, intrinsic or intangible values, 

or capturing culture’s contribution to general welfare, meanwhile tying up the 

cultural sector in bureaucratic ‘outcome’ rationalisations and statistical 

permutations. As Holden (2004: 14) says:  

The attempt to make the effects of culture transparent and manageable, in 
order to support it effectively, has somehow obscured the true nature of the 
activities and experiences themselves [….] the identifiable measures and 
‘ancillary benefits’ that flow from culture have become more important than 
the cultural activity itself: the tail is wagging the dog. 

Postmodernism – with its pluralistic relativism and “collapse of any kind of cultural 

authority, beyond that represented by fashion and the market”, accompanied by 

aesthetic saturation and commodification of knowledge – creates further dilemmas 

(Bennett, 1997: 75). Indeed the inclusive conception of culture itself, rather than 

shoring up the ‘high arts’ has created a spectrum of institutions with such diverse 

functions and modus operandi that it becomes impossible to conceive of a singular 

conception applying to all, or to reconcile the subjective nature of personal cultural 

experiences with policy addressing “people en masse” (Holden, 2004: 23). Nor 

does instrumentalism easily account for the intergenerational nature of culture – the 

“preserving, transmitting, and expanding [of] a community’s cultural heritage” 

(Mulcahy, 2006: 327). 

3.2 Cultural Economics 

Recourse to economic argument is prevalent and hardly surprising given the 

dominion held by this social science over public policy generally. After Adam Smith, 

economists John Maynard Keynes (who helped found the British Arts Council), 

John Kenneth Galbraith, William Baumol and William Bowen are well known for 

their enthusiasm for arts. Economics claims itself a science and focussed on the 
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individual (consumers and firms) so the arguments for collective interests – or 

indeed any form of collective welfare – are equivocal. Yet economics is as much 

about value judgement as any other social science. There is, however, much in the 

discipline’s discourse not to be discounted. Heilbrun and Gray (2001) summarise 

and critique the arguments for government subsidisation of culture (here again the 

arts). Justification for subsidy (the traditional government appropriations for law and 

order are rarely framed in the subsidy discourse) rest on two main lines of 

argument: market inefficiency and equity. Heilbrun and Gray conclude that those 

addressing market inefficiency are the best founded – although equity and more 

especially the case for the arts as a ‘merit good’ are conventional rationalisations. 

Alleged externalities (legacy qualities, contribution to national identity and prestige, 

local economic effects, education, social improvement, and artistic innovation), 

public good properties (non-market benefits), pricing difficulties (in relation to costs) 

and lack of information (consumers often ignorant of artistic benefits and 

understanding accumulates over a lifetime) are put forward as reasons for 

government intervention. Of these, Heilbrun and Gray consider the legacy, 

education and artistic innovation grounds as the most compelling, with credence 

given to shortcomings in information. Equity is an additional justification – where 

consumption is limited by income or geographic disparities in access. They are less 

inclined to support the ‘merit good’ argument – which accepts (contingent on 

political consensus) that subsidisation of the arts should take place because they 

(like housing and healthcare) are socially desirable over and above what individual 

consumers are willing (or able) to pay. 

More recently and less conventionally David Throsby (2001) has tried to reconcile 

prominence given to individual utility in neoclassical economic thinking with the 

collectivist leanings of culture and its inter-temporal and intergenerational traits. 

Throsby grapples with culture as ‘ways of life’ and its “more functional orientation” 

embracing human activities and goods creatively produced with symbolic meaning, 

and usually embodying intellectual property – in other words the arts broadly 

defined (Ibid: 4-5). He considers economic value and cultural value to be separate 

and largely incommensurate. Critical of the emphasis given in public policy to 

individualism at the expense of collective goals, he argues that it is necessary to 

consider cultural and economic values in conjunction in policy formulation (Ibid: 

148-151).  
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Throsby develops the concept of cultural capital, which he sees as a means of 

talking about culture in both economic and cultural discourse, but differing from 

other forms of economic capital. Tangible and intangible cultural capital exist both 

as stock (able to be measured at a particular point in time and valued as an asset) 

which gives rise to flows of services – consumed or used to produce more goods 

and services possessing economic and cultural value. The stock can be increased 

through investment or diminished through indifference. He draws strong parallels 

between cultural and natural capital, both “provided to us as an endowment [.…] 

Both impose a duty of care on the present generation [….] cultural diversity is 

perhaps even more far reaching than is diversity in nature” (Ibid.: 51). The concept 

of sustainability is critical to cultural capital – which generates material and non-

material well-being; is subject to principles of intergenerational and 

intragenerational equity, diversity and precaution; and like natural eco-systems, 

acts interdependently to support the economy and human welfare (Ibid.: 57-58).  

Undoubtedly the natural and cultural ecosystems are essential to human life and 

Throsby’s line of argument relating the two and use of methodologies developed in 

the environmental sphere is commendable. He and others have done much to 

develop non-market valuation12 in the cultural sphere – demonstrating, for instance, 

that the Australian public are willing to pay significantly more for the arts than 

allocated in budgetary appropriations (Heilbrun and Gray, 2001). His framework 

proffers tools for articulating, comparing and ranking policy options, for instance: 

cultural cost-benefit analysis, conversion of cultural value judgements into 

numerical scores or scales according to defined criteria, and recourse to public 

opinion through surveys etc. Despite the caveats that inevitably attend cultural 

measurement and evaluation, cultural economics would appear a way forward for 

the cultural sector to assert its value in mainstream policy formulation, for as 

Bakhshi et al. (2009: 11, 16) point out, in respect of the arts, and to those who 

assert intrinsic qualities to be immeasurable:  

 [.…] even though it is difficult to measure a benefit, it is not really optional. 
Governments choose between alternative expenditures. They cannot spend 
the same pound twice on a hospital or an art gallery. Choosing between two 
objectives forces any decision-maker to construct common criteria [….] 
cultural economics strengthens the case for the arts in ways that have not 
been taken seriously until now. If we stop insisting that intrinsic benefits 
cannot be measured, and start demanding that they should be, then there is 

                                            
12 Non-market valuation tools include: contingent valuation, choice modelling, and hedonic 
pricing.   
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no reason not to extend artistic influence in decision making beyond its 
present relatively narrow reach. 

Throsby’s (2010: 7) later work investigates the application of economics in a range 

of cultural policy areas – with the qualification that this will strengthen public 

decision-making but does not “imply a capitulation to an exclusively economic 

conceptualisation of art and culture” and he maintains the distinction between 

economic and cultural value. Arguing that cultural policy has become a significant 

part of international and national policy agendas, he pays tribute to the work of 

UNESCO, along with economic changes associated with globalisation and the 

impact of information and communications technologies privileging knowledge and 

creativity over traditional manufacturing. Cultural policy is no longer just the arts 

and heritage – but implicated in the cultural/creative industries, urban and regional 

development, tourism, education, diversity, economic development and intellectual 

property.  

3.3 Cross-National Cultural Policy 

Certainly these facets are reflected at the international level in UNESCO’s 

programmes – where the promotion of education, the creative industries, cultural 

tourism and the protection of cultural and intellectual property rights are seen as 

critical in redressing global development imbalances. UNESCO was founded after 

of the Second World War, with a mandate informed by Enlightenment and humanist 

values. In the wake of the Holocaust, UNESCO’s early mission was to defuse 

doctrinaire racism, indicted as “a particularly vicious and mean expression of the 

caste spirit” (1950: 3) and framed through politics and social prejudice rather than 

founded on science. It proclaimed in The Race Question, largely authored by 

eminent cultural anthropologists that:  

Scientists have reached general agreements in recognising that mankind is 
one: that all men belong to the same species, Homo sapiens … all men are 
probably derived from the same common stock [….] the likenesses among 
men are far greater than their differences [.…] scientific investigations of 
recent years fully support the dictum of Confucius (551-478 B.C.) “Men’s 
nature’s are alike; it is their habits that carry them far apart” (Ibid.: 5-7). 

As Malik (2002) points out, this well-meaning appeal to science in support of 

egalitarianism was perhaps as politically tainted as ‘scientific’ racism’s upholding of 

the converse and the statement was not well received by biologists and geneticists 

at the time, who found it overly simplistic pseudo-science. UNESCO went on to 

commission a series of papers on race and Lévi-Strauss’s Race and History 
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became an influential classic. Work commissioned in the early 1950s remains the 

basis for UNESCO’s current position on racism. ‘Ethnicity’ and ‘culture’ are 

preferred over ‘race’ as means for classifying human difference, with intercultural 

understanding promoted as way of overcoming ethnocentrism. This paved the way 

for policies promoting multiculturalism and underpinned the 2001 Universal 

Declaration on Cultural Diversity.  

Multicultural policy perspectives encourage and even legally protect the rights of 

migrants and minorities to maintain their ancestral cultural identities. While aspiring 

to a “happy mixed salad of national getting along together” (Grayling, 2009: 246), 

multiculturalism risks the formation of ghettoised communities, marginalised 

development and ethnic tension. Intercultural policy likewise affirms and protects 

such rights, but aims to create mutual understanding and common ground (Wood 

and Landry, 2008). The strength of such approaches lies in their advocacy for 

tolerance and an appreciation that diversity may be a source of creativity. Both are 

grounded in cultural relativism, but multiculturalism has fallen from political favour in 

some countries13, as immigrant communities reach sufficient critical mass to 

challenge the norms of host countries, leading to the revival of the assimilationist 

model, whereby migrants and minorities are expected to conform with host culture. 

Multiculturalism also runs counter to the new anthropological perspectives of the 

late twentieth century. Sensitive to the implications of globalised communication, 

integrated financial networks, and mass mobility, and responsive to post-structural 

and Cultural Studies theory, this new thinking dismisses the idea of cultures as 

exotic, discrete, homogeneous, unchanging organisms, underpinned by shared 

‘authentic’ values and meanings (Clifford, 1988; Wright, 1998; Ortner, 1999; Ortner, 

2006).   

Individuals may ascribe to multiple local, national and global cultural identities (or to 

none). These identities are in a constant state of flux and reinvention. Culture is 

embroiled in the power struggles and domination, where it is seen as an active and 

“contested process of meaning-making” in which those best positioned 

                                            
13 In 2010, the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel was reported as announcing that 
multiculturalism had failed in her country and that immigrants needed to integrate with the 
host society (BBC, 2010). This was position was foreshadowed in the decision of the 
French government to ban the Islamic headscarf in schools in 2004 (BBC, 2004). 
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(economically, socially, politically) have the capacity to define/redefine key 

meanings, concepts and terms (including the definition of culture itself) – an 

ideology, which, if it becomes embedded, seems hegemonic and in this form 

“coherent, systematic, consensual, like an object, beyond human agency, not 

ideological – like the old idea of culture” (Wright, 1998).  

Stoczkowski (2009) distinguishes three phases in the development of UNESCO 

doctrine. The first (1945-1965), framed by the rationale for UNESCO’s conception – 

the promotion of peace through education, tackling racism and Third World 

underdevelopment, where “unity was the Byword” (Ibid.: 9) and diversity was 

equated with inferiority. Initiatives were effective in increasing homogeneity through 

the imposition of Western economic and social models, but there was less 

optimism that this was reducing conflict. The second phase (1965-85) is 

characterised by emerging concerns about the environment and impact of 

development on human heritage. This led to the Convention Concerning the 

Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (UNESCO, 1972), which also 

emphasised human unity through the creation of the notion of “a global heritage, 

combined with a moral obligation to safeguard and transmit it” (Stoczkowski, 2009: 

9). The third phase (from 1985 on) marks a shift in doctrine away from Universalist 

ideals (now seen as Eurocentric) to “a celebration of the virtues of cultural diversity” 

presented as “the universal solution to all problems” (Ibid.: 11).  

The ‘diversity’ turn was evidenced in a flurry of conventions and declarations over 

the following years, beginning with the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity 

(UNESCO, 2001), which defined culture anthropologically14 as:  

[….] the set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional 
features of society or a social group, [….] (including), in addition to art and 
literature, lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and 
beliefs (Ibid.: Preamble). 

The Declaration goes on to note that:  

[….] culture is at the heart of contemporary debates about identity, social 
cohesion, and the development of a knowledge-based economy [.…] respect 
for the diversity of cultures, tolerance, dialogue and cooperation, in a climate 
of mutual trust and understanding are among the best guarantees of 
international peace and security (Ibid.). 

The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003) 
                                            
14 This definition was originally agreed at the UNESCO Cultural Policies World Conference 
on Cultural Policies, Mexico 1982 (UNESCO, 1982). 
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follows, shifting away from the conventional perception of heritage as material and 

monumental (where significance is more often judged according to Western 

scientific and aesthetic values); and the Convention on the Protection and 

Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions (2005) which seeks to protect 

local cultures from the detrimental effects of globalisation (commodification, 

standardisation, and unequal development). “Sustainable human development” 

enters UNESCO discourse in the 2001 Declaration, where the “preservation and 

promotion of cultural diversity” is considered pivotal (UNESCO, 2001: Article 11) 

and “sustainable development” (entwined with the enriching properties of cultural 

diversity) enters in the conventions following it. 

These instruments are riddled with contradictions: perennial tensions between 

human rights and cultural rights, democracy and minority rights, economic and 

human development; emphasis on the free circulation of ideas and maintenance of 

cultural integrity; and reconciling social cohesion with the valorisation of diversity, 

traditional knowledge with modern science and conceptions of equality, and 

heritage with creativity. In many respects UNESCO appears to want to have its 

cake and eat it too: “defence of cultural diversity is an ethical imperative” yet “No 

one may invoke cultural diversity to infringe upon human rights guaranteed by 

international law” (UNESCO, 2001: Article 4), heritage and tradition are regarded 

as the “wellspring of creativity” rather than its graveyard (Ibid.: Article 7). In 

Stoczkowski’s view (2009: 11) UNESCO is caught in a post-colonial guilt trap, but 

in trying to atone for “the old sins of colonialism, imperialism, Western 

Ethnocentrism” it paradoxically falls back on the Western ideologies of human 

rights and democracy in order to solve the problems thrown up. Many of these 

issues are apparent in Our Creative Diversity (World Commission on Culture and 

Development, 1996), the cultural version of the United Nation’s (hereafter UN) work 

on the environment and the Bruntland Report: Our Common Future.  

Our Creative Diversity (World Commission on Culture and Development, 1996) was 

part of ten-year project exploring culture and development. It has not had the broad 

influence of the Bruntland Report, which emerged at a time when there was popular 

and political support for its central tenet of sustainable development, nor is it as 

coherent and easily absorbed (although addressed to a popular audience), nor are 

the policy actions proposed as extensive.   
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Culture as a force for human progress, rather than the root of divisiveness, 

oppression and violence is Our Creative Diversity’s mantra (although it is conceded 

that some cultural practices, such as genital mutilation and the oppression of 

women, are repugnant). UNESCO’s humanistic ideological roots are manifest in the 

call for “a new global ethics” upholding universal human rights to equality, which 

then are contradicted by its “commitment to Pluralism” (the right of minorities to 

maintain unique cultural identities, values and practices), calling for “tolerance and 

respect for, and rejoicing over” difference (Ibid.:  55).  

It attempts to navigate through the confusions and ‘predicaments’ of culture, 

ostensibly to argue that material progress is but one dimension of human 

flourishing and that “Development divorced from its human or cultural context is 

development without a soul” (Ibid.: 15). It acknowledges that development is as 

problematic to define as culture itself, and equally susceptible to Western bias. 

Distinguishing between the instrumental view of culture (with the potential to hinder 

or promote economic growth), where it is not “something valuable in itself, but [.…] 

a means of promoting and sustaining economic progress”, and its intrinsic value 

“the role of culture as a desirable end in itself, as giving meaning to our existence” 

(Ibid.: 22-23), it does not dismiss the importance of instrumental culture and, 

although acknowledging the value of traditional culture, it essentially assumes that 

“most people wish to participate in “modernity” (Ibid.: 28), the anodyne for relieving 

poverty, now a central UNESCO mission in line with the UN’s Millennium Goals15 

for human development. Culture is defined in the report anthropologically: as 

encompassing, constituting and creating all aspects of life (including the economy) 

and also as a discrete entity, characteristic of a particular group or society (Ibid.: 

21) – a lack of understanding of the first in the context of the second has led to the 

failure of development projects (Ibid.: 7).  

Notwithstanding the inevitable compromises made in the formulation of reports by 

committees under the UN, the report has been criticised for its lack of attention to 

power (and its unequal distribution), superficial treatment of identity politics, exotic 

bias, predilection for the traditional bounded model, and partiality for the 

conservative, continuity dimensions of culture, rather than its innovative, future 

oriented potential for variation and change (Wright, 1998; Eriksen, 2001). It was, 
                                            
15 Poverty reduction, universal education, gender equality, public health, sustainability, and 
equitable development targets to be achieved by 2015.  
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however, important in inspiring organisations such as the World Bank to examine 

the importance of cultural literacy in development projects and value the economic 

benefits of heritage and creative practice.  

A series of intergovernmental conferences followed exploring its conversion into 

national policy. Its legacy to date in the UNESCO context, are two inter-sectoral 

‘World Reports’: Towards Knowledge Societies (UNESCO, 2005) and Investing in 

Cultural Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue (UNESCO, 2010). The UN’s 

Millennium human development targets inform both. The former promotes universal 

and equal access to knowledge underpinned by the opportunities provided by new 

technologies. The latter revisits cultural diversity post the challenges of increasing 

tensions associated with religious identity and globalisation. It holds on to the idea 

of national identity, while acknowledging that it is not the sole determinant of 

cultural identity in an increasing hybridised world and proposes ‘intercultural 

dialogue’ as a way of raising consciousness of human commonalities, reconciling 

differences and achieving common goal. The arts are promoted for their intuitive, 

critical and sociable qualities. The ‘creative industries’, regeneration and ‘corporate 

culture’ enter UNESCO discourse. 

The Council of Europe leveraged off the work it did for the World Commission to 

produce a regional report In From the Margins, which recommended that culture be 

brought in from the policy periphery “ending the isolation of ministries of culture” to 

inform decision-making across and at all levels of government through “formal 

interdepartmental structures which would enable governments to make the most of 

the multiple interactions between culture and aspects of economic and social 

development” (European Task Force on Culture and Development, 1997: 10). This 

voluminous report speaks of culture in its broadest sense and recognises its dark 

and divisive history in European geopolitics. After concluding that culture is 

tautological in its all-inclusive social science sense, the Task Force decides to 

focus primarily on the arts, media and to a lesser extent heritage. It often refers to 

‘arts and culture’ as if the two were distinct. It never fully resolves these conceptual 

difficulties – but the arts are cast as a source of creativity, social critique and 

reflection feeding off and invigorating everyday human life and development. This 

position is subsequently reflected in the European Commission’s 2007 Agenda for 

Culture with its three objectives: “cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue; culture 

as a catalyst for creativity; and culture as a key component in international 
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relations” in which artists and cultural workers are seen as indispensible 

contributors to regional understanding, co-operation and enterprise (European 

Commission, 2011).  

The taskforce proposes that a cultural perspective be assimilated in all areas of 

governance – recognising its multiple interactions with social and economic 

development – and liberally uses the expression ‘cultural planning’, largely to 

endorse the engagement of artists in the spatial planning initiatives from an early 

stage, not just to improve urban aesthetics but as catalysts in urban administration 

and transformation.  

3.4 New Zealand Culture 

Culture is traditionally not a central policy preoccupation in New Zealand – the 

national psyche inclines towards anti-intellectualism, with artists and scholars 

perceived of little practical use, a situation Horrocks (2007: 34-36) attributes to the 

country’s isolation, small population, rural orientation, pioneer roots, colonial 

‘cultural cringe’, puritanism, egalitarianism and abiding exodus of talent. 

Government, however, has sporadically supported culture since its formation: the 

Treaty of Waitangi (1840) acknowledging two worldviews – Māori and Pākehā – 

institutionalised as ‘biculturalism’ from the 1970s. Just as Pākehā identity became 

less British as preferential trading ties collapsed, immigration diversified and a 

multicultural identity emerged. Special administrative responsibility for Māori began 

with the establishment of the Native Department in 1861, but support for Māori 

culture through the preservation of language and traditions was not evident until the 

1970s – in reaction to increasing demands from Māori for sovereignty and 

reaffirmation of Treaty obligations.  

Reaction and ad hocery characterise state policymaking until the mid-twentieth 

century – and arguably beyond. Like Britain and many of its former dominions New 

Zealand has never had an overarching cultural strategic framework. Some 

responsibility for preservation of national patrimony was taken through the 

foundation of the General Assembly Library in 185816, the Colonial Museum in 

1865 (replaced by the Dominion Museum in 1936, in alliance with the creation of 

the National Art Gallery), Alexander Turnbull Library in 1918 and Dominion 

                                            
16 For members of Parliament and copyright deposit. 
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Archives in 192617. National cultural institutions were invariably located in 

Wellington after it became the capital in 1865 – a continuing and controversial 

tradition. Cultural regulation started with censorship in 1882, copyright from 1913 

and broadcasting from 1923. For the most part cultural production was left to 

citizens and the market place. Many New Zealand heritage and ‘high arts’ 

institutions began through personal bequests or the passionate commitment local 

groups and individuals; the high arts promoted by middle-class European migrants 

and returning expatriates from the 1930s. Jubilees, royal tours, war (and its 

memorial) were peculiarly galvanising for communities and the state (see Ministry 

of Cultural Affairs (1998) for an extended history).  

The centenary of the Treaty of Waitangi mobilised an extension of state patronage 

in the 1940s, under the aegis of the Department of Internal Affairs in a climate of 

post-war welfarism led by the First Labour government (1935-1949) and coinciding 

with the emergence of cultural nationalism. This period saw the establishment of 

the History Unit (1938), National Film Unit (1941) (largely for state propaganda), 

National Library Service (1945), New Zealand Literary Fund (1946), National 

Orchestra (1946) and the Internal Affairs Cultural Section (1946), which dispensed 

grants to community cultural organisations from the national Art Union Lottery. The 

funding of the arts and heritage through New Zealanders’ gambling propensity 

remains significant. 

New Zealand’s heritage infrastructure took shape in the 1950s with legislation 

establishing the ‘arm’s length’ National Historic Places Trust (1954) and National 

Archives (1957).  Growing nationalism, public concern over heritage neglect, and 

need for systematic management of built heritage management following Lord 

Bledisloe’s gift of the Waitangi Treaty estate (1934) and government purchase of 

Pompallier House (1943) contributed to the formation of the Trust. Again Britain 

offered the model, although New Zealand has a considerably diluted version of The 

National Trust, which is independent of government. Renamed the New Zealand 

Historic Places Trust (hereafter NZHPT) in 1963, it was charged with promoting 

interest in the identification, marking and retention of historic sites and reliant on 

the work of volunteers, limited conservation grants and persuasion to carry out its 

mandate. Its remit and regulatory powers have strengthened over time and today, 
                                            
17 The Turnbull, General Assembly Library, and the National Library Service were 
amalgamated into the National Library in 1965.  
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under the Historic Places Act 1993, it maintains a national system of registration for 

historic places and areas, wahi tapu (places sacred to Māori) and archaeological 

sites, and can issue protection orders. With a small property portfolio and 

compromised funding, its role is primarily advocacy and advice:  

Unfortunately, though the Trust has adequate statutory powers to act to 
protect heritage, without adequate funding to enable it to effectively do so, it 
may be likened to James Busby “the man o war without guns”. The Trust 
has the power but lacks the means to properly implement its mandate 
(Cavanagh, 2011: 19).   

The Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (now known as Creative New Zealand and 

hereafter CNZ) was a gift to the Queen on the occasion of a royal tour in 1963 and 

followed the British precedent of ‘arm’s length’ autonomy, with the expectation that 

it would make ‘high culture’ widely accessible. An idealist conception, which despite 

its pretentions to universalism Volkerling (1996: 197) argues “operated as a system 

of paternalism, consolidating a range of cultural conventions for the new middle 

class to use as emblems of distinction sanctioned by the imprimatur of state 

endorsement.” It also marked a shift towards professionalism, the Minister of 

Internal Affairs stating that “in the modern world there [.…] has been a change from 

dancing, from music, and from acting for the sheer love of it, and now we have 

professional players [….] artists [.…] dancers [….] singers etc.” (Leon Gotz [1963], 

in Skilling, 2005: 23). Arts Council statutes, overhauled in 1974, 1978 and 1994, 

indicate a move from professionalism to participatory cultural development and 

from a highly centralised model to regionalism and community arts. Influenced by 

UNESCO, cultural diversity entered the discourse, with entities established for 

Māori and Pacific arts.  

Cultural practices were increasingly shackled to national identity and ‘arm’s length’ 

institutions established to foster it – the New Zealand Film Commission (1978) and 

Broadcasting Commission (now New Zealand on Air) (1989) prefigured state 

engagement in the creative industries, although the Broadcasting Commission 

emerged in an era when government sought to deregulate and commercialise 

public broadcasting as neo-liberalism18 took hold under the Fourth Labour 

Government (1984-1990). This government created a separate ministerial portfolio 

for the arts and the Department of Conservation responsible for managing the 

                                            
18 From 1984-94 sweeping monetary, fiscal, trade, employment, social welfare and public 
sector reforms were introduced to improve New Zealand’s rate of economic growth and 
competiveness.  
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Crown estates and built heritage thereon. It also aggressively instigated a 

programme for improving public management efficiency and transparency, 

progressively substituting lottery money for vote cultural sector funding (Volkerling, 

1994). 

This was continued by the incoming National Government through a new Ministry 

of Cultural Affairs in 1991 – not to improve the quality of cultural policy or integrate 

cultural endeavour, but to performance manage ‘arm’s length’ organisations19 

(known as Autonomous Crown Entities from 2004). The Ministry, in conjunction 

with the Statistics New Zealand (hereafter StatsNZ), published The New Zealand 

Framework for Cultural Statistics in 1995, for the first time giving an overview of the 

significance of culture in New Zealand life and welcomed by arts commentators 

such as Hamish Keith (1996: 11) as offering a counterbalance to the hegemony of 

sport:  

[….] exclusively defined as the critical factor in our international status never 
mind the measurable reality of the international response [.…] the received 
wisdom about this place is that sport matters a lot to a majority of people, 
culture matters to a few. That is not the picture of ourselves presented in the 
lists and tables.  

The rationale behind the initiative was not to increase culture’s status but to give 

the sector greater coherence and transparency in public decision-making to 

improve economic productivity and equitable targeting of grants. Social benefits 

were also expected to flow “[....] from the production and consumption of cultural 

goods and services, for example [….] cohesion, strength, security and belonging 

which result from affirming a sense of identity [.…] from educating people” (Madden 

et al., 1995: 4). Cultural Affairs was restructured as the Ministry for Culture and 

Heritage Manatū Taonga (hereafter MfCH) in 1999. Unlike most of New Zealand’s 

other ministries it is not governed by a single statute but responsible for 

administering many, including broadcasting. The Department of Internal Affairs 

History Unit and management of national symbols and monuments were also 

absorbed, along with administrative (not policy) responsibility for sport, recreation 

and cultural diplomacy. 

The concept of the national museum Te Papa came from the Fourth Labour 

Government in the late 1980s to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Treaty of 

                                            
19 New Zealand Historic Places Trust, Symphony Orchestra, Creative New Zealand, Film 
Commission and Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa. 
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Waitangi. It opened in 1998. The museum was committed to bicultural partnership 

and to representing diversity, partially commercial and populist in orientation, and 

aimed not only at postcolonial nation building, but also at positioning New Zealand 

globally as a “distinctive Pacific nation” (Project Development Team [1985] in 

Volkerling, 2010: 97). It is instructive in the shifts occurring in how culture was 

perceived and articulated through plans and policy by central government in New 

Zealand’s late twentieth century: “The original ‘classical arts’ discourse had thus 

come to be augmented with a much more overtly ‘nationalist’ discourse. From the 

late 1970s the ‘economic’ discourse had become increasingly salient” (Skilling, 

2005: 25).  

This intensified under the Fifth Labour government. Prime Minster Helen Clark 

assumed the portfolio of Arts, Culture and Heritage – with policy objectives, 

according to Clark (2000) targeting intrinsic artistic values, national identity, and 

economic benefits. Although not lavish, greater funding flowed into the cultural 

sector, principally through a Cultural Recovery Package announced in 2000, 

injecting NZ$120 million into the cultural sector over three years (MfCH, 2007). 

Although designed to stabilise sector and develop it “into a viable industry” most 

went towards helping existing organisations out of financial crisis (Tizard, 2001; 

Volkerling, 2010). A new Film Production Fund and a Music Industry Commission 

were exceptions. In 2001 the Government introduced the Pathways to Arts and 

Cultural Employment (Pace) programme that recognised the arts as a vocation and 

allowed unemployed artists to register (as artists) for benefits. A mandatory arts 

core curriculum in primary and secondary schools covering music, dance, drama 

and the visual arts (2000), funding for regional museum capital development (2001) 

and promotion of military heritage were other initiatives that significantly raised the 

profile of culture in the Clark era (see Volkerling, 2010). 

Clark’s Government commissioned a working group to develop a strategy Heart of 

the Nation (2000) for the cultural sector, but rejected its ambitious restructuring 

recommendations as too radical for a nation wearied by restructurings over the 

previous sixteen years. HotNation (as it became known) is emblematic of the 

muddled goals, haste, lack of rigor and limited representativeness attending policy 

research and advice at times in New Zealand – and its fate if it doesn’t comply with 

political objectives. The report was shelved, but it does provide a rare snapshot of 

the cultural sector at different scales of government. 
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Statistical documentation of the sector continued – employment trends, cultural 

experiences, cultural spending by individuals and households, and Government 

spending on culture – and was used to develop a cultural indicators framework for 

monitoring policy (StatsNZ and MfCH, 2006). While undoubtedly useful for 

evaluation they were also seen as a mechanism for centralising and politicising 

control “placing greater power in the hands of those who formulate such criteria, 

standards and objectives” (Skilling, 2005: 26). Political emphasis on fostering 

“national identity” escalated, despite a lack of consensus on what this was, but as 

Skilling persuasively argues binding culture to building ‘Brand New Zealand’ and 

economic dynamism was dangerously reductive of the kind of culture funded and 

valued.  

Under Clark the official rhetoric moved to building a ‘knowledge economy’ based on 

‘human capital’ moving New Zealand from commodities to living on its wits. A 

Catching the Knowledge Wave20 conference was held to identify how New Zealand 

could shift from an agrarian mindset. Borrowing the British21 concept of the ‘creative 

industries’ the Government mapped the sector in 2001 and estimated it made 3.1% 

of the GDP, comparable with the communications, finance and education sectors 

(Walton and Duncan, 2002: iii). Following a series of scoping reports commissioned 

by Industry New Zealand, now New Zealand Trade and Enterprise (hereafter 

NZTE), the creative industries (defined as design, fashion, film, music and 

interactive gaming) were identified as a key economic growth sector in the Growth 

and Innovation Framework (hereafter GIF), along with the information and 

communications technology and biotechnology sectors. The GIF was launched in 

2002. Screen production, design, digital media, music, publishing and the visual 

and performing arts were targeted for special assistance (NZTE, 2003-2004). 

Policy responsibility was given to the Ministry of Economic Development and NZTE 

– with policies focussing on industries perceived to add value to products through 

design, enhance “Brand New Zealand” or haul in foreign investment and tourists, 

                                            
20 Hosted by the Prime Minister and the University of Auckland’s Vice Chancellor, it brought 
together leaders from all sectors of the community and in hindsight has been criticised as 
“one of the key missed opportunities that litter New Zealand's history”, a great idea that 
suffered from too much chat and not enough implementation: “the New Zealand body politic 
is still far too slow and far too slack when it comes to implementing a big agenda” 
(O'Sullivan, 2011).  
21 Chris Smith, the UK Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport (1997-2001) 
responsible for advocating for the ‘creative industries’ visited New Zealand in 2000 and 
spoke at Creative Industries Forums in Wellington and Auckland. 
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such as film (Prince, 2010: 132). Major and Connell (2005: 5) estimated that the 

Government invested NZ$650million over a three year period, but it was far from 

certain how much this benefitted professional artists – revealed in the only survey 

to date as leading precarious existences on irregular incomes significantly less than 

New Zealand median (CNZ, 2003a). 

The Clark government was replaced by the centre right National Government in 

2008, which has broadly followed a similar trajectory to date (with few new 

initiatives). Labour increased philanthropic tax rebates in 2007 and National set up 

a Cultural Philanthropy Task Force (2009) to investigate how private support for 

culture might be increased. While promoted as a way of increasing culture revenue 

over and above state funding, it suggests a shift towards the American model of 

cultural support.  

Attracting large budget commercial screen production, rather than building 

subsidised indigenous content production is evident in National’s manifesto for the 

2011 election. Legislation hastily passed to ensure that Warner Brothers and Peter 

Jackson’s Hobbit films were made New Zealand, suggests that engagement in the 

international film industry with its purported investment and publicity gains has 

become more important than protecting the working conditions of local cultural 

workers or a national film culture. There is also controversy over the level of 

taxpayer support extended to Jackson’s blockbusters.  

Despite the cultural hype of the last twelve years, spending on ‘explicit’ culture has 

increased little. Figure 1 shows that ‘Vote Arts, Culture and Heritage’ has been 

consistently less than 0.5% of the total government budget. It has rarely risen over 

1% if Conservation, Sport and Recreation, National Archives and the National 

Library are taken into account. Culture is thus still peripheral in terms of direct 

government funding in New Zealand. In 2011/12 ‘Vote Arts, Culture and Heritage’ 

accounted for 0.35% of the budget (more than half of this public broadcasting) and 

Vote Conservation 0.5% – against Social Development 26.6%, Health 17.0%, 

Education (primary, secondary and tertiary) 14.8%, Transport 5.2%, Defence 4%, 

and Corrections 1.65% (Treasury, 2011). 
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Figure 1 
Cultural Appropriations in New Zealand Government Budgets 2000/2001 to 
2011/2012. Percentages calculated from the estimates of appropriations of 
the Budgets of New Zealand Government (Treasury, 2011). 

 
3.5 New Zealand Local Government and Culture 

New Zealand government is highly centralised – the nation has the least degree of 

fiscal autonomy22 at sub-national levels of all the countries in the OECD (2009: 49). 

Local government includes regional, city and district councils (the latter known 

collectively as territorial authorities23 and the focus of this work). They are creatures 

of statute, which defines their powers, functions, responsibilities, territorial 

boundaries, revenue rights and authority to borrow money. Their main source of 

income is property taxes (rates). Regional government is restricted to 

environmental and infrastructure management24. Territorial authorities have 

historically been responsible for local infrastructure services, bylaws, urban 

planning and community development. Their limited role is reflected in local 

                                            
22 The OECD equates fiscal autonomy with the power of sub-central government to shape 
public policy and service delivery in its jurisdiction. 
23 A few territorial authorities are also responsible for regional planning and are known as 
unitary authorities. Nelson City, Tasman District and now Auckland are examples. 
24 Auckland has had extended powers at times. 
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government expenditure, estimated by Local Government New Zealand (2011) to 

be 4% of GDP, compared to Government’s 35% (Treasury, 2011).  

‘Culture’ – as embodied in libraries, theatres, museums, art galleries, halls, town 

clocks, war memorials and pipe bands – was a concession to community 

conviviality and a reflection of civic pride, but subordinate to the practical civilisation 

of streets and sewers. A tacit division of responsibility had evolved over time, 

however, with councils investing in local physical infrastructure rather than 

activities, which were seen as a central government prerogative. Arts/cultural 

expenditure grew during the 1990s, with a small, but increasing, dedication of funds 

to community arts programmes (Heart of the Nation Project Team, 2000). By the 

end of the century many councils had begun to frame specific policies – mainly 

focussed on facility accessibility and maintenance, uncoupled from broader 

strategic and annual financial plans, and lacking mechanisms for monitoring and 

review (CNZ, c.2001a; CNZ, c.2001b). Some of the larger cities were also receptive 

to the place-marketing and tourism advantages of events, heritage and lifestyle, but 

initiatives were limited by a: “policy legacy of nineteenth century civic welfarism 

which has positioned cultural institutions and programmes as social services rather 

than economic assets” (Heart of the Nation Project Team, 2000: 103).  

Responsibility for culture became an explicit local government purpose with the 

passage of the LGA 200225. This major local government reform conferred greater 

discretion in policy direction, provided it reflected local will established through 

community consultation and enshrined in a strategic ten year Long Term Council 

Community Plan (hereafter LTCCP). Few councils voluntarily engaged in strategic 

planning before 2002, this reform made it mandatory from 2006 (with a transitional 

plan 2003/4). Although a ten-year strategy, this only applied to financial 

programmes and in reality the detailed planning timeframe was limited, with a 

review every three years. In the years between councils were required to produce 

an annual plan outlining expenditure and activities over the next financial year (in 

compliance with the LTCCP). At the end of each financial year, they were obliged 

to produce an annual report describing achievements and performance against 

                                            
25 Cultural well-being entered the policy discourse earlier with the passage of the RMA 
1991 – as one of the four conjoint well-beings “sustainable management” of “natural and 
physical resources” had to provide people and communities (s.5) and interpreted as a 
statutory requirement for acknowledgement of Māori values, aligned with the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1977 framed in the era of biculturalism (Dalziel et al., 2006). 
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indicators and Community Outcomes specified in the LTCCP. Community 

Outcomes26, in principle, encapsulate local aspirations and priorities, ‘community’ 

being a constituted territorial jurisdiction. While councils were given greater 

discretion in determining local agendas than in the narrowly prescriptive preceding 

legislation, they were not given more money. 

The legislation defines the overriding purpose of local government as enabling local 

democracy and sustainable development through the integrated promotion of 

social, economic, environmental and cultural community well-being. Thus council 

responsibility for culture became explicit – but cultural well-being was not defined 

and was considered a community prerogative. Guidance was offered by a number 

of government agencies – most recommended comprehensive interpretations.  

A national think-tank of local government, cultural, and university representatives 

convened by CNZ (2003: 1) agreed that culture went well beyond arts and ethnicity 

definitions and added a spatial dimension: “culture defines and shapes both the 

physical and social aspects of a place and the communities to be found there [.…] 

through choices made about such things as land management, transport schemes, 

housing styles and community amenities.” It suggested culture be addressed in all 

council policies and not restricted to a cultural plan. Local Government New 

Zealand (2003: 5) recommended: “shared beliefs, values, customs, behaviours, 

and identities reflected through language, stories, experiences, visual and 

performing arts, ceremonies and heritage”. For the MfCH (Undated-b: 2) it was 

process and a right: “the vitality that communities and individuals enjoy through: 

participation in recreation, creative and cultural activities; and the freedom to retain, 

interpret and express their arts, history, heritage and traditions.” According to the 

Ministry, ‘well-being’ is quality of life and “implies a healthy human condition [.…] 

(encompassing) the physical, mental and emotional, social and spiritual 

dimensions” (MfCH, Undated-a: 3). ‘Well-being’ is ultimately contingent on personal 

and community values, many of which are intangible, most of which are cultural, 

and all of which will require sensitive local government consultation and 

interpretation, respectful of diversity and equity. The MfCH took a leading role in 

                                            
26 These are developed through consultation with the community and guide councils on 
furthering the well-being of citizens - in partnership with other government agencies, non-
government organisations and the private sector. 
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collating resources for councils through a portal, which included plans and policies 

councils consider pertinent27. The Department of Internal Affairs provided support 

on the development of Community Outcomes28. The LGA 2002 thus enabled local 

authorities to take a more holistic approach to planning per se, and to integrate 

culture into mainstream activities. It placed well-being and quality of life at the heart 

of local governance with all its physical, emotional, social and spiritual dimensions.  

Councils also play an important role in heritage identification and management 

through planning processes and drew up local registers since the 1970s. Powers 

and responsibilities were enlarged29 and strengthened in the 1990s with the 

passage of the RMA, emphasising the sustainable management of biophysical 

resources, including historic heritage defined as: “natural and physical resources 

that contribute to an understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and 

cultures” (s.2). Protection is delivered through policy statements, plans, and use of 

heritage orders. While the best defence is public ownership, this rarely happens 

and apart from regulation councils may use non-statutory tools such as advocacy, 

guidelines, grants, rating and regulatory relief to support private initiatives. Failure 

to investigate and recognise heritage, inadequate scheduling, unsympathetic 

adaptive reuse and reluctance to comprehensively enforce regulations because of 

financial and political consequence has led to significant losses and public 

backlash. Surviving built heritage, especially any retaining a modicum of historic 

and/or aesthetic integrity, tends to be the elite masonry structures: town halls, 

cathedrals, theatres, and banks (often in forms of public ownership) (McLean, 

2000), or in areas devoid of economic growth and development pressures. While 

the statutory environment firmed in defence of heritage over the last 60 years, 

broader issues around public good vis-à-vis property owners’ rights to economic 

gain and apportionment of preservation, restoration and operating costs is far from 

resolved. 

3.6 Conclusion 

A clear theme emerging in consideration of cultural policy is its reduction to the arts 

and heritage and its incidental status in policymaking generally, notwithstanding 
                                            
27 The website was not updated after 2010 and by February 2012 it was no longer available 
on the MCH’s webpage as the Ministry no longer had the resources to maintain it “things 
have changed quite a lot since we did the initial work” (Senior Policy Analyst, 2012).  
28 See http: //www.communityoutcomes.govt.nz/ 
29 See Appendix 1 for detail. 
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UNESCO’s mission and the reasoning of cultural planning advocates outlined in the 

following chapter. The reconciliation of cultural values in orthodox policy regimes 

privileging economic analysis have also proved problematic, along with frictions 

over the intrinsic qualities of culture versus its instrumental applications. In New 

Zealand, while the LGA 2002 did not define cultural well-being, it clearly stipulated 

it to be a priority for local government with advisors suggesting a broad compass, in 

harmony with international thinking.  
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Chapter 4 

On Cultural Planning 
 

[….] planners and policy makers have regarded culture simply as a resource to be 
exploited, rather than a critical and creative force that questions established ways of 

thinking and working and [….] could inspire a fresh approach to urban planning and policy. 

Franco Bianchini (1997: 94) 

Like culture, planning is a protean concept. The term used generically by many 

institutions and disciplines to describe an array of purposes and processes usually 

connected with decisions about possible courses of action. Its ambit has come to 

include so much that it has been famously accused of being everything and 

therefore maybe nothing: “[....] so large that the planner cannot encompass its 

dimensions [….] so complex planners cannot keep up with it [….] the planner can 

no longer discern its shape [….] (finding) it everywhere and nowhere in particular” 

(Wildavsky, 1973: 127). This chapter explores how these two nebulous concepts 

come together – in mainstream urban planning and more recent ‘cultural planning’ 

convolutions and the arguments made for greater attention to be paid to culture and 

its deployment in planning generally. 

4.1 Culture, Cities and Planning 

Mainstream urban planning evolved from the physical design of towns and control 

of incompatible land uses into a political and technical process concerned with 

public welfare and the protection and enhancement of the built and natural 

environment. Modern urban planning emerged in the nineteenth century in 

response to the complexities of the industrial city. Once dominated by the specialist 

professions of architecture, surveying and engineering it developed as a discrete 

profession in the twentieth century – offering a future oriented interdisciplinary 

synthesis of its foundation disciplines, increasingly informed by the social sciences. 

Both spatial and strategic, it operates in a range of jurisdictions and at different 

scales. Like culture, planning is multi-faceted, pre-eminently concerned with 

collective and intergenerational values and rights. Even today there is nagging truth 

in Wildavsky’s observation, offset by the compelling need for a holistic, synergistic 

understanding of the world in the light of urban growth, climate change and the 

quest for social, economic and environmental sustainability. Like culture, the test 
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for planning theory and practice in the twenty-first century is treading “the path 

between difference and sameness” (Allmendinger, 2002: 97).  

Planning theory is rooted in positivism, but over the last 30 years this has been 

challenged by other perspectives unsettling notions of technocratic objectivity and 

universal truths; creating a fragmented theoretical landscape but one more attuned 

to difference, diversity and complexity with insights into social control and power 

relationships. Theories have drawn on other intellectual traditions, influenced by 

shifting social, economic and political contexts. Planning has “no endogenous body 

of theory” unlike other social sciences and professional disciplines (Ibid.: 78). The 

extent to which developments in planning theory inform practice, or vice versa, is 

perennially debated and certainly some of the more recent theoretical iterations – 

postmodern, post-structural and collaborative planning – have not been easily 

translated into practice, with planners tending to “‘pick and choose’ theories to 

justify their actions or approaches” (Allmendinger, 2009: 24). Arguably postmodern 

planning, in particular, is stronger on insight than it is on practical application. 

Indeed Allmendinger (2001) questions whether it is possible to have a postmodern 

planning – eclectic, contradictory and vague in many respects technical - although 

he posits a series of principles on which it might be constructed.  

An emphasis on values and meaning, relativism and the sense that planners are 

now working in a new era (one characterised by fluidity, contingency and chaos, 

where linear progress cannot be assumed and cultural influences permeate society 

and the economy) are themes in many of the newer theoretical approaches, albeit 

interpreted in varying ways, but it is perhaps postmodern theory that is most 

inclined to a cultural perspective. Postmodern theorists are particularly astringent 

about modernist instrumental planning practices. Sandercock (1998; 2004), for 

instance, rejects the rational comprehensive model for its uncritical acceptance of 

the idea of ‘the public’, benign state assumptions, and assertion of obsolete 

professionalism. Although more attuned to addressing the marginalised and 

community empowerment, none of the more radical models30 emerging in the later 

decades of the twentieth century have, in her opinion, the capacity to create a just, 

                                            
30 For example: the advocacy, equity, social learning, communicative action, and radical 

planning models. 
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emancipatory society tolerant of difference, or deal with the multi-ethnic, multi-

gendered, multi-deprived problems of the contemporary “mongrel city.” While her 

approach does little to address the systemic causes of urban malaise and the 

persistent dominance of economic rationalism in urban policy, she does make an 

eloquent case for “a reinstatement of inquiry about and recognition of the 

importance of memory, desire and the spirit (or the sacred) as vital dimension of 

healthy human settlements and a sensitivity to cultural differences in the 

expressions of each” – positing socio-cultural literacy to be foundational in planning 

education (Ibid.: 1998, 214).  

For Sandercock, planning is inherently politicised and insurgent. In postmodern 

vein she is open to knowledge alternative to that produced through Western reason 

in what she terms “an epistemology of multiplicity” valuing knowing through 

experience, dialogue, narrative, poetry, music, visual arts and crafts (Ibid.: 181). 

Puzzling, for a postmodernist steeped in relativism, she espouses overarching 

principles including “a common civic culture” (replacing the public interest), social 

justice and community (Ibid.: 182-199). Allmendinger (2001) questions whether 

Sandercock is truly postmodern – finding her position ambiguous, which she 

acknowledges, “I am a postmodern modernist” (Sandercock, 1998: 4) – but 

respectful of the attention she gives issues of difference, diversity, pluralism and 

justice (her focus is essentially on multicultural migrant cities) while critical of the 

theoretical vagueness of her work. In his view Sandercock takes the postmodern 

“pick and mix” approach to the extreme, producing “little more than an abstract 

collage of ideas and prejudices that do not equal the sum of their parts” and aligned 

with a neo-liberal focus on individualism (Allmendinger, 2001: 165).  

He is equally critical of the collaborative planning model (which also claims to pay 

attention to difference, power, rationality etc. but seeks reconciliation through 

dialogue) finding it a “superficially progressive and emancipatory alternative that 

embraces the postmodernist critique of modernist planning though provides a 

different neo-modernist and less nihilistic alternative” (Ibid.: 155). Drawing on social 

theory he proposes a postmodern framework for planning (rather than a 

postmodern form of planning) encouraging greater openness and flexibility in 

process and procedures, radically improved democratic accountability, and active 

reflection on power relationships, practices and outcomes (Ibid.: 225-226). Within 

this framework communities choose the form of planning they wish to follow – 
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including the modernist paradigm.  

Relativism and subjectivity are anathema to the public policy process, which is 

resolutely technocratic and requires criteria of some kind on which to base and 

justify choice. Planners, likewise, even those sympathetic to the notion of socially 

constructed knowledge find it difficult to entirely dismiss scientifically based truth 

claims and science, of course, never claims the immutability of knowledge. 

Friedmann (1989: 128) points out that purist postmodernist persuasions may lead 

to “vulgar pragmatism” where anything goes “what works, works. And what works is 

money, technology, brute power, the magic of the media to create worlds.”  For 

him, planning is a more refined form of pragmatism or “praxis’ or “moral public 

action” where three discourses ideally combine:  

[….] the central stream is moral discourse and is concerned with ethical 
choice, or how we shall live with one another; the second stream is 
technical discourse, or how we may effectively (and efficiently) relate means 
to ends; and the third stream is utopian discourse, which is concerned with 
visionary images of the “good life” (Ibid). 

Friedmann acknowledges that in practice these discourses may sometimes be 

unbalanced, seemingly having “an existence of their own, each pre-empting the 

space of the others”, that ultimately distorts their value (Ibid). The praxis of 

planning, indeed the “special virtue” of planning lies in bringing them together “the 

planner does not plan but works with the special skills and knowledge planners 

have to bring us closer to the utopias of our imagination” (Ibid.: 129, 103). In a 

climate where legitimising absolutes are questioned, his conception of the public 

interest or ‘common good’ emerges through the process of planning “its concrete 

meaning is constantly evolving” (Ibid.: 128).   

If planning is, in part at least, about imagination and certainly embroiled in values, a 

diversity of values, and meaning, in its neo-modern, post-modern, post-structuralist, 

post-positivist framings then it must be an inherently cultural discipline. This is 

increasingly recognised in the literature, where culture is posited as a way for 

“reshaping” or “renewing” planning (Young, 2008a; Abram, 2011). 

In reality, cities have always been about culture and creativity. For Mumford (1938) 

they are an organic cultural expression, stages for the daily drama of existence 

where social relationships take form and harden, where human ingenuity thrives. 

For planning historian Peter Hall (1998) they are “cultural crucibles” where art, 

science, commerce and ideas that matter erupt out of the flux, adrenaline, and 
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fructuous bricolage of urban life. Great cities are open-minded cosmopolitan places 

where clever solutions are found to the problems of organisation and order, where 

“the sacred flame of the human intelligence and the human imagination” ignites 

(Ibid.: 7). In the late twentieth century, culture is recognised as an increasingly 

significant part of city business, with symbols, aesthetics, and meaning intrinsic to 

the production of many commodities and services – and source of competitive 

advantage (Scott, 2000; Currid, 2007). Creativity, not natural resources, has been 

identified as a key driver in wealth generation and prosperous places are those 

open to new ideas and multifarious lifestyles, with high quality energetic civic, 

research and natural environments nurturing and attracting Promethean workers 

(Florida, 2002). Tourism is the world’s largest services sector, with urban tourism 

providing travellers with unique cultural encounters. Cultural producers, particularly 

artists, are often the vanguard of inner city gentrification and, although seldom 

beneficiaries, generate the colour and edgy street life that the mobile middle-

classes find beguiling (Zukin, 1995).   

The idea that culture should inform urban planning is comparatively recent and 

broadly aligned with the growing awareness of the culturally saturated post-

industrial economy. There are antecedents – Patrick Geddes’ nineteenth and early 

twentieth century humanism. His understanding of ‘Place-Work-Folk’ mutuality; 

reverence for tradition, memory and conservation establishing a sense of 

belonging; and emphasis on civic renewal and citizen formation: “a new way of 

thinking centred on the production and development, not of goods, but of people” 

(Meller, 1993: 13). Likewise Jane Jacobs (1964) advocated for a grassroots 

culturally based urbanism: spontaneous diverse, dense cities respectful of heritage.  

Geddes and Jacobs were withering about the City Beautiful Movement vogue of the 

early twentieth century. Inspired by Haussman’s monumental reconstruction of 

Paris, it too had a cultural twist in so far as it accentuated elite urban aesthetics. 

Beloved by American downtown merchants, colonial powers, despots and amenity 

societies, its social agenda was negligible. Its traces persist in the late twentieth 

century fashion for flagship performing arts centres, museums and galleries, 

revamped waterfronts and urban design – allied with city marketing, place-making 

and branding, along with pernicious gentrification (see Kearns and Philo, 1993; 

Zukin, 1995; Evans, 2006). Here culture is portrayed as a form of social control 

exerted by the urban bourgeoisie to perpetuate social and economic dominance. 
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Unmoved by Jacobs-style urban romancing, David Harvey’s cities are built for 

circulation of capital and the glittering facades and spectacles of the post-industrial 

city are carnival masks, ‘bread and circuses’, obscuring the collapse of local labour 

markets, social solidarity and neighbourhoods beyond shiny city central and 

representing just another shift in speculative investment driven by profit: 

Aesthetics dominates ethics. Images dominate the narratives of coherent 
analysis [.…] Our cities may be an arena of actual or impending social 
disaster (as many as half the children in New York or Liverpool are raised in 
conditions of poverty) but at least they look nicer (Harvey, 1988: 33-34). 

Harvey (2001) develops a powerful argument around capital’s commodification of 

culture. He maintains that capitalists seek to exclusively control unique, non-

replicable resources from which they extract ‘monopoly rents’ from users. 

Globalisation has undermined the traditional monopoly protection conferred by 

transportation and communication costs and institutional barriers of trade 

protection. Culture and its discourses of originality, authenticity and distinction have 

provided an alternative means for capturing this and governments are complicit in 

growing and/or trumpeting collective symbolic capital through monumental 

architecture, cultural facilities, universities et al. and marketing of local lifestyles and 

traditions. The ethical issues around commercialisation and private appropriation of 

historical and communally created ‘symbolic capital’ are challenging. Ultimately too, 

the golden egg is diminished through prototype replication. Against the relentless 

homogenising tendencies of multinational capital and urban entrepreneurialism, the 

need for new markers of distinction is equally relentless:  

 Capitalists are well aware of this and must therefore wade into the  culture 
 wars, as well as into the thickets of multiculturalism, fashion and 
 aesthetics, because it is precisely through such means that 
 monopoly rents stand to be gained, if only for a while (Ibid.: 409). 

Global capital thus values cultural initiative, diversity and even transgression, while 

paradoxically eroding them through commodification. Marxist Harvey finds cause 

for optimism in the oppositional movements that challenge market driven 

individualism and sees a potential alliance between these and cultural producers 

resisting loss of authenticity and exploitation of creativity and heritage. Zukin 

(2010), is less confident, arguing that in New York, middleclass consumer culture, 

fuelled by media representations of the good life, and cultural competition aimed at 

increasing tourism and investment have destroyed the ‘authenticity’ of the urban 

villages dear to Jacobs. That their built fabric continues to exist owes much to 

citizen resistance, but they have been hollowed out of the heterogeneous working, 
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ethnic and artist communities no longer able to afford escalating rents and replaced 

by “a younger generation who trend towards an aesthetic rather than a political 

view of social life” (Ibid.: 237). 

4.2 Cultural Planning 

 ‘Cultural planning’ coalesced in the late twentieth century and seeks, in its more 

holistic form, to address some of the preceding issues. It comes in many guises 

and may refer to strategic planning exercises focussed primarily on the arts and/or 

heritage, cultural consumption or production, or hybrids. The holistic agenda aims 

to integrate culture into mainstream local government policy, where it is promoted 

as a collaborative and integrative process to re-invigorate the public realm, promote 

social inclusion and well-being, generate new wealth and induce greater creativity 

in governance and management. In this form, unlike conventional cultural policy, 

cultural planning takes a territorial rather than a sectoral focus and is “not intended 

as ‘the planning of culture’ – an impossible and undesirable undertaking – but 

rather a cultural approach to urban planning and policy” (Bianchini, 1999: 42). It is 

proffered as a novel, even radical approach to local government planning practice 

(Bianchini, 1990; Evans, 2001).  

The idea emerged in the United States in the 1980s, gaining momentum in Europe, 

Canada and Australasia in the 1990s. When coined by Perloff et al., (1979) it 

applied specifically to the use of the arts in the economic revival of American cities. 

This was extended to include heritage and other civic amenities by the American 

non-profit ‘Partners for Livable Places’, which promoted the ‘economics of amenity’ 

in advance of Florida (Green, 1983; McNulty, 1988). The British American Arts 

Association explored linkages between artists and city vitality (Williams et al., 1993) 

in the late 1980s, with affordable housing and workspace identified as key issues 

and zoning a common obstacle in so far as it prevented artists from living and 

working in the same space. Factors later reinforced by Currid’s (2007: 167) 

investigation of New York’s creative economy. She also identified the need for an 

active nightlife. These were not addressed, in her view, in economic development 

policy that “dumped money into public art, created tedious mechanisms for 

obtaining grant money and supported a sometimes lax artists-in-residence 

programme”, while ignoring real issues of cost of living and affordable space. 

Culture was recast in the early 1990s as a potent strategic tool, as cities struggled 
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with globalisation, suburbanisation, social polarisation, and decaying public life. 

Rather than a civilising public good, it was portrayed as a powerful force in 

economic revitalisation (Griffiths, 1993; Bassett, 1993; Bianchini and Parkinson, 

1993). The arts, high and popular, received considerable impetus from impact 

studies proclaiming their economic worth (Myerscough and Policy Studies Institute, 

1988; Port Authority of NY and NJ et al., 1993). Meanwhile, culture elastically 

defined was linked to the revival of civic life and the public realm (Landry et al., 

1996), to community development – as a medium for personal well-being, social 

cohesion and democratic engagement (Matarasso, 1997; Adams and Goldbard, 

2001; Bloomfield and Bianchini, 2004), and to government performance (Putnam et 

al., 1993). Cultural planning evolved in North America, Britain and Australia as a 

grassroots process for mobilising cultural resources to improve community well-

being and equity (Montgomery, 1990; Grogan et al., 1995; Dreeszen, 1997; 

Bianchini, 1999; Evans, 2001; Baeker, 2002). It is increasingly associated with 

‘creative city’ initiatives aimed at the culture-driven ‘unleashing’ of local innovation, 

energy and entrepreneurship through processes encouraging the cross-fertilisation 

of ideas and disciplines, risk-taking, lateral thinking and continuous learning 

(Landry, 2008). It is seen to support the concentration and growth of cultural 

activities associated with the knowledge economy (Verwijnen and Lehtovuori, 1999; 

Montgomery, 2007). 

4.3 Culture and Economic Development 

Culture-led economic development resulted in substantial public investment and 

intricate public-private partnership arrangements in urban real estate. This included 

the conversion of derelict ports, factories and inner city neighbourhoods into 

‘consumption landscapes’ featuring iconic museums, theatres, ‘festival market’ 

places, ‘loft apartments’, and ‘millennium parks’ - designed to leverage further 

investment and capture ‘dot.com’ professionals, tourists, and shoppers (Zukin, 

1991; Bianchini and Parkinson, 1993; Evans, 2001; Johnson, 2009). Glasgow, 

Newcastle-Gateshead, Barcelona and Bilbao became formulaic models; with bids 

for major events such as the Olympic Games and European Capital of Culture 

often serving as catalysts for renewal and regeneration. Emphasis was placed on 

design – manifested in city branding, architecture, urban form and public art – and 

cultural animation through festivals and events. In Britain, at least, the latter has 

been attributed to the transfer of policy ideas from continental Europe and initially 
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underpinned by political and youth oriented agendas (Bianchini, 1987), before 

blossoming into competitive urban mega-spectacles. Policies interlacing culture 

and tourism have been the most popular internationally, endorsed by UNESCO and 

the World Bank, and less demanding in entry costs and skills (Evans, 2009a). 

Another economic policy strand prioritised cultural production and the creative 

industries sector: an eclectic collection of businesses that commercially develop 

and profit from intellectual property – such as screen production, fashion, 

performing arts, digital media, music, architecture, design, advertising, 

broadcasting etc. Ranging from global corporations to micro enterprises, they are 

characterised by a high degree of convergence; cluster in space and place; and 

flourish in cities with their ready markets of educated, leisured consumers looking 

for memorable experiences and identities, and social milieu seductive to cultural 

producers. They appeal to policy makers for their imputed dynamism, potential for 

growth and employment generation.  

UNESCO promoted ‘Cultural industries’ strategies in the 1980s as a means of 

redressing international development imbalances and, at the local level, by the 

Greater London Council (hereafter GLC) (Hesmondhalgh and Pratt, 2005). While 

they did not have time to embed before Margaret Thatcher dissolved the GLC, they 

represent a policy shift from a focus on the subsidised artist towards public 

intervention in commercial cultural production (reinforced by statistical and value 

chain analysis) while also maximising the sector’s social potential (Mulgan and 

Worpole, 1986). The creative industries were targeted in Australia’s first 

Commonwealth cultural policy under Keating’s Labour Government Creative Nation 

(Department of Communications and the Arts, 1994) and Toronto’s metropolitan 

government in the same year (Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, 1994)31.  

Rhetoric shifted from the cultural to the ‘creative industries’ under New Labour 

when the Blair Government established a taskforce of national leaders in film, 

fashion, design and sport to investigate their potential as part of wider vision to 

reinvent Britain as ‘Cool Britannia’. Secretary of State for Culture Chris Smith 

(1998) undertook to transport Britain out of manufacturing decline, while increasing 

                                            
31 Metro Toronto saw the creative industries as a way of opening up the space for the arts 
to be accorded greater status in mainstream policy discourse (Former Director, 1998). 
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cultural democracy. Under Smith, the Department of Culture, Media and Sport 

(hereafter DCMS) defined the creative industries as: “activities which have their 

origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and which have the potential for wealth 

and job creation through generation and exploitation of intellectual property” 

(DCMS, 1998: 3) and statistically ‘mapped’ the subsectors identified as: 

advertising, architecture, the art and antiques market, crafts, design, designer 

fashion, film, interactive leisure software, music, the performing arts, publishing, 

software, television and radio. Emphasis was placed on industries that reproduced 

and applied culture for a mass market, with the artist reduced to a source of ideas 

for exploitation (just as cultural tourism commercialised ‘ways of life’). Digital 

technologies, design and fashion were included, an adjustment to capture the ‘new 

economy’ departing from conventional conceptions of the ‘cultural industries’. The 

creative industries were also linked to diversity policy – offering ethnic minorities a 

leg-up into profitable opportunities (Bagwell, 2008). The changing discourse has 

preoccupied Cultural Studies analysts – it was seen as a politically pragmatic way 

of foregrounding the economy and disentangling policy from subsidisation of the 

arts, while recovering benefits (O'Connor, 2000; Garnham, 2005; Hesmondhalgh 

and Pratt, 2005).  

Creative industries literature mushroomed over the next decade as policy was 

articulated in many parts of the world, at all levels of governance, albeit more 

cautiously in North America than in Europe, Australasia and Asia, and lacking 

coherent integration at different spatial scales (see O'Connor, 2010) for an 

extended critical review and (Cunningham, 2009) for an overview of the different 

rationales, emphasis and outcomes of creative industries policy transferred into 

different international contexts). Major dilemmas include:  

• definitional and classificatory ambiguities (and implied hierarchy); 

• conceptualisation of the creative sector, which is much more fluid than the 

business oriented model allows; 

• universalising creativity, to include everyone and a solution to every problem 

(masking issues of distinctiveness – within the sector and from other sectors 

such as science and business; and contradictory agendas – economic 

development versus social inclusion, enterprise and innovation versus tourism 

etc.);  
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• reduction of culture – with its humanistic, social and political dimensions – to an 

industry model; 

• questions around whether creative industries properly fall within the ambit of 

public policy given their commercial nature and if so, how are they best and 

coherently supported;  

• methodological difficulties in capturing, measuring and evaluating enterprises 

so various in nature and size – and where “‘evidence-based’ policy’ is more 

about politics than evidence – “the latter often simply ignored” (Selwood in Ibid.: 

54).  

There has also been a tendency to romanticise creative labour and 

entrepreneurship – where jobs are portrayed as “self-actualising pleasure”, in 

workplaces “characterised by informality, teamworking and the radical rejection of 

traditional forms of management and organisation”, with prospects of celebrity 

success – glossing over the precarious, exploitative and unprotected reality of 

creative labour markets and entrenched equity barriers (Banks and Hesmondhalgh, 

2009: 419-422), or the high degree of volunteerism in cultural production (Evans, 

2011: 8). Increasingly sophisticated mapping exercises have continued to confirm 

the economic (and thus political) importance of the sector in a number of countries 

(accurate definition and absence of specifically targeted development policies 

remaining contentious), but there is less conviction that all the purported social, 

cultural, and commercial benefits insinuated have actually been realised (Banks 

and O'Connor, 2009).  

Policy interventions concentrate on growing sustainable businesses through 

property, business advice, venture capital, tax schemes, infrastructure and 

cluster/network facilitation (Evans, 2009a). The latter influenced by theories of 

geographers and business economists, notably Michael Porter (1990; 1995), who 

argued that competitive advantage accrues to localised interconnected 

complementary industries and institutions – competing and co-operating in 

assembling supplies; sharing information, specialist skills, technology and 

infrastructure; marketing; and innovating – reinforced by sociality and a common 

sense of purpose (exemplars being Silicon Valley and Hollywood). He extended 

this line of thinking into inner city economic development linked to regional clusters. 

Government can be a catalyst through investment in education, innovation and 
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infrastructure, opening up access to capital and markets, and providing motivation. 

Embraced by policymakers for its simplicity and promise, cluster theory has been 

treated with scepticism in the academic literature “[....] a patchy constellation of 

ideas [.…] some of which are either banal or misleading [.…] marketed by Porter 

and other enthusiasts as a brand” for what amounts to little more than old-

fashioned agglomeration theory (Martin and Sunley, 2003: 28) and in the urban 

context, foreshadowed much earlier by Jacobs (1972).  

An international study of creative industry strategies and policies found creative 

cluster initiatives tended to be public rather than business-led; to favour start-up, 

small and medium creative enterprises rather than the expansion of established 

firms, especially those with the greatest growth potential through convergence and 

content innovation – with many programmes lingering on subsidy life support for 

over a decade:  

[….] the promotion of creative spaces and industry clusters and versions of 
the digital media and science city [.…] is driven by a meta-analysis of 
growth in the new economy, but one that is being achieved by old industrial 
interventions and policy rationales (Evans, 2009a: 1003). 

Furthermore, British research (Bagwell, 2008) has shown high economic growth 

and local employment expectations to be somewhat unrealistic when translated 

into urban policy initiatives, with more jobs coming from health, social services and 

hospitality, nonetheless the creative industries were considered significant in inner 

city regeneration. The sector showed impressive growth rates in Europe, 

outperforming employment in the combined car, chemical, gas and electricity 

industries in a 2006 survey undertaken for the European Commission (Pratt, 2009: 

495). 

‘Cultural clustering’ has been given a spatial dimension in policies resuscitating or 

developing ‘industrial cultural districts’ or ‘cultural quarters’ as part of urban 

regeneration and place-making strategies. These are essentially “a complex cluster 

of activities – networks embedded in a particular place” (Roodhouse, 2010: 25). 

They come in many guises – some evolve organically, others result from deliberate 

initiative; some are oriented towards consumption (for example the ‘Museum 

Quarters’ of Frankfurt and Rotterdam, the Melbourne Arts Centre, London’s South 

Bank), others are production based (Sheffield Cultural Industries Quarter), or a mix 

of both (Dublin’s Temple Bar). Some involve the adaptive reuse of heritage 

(Nottingham’s Lace Market), others the construction of purpose designed facilities 
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and campuses (Queensland Institute of Technology’s Creative Industries Precinct). 

Some arise from ethnic or immigrant communities, or the clustering of markets, 

entertainment activities; or provision or protection of artists’ studios (Bianchini and 

Parkinson, 1993; Montgomery, 2007; Evans, 2009b; Roodhouse, 2010).   

Those inclined to culture (as opposed to industry) seek to artificially replicate 

Paris’s Left Bank or New York’s Greenwich Village by encouraging a dense mix of 

activities – day and night, indoor and out – complemented by cafés, speciality 

shops, and residences. The most successful, Montgomery (2007: 305-10) argues 

are those weaving together the critical ingredients of placemaking (mixed cultural, 

economic and social activities; well-designed form; and strong sense of place), an 

evening economy, and enterprises adaptive to change. He also adds that on going 

government support of some kind is almost inevitable to retain a proportion of the 

activities. Evans (2009b: 55) warns against the dangers of serial replication, 

especially associated with digital media. Cultural quarters need to flow out of, and 

retain local distinction, to be understood in terms of the informal, intangible 

networks and synergies underpinning them and relationships with the wider urban 

economy. Planning and zoning are criticised for ignoring or undervaluing the 

importance of vital economic and cultural interactions through a fixation with form 

and buildings. Furthermore, artificial spatial designations are anathema to the 

messy and unstable dynamics characteristic of creativity and prone to 

gentrification.  

4.4 Integrated Cultural Planning 

The importance of place is accentuated in much of the literature – as the bedrock of 

connection, an atmosphere, a source of identity and catalyst for ideas. Creative 

places are those congenial to talent (Florida, 2002); possessing “rich institutional 

depth” (O'Connor, 2010: 43); with the capacity to change and solve their own 

problems (Hall, 1998: 9); and capable of harnessing the “triggers” of change” 

(Landry, 2008: 142). They possess entrepreneurs committed to the area and its 

distinctive attributes; and are able to mobilise public and private support and build 

partnerships across sectors (public, private and community), public portfolios and 

levels of government (Markusen and Gadwa, 2010: 6). They build on historical 

assets, exploit new knowledge (usually not endogenous but given a local twist), 

working from micro to global scales (NESTA, 2010).   
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Territorial ‘cultural planning’ attempts to distance itself from the dominance of 

economic rationales and traditional arts policy, drawing on anthropological 

conceptions. Purporting to be comprehensive and reflective of natural, material and 

human attributes, along with the needs and aspirations of localities, this form of 

planning offers a ‘bottom-up’ process for building capacity to exploit opportunities 

and tackle problems through the integrated and democratic management of 

‘cultural resources’. Like many strategic planning processes, it begins with an 

assessment of these, followed by setting of goals, objectives and priorities (Evans, 

2001). 

The origins of ‘cultural planning’ are usually traced back to the influential British 

consultancy Comedia, formed in 1978 by Charles Landry. Beginning with work on 

the reclamation of town centres and public space in the 1980s, Comedia promoted 

the ‘re-enchantment of urban life’ through a more flexible definition of culture 

integrating urban design, cultural participation, creative industries, cultural tourism, 

transportation and retailing policies (Bianchini, 1988; Landry et al., 1996). As 

Montgomery (1990: 19) explained:  

It encompasses the way people eat, talk, think, meet others, go to work, 
spend their free time, and plan their holidays. [….] rather than being an add-
on to the serious concerns of the economy and the 'hard' infrastructure of 
urban areas, culture is central to the way cities should develop. This 
necessitates [.…] policy makers taking a more holistic approach to planning, 
combining a number of disciplines which have in the past been separated 
and sometimes divided.  

From the late 1990s, Landry (2006b; 2008) championed the idea of the ‘creative 

city’, which embraced ‘cultural planning’ “not intended as the planning of culture 

[….] but rather as a cultural approach to any type of public policy” (Ibid.: 173). The 

‘creative city’ was applied in contexts as varied as creative industry-led 

regeneration in Europe to repositioning cities in Australia to compete in the global 

economy. Many cities fashionably re-branded themselves ‘creative”, although as 

Landry, in accord with Tusa, ruefully observed:  

Creativity is like a rash [.…] a mantra for our age [.…] (a) catchall phrase in 
danger of losing its bite and obliterating why the idea emerged in the first 
place which are essentially about unleashing, harnessing, empowering 
potential from whatever source. Cities instead tend to restrict its meaning to 
the arts and activities within the creative economy professions calling any 
cultural plan a ‘creative city’ plan [.…] Overuse, hype and a tendency for 
cities to adopt the term without thinking through its real consequences could 
mean that the notion becomes hollowed out, chewed up and thrown out 
until the next big slogan comes along (Landry, 2006a: 5, 22). 
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Comedia was effective in persuading the British government – Chris Smith (1998: 

135) at least – that the arts (at least) were not “a soft option in social policy” and 

that cultural investment contributed to political engagement, personal growth, social 

cohesion, environmental renewal and heath. Comedia argued that participatory arts 

projects and community cultural development assisted people to learn new skills 

and express their values, experiences and concerns through practices such as 

story telling, performance and artwork (Matarasso, 1997). Cultural diversity and 

difference were framed as innovative and enriching, with policies supporting 

‘cosmopolitan urbanism’ through multicultural and intercultural agendas (Bloomfield 

and Bianchini, 2004) which assert and celebrate the right of particular groups to 

follow lifestyles of choice and articulate distinctive, often marginalised, identities 

and traditions through broadcasting, museum representation, art, festivals, ethnic 

cultural quarters, and ‘gay villages’. Interculturalism promoted communication and 

collaboration between different groups through the provision of accessible civic 

spaces and facilities, hybrid entrepreneurial ventures, and events.  

4.5 Policy Diffusion 

‘Cultural planning’ has been promoted and adapted elsewhere, particularly in 

Australia and Canada (supported by vigorous arts lobbies and local government 

associations). In Australia its genesis is usually traced back to the Creative Cities 

Seminar (1988), which looked at “how arts and cultural concerns could be better 

integrated into the planning process for city development” (Anon., 1988: 595). More 

conferences ensued and by the early 1990s the idea that culture should be a 

mainstream local government function was increasingly accepted by many 

Australian government and academic institutions; a decade later most of Australia 

state governments required or expected local governments to have a cultural plan 

(Stevenson, 2000; Stevenson, 2005). This enthusiasm appears to have been 

motivated by a succession of visiting international experts (initially McNulty, 

followed by Comedia affiliates) and the Australia Council sponsored consultants to 

write cultural planning guides. Cultural planning was promoted as innovative 

community development, with ‘cultural mapping’32 the tool for revealing developable 

assets (Grogan et al., 1995; Sanson, 1997). Culture was also linked to the 

sustainability discourse33 by cultural advocates – as the fourth dimension and at the 

                                            
32 See Grogan et al., 1995; Young et al., 1995; Baeker, 2010. 
33 See the work of the City of Port Phillip, Australia (Holt, 2005). 
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very heart of sustainability, since both are about values meaning and purpose: “it is 

a cultural debate” (Hawkes and Cultural Development Network of Victoria, 2001: 

11).  

While commentators see merit in cultural planning, its implementation in the 

Australian context is fraught and critiqued for being no more than Europeanised 

arts policy in drag – a reflection of the disproportionate influence visiting experts 

(with negligible local knowledge) and arts organisations had over cultural planning 

discourse, which privileges aesthetic objectives over the social (Hawkins and 

Gibson, 1994; Stevenson, 2005). Arts capture of cultural planning argues Mills 

(2003: 7) reduced culture in council decision-making to “the icing on the cake rather 

than the yeast” rendering it impotent and ironically perpetuating the marginalisation 

of the arts. Stevenson (2005) also observed that cultural planners were relegated to 

the historically powerless recreation or community services divisions, rather than 

urban planning and engineering where the real power is exerted over policy and 

resource allocation. Stevenson identifies the broad definition of culture as 

problematic – so inclusive that it failed to offer any clear guidance to policymakers 

who reverted to aesthetic criteria, unresolved in the discursive shift from culture to 

creativity:  

[….] cultural planning is a highly ambitious doctrine [.…] expected to be 
about almost anything and relevant to almost everything. This definitional 
breadth often results in a chasm between the positioning of cultural planning 
as concerned with social, economic, creative, and urban issues, on the one 
hand, and the spheres in which it actually operates, on the other hand – the 
arts, cultural industries, and heritage [….] Until some realistic definitional 
and strategic limits have been established, it will not be possible to identify 
how cultural planning intersects with other areas of council responsibility 
(Ibid.: 46). 

Young (2008a) also finds the implementation of Australian cultural planning 

fragmented and limited (and planning in general in crisis), arguing not for the 

intersection of culture across the spectrum of council responsibility, but for what he 

terms the ‘culturisation’ of planning itself – by which he means “the reflexive, critical 

and ethical use and interrogation of culture in urban and regional planning and in 

related non-spatial strategic planning” (Ibid.: 9), arguing that culture is “the thematic 

tissue connecting planning at every spatial scale and as an integrative resource 

capable of aligning and strengthening connections between planning types” (Ibid.: 

187), finding Sydney, for instance, woefully lacking in its appreciation of cultural 

opportunities and connections. His theorised ‘culturised’ planning would be guided 
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by seven principles (plenitude, connectivity, reflexivity, creativity, critical thinking, 

sustainability) with planners instilled with three “master literacies”  (cultural, 

strategic, ethical) to assist them in practice (Ibid.: 84-89). His work is intriguing from 

an academic perspective:  

Culture expresses the connective in life [….] planning has for decades been 
subject to a pattern of disconnectedness [….] Culture’s capacity to connect, 
and to transcend the frame of planning forms, has an unrivalled ability to 
promote joined up planning, and to deliver planning transformations (Ibid.: 
42).  

The degree to which it offers practical assistance to those seeking an end to 

cultural fuzziness in the realpolitik of local governance identified by Stevenson is, 

however, questionable.  

Cultural planning in Canada has also been influenced by Stevenson’s “global 

experts”, indeed its unfolding owing much to Australia, particularly Colin Mercer, a 

British ex-patriot who held a position at Griffiths University (1987-1995) during a 

pioneering era in the development of cultural policy research in Australia and 

beyond (Baeker, 2010; Kovacs, 2011). It has been actively promoted nationally by 

the Creative City Network of Canada34, which has prepared toolkits on cultural 

planning, cultural mapping and public art, and extended its application to rural 

areas. ‘Municipal Cultural Planning’ emerged in the province of Ontario from 2003 – 

a variation that claimed to focus specifically on municipal rather than community 

planning, using cultural mapping as its foundation and emphasising the discourse 

of ‘cultural resources’, in other words culture conceived more broadly than arts, 

libraries and heritage to achieve ‘civic’ goals and integrated into all areas of urban 

policymaking  (Canada’s Official Plans, zoning, transportation, urban design etc.) 

(Hume et al., 2009; Baeker, 2010).  

Research examining cultural plans in Ontario’s mid-sized cities indicates there has 

been some success in moving planning beyond the ‘arts-plus’ dilemma observed in 

Australia (also Britain and the United States), although only one dealt with issues 

beyond the arts (generally creative practices including popular art forms), culture 

(sometimes defined as the arts, but more often ways of life), creative industries and 

heritage, to broader urban policy issues – with more research indicated on “a long 
                                            
34 A network of local government staff working in the arts, culture, heritage and planning – 
see http: //www.creativecity.ca/. 
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overdue clarification of cultural planning’s relationship to urban planning” and an 

“investigation into the expenditure patterns associated with the various strategies 

outlined within the plan” (Kovacs, 2011: 338).  

4.6 Holistic Dilemmas and Conceptual Fuzziness 

The extent to which cultural planning assists in “joined-up” thinking (or the insights 

it gives into the difficulties inherent in policy co-ordination per se) is considered by 

(Gray, 2004) who notes that, in Britain, the arts and culture have traditionally been 

considered peripheral to ‘real’ business of national and local governments, often 

relegated to quangos, and the arts, with the exception of Scotland, are not a 

statutory policy sector for local government. The arts have attracted support, he 

argues, because of their contribution to achieving the objectives of other policy 

sectors – “policy attachment” having the potential to undermine their credibility. 

Furthermore, the lack of clarity attending ‘culture’ has led to divergent approaches 

to cultural planning, with no mechanisms to assess the validity and accuracy of 

plans. Although cultural planning may appear an obvious mechanism for integrated 

policy development this failed to come about with any coherence and consistency – 

given that culture is a discretionary local government activity and the complex array 

of relationships involved:  

[….] with local authorities needing to pay attention to at least five different 
government departments, four separate taskforces, and ten ‘arm‘s length’ 
‘sponsored agencies’, as well as at least ten statutory plans and five non-
statutory ones, alongside the local authorities own corporate strategy, best 
value plan, individual service strategies and plans, and more or less 
anything else up to and including the planning kitchen sink (Ibid.: 39-40). 

Measuring how culture contributes to policy objectives (its own and those sectors to 

which it is instrumentally attached) has proven problematic particularly when many 

of the claims made for culture are intangible, benefits are diffuse and may not 

become evident within short political and planning timeframes and its very nature 

remains highly contested. Notwithstanding the efforts of Throsby (2001), Holden 

(2004) and others to develop new indices, culture does not fare well in the 

hardscrabble of evidence-based policy making, particularly given its traditionally 

marginalised status, cultural planning is “an area that exceedingly difficult to pin 

down in terms of causality and unambiguous evidence will always make it subject 

to criticism in ways that medical interventions, for example, usually are not” (Gray, 

2006: 111).  
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Vague goals and norms have not assisted the robust analysis of cultural planning 

in the United States, Markusen and Gadwa (2010) identify the need for these to be 

clearly articulated so that outcomes can be evaluated and causal relationships 

established, along with research into mechanisms to better assess policy options 

and impacts options:  

[….] at its worst cultural planning [….] becomes captive of particular real 
estate interests, cultural industries, and cultural elites, and thus fruitful 
ground for consultants who promise great plans that often turnout to be 
window dressing (ibid.: 388). 

A concern running through much of the literature is that culture may have been 

oversold, especially its capacity to achieve sustainable economic and social 

benefits – particularly in culture-led regeneration favouring consumption, where 

positive impacts in terms of civic pride have been observed, but the impact of 

investment in landmark architecture, events, quarters etc. on diverse social groups 

(particularly those living outside the city centre) is less well-established and may 

indeed be negative (Bianchini and Parkinson, 1993; Gibson, 2004; Paddison and 

Miles, 2007).  

The thorny issue of causality has received much attention in critique of Florida’s 

work. Academics are sceptical about the links between the hodgepodge of 

collocated well-educated occupational groups composing his ‘creative class’ and 

creativity, along with the assumption that these groups share common class 

interests. It is also criticised for being a highly simplistic idea justifying urban 

restructuring favouring neo-liberal elites and perpetuating old fashioned boosterism 

and gentrification (Stevenson, 2004; Peck, 2005; Markusen, 2006; Pratt, 2008; 

Kratke, 2010). While there is some agreement that socio-qualities of place are 

important economically, Florida ignores the importance of vernacular culture and 

pre-established traditions of civic innovation (Montgomery, 2005) or how creativity 

actually works:  

[….] what distinguishes it from non-creative activity, and how creative 
occupations and skills are formed training and career circumstances of 
lawyers versus engineers versus artists are wildly different, with implications 
for their location and political heft (Markusen, 2006: 1924). 

In general, the literature points to the need for robust research and analysis of the 

complex interconnections of cultural development and urban life ‘’there are no 

straight answers or clear models to follow” (García, 2004: 322) and a mismatch 
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between the “fuzzy” ideas generated by academics and guru-consultants and the 

practical requirements of policymakers who need to know:  

Who are the creative agents of economic development in cities? [.…] where 
do they live, what are the criteria by which they make their locational 
choices, what kinds of employers are drawn in their wake, who are their 
competitors? How do the key groups organize themselves as an 
occupational or interest group; what are their issues; and where are the 
policy entry points in this process? 

Even when policymakers have sound research that enables them to 
understand their own talent targets, how do they know to which facility 
investments, infrastructure, programs, city planning techniques, and cultural 
policies they should devote scarce resources in order to achieve growth, 
revitalization, and equity goals? Leading protagonists in the debate over 
urban creativity have devoted little attention to the productivity of alternative 
tools for shaping the character of cities (Markusen, 2006: 1938). 

Markusen provides a detailed account of how artists contribute to the urban 

economy and environment (roles which may be oppositional, but innovative) and 

how specific policies (artists' centres, live/ work and studio buildings, and 

performance spaces) attract and retain them, requirements markedly different from 

scientists, lawyers and high-tech professionals. While Florida has received the 

most critical attention, Landry’s creative city strategies have also been found hazy, 

with a tendency to sanitise the often antagonistic of nature of creativity at its most 

innovative (Chatterton, 2000). 

Undoubtedly the abstract nature of culture, its administrative complexities and 

competing ideologies about its role in society make it a difficult policy sector 

(Matarasso and Landry, 1999) recognise twenty-one dilemmas policymakers have 

to balance: 

Conceptual 
• Culture as arts or as a way of life 
• Cultural democracy or democratization of culture 
• Culture as a self justifying value or as development 
• Art as a public good or conditional activity 

 
Implementation 

• Consultation or active participation 
• Direct control or insulation from political process 
• Public or private 
• Prestige or community 

 
Social development 

• Community or communities 
• Cultural diversity or monoculture 
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• Heritage or contemporary 
• Visitors or resident 
• External image or internal reality 

 
Economic Development 

• Subsidy or investment 
• Consumption or production 

 
Management 

• Centralisation of decentralization 
• Direct provision or contracting out 
• Arts or the artist 
• Infrastructure or activity 
• Artists or managers  

 
It is interesting that although Landry has been a prominent advocate for an all-

encompassing approach to culture, these are biased in favour of the arts; 

nevertheless they highlight many of the issues. 

4.7 Conclusion 

An all-encompassing approach may be difficult to sustain in the policy context, 

Stevenson (2004: 129) certainly argues for greater specificity: “If cultural planning is 

to play any part in achieving socially progressive outcomes then culture must 

actually mean something, but it cannot mean everything”. In her view the umbrella 

conception is inherently destabilising and riddled with unresolved tensions between 

the other understandings culture subsumed: culture as creative products and 

activities, culture as a civilising process, and culture as a way of life “there is no 

developed language within cultural planning for uncoupling their parameters, 

interconnections or political implications” (Ibid.: 123). It is furthermore complicated 

by the multiple competing objectives it sets out to reconcile and transcend, notably 

social inclusion and economic growth – where social equity is abandoned as a 

goal, replaced by social inclusion where the state provides the individual with 

opportunities to participate (in the economy), rather than redistributing income, a 

characteristic of ‘Third Way’ political ideology also evident in New Zealand under 

Clark’s Labour Government (Skilling, 2005). Ironically cultural planning, 

emphasising values, imagination and co-operation, emerged during an era of 

revived individualism and neo-conservatism, albeit with the ‘Third-Way’ human 

face.  
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Part 1 provides the background for exploring how culture and cultural planning is 

actually articulated, supported and developed in selected urban contexts in New 

Zealand. As outlined in the introduction to the thesis, Part 2 contains four case 

studies that will be used to undertake this task. 
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Part 2 

Case Studies 

 

Explicit cultural planning is a relatively new phenomenon. It appears to offer a more 

nuanced and coherent approach to city transformation and enrichment, albeit not 

without problems in its conceptualisation and implementation as traversed in the 

previous part. Assisted by UNESCO, persuasive international consultants, vigorous 

cultural lobby groups and a more receptive political environment, culture appeared 

to move in from the policy sidelines in the late twentieth century. New Zealand was 

not immune from this diffusion and reformed its legislation to make culture a 

paramount purpose of local government in 2002. Part 2 contains four case studies 

investigating the impact of this apparent cultural epiphany and more broadly, 

assisting in comprehending how culture, city and planning intersect in New 

Zealand, what city means in the local environment, and the importance of culture in 

advancing the planning discipline. As noted in Chapter 1, these cases were 

selected for their intrinsic value in promoting an understanding of culture and 

cultural planning in the New Zealand context and not because they are generally 

representative or illustrative of particular problems. Cases draw on primary and 

secondary data sources. The first three are grounded in local territorial settings. 

The last is thematic and looks at one of culture’s cardinal dimensions – heritage. It 

provides an opportunity to explore the complexities of culture and its mediation in a 

relatively circumscribed sphere. Any one of the many aspects of culture identified in 

Chapter 1 might have been chosen for this purpose. Heritage was selected 

because it is the cultural aspect that New Zealand’s urban planners have been 

legally required to attend to for the longest duration. Literary heritage was selected 

because it marries memory making with symbolic expression. The focus on its 

institutional management and community engagement expands on a recurrent 

motif in the city cases. 
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Figure 2 
New Zealand Case Study Locations 
 

Figure 2 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Figure 3 
2007 Montana WOW® Awards Show  ‘Rattle Your Dags’  
 
Paula Coulthard & Ursula Dixon, Auckland, Winner 2007 Montana Supreme 
WOW® Award, Turners & Growers First Time Entrant Award & Air New Zealand 
South Pacific Section. 

Photo credit: World of WearableArt™ Ltd. 

Figure 3 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Figure 4 
The Nelson Tasman Region 
 

Map credit: Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua    
localcouncils.govt.nz ngā kaunihera-a-roche (adapted). 

 

Figure 4 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Chapter 5 

Nelson 
 

[….] here we have our "Trafalgar” Square without a ''Nelson column," and a "Scientific 
Institution" without the usually accompanying apparatus, museum, and experiments:  we 

have squares, crescents, and high-sounding streets, without corresponding mansions and 
"Palaces of Shops" these, we trust, are all in reservation for Nelson. We can look back but 

a few years, and remember our happy little town, and cultivated fields, but a solitary 
wilderness, where the foot of civilized man had never trod the fern, or broke the silence, till 
the pioneers of a future community formed the nucleus of what we now are; and our streets 

and dwellings arose, our farms and roads cheered the plains and valleys around, and by 
plan and art assumed the present form of a settlement we do not disdain to call a town. 

 
Anon. (1852: 126)  

Nelson began as an imagined community. A semi-urban, quasi-Arcadian dream 

incubated in Britain in the aftermath of its liberal Enlightenment, which saw 

“progress as a matter of individual improvement or [.…] the work of voluntary 

associations” (Porter, 2001: 482) and on the cusp of Victorian civic enlightenment 

which entwined economic expansion with quality of environment and Utilitarian 

reformism. It was an array of ideas – part milieu, part experiment – imposed by a 

tiny “contingent of cock-eyed optimists” (Butterworth, 1999: 161) on a distant 

already occupied niche. Those ideas evolved through variation, selection, and 

heredity to make the Nelson of today: “an unusually complex small town” (Ibid.: 16).  

The new town was a private initiative taking shape at the very moment the British 

Crown began assuming responsibility for New Zealand settlement. Planned from 

the outset - with affinities to other Wakefield ‘colonies’ that possibly last to this day 

(see Ibid.: 17). From the start it was also seen to have its own quiddity, as William 

Fox (1851: 26-27) observed:  

[….] organized in England under different leaders, and, in many respects, 
different circumstances from Wellington, (Nelson) is, perhaps, the most 
successful instance of a self-supporting, self-relying settlement which the 
history of British colonization has exhibited since the American colonies 
were founded. [.…] Nelson owes its success entirely to itself; it has never 
participated in the immense sums of money expended at Auckland and 
Wellington, but has patiently dug its own maintenance out of the ground.  

One hundred and forty seven years later, Nelson’s Member of Parliament Nick 

Smith (2008) echoed this opinion, commenting that Nelson’s relative isolation from 

the main urban centres “forced it to have its own identity”; that the city continues to 

“patiently (dig) its own maintenance out of the ground” (Ibid.) was a tenor 
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commonly expressed by citizens interviewed for this case study. 

Although the original immigrants were fewer than those anticipated by Nelson’s 

founders, the town attracted learned and energetic leaders who often performed 

multiple formal and informal roles as colonists, administrators, reformers, scientists, 

clerics, musicians, writers, and artists – both locally and nationally. Three: William 

Fox (1812?-1893), Alfred Domett (1811-1887) and Edward Stafford (1819-1901), 

went on to become New Zealand premiers, with Fox and Stafford holding office 

three times. Domett set up the General Assembly Library. Regardless of the 

austerities of pioneering life, cultural improvement (particularly associated with 

education) was keenly pursued. Nelson was the national forerunner in public 

schooling and noteworthy for launching New Zealand’s first library, museum, and 

independent school of music; and after Auckland and Dunedin, the country’s third 

art gallery and first purpose-built. A tiny population accomplished this within sixty 

years of the town’s birth. These initiatives were often driven by loose voluntary 

associations, which eventually coalesced into formalised trusts, sometimes 

constituted or empowered through private acts of parliament, as government itself 

configured at every level.   

The trusts established at the time illustrate, in microcosm, the strengths and darker 

key of this popular style of cultural delivery. They were founded with the highest of 

hopes and best intentions, yet by the twentieth-first century all were struggling to 

exist. Ironically, in the post-welfare era where civil society has been ideologically 

re-discovered in the renegotiation of state roles, all have sought government 

assistance in order to survive. The relationship between government and the non-

profit cultural sector and the advantages – or otherwise – of trusts in the delivery of 

cultural policy form one of the themes of this chapter. 

Familiar soubriquets for the town are ‘sleepy hollow’ and ‘sunny Nelson’. 

Undoubtedly the latter, and perhaps the former, along with the bucolic and maritime 

glories of the region contributed to its popularity as a counterculture destination and 

place attractive to artists and craftspeople in the 1960s and 1970s. Independence, 

self-reliance, gifted leadership and thick civil society once more mark the 

emergence of innovative cultural enterprises and associations, conspicuously the 

Montana World of WearableArt™ Awards in 1987 and the Nelson Bays Arts 

Advocacy and Marketing Trust in 1993. A second theme in this chapter is an 
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exploration of how cultural innovation is – or is not – nurtured and enhanced 

through local government planning and policy processes. 

This chapter begins by briefly outlining Nelson’s historical background and 

contemporary circumstances. As Morris (2000: 399) argues, “History [….] is not just 

an account of the past, it is an account of the relationship between past and 

present.” It is argued that Nelson’s past holds sway over its present – in 

establishing identity; delivering cultural assets; endowing institutional structures; 

and flavouring current attitudes and practices. The third theme focuses on this 

relationship and the shaping of cultural character.  

5.1 Reproducing Britain Without its Vices 

The early turbulence of the Nelson region belies its halcyon reputation as New 

Zealand’s sunniest lifestyle locality today. It is a history coloured by conquest. 

Successions of pugnacious North Island iwi migrated south, retreating from tribal 

conflict and population pressures, lured by plentiful supplies of protein, argillite 

deposits for tool and weapons, an equable climate and fertile soils suited to 

gardening. Ngāti Tumatakokiri (originally from Taupo) frightened off New Zealand’s 

first European visitor Abel Tasman in 1642, to be in turn despatched by Ngāi Tahu 

(from Poverty Bay). Ngāi Tahu were subsequently driven further south by Ngāti Toa 

(from the Waikato via Kapiti) under the leadership of warrior chief Te Rauparaha, in 

alliance with Ngāti Tama and Te Āti Awa (from Taranaki) (Mitchell et al., 2008). 

Ngāti Toa dominated the region by the end of the 1830s and traded with the first 

European settlers, predominantly whalers (McAloon, 1997). Hostilities continued 

and by the time European settlement began in earnest in the 1840s Māori had 

“thinned out their own ranks all too effectively”  (Allan et al., 1965: 25); the small 

population at the time of European settlement had probably lived there for less than 

a decade.  

Nelson, named in honour of British admiral Horatio Nelson, was the second of six 

planned ‘colonies’ or townships founded by the New Zealand Company and its 

affiliates, with a charter of incorporation issued in 1841 (Ibid.: 1965). At the outset it 

was a concept, rather than a place, with the Preliminary Expedition leaving Britain 

with no certainty of where the town would be located in the North or South Islands. 

It was to be the practical expression of Edward Gibbon Wakefield’s experimental 

and abstract theory of ‘systematic colonisation’ – a formula envisaged to bring 
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order to the colonisation process by ensuring an appropriate mix of land, labour 

and capital; supported by compact, contiguous and synergistic settlement (in 

contradistinction to the unrestrained development Wakefield observed in North 

America). Land would be pre-sold to settlers in Britain at a uniform fixed price 

‘sufficient’ to discourage capitalist speculation and immediate uptake of land by 

labourers, but low enough to encourage thrift and prospect of eventual ownership. 

Revenues from land sales would be spent on public works and assisting 

‘respectable’ working class migrants – selected for moral qualities and gender 

balance. Wakefield intended to transfer and sustain a ‘vertical slice’ of the British 

class system, allowing for social mobility and refinement:  

The transplanted Englishman was not to be an exile from ‘the arts and 
manners of good English society’, nor from the political and educational 
institutions which were his birthright. His political and his civil rights, his 
culture, his church, and his school, he would take with him [.…] In such a 
carefully regulated environment, colonial society, instead of degenerating as 
in the past, might even improve on the Old World model, by reproducing its 
virtues without its vices (Ibid.: 38). 

The Wakefield ideal embodied progressive liberal urbanism, a romantic reaction to 

the problems of industrial Britain with its ‘vices’ of poverty, pollution and 

overpopulation; meanwhile paradoxically harking back to a feudal tradition of small, 

cohesive, agricultural, family-based communities supported by wholesome 

institutions and moulded by hierarchy. The model settlement design allocated each 

purchaser a town lot, a country lot and sometimes a suburban lot. Provision was to 

be made for a port, market, public buildings, broad boulevards and a ‘town belt’. 

Under the ‘Tenth System’, small ‘Native Reserves’ were to be set aside throughout 

the settlement for local chiefs in an endeavour to assimilate Māori into the 

transplanted social hierarchy – a masquerade of philanthropy justifying dubious 

land deals (MacDonald, 2002). 

The New Zealand Company’s agent Colonel William Wakefield, Edward Gibbon’s 

brother, arrived in 1839 and negotiated the purchase of 20 million acres of the 

northern South Island from Kapiti-based Te Rauparaha. This sale proved 

contentious once the town site was identified at Whakatu ‘a safe place for canoes’ 

(chosen for its sheltered harbour). The Company was forced to compensate local 

chiefs claiming right of occupation over right of conquest. Failure to understand the 

intricacies of Māori land tenure proved lethal when Captain Arthur Wakefield, 

another Wakefield brother and leader of the Nelson project, sought to relieve a 
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critical shortage of pasture by surveying land in Wairau (now in Marlborough), 

which the Company thought it bought in the original purchase. Ngāti Toa disputed 

this and executed Arthur in 1842, along with other settlers, in a revenge killing 

known as ‘the Wairau Affray’ (Temple, 2002). 

Although Nelson, the place, was an expedient compromise ill-suited to the tenets of 

Nelson, the ideal, it seemed more fortunate than the first ‘colony’ at Port Nicholson 

(later Wellington), with surveyors arriving in advance of settlers. The town design 

complied with the Wakefield model with 201,000 acres divided into 1,000 

allotments consisting of a town acre, a 50 acre suburban ‘accommodation’ lot and a 

150 acre rural lot, with an additional 100 allotments put aside for native reserves. 

The town acres followed a conventional grid layout, with provision made for 

squares (Trafalgar and Victory), but not a town belt. Land sales were expected to 

realise £300,000, of which half would be used to assist migration and a sixth 

devoted to public purposes, including religious institutions and a college, which was 

to be administered through the Nelson Trust Funds (Allan et al., 1965: 50-51). 

Despite New Zealand Company propaganda promising a resource rich paradise 

with grassy plains, eternal sunshine and genial natives, Nelson did not sell well. By 

1850 only 451 of the 1,000 lots had been purchased by 274 owners (including John 

Stuart Mill) and of these, but 85 had migrated (Ibid.: 78). Speculation and absentee 

ownership undermined the ideal of civilized colonisation and condemned the 

Wakefield settlements, in general, to impoverishment, with the practice of balloting 

allotments contributing to population dispersion and under-utilisation of productive 

land. The New Zealand Company was running into debt by 1843 and in dispute 

with the Government over the Treaty of Waitangi and restrictions placed on the 

alienation of Māori land through the Crown’s sole right of pre-emption. The 

Company was suspended in 1850 and dissolved in 1858 (McLintock, 1966). The 

business of colonisation shifted from private to public hands.  

While land sales did little to people Nelson with gentlemen, they did assist 

migration until the Company’s finances collapsed. By 1843 eighteen ships had 

been despatched to Nelson carrying 3,263 people; almost half were children and 

few had agricultural skills (McAloon, 1997). Early Nelson was a rough frontier town 

afflicted by starvation and disease, insufficient capital, unemployment, bankruptcy 

and unresolved land tenure issues. Wakefield’s grand boulevards amounted to raw 
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dirt roads (named after Horatio Nelson’s exploits) dotted with buildings, frugal and 

functional rather than enriching.  

5.2 Cultural Legacy 

Although Nelson’s nascent popular culture was marked by grogshops and taverns, 

the transplantation of ‘virtuous’ cultural institutions began before the first ships 

docked, with Arthur Wakefield and officers of the Preliminary Expedition planning 

the Nelson Literary and Scientific Institution in 1841 while anchored in the Bay of 

Biscay:  

The vision that inspired them was the prospect of a civic centre housed in a 
building consisting of a well-equipped library, a museum of history and 
ethnology and a philosophical society to promote intellectual development 
(Brereton, 1948: 11). 

Cabin passengers donated their own books and moneys to form the collection, 

sending an order back to London from Tenerife. Those in steerage planned a 

mechanics institute to educate male workers, while weekly newspapers were 

launched above and below deck. The South Island’s first newspaper The Nelson 

Examiner and New Zealand Chronicle was established within weeks of the settlers’ 

arrival in 1842. Initially financed by a New Zealand Company loan, it was perceived 

to be the organ of Company and large landholder interests although the loan was 

repaid. The paper failed in 1874 as rivals representing alternative settler politics 

emerged. One of these, The Nelson Evening Mail, was the first daily newspaper 

and continues in circulation today as The Nelson Mail.   

Other institutions followed. The patrician pursuits of English muscularity were 

favoured in the establishment of the Nelson Cricket Club (1842), Jockey Club 

(1848) Yacht Club (1857) and New Zealand’s first rugby football club (1870). 

Religion was endorsed by the New Zealand Company “as a cementer of social 

hierarchy” (McAloon, 1997: 44) and supported through the Nelson Trust Funds. By 

the end of the 1850s the Anglican, Presbyterian, Methodist and Roman Catholic 

denominations had their own places of worship (Ibid). The Anglicans, with the 

assistance of the New Zealand Company loans and money from the church in 

Britain, usurped the town centre when New Zealand’s first bishop Selwyn 

purchased the crest of Church Hill in 1842 for what he anticipated would be “the 

Cathedral of the Southern Island” (Selywn in Allan et al., 1965: 169-70). Royal 

Letters Patent created the Diocese of Nelson in 1858, granting Nelson city status 
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although it had a population of only “around 5000 and cattle were still wandering in 

the streets” (Dunn and AMT, 2002: 115). The first Christ Church Cathedral (1887) 

was merely a large parish church; its replacement, the present cathedral, 

commenced in 1925 and was dedicated in 1967 (Young et al., 2000). 

At first glance Nelson might appear to be an antipodean imitation of an English 

cathedral town, but the power of the Anglican Church was limited to its dominating 

cathedral, Selwyn’s school for boys (1844), and Bishop Suter’s art gallery. Many of 

Nelson’s settlers were non-conformist Christians who objected to Selwyn’s High 

Church ways and sectarian education (Allan et al., 1965). But, as already noted, 

the new settlement placed an uncommon value on education – even for ordinary 

people – and held the New Zealand Company to the promise made in its 

Prospectus for its provision. A group of citizens organised the Nelson School 

Society, formally incorporated in 1848 under the leadership of miller and social 

reformer Mathew Campbell, to provide secular elementary education for a nominal 

charge (Allan, 1974). By 1854 it had nine schools in the Nelson district, some 

continuing as state schools today. The Society received some support from the 

New Zealand Company and Trust Funds were called on in the founding of Nelson 

College for Boys in 1856. Women had to wait until 1883. Rooted in the Wakefield 

plan, Nelson College was an exclusive fee-paying New Zealand version of the 

English public school with Latin motto, library, museum, English curriculum, 

entrance examinations and rugby field (Dunstan et al., 2006: 2). There was 

insufficient local wealth to sustain this model and the College began to integrate 

into the state system from 1902. Based on School Society principles, free 

education, began in 1856 under the aegis of the Nelson Provincial Council35 

Although preoccupied with public works, land development and immigration, the 

Council was unusually progressive in education, establishing a secular public 

school system well ahead of the rest of the country. 

While fleeting and scarcely representative (franchise was restricted to male 

property holders), New Zealand’s provincial system came closest to an 

autonomous federal style of government in the nation’s history and addressed the 

groundswell for self-government, notwithstanding the muddied designation of 

powers, “pomposity of the tiny ‘parliaments’” and “self-interest that became 
                                            
35 Provincial councils were established in 1853 following the promulgation of the New 
Zealand Constitution Act 1852 and wound up in 1876 with the Abolition of the Provinces 
Act.  
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apparent as the system developed” (Allan, 1974: 7). Nelson Province was funded 

largely through land sales and excise, until the land ran out towards the end of the 

provincial period. Administration of revenues and contests over necessary public 

works dominated Council debates. Alienation of native lands had proceeded apace 

under George Grey’s36 first governorship, sometimes without compensation or for a 

nominal sum. By 1856 the South Island Māori had lost most of their land and were 

confined to their reserves, often-marginal land and not the full allocation 

guaranteed under the ‘tenths’ system37 (Phillipson, 1996). This advanced 

pastoralism, dairying and horticulture, but reduced Māori to a state of subsistence 

and their survival into the twentieth century is considered miraculous.  

Wool, briefly gold, and in the latter nineteenth century, timber, seafood, fruit and 

vegetables were the major exports from Port Nelson, which also became an 

important coastal shipping centre and food supplier to other New Zealand towns. 

“The province” according to (Belich, 1996: 357), “made an unusually early shift 

from extractive, progress-led economics to sustainable, farm led-economics.” The 

foundations of the Nelson-Tasman regional economy were laid in this period. 

Today the major sectors are defined (in terms of value added GDP, in ascending 

order of importance) as: horticulture (primarily orchards and vineyards), forestry, 

seafood, tourism, and pastoral framing (meat and dairying) (John Cook and 

Associates, 2007). ‘Sunny Nelson’ and its ‘golden’ beaches were promoted as 

tourist (and new resident) attractions from the turn of the twentieth century by the 

city council and more actively by local business associations such as the Chamber 

of Commerce and the Nelson Progress League  (McAloon, 1997).   

The first mayor and city council were elected in 1874, as the provincial era drew to 

an end, although the city did not reach the population threshold technically required 

for city status in New Zealand until 195838 following local government 

amalgamation (Newport, 1966). The 1861 census portrayed a provincial settler 

population that was indubitably British with 75% of the population coming from 

                                            
36 Sir George Grey was the third colonial Governor of New Zealand (1845-53) and (1861-
68). 
37 The more productive or strategic reserves were often on long-term leases to the 
colonists.  
38 At that time a city was defined as a borough with a population of at least 20,000; today it 
is 50,000. 
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England (mostly from the London region), 12% from Scotland and 5% from Ireland 

(McCaskill, 1966). Four per cent, however, were German Lutherans, recruited by 

New Zealand Company agents in the 1840s when the supply of ‘respectable’ 

British immigrants dwindled.  

‘Architecturally’ designed buildings mushroomed in the Nelson townscape from the 

late 1850s – helped by the West Coast gold rush and the growing wealth of local 

merchants and professionals. Transplanted English styles, adapted to local 

conditions and resources, predominated in the construction of churches, civic 

buildings, commercial premises and residences – reflecting the traditions of the 

dominant migrant population but also Bowman (2005) argues, giving materiality 

and permanency to the Wakefield idyll. Eager to stamp its authority on the city, the 

Provincial Council commissioned Maxwell Bury to design grand wooden chambers 

in the Jacobean style. The building was completed in 1861, along with Nelson 

College designed by old Etonian William Beatson. The college governors asked for 

a building reminiscent “of dear old England” and the design included elements of 

Elizabethan and Jacobean styles, interpreted in wood and later in brick following a 

fire in 1904 (Ibid.: 70).  

The Provincial Chambers were demolished in 1969 to make way for a ‘modern’ 

courthouse when neither Government, nor Nelson City could reach agreement on 

who should pay for its renovation. This still rankles in Nelson and is held up as an 

example of heritage lost through ‘cultural cringe’ and lapse in civic imagination, but 

acclaimed as a pivotal moment in awakening the community’s appreciation of its 

colonial architecture in media commentary:  

[….] people who travel overseas on official junkets and return raving about 
old cities with their wonderful historical buildings are some of the first to lend 
their signatures to the destruction of their own history. When the Provincial 
Buildings were demolished, Nelson lost not only a wooden building, but a 
large part of its history (Peters, 2008: 14). 

Nelson does not have a great record in preserving its heritage buildings. A 
mix of pragmatism over the $100,000 repair bill and a lack of respect for 
civic heritage saw the Provincial Buildings demolished, despite the pleas of 
a vocal minority [.…] However, this marked something of a tipping point in 
community views on heritage buildings (Anon, 2007a: 9). 

As with local governance elsewhere in New Zealand, Nelson’s early councillors 

were preoccupied with practicalities of public utility development. Cultural 

development was left to the community, social and merchant philanthropists and 
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local entrepreneurs. Four institutions established in the early years of the 

settlement offer insights into how culture was made in those years and endures 

today, albeit precariously. Three – the Nelson Institute (now the Nelson Provincial 

Museum Pupuri Taonga o Te Tai Ao), Nelson School of Music and the Suter Art 

Gallery Te Aratoi o Whakatu – exemplify the Victorian idealism attending the city’s 

birth, and the use and shortcomings of trusts in cultural governance and the 

essential (but problematic) role of all levels of government in their current 

sustenance. The fourth, the Theatre Royal, was born out of the need for popular 

entertainment – but along with the School of Music and Art Gallery, highlights the 

costs and constraints of maintaining and adapting historic built heritage and the 

impact this has on contemporary uses. The Suter has been further compromised by 

its legal heritage.   

5.2.1 Nelson Institute (now Nelson Provincial Museum Pupuri Taonga o Te 

Tai Ao) 

The first of Nelson’s ‘virtuous institutions’ was the Nelson Institute and is 

representative of the instability attending the local cultural sector – which relies on 

maintaining and renewing community support, often coming from a tight network of 

private and/or public individuals with a range of interests competing for their time 

and money. Beginning as a ‘learned society’ for gentleman, within a decade the 

Institute was obliged to widen its remit to include the working classes in a deal with 

Government, which provided a site for the expansion of its museum and library. 

The Institute’s collections and operation relied almost entirely on private 

philanthropy, but legislation giving it legal status in 1907 conferred borrowing 

powers to assist development. Although Nelson had been one of the first 

settlements to have a public library, it became one of the last to have a free service 

because of the Institute’s continuing resistance. In the early 1960s, the museum 

and library split. The latter became a council activity. The Nelson Provincial 

Museum Trust was formed to manage the former and in 2000 it became the 

responsibility of the Tasman Bays Heritage Trust, a Council Controlled organisation 

(hereafter CCO)39 with shares jointly owned by the two councils in the region, 

                                            
39 Organisations – companies or trusts – set up to independently manage local government 
facilities or deliver services.  
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Nelson City and Tasman District.  

The museum moved from its original central ‘town acre 445’ site to the suburbs in 

the 1960s, to return to the original site in 2005 in a new building assisted through 

the Clark Government’s Regional Museums Policy fund. Its originating narrative 

had been one of intellectual and moral improvement through the cultivation of arts, 

science and literature, supported by private endeavour and sporadic government 

assistance. By the twenty-first century it had become a quasi-autonomous public 

agency, where the policy rationale emphasised its economic and heritage value to 

the region, not enlightenment. The CCO relationship has not guaranteed security to 

the more generously and equitably funded museum. Since the new facility opened 

in 2005 – hailed in the press as “Nelson’s only recent civic success story” – it has 

streamlined staff, asked councils to write off loans, revised plans to upgrade its 

research facilities and found it hard to meet annual interest-only mortgage 

repayments (Murdoch, 2007; Catley, 2007). There has also been rapid turnover in 

senior management, with three chief executives between 2001 and 2008. Longest 

serving of these and mastermind of the new museum, Wayne Marriott, was pointed 

in parting comment:  

[….] at the end of the day the two councils can either nurture the museum or 
turn it into a street kid They are our shareholders, and we respect the 
authority they come with, but there needs to be a level of respect and 
understanding in how a museum works on their behalf. Running a museum is 
not a box-ticking exercise by bureaucrats [….] The city needed to loosen its 
purse strings and give more support to viable and innovative civic projects 
[….] Otherwise it will hamstring the long-term viability of this community 
(Murdoch, 2007). 

The museum relied on considerable voluntary support, with its trustees the only 

unpaid CCO board members in the region (Ibid.).  

5.2.2 Nelson School of Music 

The Nelson School of Music germinated in the rich civil compost of amateur music, 

considered beneficial for its “humanising” and socialising qualities in the raw 

colonial world. Music societies formed and a small concert hall was built in 1867. A 

series of German conductors were hired, the first in 1890. The second of these, 

Michael Balling, set about establishing a conservatorium of music to offset local 

sporting partialities. A man of great persuasion, he had garnered sufficient support 

to open the School in 1894 and purpose built facilities, including an auditorium and 

studios, in 1901 with land and funds gifted by a local businessman – when the 
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population of Nelson was merely 7000 people. The School, like the Institute, was 

hostage to shifts in the wider political, economic and cultural environment and its 

situation by the mid-twentieth century was parlous. While both had come into being 

through a surge of philanthropy, neither was able to attract sufficient endowments 

to ease income volatility over the ensuing decades and for the School, capital 

maintenance and modernisation was particularly, perennially problematic.  

The School incrementally came to rely on government assistance, initially by 

persuading Nelson City take over the ownership and maintenance of the buildings 

for use as an “unofficial town hall” in the 1950s. They were returned – seismically 

strengthened – to the School in the 1970s. Since then it has relied on securing 

funding from central government through arts grants and education projects; annual 

grants from Nelson City and, to a lesser extent, Tasman District (these largely 

going into building repairs), public appeals and the itinerant largesse of community 

trust funds. It hosts the national Adam Chamber Music Festival, sponsored by 

Wellington-based philanthropists and city council grants. While cherished by its 

local community and of national heritage significance, the School is now an oddity, 

with secondary schools and universities monopolising music tuition provision. Nor 

does it easily fit any of the conventional arts and educational funding categories. 

Limited revenues have pushed it into delivering risky programmes and while it 

owns valuable assets these cannot be easily sold. It was obliged to restructure its 

governance to attract council grants and its physical heritage casts a long shadow 

– particularly as earthquake standards escalate. Public support is essential but 

invariably piecemeal, short-term and often driven by crisis rather than a coherent 

strategic plan. 

5.2.3 Suter Art Gallery Te Aratoi o Whakatu 

While art galleries are less eccentric in New Zealand’s provincial civic environment, 

the travails of the Suter Art Gallery mirror those of the School of Music. Its own 

idiosyncrasies and those of its stakeholders have influenced its development, but it 

also offers insights into the impact of changing policy stances, local government 

structures and management frameworks on cultural organisations in New Zealand, 

along with the influence of shifting philosophies in cultural policy more generally. 

The Gallery’s survival narrative is tinged with governance and management 

tensions; stakeholder disputation; ambiguities around its public purpose and private 

status and philosophic squabbles over professional versus democratic orientation.  
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It owes much to the vision and generosity of Nelson’s second bishop Andrew Suter 

and his wife – along with same group of prominent businessmen who helped set up 

the School of Music. The Bishop Suter Art Gallery Trustees Act 1896 established 

its governance structure and it opened in 1899. The Nelson School Society 

donated the site on the edge of the city’s Queens Gardens when it was dissolved 

with the introduction of state education. The Gallery was designed by School of 

Music architect Frederick de Jersey Clere and incorporated the Mathew Campbell 

School Building. Registered as NZHPT Category ll building in 2007, it is today an 

eclectic and controversial mix of alterations including a café, shop and theatre, 

added following the multifunctional arts centre model in the 1970s. Its history is 

entwined with the Nelson Art Society, also founded by Bishop Suter, which 

financially and voluntarily supports the Gallery and since the 1970s has exhibition 

rights. Butterworth’s (1999) history documents the trustee’s perpetual struggle to 

make ends meet – where the development and maintenance of the buildings 

swamped its “promotion of art” founding purpose. The self-perpetuating trust set up 

in the 1896 statute became an anachronism – while guaranteeing political 

independence, it provided reason for Nelson City to limit public support on 

accountability grounds, with the Gallery remaining a private responsibility long after 

arts facilities were accepted as a public service in other parts of the county. 

Relative to similar municipalities, local authority support has been consistently 

modest, which has compromised its public mission, collections and capital 

development40.  

Plans to redevelop the Suter, which has limited exhibition space, storage and 

climate control, have divided the community and languished primarily through lack 

of funding, but also inflamed debate over what the proper role of the Gallery should 

be: democratic (favoured by board and management) or idealist (supported by 

some of Nelson’s more outspoken citizens). Its heritage elements and relationship 

to the adjoining historic park further constrain redevelopment options. The Acting 

                                            
40 In 2006/07 the Suter claimed it spent NZ$691,146 assisting the region’s councils in 
realising community outcomes, but received only NZ$260,000 (38%) from the councils for 
operating expenses. The residual was raised through sponsorship and community 
fundraising, project grants, rentals, retailing and admission charges (Suter, c.2006).  By 
contrast, the Govett-Brewster Art Gallery in New Plymouth (a city of comparable size and 
enviously alluded to by the Nelson media and arts aficionados) was allocated 
NZ$2,544,000 for its operating expenses by its council (New Plymouth District Council, 
2006: 80).  
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Director41 (2008) described the situation as “struggling in poverty”, of “scrabbling 

away trying to find bits of money” to pay well-qualified staff a “pittance”. Cash flow 

was particularly problematic and overdrafts increased to meet the salary bill. Much 

of the Director’s time was spent grant writing rather than on core purposes. Poor 

conditions prohibited the Gallery from attracting prestigious visiting exhibitions and 

local artists often had to finance their own shows. At the time the only secure 

funding, other than relatively small council grants, came from Government for 

education programmes. The Bishop Suter Art Gallery Governance Restructuring 

Act 2008 paved the way for it to become a Nelson City CCO, with the prospect of 

greater public funding although redevelopment plans were still on hold in 2012. 

CCO status, however, did not bring greater security (or less reliance on volunteers) 

to the Museum, despite being significantly better funded than the Suter by the 

region’s councils. 

5.2.4 Theatre Royal 

The Odd Fellows played an intriguing role in theatrical provision in early New 

Zealand and lent their hall to amateur groups in Nelson from the 1850s. In 1876 

The Loyal Nelson42 and Loyal Howard lodges commissioned a purpose-built facility 

next door and in 1878 1,000 people attended the opening of the Theatre Royal 

(Morrell and Astwood, 2011). Used continuously by the Nelson community and 

travelling players until the early twentieth century, until converted into a cinema with 

arrival of the movies. Live theatre returned in the 1940s when it became the home 

of the Repertory Society, but audiences dwindled with competition from television 

and it fell into disrepair, closing in 2005 for safety reasons. Fundraising for its 

restoration commenced in the late 1990s with the Nelson Historic Theatre Trust 

was set up for this purpose in 2001. Tensions between the region’s councils over 

their contribution delayed assistance from central government, which ultimately 

paid for almost half the cost with the rest coming from the councils and community 

donors. Although recognised as one of the oldest continuously used theatres in 

New Zealand and one of the few remaining of timber construction, additional to its 

                                            
41 Later appointed Director. 
42 The Loyal Nelson Lodge was the first of New Zealand’s friendly societies, affiliated to the 
Manchester Unity Independent Order of Odd Fellows (formed around 1810). It informally 
set up at sea on a New Zealand Company ship and on land in 1842. The Odd Fellows 
provided social security for members, along with fraternity and community service. The first 
Lodge room was in a tavern. The Odd Fellows Hall was built to reduce the temptations of 
drink (Gourlay, 1942). 
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cultural significance to the people of Nelson, the Theatre Royal was not registered 

by the NZHPT until 2011 – following its refurbishment – when it received Category 

1 status (Ibid.).  

5.3 Territorial Divisions and Institutional Competition 

Butterworth (1999: 121) argues that “the unusual size and number of cultural 

facilities that Nelson has for its population makes it difficult for any of them to be 

funded as they might wish to be” and goes on to suggest a regional solution. 

Although a regional approach has not delivered financial tranquillity to the Museum 

it was frequently mooted as a logical and desirable model for Nelson’s other 

significant cultural infrastructure. Administrative boundaries were perceived to 

create artificial divisions and parochialism compromising the quality of the regional 

cultural sector. Boundaries, it was claimed, did not reflect communities of interest – 

the Suter’s Acting Director (2008), for instance, observed that a significant 

proportion of the Gallery’s collection and many of its trustees came from the wider 

region.  

Appendix 2 briefly outlines the sub-national governance of the Nelson-Tasman 

region. Tasman District Council (hereafter TDC), the geographically larger and 

more populous authority, collaborates with Nelson City (hereafter NCC) in 

sewerage treatment facilities, the airport, tourism promotion and the Saxton Field 

sports complex (TDC, 2006). It has, however, been consistently reluctant to 

contribute significantly to NCC based cultural infrastructure, although its population 

are often beneficiaries (particularly those living in the rapidly growing town of 

Richmond on Nelson’s south-western boundary) and its artists and craftspeople 

use city facilities to perform, exhibit, promote and sell their work. In its 2006/07 

LTCCP TDC claims it has more working artists than other New Zealand regions 

(Ibid.: 16). Under a community outcome advocating community understanding of 

“regional history, heritage and culture”, support for a “dynamic arts sector” 

promoting “creative thinking in all aspects of community”, non-specific 

“neighbouring councils” are identified as partners in delivering this future – but the 

only regional institutions to be explicitly recognised are the Tasman Bays Heritage 

Trust and Nelson Arts Advocacy and Marketing Trust (hereafter AMT) (Ibid.: 42). 

Culture is conflated with social well-being and libraries, generic cultural services, 

community grants and facilities identified as council activities (Ibid.: 39). TDC’s 

2009-2019 LTCCP begins with a regional emphasis and endorses the importance 
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of the Provincial Museum, School of Music and the Suter, but no funding is 

allocated to the School and the plan signals that, while funding for the museum and 

gallery will continue at their historic levels, the expired memorandum of 

understanding may not be renegotiated for the Suter (TDC, 2009: 46).   

Tasman District rejected the joint-CCO model for the Suter, the mayor saying that it 

was “inequitable” for his citizens to fund facilities in the city (Goodger, 2006). 

Overall the District’s contribution to regional culture is modest, the exceptions being 

the Museum and the Saxton Field sports complex – with sports receiving 

significantly greater funding relative to arts/heritage from both councils, see Table 

1. 

According to one Nelson commentator, Tasman is preoccupied by traditional rural 

concerns: “catchment board issues, water, roads, pests, exports” and not grappling 

with contemporary urban growth and coastal development matters, let alone human 

development (Rush, 2008). Certainly, in the 2006 census Tasman was growing 

more rapidly than Nelson City. Its population, like Nelson, was older than the 

national median – both areas are popular with retirees. Labourers constituted the 

largest occupational group in Tasman – in Nelson it was professionals. Tasman’s 

median income was less than the New Zealand median whereas Nelson’s is 

higher43. Differences in local constituencies and the development pressures faced 

by Tasman may help explain the Council’s lack of commitment to culture, or to 

anything other than orthodox (and gendered) local government functions – money 

after all can be found for sport. It may also be typical of the parochialism and 

ratepayer resistance characteristic of many of New Zealand’s local authorities.  

While a conservatorium of music in provincial New Zealand might seem quirky 

today – a museum, theatre and art gallery are more conventional – and none of 

them substitute easily for what the other provides. Nelson’s cultural institutions 

have been obliged to compete, however, for the relatively limited council funding 

available after roads and sewerage are attended to and nationally, for the 

parsimonious funding allocated to culture. The Museum did not help the Suter’s 

cause – Associate Arts, Culture and Heritage Minister Judith Tizard instructed the 

city to choose between projects in the 2004 regional museums funding round and 

Tasman District agreed it was better to focus on doing one project well (Moriarty, 
                                            
43 See Appendix 2. 
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2004d). According to the Suter’s Acting Director (2008), the Museum’s on going 

financial problems made both councils more cautious in “taking on another 

museum because the other had overspent”, compelling the Gallery to be disciplined 

in ‘poverty management’ leading up to the promulgation of the CCO, leading to 

tensions because the Museum “behaved badly and got bailed out”. There was 

some dispute over whether this was a management problem, as claimed by Nelson 

Council or simply because the Museum was never funded adequately from the 

start, as reported in The Nelson Mail: “leaked council documents showed council 

backers were well aware the cash-strapped project would lose money, face funding 

shortfalls and be unable to repay the council loans” (Murdoch, 2007). A letter from 

Helen Clark, obtained by the newspaper under the Official Information Act, states a 

condition of the Regional Museums Policy was an understanding that council loans 

would be written off if the Museum got into difficulties – in the event it appears they 

simply extended the interest-free repayment term until 2012 (Catley, 2006) and 

Nelson’s annual plan 2011- 2012 indicates it will not be in a position to repay its 

loans in the near future, but there is no suggestion of council writing them off (NCC, 

2011a: 84).  

Table 1 
Comparative Funding ($NZ) of Regional ‘Cultural’ Facilities in Nelson City 
and Tasman District in 2009/10  
 Tasman 

Bays 
Heritage 
Trust   
 

Suter Art 
Gallery  

Nelson 
School of 
Music  

Trafalgar 
Centre1 
 

Trafalgar 
Park2  
 
 

Saxton 
Field3 
 

Nelson 
City 
Council 
 

1,270,1524 
 

420,0004 
 

50,0004 875,0004 168,0004 
 

5,887,0004 

Tasman 
District 
Council 
 

893,2005 
 

76,5426 
 

06 06 06 1,126,6046 
 

1 Indoor multi-purpose events centre in the Nelson/Tasman Region. Built in  
the early 1970s as a sports stadium and now used also for cultural performances  
and events. 

2 Sports and open-air events centre. 
3 Sports complex. 
4 Budget allocations for 2009-2010 ($NZ) (NCC, 2010b).  
5 Expenditure for 2009-2010 (including an interest free loan) ($NZ) (TDC, 2010). 
6 Budget allocations for 2009-2010 ($NZ) (TDC, 2010). 
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5.4 Cultural Innovations 

The ‘virtuous institutions’ focussed, at least for most of the twentieth century, on 

cultivating or educating the people of the region. Only in more recent times has the 

role of the Museum been recast, leastwise in the minds of politicians, as an 

economic asset – rhetoric not thus far loudly employed to justify ‘investment’ in the 

Suter or School of Music. It is therefore ironic that the conceptualisation and 

promotion of ‘cultural tourism’ in New Zealand owes much to Nelson, in particular 

the AMT set up in 1993 by local artists and craftspeople to develop an 

economically sustainable cultural sector. One of New Zealand’s most original 

contemporary cultural tourism events, WOW World of WearableArtTM Awards Show 

(hereafter WOW) also has its genesis in the region. This second wave of 

innovation, again emerging from the community and driven by volunteerism, 

foregrounds the creator rather than the infrastructure for cultural production, 

curation and conservation – although, in the case of WOW the absence of 

appropriate public infrastructure eventually led to its departure from the region. The 

next part of this chapter focuses on contemporary cultural entrepreneurialism, in 

particular the AMT and WOW and their interface with local government policy and 

planning processes. 

The Nelson-Tasman environment is often considered the reason for its rich 

networks of artists and crafts people. This is captured by artist and cultural activist 

Anne Rush speculating on the ‘special motivational qualities’ of the area:  

The physical beauty around us is undoubtedly a major factor. There is 
inspiration in getting up in the morning and being energised by your 
surroundings, whether it be the sea, mountains, native forests, karst 
landscapes, lakes or rivers. There’s inspiration too in the built environments 
created by the artists themselves – gardens, studios, galleries, orchards 
and the artists’ own homes-enriched by their personal creations and the 
work of their peers (Rush in Nelson Bays Arts Marketing Network and 
O'Connor, 1994: 8). 

She notes that leading New Zealand twentieth century contemporary artist Toss 

Woollaston (1910-1998) lived and worked all his life in the area – attracted by the 

“Mediterranean climate”, landscape and seasonal horticultural work. A 1980s 

survey of Nelson-Tasman artists confirms the importance of climate (28% of the 

191 respondents), but social networks appear more compelling: 45% living there 

because of the “presence of like-minded people”, 33% because of family ties. 

Work, tourism and “peaceful living” were also nominated as advantages – with 
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isolation and lack of stimulation considered major drawbacks (West et al., 1985: 1-

4).  

Readily available raw materials have also been influential, particularly in the 

establishment of ceramics, for which the region has a national reputation, with 

leading studios established in the 1960s. Local arts philanthropist Eelco Boswijk 

staged pottery exhibitions in Chez Eelco, one of New Zealand’s first coffee shops 

opening in 1961, with the Suter, under Director Austin Davies, promoting ceramics 

as an art form in an era when it was considered a craft and treated with high arts 

condescension in the 1970s44. Government policy had a major effect on the sector 

from the late seventies, when sales taxes were imposed on team-produced crafts, 

and from the mid-1980s when import barriers were lowered and cheap pottery 

swamped the local market. Ceramics continue to be important in the region, with 

designer tableware and abstract sculptures replacing the “honest mugs, teapots, 

and casseroles” of the earlier era (Gibbs in Farley and AMT, 2006: 110) 

Local resources were also influential in the establishment of many of Nelson’s other 

major creative/craft industries, including woodwork, textiles (in particular weaving), 

and metal work, which were supported by strong community associations and 

influenced by migrants from Britain, Europe and Australia. Traditional crafts have 

evolved and diversified into furniture making, fashion design and production, 

jewellery, glass and mixed media – and more recently have been augmented by 

photography and filmmaking. The region continues to be a popular residence for 

painters, sculptors, writers and musicians – some home-grown and others, such as 

leading New Zealand writer Maurice Gee, moving to the region to enjoy its lifestyle. 

The distinction between ‘craft’ and ‘art’ has been hotly debated in the region over 

the years – the conventional line between the production of ‘functional’ objects 

involving technical problem solving (craft) and works of no practical purpose other 

than extending boundaries of meaning and experience (art) have become 

increasingly ambiguous. 

Cultural statistics in any detail are difficult to obtain for most of New Zealand’s 

regions. StatsNZ conflates Nelson-Tasman with Marlborough and the West Coast 

in its first cultural indicators survey exploring trends between 1996-2001. It shows a 

comparatively small proportion of cultural workers relative to the major population 
                                            
44 See Warren and Nelson Potters' Association, 1991, for a history of Nelson potteries.  
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centres (Auckland, Wellington and Canterbury) – hardly surprising as these regions 

contain a very small percentage of the national population. The survey notes, 

however, that although the numerical increases were small, the proportional 

increase of 37% was the largest of any New Zealand regional area in the period 

under study. It also points out that creative employment growth grew proportionally 

in excess of total employment growth in all the regions (StatsNZ, 2006: 14). While 

the Nelson Regional Economic Impact Strategy’s priority sectors focus on 

aquaculture, viticulture, information technology, tourism, engineering and science, 

the ‘arts’ are defined as a ‘key support sector’: “Nelson has more than its 

proportional share of nationally renowned artists and crafts people [….] at last 

count there were in excess of 250 artists and crafts people resident in the region” 

(John Cook and Associates, 2007: 101). In considering tourism (accounting for one 

of the largest increases in regional employment between 2001-2006, but troubled 

by seasonality and relatively low visitor yields), emphasis is placed on natural and 

adventure attractions, but culture is acknowledged as an important ‘linkage’ and a 

significant factor in attracting a skilled professional workforce to the district; with 

lack of a suitable venue for the performing arts and fragmentation of the sector 

identified as major development constraints. 

5.4.1 Nelson Bays Arts Advocacy and Marketing Trust  

Overcoming this fragmentation was the reason behind the formation of AMT in 

1993. It was a local response to the needs of the arts community, but took shape 

as neo-liberalism embedded in the national political psyche – government spending 

was slashed and domestic markets were opened up to international competition. 

Collective marketing, professional development and business training were needs 

highlighted in an artists and cultural organisations survey in 1991. Isolation of 

cultural producers, low incomes, seasonal fluctuations, the limited domestic market 

and high margins of intermediaries such as galleries, and the lack of public 

understanding, support, and an effective arts voice in local authority decision-

making were identified as barriers to sustainable arts development. A core of four 

highly motivated individuals, including Anne Rush, used funding45 to set up a 

charitable trust – with trustees drawn from the cultural, business and local authority 

                                            
45 From the Community Employment Group (CEG) and Canterbury Community Trust. CEG 
was established in 1991 as a separate business group under the auspices of the 
Department of Labour. It was the government’s main agency for promoting local 
employment until it was disbanded in 2005.  
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communities. From the outset it had a chief executive responsible for development 

and administration. Among AMT’s initiatives were the formation of an Art Marketing 

Network (artists, media, educators, public and commercial interests who pay a 

small annual fee), the publication of a regional guidebook, promotion of a cultural 

tourism and cluster, regional branding, research, promotion, and business advice 

(NZTE, 2001). Noteworthy in many respects and endorsed as a model by NZTE, it 

is perhaps most remarkable for pioneering cultural tourism in New Zealand, 

principally through the development of the guide and a national symposium. 

Artists’ guides predated the AMT scheme, with several sponsored by the Nelson 

Provincial Arts Council46, established in the late 1960s by Eelco Boswijk and trade 

unionist Sonja Davies. The AMT initiative attempted to broaden the notion of 

culture and see it as integral to, and expressive of, place. This philosophy is 

established in the first publication (Nelson Bays Arts Marketing Network and 

O'Connor, 1994: 3) with a seminal statement from ceramicist Christine Boswijk: “Art 

should be available in its own place. There is significance when visitors have a 

feeling for landscape, the local culture and the people who make the art”. The idea 

of art “in its own place” positions the guide from the first to the sixth edition (2006), 

each longer and lusher than its predecessor. Rush (Ibid.: 8) spelt out the founding 

vision: for a region appreciated “as a large environmental art gallery”, providing 

opportunities to meet artists in their own environs and acquire their works, mingled 

with other local experiences – hospitality, gastronomy, heritage and outdoor 

pursuits – to generate a unique and lingering tourist encounter. She (2008) 

observed that the guides now provide a historical record of Nelson arts: the 

Eurocentric definition of the arts included crafts and broadened over time. Māori 

culture – almost invisible at first – was gradually embraced. The last edition in 2008 

moved away from previous formats, emphasising the region’s ‘culturescape’ rather 

than privileging artists (see (AMT and O'Connor, 1994; Dunn and AMT, 2002, 

2004; Farley and AMT, 2006; AMT, 2008). 

Although the guidebook is claimed to have been “pivotal in the strategic positioning 

of Nelson’s arts and cultural industry” (NZTE, 2001: 24) and exhaustively consulted 

                                            
46 Endorsed by Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, provincial arts councils co-ordinated the 
disbursement of local authority grants. The Nelson Arts Council was established in 1969  to 
advocate for the arts and from 1974 administered funds allocated by NCC for the arts. Now 
an incorporated society known as Arts Council Nelson, it focuses on encouraging greater 
arts access and participation.   
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by tourists and media, some artists had reservations about its effectiveness, 

speculating that it was probably more helpful to artists living in the wider region 

than to those in Nelson itself, where the Nelson Market47 had proved a more 

valuable vehicle (Nelson Artist, 2008; Ward, 2008). It was a prototype other regions 

followed, for example Otago and the Hawke’s Bay.  

Rush48, in conjunction with the AMT, was instrumental in raising awareness of the 

importance of cultural tourism and cultural mapping in New Zealand. Cultural 

mapping was presented as a technique for assisting communities, public 

authorities and businesses to discover, connect, interpret and present local culture; 

and through “storytelling and place association” (NZTE, 2001: 25) to strengthen 

local identity, pride and promotion. Rush project-managed the three-day 

symposium Destination New Zealand-Capturing the Cultural Tourist in 1998. Like 

other AMT initiatives, it advocated cluster networks and partnerships, including 

strong iwi representation. According to Rush (2008) there was no national literature 

on the cultural tourism at the time; the Ministry of Tourism was completely 

disinterested and Māori “thought it was them” and nothing else. Its potential was, 

however, appreciated by the chief executive of Tourism Nelson Tasman Ltd, a joint 

CCO, which worked with the AMT and Tangata Whenua to host the event. It 

promoted regional differentiation based on the creation of a strong identity 

integrating culture with geography and the self-enriching qualities of ‘authentic’ 

encounters with other ways of life and place.   

University of Otago’s Professor of Tourism Geoffrey Kearsley (1998: on-line) 

provided what was to become the seminal definition of culture in New Zealand, 

emphasising culture as ways of life, broader than Māori and entwined with the 

physical and built environment:  

[.…] more than high culture and artistic endeavour, important though they 
are; nor is it restricted to the attributes of anyone group to the exclusion of 
others. A simple definition, derived from social anthropology, is that culture 
is simply ‘the total way of life of a people’. It includes their customs and 
beliefs, artefacts and art forms, performances, cuisine, dress, attitudes, 
sports, literature and ceremonies; it includes the ways they shape the earth 
and build, creating senses of place in landscape and architecture. In New 
Zealand, Māori culture is central, but it is not the sole expression of cultural 

                                            
47 A private initiative of former city councillor operating for almost three decades on a   
leased central city car park. 
48 Rush favoured the use of cultural mapping as way of discovering, protecting and 
nurturing, and holistically meshing cultural opportunities. In 2003 she used a CEG grant to 
study Australian mapping techniques.  
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tourism: all groups within New Zealand contribute to regional diversity and 
to a wider ‘Kiwi’ culture that defines Aotearoa in the wider world.  

New Zealand was re-forged as an intimate ‘boutique destination’ for the ‘discerning 

traveller’, rather than an outdoor adventure for the mass tourism market. The 

‘discerning traveller’ looked for multidimensional experiences, quality attractions 

and products and with skilful marketing could be persuaded to stay longer in the 

district. Cultural tourism was about the identification and nurturing of synergies, and 

the planning and management of resources to mitigate the erosion of distinction 

and authenticity. 

For a number of years the symposium ethos was encapsulated by the AMT 

website, which hosted lengthy online entries on ‘Cultural Tourism’, ‘Māori Voices’, 

‘European Foundations’, ‘Contemporary Culture’ and ‘Cuisine’. By 2009, however, 

the on-line ‘cultural field’ had narrowed to exclude heritage and lobbying for cultural 

tourism per se had ceased, suggesting a reoriented commercial agenda and 

diminished activism (AMT, 2009). Nelson zeal, however, nudged the nation 

towards greater cognisance of cultural tourism and directly led to the establishment 

of a national Cultural Tourism Working Party in 2000, which contributed to the New 

Zealand Tourism Strategy 2010 launched in 2001 by the Labour Government. 

Appreciation of the holistic benefits and synergies of cultural tourism as envisaged 

at the symposium and by the AMT have, however, been slow to come to fruition 

nationally. 

By 2008 the AMT was waning in influence and support. Under the 2004-2007 

director the AMT had advocated for a regional arts strategy. Eventually the Nelson 

Regional Development Agency was selected as the lead over the AMT in its 

preparation. In 2009 it was reported that AMT would shed its paid staff and rely on 

volunteer support (Hunt, 2009a). The Nelson Mail hints at disillusion with the next 

director (from an ecotourism rather than an arts background) who was criticised for 

focussing on the guide at the expense of the trust’s traditional networking functions. 

In essence it would seem the AMT had lost its uniqueness and was unable to 

generate an independent income stream. It did not attract meaningful support from 

the councils and found it increasingly difficult to draw on the frugal resources 

available for culture (Manager City Arts, 2008). Many agencies began producing 

free brochures on the region’s cultural attractions and competed with the 

guidebook, ultimately shrinking a reliable income source, and Nelson City had been 
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asked for a lump sum allocation of NZ$20,000 from its Community Assistance 

Fund to assist with publication costs in 2008. According to Rush (2008) the end of 

the Community Employment Group (hereafter CEG) in 2005 had been 

“devastating”. It had been a strong supporter of the AMT, offering grassroots 

funding, which was not replaced by alternative programmes. Other resources for 

the arts were hard to access. As an advocacy group, the AMT had historically not 

wished to rely on local government and CEG had assisted in maintaining 

“neutrality”. Overall, piecemeal grants had always discouraged strategic planning 

and continuous grant writing distracted from core business.  

5.4.2 WOW World of WearableArtTM Award Show  

In 2002 the Prime Minister lauded WOW for its international profile, and for 

branding New Zealand “as a place that’s cutting edge, dynamic, go ahead” with art 

and culture adding zest to the “clean, green image” (Clark in Walsh, 2004: 35). The 

Awards were subsequently touted by Tourism New Zealand as “the colour and 

personality of New Zealand [.…] into the 21st century” (2007) and by WOW itself as 

“New Zealand’s iconic art event” (WOW, Online). Hyperbole of politics and 

promotion aside, WOW is a remarkable “No. 8 wire49 story of creativity” (Ching in 

Manson, 2001: 14), that over time grew into a major tourist attraction and focus of 

Nelsonian civic pride before it ‘out grew its roots’ and left for Wellington in 2005. 

Launched in a tent in 1987, it was planned as a one off-fundraiser for a rural art 

gallery co-operative, and attracted two hundred people with sponsorship of   

NZ$1,000 from Eelco Boswijk. Twelve years later it won the Supreme New Zealand 

Tourism Award. Now staged annually over a season of ten shows in an auditorium 

on the Wellington waterfront, it attracts audiences of around thirty-five thousand 

and sponsorship from prominent national and international corporations, as well as 

government agencies. It continues to be directed by its creator, sculptor Suzie 

Moncrieff, and managed by a private company, replacing the non-profit 

incorporated society of earlier years. With a permanent staff of six women 

(including Moncrieff and her sister) the company remains Nelson-based in offices in 

the World of WearableArt and Classic Cars Museum – a multi-million dollar joint 

venture between WOW and a Nelson family food-processing business, which 

largely financed the project and provided the cars. The museum showcases 
                                            
49 ‘No. 8 wire’ refers to a popularly held view of New Zealand ingenuity, where the new is 
fashioned out of everyday materials. 
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WOW’s historical collection and attracts fifty thousand visitors a year (WOW: 

Online). 

Wearable art is not unique to Nelson and has its origins in the artistic adornment of 

human body and ritual, both cultural universals. WOW, however, claims its 

‘WearableArt’ is unique in that it not only “takes art of the wall”, but “out of static 

display” (Ibid.) combining visual and performance art in a competitive, 

choreographed theatrical spectacle involving dance, music and sophisticated 

lighting effects. The competition is open to anyone and while many of the entries 

come from artists and designers a professional background is not essential. The 

company has worked in partnership with tertiary institutes and secondary schools 

recognising “they are the nursery of new and cutting-edge art” (WOW Chief 

Executive in Anon., 2002: 6). The event now attracts substantial entries from 

overseas designers (Anon., 2007b: 4). Garments must be ‘wearable’ and a certain 

size, but can be constructed from any material or technique and do not have to be 

serious, practical or commercially viable (WOW: Online). The event is themed in 

categories around the awards (over NZ$100,000, substantial by New Zealand 

standards) and throughout its Nelson period relied on a high level of voluntary 

support – models, dancers, dressers, ushers, makeup artists, sound technicians 

etc. were recruited from the community. 40% of a crew of four hundred and fifty 

were paid in 2004 (Murdoch, 2004: 15). The competition gives the artists media 

exposure and, according to WOW’s publicity, has launched numerous successful 

creative careers (WOW: Online). 

The character, growth and success of WOW owed much to the cultural traditions, 

mentalities, enthusiasm and ownership of the people of Nelson (O'Connor and 

Potton, 1996). It became a flagship event stimulating associated activities such as 

the Nelson Arts Festival (initiated by WOW in 1995, with a small grant from Nelson 

City) and contributed directly and indirectly to the development of regional tourism 

and creative industries.  

The decision to move to Wellington was triggered by a 2003 economic impact 

report, done by independent consultants commissioned by WOW using funding 

from the Government’s economic development agency. This showed the event 

brought in NZ$6.5million and 9,000 visitors into the region (78% of whom said they 

would follow the show elsewhere), with retailers receiving 43% of the benefit, and 

restaurants and cafés 24% (Moriarty, 2004b). WOW claimed it did not intend to 
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shift at this time, but the consultants advised it to seek an alternative location if it 

wished to grow and subsequently brokered a confidential five-year deal with the 

Wellington City Council (hereafter WCC). Wellington agreed to provide financial 

support for a venue, marketing and awards – paid out of the City’s NZ$1.5million 

event-development fund (a fighting fund set up after the city failed to secure several 

sporting events) (Chief Executive, 2008). It agreed (claiming this was unrelated to 

the WOW deal) to spend NZ$6.9million to upgrade its waterfront events centre 

(Jacobson, 2004). At this time WOW’s Chief Executive says WOW received 

NZ$40,000 from the NCC, NZ$37,000 of which went back to the Council for the 

rental on the Trafalgar Centre, the basketball stadium used to stage the event since 

1990. In addition Nelson made a one-off payment to upgrade seating following 

pressure from WOW, but rejected requests for other facility improvements or for 

financing an economic impact assessment. TDC offered no support on the basis 

that commercial or tourist activities were not core business (Moriarty, 2004c) 

although its LTCCP counts tourism as one of four leading economic sectors in the 

region and claims one of the largest regional counts of professional artists that, 

along with lifestyle, create the area’s distinction (TDC, 2006). 

WOW acknowledges that the support it received from Nelson City was invaluable in 

its early phase. From the outset, however, it was treated as a community service, 

rather than as a viable economic prospect. WOW is reticent about whether it was 

perceived as a women’s business pandering to women’s interests and 

consequently marginalised. Anecdotally, however, allusions were made to the 

patronising chauvinism Moncrieff received from local politicians, with Mayor Peter 

Malone (1980-1992) dismissing an early WOW development proposal with “Girlie, I 

think the best thing you can do is leave town” (Chief Executive, 2008). There is 

enduring frustration that NCC persistently saw the contribution it made as a 

donation rather than an economic investment and leverage opportunity. Neither 

NCC or TDC considered it their role to support a commercial operation and NCC 

would annually inspect WOW’s books to ascertain that it was making no more than 

a modest profit: “council did not want us to make money, so at the end of the day 

we were a private company that was being told by the city that they didn't really 

want us to be too profitable” (Chief Executive in Moriarty, 2004b). When the 

company proudly presented the results of the impact study to the NCC the 

response was indifference and after a fifteen-minute discussion, councillors moved 

on to discuss the Santa Parade (Chief Executive, 2008). Tasman’s mayor publicly 
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stated that he did not regret refusing to fund the event, despite its contribution of 

NZ$1.5million to his district in the previous year (Moriarty, 2004c). The impact 

study consultancy’s recommendation that the councils fund a purpose built venue 

“for the goose that laid the golden egg” was rejected in spite of a history of local 

agitation for improvements in the region’s cultural infrastructure generally. WOW 

was adamant that it did not want to enter into a bidding war once the decision was 

made, but said that had the region’s councils backed a three-year national 

advertising campaign proposed in late 2002 it would have felt morally bound to stay 

in the area. 

The decision to ‘finally leave town’ was personally hard according to Moncrieff, but 

she (and Nelson’s mayor at the time) likened it to a teenager growing up and 

leaving home (Murdoch, 2004). Apart from facilities and funding, Wellington offered 

synergies with the nation’s premier arts institutions; robust transport and tourism 

infrastructure; and potential to move the event further into the international arena 

(parallels are drawn with Cirque du Soleil). There is a sense too that WOW thought 

the community had taken the teenager for granted, it was a: “‘comfortable old 

slipper' [.…] ‘cash cow’ for many of the city's businesses [....] Nelsonians have 

done very, very well out of WearableArt [….] (WOW) have just managed to make 

ends meet” (Moriarty, 2004a). 

This complacency was shaken by the economic impact results and more 

particularly news of the move, which was ardently debated in the press. While 

some citizens saw it as inevitable, others questioned the ability of the event to 

maintain its special character in a larger commercial environment. Some saw it as 

an opportunity to promote Nelson in a new market; others counted the potential 

loss to Nelson’s retailing and tourism businesses (Moriarty, 2004b, Anon., 2004). 

The local Member of Parliament lambasted the councils for their lack of vision and 

cohesion:  

We have lost an icon event that gave Nelson life and vitality and which 
created millions in economic activity [….] Its loss strikes at the heart of who 
we are and what we aspire to be [….] Those who accept this decision as an 
inevitable consequence of WOW's growth are small-minded. These people 
accept Nelson as a sleepy hollow and a provincial backwater. They lack 
vision for the sort of place Nelson should aspire to be in this new century [.…] 
Our councils are guilty of short-sightedness [….] The WOW fiasco [.…] 
highlights the weakness of our fragmented council structure [.…] Our local 
councils have been incredibly naive about the competition for hosting such 
sporting and cultural events [….] Our sporting and cultural venues are a 
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disgrace for a region of our size. Progress continues to be stalled by the 
inherent parochialism of our two council structures (Smith, 2004). 

Smith (2008) later commented that WOW was lost through “benign neglect” – poor 

public leadership and inadequate infrastructure, compounded by business 

community indifference and what he termed a “generational problem” where older 

citizens viewed the arts in a “hobby” frame and failed to appreciate the 

opportunities envisaged by organisations such as the AMT. He was also critical of 

national arts organisations for refusing to support the event when Nelson-based: 

“they would have lifted it to a higher plane”, “national should mean national”. 

A year later the community was ruing the loss of “a world-class event that put the 

hippie and retirement community on the map” (McLean, 2005), with retailers and 

restaurateurs reporting a dramatic decline in turnover (Murdoch, 2005). In the 

aftermath of the move, Nelson City agreed to upgrade the Trafalgar Centre, 

commissioned an events strategy and appointed an events manager, although this 

met with resistance from retirees who considered it luxury (Murdoch, 2005; Neal, 

2008a; Neal, 2008b).   

Wellington brands itself Creative Wellington – Innovation Capital50, and New 

Zealand’s arts and cultural capital and aims to “attract smart, innovative people and 

creative, forward-looking enterprise” (WCC, Undated). Its 2006 LTCCP identified 

tourism, major events such as WOW (estimated to inject NZ$8million into the local 

economy), and the creative industries as economic drivers (WCC, 2006). WOW’s 

Chief Executive (2008) speaks of it as an “affirming environment”, where “culture 

and attitude” are as important as financial support. Unlike Nelson-Tasman, 

Wellington was prepared to invest public funds in supporting commercial ventures, 

believing that successful businesses are aligned with successful cities. In addition 

to finance and the venue, Council provides free of charge services such as permit 

processing, security etc. The gendered nature of WOW has been used to 

advantage through allied programmes involving the retailing sector and window 

dressing “adding to the feeling that the event has taken over the town” and it is 

seen, along with the biennial New Zealand International Arts Festival, to 

complement other events supported by the city which favour sport (City Events 

Manager, 2008). 
                                            
50 Mayor Kerry Prendergast (2001-2010) was favourably influenced by Richard Florida’s 
work (WCC, 2003). 
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WOW now makes a profit and is more professionalized. It still relies on some 

voluntary support (everyone on stage is paid) and continues to work in partnership 

with tertiary institutes in Nelson and Wellington. The WOW company maintains its 

Nelson roots and museum visitors outnumber those attending the show, but it now 

considers itself a truly Wellington event, despite the forebodings of Nelsonians who 

considered it imbued with the spirit of the region and unlikely to excite 

sophisticated, cynical, commercial Wellingtonians (Smith, 2004). WOW’s Chief 

Executive (2008) pays particular tribute to the vision and courage of Wellington’s 

mayor and council, who have defied the conventions of traditional local government 

and rate-payer resistance to engage in commerce and who see civic purpose as 

more than basic utilities. 

Although WOW is cited as an exemplar of New Zealand cultural tourism it has 

received minimal support from the national cultural purse – and some opprobrium 

persists from the high arts sector re its populist orientation. The Chief Executive 

(2008) dismissed this as jealousy on the part of the big subsidised companies 

towards a commercially successful organisation with sell-out shows. After two 

decades WOW’s founders made enough to live on and some recognition for risks 

taken, but remuneration was modest relative to what the directors and chief 

executives of commercially successful companies received. Although WOW has 

staged a series of mini-shows overseas for Tourism New Zealand, its export 

potential is compromised by the complexity of the show and expense of travelling 

with a large cast and wardrobe. Furthermore, there remains the need to “cultivate 

an understanding that it is art and not a thinly veiled variety show” (Ibid.).  

This had been an issue even in the move to Wellington and would be more difficult 

in countries such as the United States where the ‘wearable arts’ are associated 

with handcrafts, not sculpture. In the Chief Executive’s view, WOW’s originality was 

“its biggest strength and greatest weakness” (Ibid.). She looked forward to the 

development of a travelling exhibition, in partnership with Te Papa, along similar 

lines to the Te Māori exhibition that toured American cities in the 1980s, generating 

an international reputation for Māori art and wider appreciation of its significance 

domestically. This would require substantial government backing and there have 

been discussions with the Ministry of Tourism51 – but the application processes 

                                            
51 The Ministry of Tourism was integrated into the Ministry of Economic Development in 
2010. 
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were regarded as lengthy and taxing, with commercially sensitive information 

requirements, or difficult to produce, such as predicted media results. While CNZ 

sponsored an award for three years, its contribution overall to the event has been 

small and it would not support the exhibition. Here too the ambiguous nature of 

wearable art proved problematic, with CNZ defining it as craft not art and therefore 

outside its remit. Equally, WOW had not easily fitted into the GIF’s creative 

industries classification (and was bundled into digital design). According to WOW 

there was little “time, energy or money going into businesses with an 

entertainment-arts focus” (Ibid.). 

There was a widely expressed sense of resignation over the need for WOW to 

leave town in order to realise its full potential; and it seems it needed to 

demonstrate success elsewhere before receiving widespread respect. Nelson artist 

and politician Mike Ward (2008) argued, in a style not dissimilar to Landry (2008), 

that local government needed to be aspirational, play to strengths, focus on 

commonalities, capitalise on local creativity and, through leadership and community 

engagement, create an atmosphere for change – beginning with the conversion of 

the most vexatious. He used the example of the international cinematographic 

festival at Cannes52, as an illustration of a successful event founded in a resort 

town “great festivals can happen in small places”. He dismissed the view that the 

departure of WOW was inevitable – rather it amounted to a failure of local 

imagination and support. Both he and Nick Smith hoped that it might return 

eventually, but this was dismissed by WOW (Chief Executive, 2008). 

Progress on the Events Strategy was chequered – marred by under funding and 

lack of direction. In July 2004, a strategy group of arts, tourism, education and 

business representatives was set up to ‘fast-track’ the growth of existing events 

(2004b). A Wellington-based consultant was contracted to draft the strategy in 

September (2004a); with funding of NZ$12,000 from a larger Ministry of Tourism 

grant for cultural tourism allocated to Nelson Tasman Tourism, a regional CCO 

jointly supported the Nelson and Tasman councils known as Latitude Nelson. The 

report, released in early 2005, highlighted the need for substantial investment and 

identified provincialism and lack of cooperation as major regional weaknesses:  

                                            
52 The Cannes International Film Festival was launched in 1946, under the direction of a 
non-profit organisation, and the support of the French Government and Cannes City 
Government (Sydney, 2001). 
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Like most provincial areas, personality and ego often create a major barrier 
to achieving a united event sector to implement strategy […] (The) Nelson 
Tasman region will not achieve a successful event strategy without early 
commitment from all key players to put aside personal agendas and agree 
to work towards a set of common set of objectives (Report in Moriarty, 
2005: 1). 

Findings WOW reportedly concurred with – while pointing out the difficulties of 

infrastructure provision outside metropolitan areas (Chief Executive in Ibid.). A 

cultural commentator disputed expenditure on the strategy, which “appeared to 

have come up with something we already knew”, arguing money would be better 

spent on events themselves through underwriting, resource consent fast tracking 

and better facilities (Greg Shaw, in Ibid.) Nelson City allocated NZ$55,000 per 

annum to the Nelson Regional Economic Development Agency (hereafter EDA)53 to 

implement the strategy (inviting TDC to contribute, but was declined) (Catley, 

2005). 

The Nelson Arts Festival received minimal attention in the debates around the 

Events Strategy – yet has grown steadily since WOW persuaded the Nelson 

Council to extend the WearableArts season by wrapping other events around it. 

The Festival Director, originally a WOW volunteer, directed the festival from its 

inception in 1995 until her resignation in 2011, citing council bureaucracy as the 

cause of her departure:  

I don't think they (the Council) treat people well. Council's full of highly 
intelligent, caring people. Sure, we make mistakes but you can't put 
processes in place to make it restrictive all the time, so people can't do their 
jobs well. The two wonderful things people have – common sense and 
intuition – are suffocated by rules (Festival Director in Arnold, 2011). 

Four years earlier, she spoke of her frustration with the Council and the community 

– in particular, compliance costs; slow consenting processes; reliance on volunteer 

trusts; lack of integration and leadership in providing good facilities. Rather than 

having numerous half built, exclusive or anachronistic facilities “the City needed to 

take ownership” and develop a few good venues everyone could use and this 

should not be left to the work of trusts (Festival Director, 2008).   

Though originally envisaged by WOW as an economic tool, the Arts Festival is 

positioned in council plans and budgets as community development. This may 
                                            
53 The EDA was set up in 2004 and funded by the NCC as a CCO to foster economic 
development in the city (and in the region once extra funding is supplied by Tasman). It has 
a small staff (3.5 people) and a large remit, so relies on consultants to undertake  project 
work (Project Manager, 2008).   
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account for its oversight in the Events Strategy, which was predominantly economic 

in orientation. 20% of the Arts Festival budget is publically funded, with a 

requirement that some events are free and accessible; the other 80% comes from 

ticket sales, charitable trusts, and sponsorship, not easily secured in a 

predominantly small business environment. Nelson’s 2006 and 2009 LTCCPs use 

the rhetoric of regionalism, not reciprocated by Tasman, which has on occasion 

made a small contribution but this is always contentious (Ibid.). 

5.5 A Profusion of Plans 

Nelson is not short of strategies and plans (the words are used interchangeably). 

Heritage might reasonably be considered LTCCP and RMA matters, but in Nelson 

a further strategy was felt necessary. Following community agitation over a 

proposal to demolish a central city villa in 2002, a reference group was set up to 

guide consultants in preparing The Whakatu Nelson Heritage Strategy54 adopted 

by NCC in 2007. According to Rush (2008) who led the charge and went on to chair 

the Nelson Heritage Advisory Group (hereafter NHAG)55, Council had paid limited 

attention to the preservation of the cultural landscape; particularly the colonial fabric 

of the inner city threatened by redevelopment and inability of owners to fund 

maintenance. Critically, the four wooden framed churches with their now shrivelled 

congregations. She cited the strategy as an example of how change began with 

pro-active citizens – “the only way you get change” – who knew how to work the 

political system through “super networking”, lobbying and form-filling. Skills Rush 

clearly honed during her involvement with the AMT before she resigned to 

concentrate on Suter fundraising.  

Responsibility for implementing the strategy resides in the Council’s Community 

Services division, in particular, with the Arts and Heritage Team Leader. Here 

‘Team’ is a misnomer as it amounts to one staff position with responsibilities for 

strategic overview, arts policy development and implementation, and heritage 

strategy implementation. A mandate that overwhelmed the previous Team Leader, 

who lasted in the job for three months before being swamped by several heritage 

projects, especially the development of a strategic plan for Founders Heritage 
                                            
54 Designed as a partnership between Council and the community, it has led to the 
introduction of heritage grants, regulatory cost relief, rates rebates and the development of 
several heritage walks.  
55 NHAG aims to create better connections between the Nelson City Council and the   
heritage sector. 
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Park56 (Arts and Heritage Team Leader, 2008). She spoke of the heritage strategy 

as a “wish list”, rather than a set of achievable objectives given resourcing (a view 

shared by Rush, but saw its strength in persuading Nelson City to become more 

involved in heritage). She also had concerns around the document raising 

community expectations with council berated for failing to meet the objectives 

outlined. Initiatives were being prioritised and small projects undertaken to attract 

community attention and support. Given these were funded from the community 

services budget, they were required to be part of a community development 

package “where heritage became the fabric of your life, not buildings”, an 

orientation at variance with some of the strategy’s advocates (Ibid.). Heritage was 

being combined with arts projects. 

 

Pragmatism and philosophy were mingled here to promote greater integration 

between art, heritage and recreation in the style advocated by cultural planning 

theorists – but not holistically so, as the statutory dimensions of heritage protection 

and promotion were separately delivered by the Council’s Environmental sector. 

This sector was also responsible for administering heritage grants, rebates and 

regulatory relief and developing urban design guidelines. Council officers spoke of 

‘silo’ issues and difficulties experienced in coordinating with RMA planners, who 

were in a different part of the building and not given to inviting Community Services 

to relevant meetings (Ibid. and Community Policy and Planning Coordinator, 2008). 

The preparation of the Nelson Tasman Regional Arts Strategy 2008 also attests to 

the perceived need for planning independent of statutory process. A Cultural 

Consultant57 was commissioned by Nelson City (paying the majority of the fee) and 

Tasman District, with the EDA as the lead agency, to draft it. While she had earlier 

commended the Nelson region on its ability to work as a close-knit community, to 

“pull off” WOW and through its cultural tourism endeavours ‘cluster’, as Porter 

recommended, ten years later she conceded that it was probably Moncrieff’s force 

of personality (Cultural Consultant, 2008). The strategy called for collaborative 

action to revitalise the sector, an enhanced role for private trusts and philanthropy, 

and rationalisation of funding to maximise outcomes (NCC, 2011b). 

                                            
56 A replica historic village established by Nelson’s citizens in 1977 and taken over by     
Nelson City in 1995 
57 An Auckland artist, writer and arts consultant, she had prepared arts/cultural plans for 
Waitakere City, North Shore City and the Whangarei City Council. 
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The need for cooperation, prioritisation and effective funding were common themes 

expressed by those interviewed in this investigation – although there was less faith 

expressed in the capacity of trusts. WOWs departure was the primary motivation 

for the strategy, but cultural leaders also called for “strong council leadership” to 

address a “climate of under-investment” in submissions made during the 

2007/2008 annual planning process (Neal, 2007). Rush (2008) hoped the strategy 

would address the “huge stress” under which Nelson’s cultural infrastructure and 

institutions laboured, along with the lack of a public art policy. In her view (also 

alluded to by others) the region’s councils invested heavily in sport (with NZ$12.5 

million being spent on the Saxton Field sports stadium in 2008), but overlooked 

culture, which she considered a human rights issue “lots of people get a kick out of 

culture, not out of racing around fields.” 

 

At the time there were high expectations that the strategy would be evidence based 

and strong in directive. The budget, however, was small and the timeframe limited. 

It was shaped by a project team, working party (of counsellors and officers), 

reference group (community and arts stakeholders) and consultations conducted 

through workshops, interviews, submissions and a public survey; with secondary 

data drawn from existing documentation (largely work undertaken by the Ministry of 

Tourism, CNZ and regional plans and strategies). Consultation was used to identify 

strategic priorities. These included branding the district as an ‘arts’ region; 

developing a centre of excellence through collective vision; supporting arts 

infrastructure; integrating art into all aspects of council work and public spaces; 

strengthening urban design; institutional rationalisation through amalgamation; 

support for emerging artists; and identification of innovative funding options (NCC, 

2008: 16-7). Out of these came a range of actions – some specific but many vague 

– including the establishment of an Implementation Group; scoping studies on 

creative industries development, digital arts information and a regional heritage 

archive; and more planning and research.   

The plan promotes the development of a regional conference and performing arts 

centre, the completion of projects such as the Theatre Royal, and the processes to 

secure the future of significant infrastructure held in private ownership. The 

Consultant’s experiences in developing the Waitakere City strategy Weaving the 

Fabric of a City can be seen in recommendations weaving art into all aspects of 

council work and in integrating art into urban planning and design. The utilitarian 
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aspects of art are also flagged – its role in community therapy and cohesion; and 

more strongly, its economic development dimensions. Overall, however, the 

strategy is more an ideas-fest rather than the hardnosed direction that arts sector 

advocates appeared to be seeking. On its release the impassioned disappointment 

of some was registered in the press, as “Nelson arts leaders have slammed the 

region's new arts strategy as waffly, lacking solutions, ill-researched and failing in a 

key goal.” (Hunt, 2008). It was fairly condemned for only touching on the major 

existing arts institutions (the Suter, the Nelson School of Music, the Arts Council 

and the Nelson Provincial Museum), and for failing to provide any depth of analysis 

on the current state of the Nelson Tasman arts community. Similar sentiments are 

expressed in the review of the ninety-nine written submissions made on the plan, 

which was approved by Nelson City in March 2009, although The Nelson Mail 

reports that over half were fully or partially in favour of the strategy. The artists cited 

were critical of its lack of vision, direction and definition; limited consideration of the 

performing and contemporary visual arts and restricted regional overview. The 

paper also reports numerous submitters objecting to potential rates increases 

(Hunt, 2009b). 

Tasman District subsequently adopted the Strategy, its webpage identifying facets 

of particular relevance to the district – a review of how internal systems might 

become more arts focussed is mentioned, but the emphasis is on branding through 

public art, showcasing local artists, animation and access (TDC, Online). The 

degree to which even this is translated into annual and long term planning is 

tenuous.  

In 2010 Nelson City adopted a policy to implement the strategy over the next three 

years, emphasising public art – with new fund for council arts projects, 

establishment of a selection advisory panel, and commitment to integrate art into 

council projects. An ‘Iwi Advisory Panel’ will assist council in giving greater visibility 

to Māori art. The policy also covers council and community arts facilities. In many 

respects this is more an audit of current commitments – with the School of Music 

flagged as a potential CCO. Linkages are made with urban design, economic 

development, arts access and participation – the libraries are excluded on the 

grounds that their role is wider than the arts and heritage mentioned only in the 

context of Māori, urban design, the School of Music Building and public art (NCC, 

2010a). It is noted that:  
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Nelson has a tradition of community provision of arts and cultural facilities 
which have operated independent of Council support, in contrast to the 
provision of major sports and recreation facilities which have generally 
benefited from direct Council support. This has allowed arts and cultural 
facilities greater independence but also less predictable income. 

Council is required under the Local Government Act to renew and maintain 
assets in its ownership through funding for depreciation. No such obligation 
exists for independent arts and cultural facilities, which for the community 
means less security over their future (Ibid.: 10). 

The plan also observes that local authorities generally have traditionally focussed 

on funding art spaces, some festivals and “a few core arts providers such as a city 

band or an Arts Council” (Ibid.: 37). Unlike the strategy it seeks to implement, the 

Arts Policy makes no specific reference to the creative industries or cultural 

tourism.   

5.6 Long Term Council Community Planning  

Nelson’s 2006-2016 LTCCP did not define cultural well-being, which was 

subsumed into social well-being. Recreation, arts, crafts, heritage, festivals, 

lifestyle and a unique identity contributed to “A fun, creative culture”, one of its six 

Community Outcomes and cultural funding was couched as economic strategy 

(NCC, 2006). The plan signalled the need to define that “unique identity.” 

Community Outcomes had been refined from 60 down to six, with the Community 

Policy and Planning Coordinator (2008) observing that these were so wide “you 

could find a home for anything“ in them and that it was more about process than 

actually defining what the city actually wanted. The 2009-2019 LTCCP did define 

cultural well-being, adopting the MfCH’s definition (NCC, 2010b: 197). It had, 

however, made no progress in defining identity, although its importance was 

frequently used as a policy justification. The economic importance of the “arts, 

culture and heritage sectors” continued to be affirmed with monitoring alleged to be 

showing a “trend towards” their viability (Ibid.: 199). The plan does not detail what 

this means – but contradicts information elsewhere in the document and the 2010-

2011 Annual Plan where additional funding had to be allocated to support the city’s 

key arts/heritage institutions. The LTCCP confusingly claims the regional arts 

strategy had been completed and implemented (Ibid.: 34, 199), is being developed 

(Ibid.: 200), is awaiting the allocation of funding (Ibid.: 201). The performing arts 

centre flagged in both LTCCPs was dropped in the 2011/2012 Annual Plan 

following community submissions and no support from Tasman. 
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The LTCCP process should have promoted development of clear local objectives 

integrated across policy fields and aligned with budgetary priorities. In practice, a 

strategy team prepares the Nelson LTCCP in isolation from policy implementation 

(Community Policy and Planning Coordinator, 2008) and it was difficult to get 

report-back and connection in LTCCP process (Boswijk, 2008). 

Tasman’s LTCCPs, which are more akin to annual plans than long term strategies, 

indicate a conservative and introverted approach to local government purpose – 

physical infrastructure and environmental planning, with concessions to culture in 

evident in the traditional “community services”: libraries, community halls and a few 

local museums.  

5.7 Conclusion 

Paradoxically, although the population of Nelson and its wider geographical region 

is substantially larger and richer than when its ‘virtuous’ cultural institutions were 

formed, funding them appropriately or supporting emerging initiatives has not 

grown easier. Many of the stakeholders interviewed looked for mechanisms more 

sophisticated than the ballot box and lobbying to determine how best old and new 

institutions might be fostered and developed in the future. In principle, the LTCCP 

process should offer the machinery for integrated planning – to identify facilities 

and programmes, and ensure appropriate resources are allocated concomitant with 

community aspirations. It was acknowledged that this might result in trade offs 

within the cultural sector itself, but more importantly, lead to fair and equitable 

decision-making within the cultural sector and between culture and other local 

authority causes. In principle also, it should also assist in forging partnerships 

between central and local authorities, but relationships continued to be adversarial 

and ad hoc.  

Although culture appears in the rhetoric of the Nelson and Tasman LTCCP 

Community Outcomes, reallocations of resources away from the narrow range of 

services conventionally supplied by local authorities had not occurred; a position 

supported by a vociferous faction of ratepayers actively and consistently agitating 

in the press. Councillor Boswijk (2008)58 spoke of how council was influenced by 

                                            
58 A communications consultant and key figure in the early days of the AMT. Elected onto 
the NCC in 2007 as part of the arts sympathetic ‘Hands Up’ ticket and re-elected in  2010. 
She is now Deputy Mayor. 
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the small but effective Grey Power59 lobby: “Council is bombarded by negativity 

[….] Nelson on the surface is relaxed hippy-ness, with a rock solid conservative 

foundation that is very European.” Others such as Rush (2008) commented on 

Nelson’s “conservative underbelly” and the Community Policy and Planning 

Coordinator on how difficult it was to pull together as a community. There were 

polarising tensions between the young and dynamic, and the elderly; and between 

those self-interested and those interested in collective well-being. Boswijk (2008) 

observed that cultural activities were not valued and the neo-liberal ‘user pays’ 

mentality pervasive in local government from the 1980s did not assist. She 

observed that the arts lobby had been very savvy over the years, but the 

personalities that drove it were getting tired.  

Creative industries in the region tended to be small scale, owner-operator 

businesses. There was, for instance, only one dealer gallery. Culture in Nelson was 

largely supported through philanthropy, as it had been from the start and there was 

continuing heavy reliance on trusts, which often declined in energy and 

effectiveness once the personalities with the founding vision moved on.  

                                            
59 A lobby group promoting the interests citizens in the 50 plus age group. 
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Figure 5 
Napier’s Art Deco Architecture 

Photo Credit: Art Deco Trust 

 

Figure 5 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Figure 6 
The Hawke’s Bay Region 

Map credit: Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua    
localcouncils.govt.nz ngā kaunihera-a-roche  

 

Figure 6 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Chapter 6 

Napier 
 

It was one of those rare coincidences. A full moon and a gathering of people, many in 
costumes. The confluence of make-believe, night and full moon made this year's art deco 
weekend seem unusual, special [.…] What I like about the festival is that it gives people 

the permission to have some make-believe in their lives. [….] Last night driving home the 
whole town seemed alive. 

 
Peter Wells ( 2011: Online) 

Writer and filmmaker Peter Wells is describing the city of Napier’s annual Art Deco 

Weekend, an event conjured out of post-catastrophe architecture that has been 

crafted into a distinctive urban identity narrative through the activities of a local 

trust. This chapter explores another provincial city – which has similarities to 

Nelson, although formed through Government directive and not private initiative. 

Like Nelson its economic raison d’être rests on its agricultural hinterland. It too 

appreciates the importance of tourism and is attractive to retirees in search of the 

sun. This chapter examines the influence of history and environment on the 

shaping and layering of cultural character; and of how cultural assets can be 

identified and mobilised through community action. It pays particular attention to the 

local government response. It also explores the interface between heritage and 

contemporary creativity and provides another lens through which to investigate how 

culture is made, supported and planned in the microcosm of a small New Zealand 

city. 

6.1 From Ahuriri to Napier  

Napier is on the eastern coast of New Zealand’s North Island in the Hawke’s Bay 

region. Known to its iwi Ngāti Kahungunu as Ahuriri, the area had been favoured 

for its harbour and sunny fertile hinterland long before European settlement. This 

commenced sporadically from the 1820s with the arrival of traders, whalers and 

missionaries, notably William Colenso (1811-1899) who established a mission 

station in 1844, ten years after he had set up New Zealand’s first printing press in 

the Bay of Islands (Peterson, 1966). A champion of Māori rights, Colenso foiled an 

attempt by the New Zealand Company to found a Wakefield colony in the region in 

the 1840s, but was less successful in persuading Māori to desist in illegally60 

                                            
60 Following the Treaty of Waitangi 1840. 
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leasing land to settlers or of permanently alienating large blocks to the Crown 

(Wright, 1994). Extensive Crown purchases in the Hawke’s Bay in the 1850s (and 

sales to individuals from the mid-1860s) led to the creation of land monopolies and 

a tradition of extensive sheep farming, which reconfigured the region’s ecological 

landscape and created a local elite of ambitious, middleclass, Victorian 

individualists who:  

[….] guided and capitalised on the needs of an expanding society. Although 
many arrived with only a few thousand pounds, early returns on cheaply 
acquired pastoral runs gave them the means to set up towns, sponsor 
roads, establish industries and get involved in ventures ranging from gold-
mining to sawmilling [….] (and) a national reputation for shady land deals 
with Maori (Ibid.:  36).    

Napier was a public initiative calculated to prompt regional development (Hamer, 

1995). Under instructions from Governor George Grey, Donald McLean, the Chief 

Land Purchase Commissioner and later Hawke’s Bay pastoralist, acquired the 

Ahuriri Block of 265,000 acres in 1851; including Te Taha (Westshore Spit) and 

Mataruahou Island (Scinde Island, now Bluff Hill and central business district), 

originally set aside as a Māori reserve but purchased in 1855, giving government 

charge of the harbour entrance (Cowie, 1996). According to Cowie, Hawke’s Bay 

Māori were well disposed to European settlement, but land alienation and 

subsequent speculation generated enduring grievances. McLean was adept at 

manipulating local rivalries and striking secret deals with chiefs, often ignoring 

customary rights and agreements about provision of Māori reserves. Less 

scrupulous crown purchasers exploited Māori indebtedness, encouraged by local 

merchants and settlers, to force sales at low prices. The Māori Land Court (created 

in 1865) ended the Crown’s monopoly, but contrary to its purpose, exacerbated 

unfairness61. 

Alfred Domett laid out the town in a plan gazetted in 1855. He had moved on from 

Nelson to become Commissioner of Crown Lands and resident magistrate at 

Ahuriri (1854-56), a position not to his liking. Nor was the site, which he thought 

unsuitable for “a considerable town”(Domett, 1855). He advised the Crown Lands 

Office to purchase a more favourable inland location for the region’s principal town 

and that it be named after Captain Sir Charles Napier.  

                                            
61 See Cowie (1996).   
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The first recommendation was ignored. Economic pragmatism triumphed over town 

planning logic and port potential dictated the site. Domett (Ibid.) claimed that the 

provision made for public institutions and reserves (customs, barracks, gaol, police 

station cemeteries, town hall, public offices, court, hospital, education) was 

generous by the standards of the time. It took years before public works 

transformed the “bare tussock by the edge of the swamp” (Wright, 1994: 52) into 

urban substance, but within five years some of its citizens agreed that it was indeed 

a “hopeless spot for a town” (Wilson [1860] in Ibid.) with the swamp releasing 

“noxious and pestilential gases” (Hitchings [1860] in Ibid.: 52) injurious to heath. The 

marsh was blamed for periodic typhoid epidemics and haphazard reclamation 

burdened the public agenda for decades – necessary not only for public health, but 

crucial for urban expansion. 

Perhaps Domett’s most abiding and aggrandizing planning legacy can be found in 

the streets and landmarks he named after eminent figures in Anglo-Indian history, 

science and literature, ostensibly to circumvent unsavoury references to “obscure 

individuals (ruffians, possibly, and runaway convicts) whose names get attached to 

the places they happen to be the first to pitch upon, and almost render the places 

themselves distasteful” (Domett, 1855).  

Despite reservations Napier prospered to become the region’s leading civic centre, 

a position it retains today, albeit somewhat dubiously given the size, growth, 

economic and service dominance of the neighbouring urban district of Hastings, 

twenty kilometres south-west62. Its fortunes were built on the port and fluctuated 

with the price of wool and vicissitudes of nature. In 1858, it became the self-

governing capital of the Hawke’s Bay Province (1858-1876) and although tiny at 

the time, this cemented its administrative importance and land sale revenues, no 

longer diverted to Wellington, could be channelled into development. It was 

constituted a borough in 1874, at the behest of the Provincial Government to 

increase local borrowing powers, and became a city in 1950 (Campbell, 1975). 

Wright (1994: 51) likens the early towns of the Hawke’s Bay to those of the colonial 

American frontier, describing them as:  

                                            
62 See Appendix 3 for information on the demography and government of the Hawke’s Bay 
Region. 
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[….] fertile sources of middle-class social expression, home to the clubs, 
athenaeums, libraries, banks, political offices and business houses that 
were so essential to Victorian middle-class society. Town borough councils, 
dominated by middle-class cliques, enviously eyed the public structures of 
neighbouring towns and sought to better them with their own buildings. Civic 
improvements often included ever grander council offices, municipal 
theatres and amenities, all reflecting the middle-class ethos and designed to 
enhance their ability to have the right kind of social interaction. 

The pastoralists dictated Napier’s economic, political, social and cultural life during 

the provincial era and even today the city’s cultural providers refer to their residual 

wealth and power. They dominated the Provincial Council, which was charged with 

the responsibility to provide much needed basic infrastructure and struggled, 

according to Wright (Ibid.: 69), with serious funding shortages and an ideological 

preference for private enterprise. Campbell’s (1975) municipal history records a mix 

of public and private initiatives, but Napier lagged in the provision of essential 

utilities relative to other towns, with the private sector and citizens reluctant to 

contribute to public purposes.   

As in Nelson, early social life was conducted in the grogshops and increasingly 

handsome hotels that peppered the nascent town centre; in the churches of the 

leading British faiths built between 1859 and 1871; and in the clubs and societies 

fostering sport, music, and “useful knowledge” (Ibid.: 16). Of the latter, the most 

elite was the Hawke’s Bay Club, founded in 1863 and housed in a grand timber 

clubhouse built in 1906. The Club, still functioning today, was the meeting place for 

the landed, professional and business aristocracy. The less privileged made do 

with working men’s clubs and the Napier Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute 

(inaugurated 1865) to educate and morally improve the ‘industrious classes’ and 

supported by public subscription and government subsidies. Branch libraries 

followed in the 1870s as The Athenaeum was taken over by the Borough in 1907 

after running into severe financial difficulties (Wright, 1994).  

Respect for education was evident in the early establishment of schools, initially 

private or church institutions (Campbell, 1975). Intellectual interests were also 

promoted through the Hawke’s Bay Philosophical Society, set up by William 

Colenso, to foster science and the arts in 1874. He was an accomplished amateur 

botanist and strongly advocated for the development of a museum, offering a site 

and donation, which he withdrew when the project failed to attract support, the 

people of Hawke’s Bay “showing such a want of public spirit” (Anon., 1897). 
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Napier’s early cultural entertainment was largely provided by amateur theatrical and 

operatic societies, along with travelling companies and players, who used the Odd 

Fellows Hall, which became the Theatre Royal in 1896. The Napier City Band, 

formed in 1868, gave recitals and performed on civic ceremonial occasions. 

Connections were cemented though three local newspapers, beginning with the 

Hawke’s Bay Herald founded in 1857.  

Napier prospered with refrigerated shipping in the 1880s and the growth of rural 

processing and service industries. Expanding wealth was expressed in the built 

environment – British Victorian colonial architecture, often hastily built. The timber 

structures of the settlers were updated with elaborate façades and porticos or 

replaced by ornately decorated brick and concrete buildings of two and three 

storeys. The individual wealth of the pastoralists was likewise displayed in opulent 

timber mansions, encircled by verandas and gardens, on the hill overlooking the 

town. The grandest building of all was the Anglican Cathedral of St John, designed 

in the Gothic Revival style by Benjamin Mountfort and built of brick. When it was 

consecrated in 1888, it was the largest church in New Zealand.   

In the late nineteenth century Napier promoted itself internationally as a holiday 

resort, ‘The Brighton of the Pacific’, modelled on the English seaside town. By the 

early twentieth century, it was described as having “an exceedingly neat and clean 

appearance” with asphalted streets, water from wells and artesian bores, gas 

lighting, botanical gardens, town squares, and a Marine Parade adjacent to a bay 

resembling “somewhat that of Naples” (Cyclopedia Company Ltd, 1908: 305). A 

group of businessmen formed the Napier Thirty Thousand Club in 1913 to 

aggressively market its ‘Mediterranean’ qualities and fund improvements in amenity 

and social vitality to increase the population in an early New Zealand example of 

boosterism. The population grew from 343 in 1858, to 8, 341 in 1891. By 1930, 

there were 16,160 people (1.14% of New Zealand’s population), just over half the 

Thirty Thousand Club’s target (Childs, 1972: 3). Despite felicitous publicity, the 

natural environment was far from kindly. The district was troubled by storms, 

floods, droughts and earthquakes; and by the 1930s, falling agricultural prices and 

unemployment as the Great Depression tightened. 

An act of nature provided the impetus for Napier’s master creation narrative and its 

most significant contemporary built cultural assets: the central townscape and 

Hawke’s Bay Museum and Art Gallery. The force 7.8 Hawke’s Bay Earthquake of 
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1931 remains New Zealand’s worst territorial disaster. While catastrophic in terms 

of loss of life and property (fire destroyed the central business district in a matter of 

hours), it nevertheless delivered four thousand acres of uplifted estuarine land for 

town expansion and a unique opportunity to rebuild avoiding past faults. Most of the 

CBD was reconstructed within two years, despite the privations of the Great 

Depression and laissez-faire political climate. Although these circumstances 

defused more radical urban visions and reforms, the ‘New Napier’ was notable for 

its modern ‘Art Deco’ architecture, waterfront beautification and suburban 

extensions, where:  

[.…] government, professionals and individuals [.…] went far beyond the 
need to provide basic shelter or commercial accommodation [.…] to create 
out of adversity something of great beauty, which has survived as a heritage 
of distinctive value and as a site of national and international significance 
(Salmond Reed Architects, 2005: 24). 

6.2 Art Deco Napier 

Napier’s Deco is in fact an eclectic mix of modern architectural styles and 

influences, given an antipodean twist through the use of vernacular materials and 

indigenous motifs. The four local firms, ‘Napier Associated Architects’, who 

collaborated to rebuild the town, favoured this mix. ‘Art Deco’ also conformed to 

national building codes promulgated after the earthquake (reinforced concrete, 

integral minimalist decoration and height restraint). It was relatively inexpensive 

and appealed to Depression and disaster jaded popular imagination for its 

progressive optimism and ‘Roaring Twenties’ associations. That it survived to 

achieve “national and international significance” can largely be attributed to the 

intrepid Art Deco Trust (hereafter ADT), but initially to the discerning eyes of 

outsiders.  

What charms one generation is habitually shunned by the next. Deco buildings 

were being demolished from the 1960s to make way for tower blocks, the new 

symbol of urban advancement and prosperity. At the time there was slender 

interest in the preservation of the mundane, utilitarian, or recent past. Apocryphally 

Napier’s special qualities were first noticed in the early 1980s by a group of 

European experts who switched attention from the imposing colonial mansions on 

the hill, to gaze down upon the concrete town and pronounce it the real “treasure” 

(McGregor, 2007). It was remarkable, not for individual buildings, but for the stylistic 
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coherence of the townscape and idiosyncratic interpretations of an international 

architectural movement.  

This prompted New Zealand’s national public works agency, the Ministry of Works 

and Development63 to commission a catalogue on Napier’s Art Deco to raise 

awareness and encourage the community to preserve its ‘unique’ architecture (Ives 

et al., 1982). In 1983 the Hawke’s Bay Museum and Art Gallery mounted a 

photographic exhibition based on the catalogue, extending it to include images from 

the nearby town of Hastings, which had also been reconstructed following the 

earthquake, predominantly in the Spanish Mission style. Following the demolition of 

another outstanding Deco building, a small number of cultural enthusiasts formed 

the Art Deco Group to promote preservation by educating the public and local 

government about the value of its heritage, not only for its intrinsic historical and 

aesthetic values, but also its significance as a tourist asset. It produced an Art 

Deco Walk leaflet and premiered Newest City on the Globe, a surrealist television 

documentary made by Peter Wells. This attracted substantial public interest and 

was seen as:  

[.…] a watershed for the group, and of course for heritage preservation in 
Napier – the city that always thought it had no heritage. It inspired the 
members of the Art Deco Group to commit for the long haul because they 
could see that here was a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to put their city not 
just on the map but on the globe, but also a ground swell of popular support 
that would make the task much easier to achieve (McGregor, 2007: 5). 

The Group organised guided walks, unsuccessfully opposed another demolition, 

developed Deco merchandise (sold in the Museum shop), sponsored architectural 

publications, and networked with art deco societies abroad. The NZHPT designated 

an area with the highest concentration of quality Deco buildings a Heritage Precinct 

in 1985. This provided statutory recognition of the quarter’s significance. The 

NZHPT registered certain buildings and these were adopted by the Council and 

afforded some protection (council had the power to add to this list but chose not to). 

The NZHPT designation did prompt the Council, however, to conduct a study of the 

inner city in 1986. Art Deco Group submissions argued, inter alia, that a building 

inventory be made and measures introduced to encourage sympathetic 

development, along with restoration and maintenance assistance. The response 

was disappointing (McGregor, 2008). 

                                            
63 Abolished in public sector restructurings in 1984. 
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6.3 Art Deco Trust 

The Group was incorporated as the ADT in 1987 under the presidency of then 

Museum Director Robert McGregor. Its objectives prioritised the promotion of Art 

Deco tourism, maintaining the commercial viability of the buildings, establishing a 

register of buildings and public education (McGregor, 2007: 7). In 1988 it initiated 

annual Art Deco Awards and held an ‘Art Deco Weekend’ in 1989. From small 

beginnings designed to generate civic pride, fun and an understanding that Art 

Deco was more than old buildings, this weekend event (now biannual) has grown 

into a major tourist attraction for the city and region. In 1992, after preparing a 

business plan, the Trust secured NZ$54,000 from Council to appoint McGregor as 

a full-time paid director and establish its own premises (including a shop) in a Deco 

building once Napier’s central fire station. This annual grant, delivered through a 

service contract, has not increased since then although it was flagged for review in 

the 2009 LTCCP (NaCC, 2009: 3). Although a charity, the Trust takes exception to 

the notion of this sum being considered a ‘grant’ rather than, in its rhetoric, “a 

payment from the Napier City Council in return for the Trust's promotional, tourism 

and preservation services to the City” (ADT, 2007).  

While the founding impetus was the preservation of Napier’s Deco buildings, it was 

quickly appreciated that this was unlikely to occur without a robust economic 

rationale, as reflected in the Trust’s objectives. The ADT has also had to develop 

self-supporting commercial activities. Twenty years after its inception, 11% of its 

income came from the Council ‘grant’, with 29% coming from retail sales and 24% 

from guided walks and tours (McGregor, 2007: 16). The other 36% came from 

members’ subscriptions, fees for heritage advice, other grants and sponsorship.  

Like many cultural organisations eager to demonstrate economic value, the ADT 

commissioned several economic impact reports from an independent consultant. 

The first in 2003 focussed on the annual Art Deco Weekend on Napier, the second 

assessed the impact of all the Trust’s ventures (events, walks and tours, 

commercial activities) for the 2004/5 financial year. The latter estimated Napier’s 

Art Deco ‘industry’ to have a direct impact of NZ$10 million and a total gross output 

impact of NZ$23 million on the region (Bevin, 2006: 7). Furthermore, it highlighted a 

range of more subtle gains; such as tourism branding, international cruise ship 

attraction, enhanced civic pride and CBD regeneration. In 2005/6 the Trust’s 

turnover was NZ$1.6million (ADT, Undated). Between 2000 and 2010 the number 
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of guided Art Deco walkers doubled, with 21,000 participants in 2007/2008 (NaCC, 

2009: 45). Undoubtedly, the Council’s annual grant supporting the employment of a 

full time director has been crucial in the professional and entrepreneurial 

development of the Trust, which by 2008 employed a staff of seven, including an 

event co-ordinator. Trained volunteers continue to play a significant role, as guides 

and shop assistants. Over the years the Trust has produced or encouraged a 

substantial literature on local history and architecture, and provides advice to 

developers and building owners on renovation and maintenance. It has also 

assiduously cultivated the media and keeps an online record of articles published 

beyond the Hawke’s Bay. 

Robert McGregor, who retired from the role of director in 2008, drove much of this 

work. Since his time there has been a high turnover in the role. McGregor’s 

immediate successor took up a seat in Parliament and the next was suspended in 

September 2009 and subsequently resigned over “employment issues” (following 

the resignation of three long-serving Trust employees: the Deco Ambassador, 

Events Manager and Retail manager) (Carpinter, 2009). A third director was 

appointed in early 2010.  

6.4 Art Deco and Napier City Council 

The Trust has had an uneasy relationship with the Council over time and there is 

some ambiguity and conflict in the various roles it performs – as heritage activist, 

conservationist, tourist service provider and ‘partner’ in the delivery of Council’s 

cultural policy. Undoubtedly the Trust has played a major role in persuading the 

Council to recognise, celebrate, and exploit the city’s Deco heritage, but policy 

development has been reactive, sluggish and fragmented, with policy 

implementation uneven. Apart from the annual grant made to the Trust, its financial 

commitment over the years has been relatively parsimonious – modest painting 

grants for building owners, funding from the City Promotions budget for a part-time 

‘Deco Ambassador’ (and a grant towards the Deco weekend).  

Nor has Deco’s importance been matched with policy and regulatory safeguards in 

McGregor’s view (2008). Indeed the ADT was cynical about the capacity of 

statutory planning mechanisms to protect the built heritage, believing public 

persuasion to be more effective, as demonstrated through its own history (ADT, 

2008). Napier’s District Plan (proposed in 2000 and operative in 2007) first 
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acknowledged the heritage value of the Deco Quarter in the local planning 

framework, but special regulations applied only to signage, and individual listed 

buildings (requiring consents for alteration or demolition), are still largely based on 

the NZHPT’s register. Development controls were introduced for a suburban Deco 

neighbourhood (against the will of Housing New Zealand64, which owns property in 

the area). For many years the signage rules were not adequately enforced because 

of council resource shortages and failure of political will when tested (Senior Policy 

Planner, 2008). 

Council is now moving towards a more sophisticated heritage management regime. 

Political priorities shifted following the inclusion of the Deco quarter in UNESCO’s 

Tentative List of World Heritage Sites in 2007. Although third on the list of tentative 

sites submitted by the New Zealand Government, it is the first urban site proposed 

to UNESCO for consideration. A 2005 study was expected to provide the basis for 

a review of District Plan heritage provisions in “a gradual evolving process”, where 

heritage is categorised and afforded appropriate protection according to type and 

levels of significance. Progress is slow, as Council had no specialist in-house 

heritage capacity, relying on consultants (Ibid.). A formal process has replaced ad 

hoc heritage listings of earlier years. Every building in the quarter is being 

researched, graded according to significance, and registered if appropriate.  

The statutory framework, with its focus on individual sites, was identified as 

problematic in the conservation of cultural districts, which favour unified contexts 

over constituent elements. Planning maps, likewise, inadequately represented the 

essence of townscape and holistically integrated development. The Council has 

attempted to capture this through design guidelines, reinforced by advocacy but 

there was an admission that these were weak tools. Architects resented them (and 

were often governed by different objectives and criteria) and retailers were 

inherently conservative (Ibid.). Council introduced financial incentives to encourage 

businesses to upgrade signage according to Deco guidelines and regulated to 

control sandwich boards in 2009, but acknowledged this offered little compulsion to 

retailers resistant to the collective Deco branding. Private property rights, an ethos 

of individualism, intense competition inflamed by slender margins and vacillating 

political support ultimately inhibit the conservation and development of a truly 

                                            
64 Government’s public housing agency. 
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coherent townscape. A depressed property market was conceded to be the most 

effective form of preservation. 

This somewhat contradicts the Statement of Authenticity and/or Integrity submitted 

by the New Zealand Government to UNESCO in 2007 claiming that:  “Napier's Art 

Deco precinct possesses authenticity in design, material and workmanship, for few 

of the buildings have been demolished or unsympathetically modified” (Department 

of Conservation, 2007: Online) and protected through the District Plan: 

Protection of heritage in the Napier City District Plan is offered through 
rules, incentives, education and design guides. Heritage is identified and 
grouped according to the type and level of significance. There is strong 
support within the community for the Art Deco heritage, and the values are 
actively promoted (Ibid.). 

Although there are magnificently restored Deco buildings and new buildings 

referencing Deco styles, Napier has yet to achieve the heritage integrity 

characteristic of many urban cultural landscapes overseas. Certainly British travel 

writer Duncan Fallowell (2008: 58) would consider the claims made to UNESCO 

open to question:  

This art deco thing – they are not taking it seriously. They think 
conservation is a matter of printing brochures [.…] the iconic Gaiety de Luxe 
Cinema [….] all that remains is the outdoor Moorish balcony with a round-
headed window; the rest has been chopped up into a café, a model railway 
exhibition and a Two Dollar Shop. 

The importance of Deco heritage is flagged in the Council’s LTCCPs. Among the 

nine Community Outcomes identified is valuation and promotion of the city’s 

“unique culture and heritage” (NaCC, 2006; NaCCC, 2009). Art Deco heritage is 

identified as a key cultural and tourism asset and aligned largely with local identity 

and liveability, offering a national and international point of difference. It was left to 

a little known The Heritage and Arts Policy65 prepared by a consultant for Council’s 

community development section to spell out its ‘cultural well-being’ dimensions 

(NaCC, c.2004) The document was obscure in so far as neither the director of the 

ADT (nor for that matter the Director of the Hawke’s Bay Museum, or Creative 

Napier) seemed aware of its existence when interviewed in 2008, although all were 

identified as major partners in the implementation of the strategy which nominates 

heritage and the arts as the two key priority areas for council in the promotion of 

cultural well-being.  

                                            
65 The policy is undated. Council officers said it was prepared in 2004. 
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McGregor (2008) dismissed it as an example of the Council’s “cut and paste” 

approach to policy development (a view also shared by the Museum’s Director) and 

stated that in his experience there was limited on going interaction between Council 

and the Trust for all the partnership rhetoric. Meetings were rare and letters went 

unanswered. In his judgement council officers were conservative, bureaucratic and 

incapable of being entrepreneurial. This is particularly evident in the management 

of the Art Deco weekend, which generated local ‘buzz’, income and is politically 

celebrated as a community event. Meanwhile the Trust carried the risk and was 

obliged to pay for many council services such as traffic management plans. 

Counsellor John Cocking (and Deco Ambassador66) took a more moderate 

position, pointing out that Council was constrained by its broad remit, lack of 

finance (there is a local resistance to rate increases) and statutory obligations (the 

District Plan a particularly “blunt instrument” for managing urban change) (Cocking, 

2008). Non-government organisations with a strong volunteer base had more 

flexibility to play an active role. 

The Trust initially set out to encourage Napier’s citizens to value and preserve the 

city’s architecture, recognising that this would only occur if it remained 

commercially viable in the present. Tourism was a means to this end. It has moved 

from being a conservation and advocacy organisation to tourist promoter and the 

boundaries between its not-for profit and public good dimensions blurred with 

growing commercial orientation. The Trust was at the juncture of being a 

commercial operation, but one still relying on public support and volunteerism. Its 

consolidation and expansion are driven by commercial imperatives, which 

potentially test its charitable status and complicate the relationship it holds with the 

Council, along with its volunteers and long standing employees used to more 

informal working arrangements – issues anecdotally contributing to the 2009 

management problems (Senior Policy Planner, 2008; Leijer, 2009). 

The Deco discourse is now suffused with economic, rather than cultural rationales. 

This was evident when it was announced the quarter had been nominated as a 

World Heritage site, the Mayor commenting:  "It would mean a lot in terms of 

visitors and tourism [….] (and) certainly elevate and enhance Napier's position in 

the world" (Arnott in Carpinter, 2007). This rationale has gradually propelled 

                                            
66 John Cocking alias ‘Clarence Bertram St John Fitz Montague’ or ‘Bertie’, elected to the 
Napier City Council in 2004, 2007, and 2010.  
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measures to improve heritage management, but always within the constraints of 

council resourcing and community support. 

6.5 Nostalgia Fetish? 

The Council has adopted Deco in city imaging – branding Napier the ‘Art Deco City’ 

and extravagantly asserting it to be “the Art Deco capital of the world” in the LTCCP 

(NaCC, 2009: 45). Council documents are peppered with Deco motifs and 

photographs. In fact the international travel media picked up the brand in the 1980s 

from ADT promotion – and by the Council over a decade later (McGregor, 2008; 

ADT, 2010). It is now used extensively to market Napier as a destination and city 

with a unique identity. More than a tool to persuade Napier’s citizen’s to value their 

modernist architectural heritage, the summer Deco Weekend has become a five-

day plus festival with a programme developed by the Trust, but run in co-operation 

with other local cultural organisations and businesses, providing civic animation 

along with enhancing tourism. Although initially a reluctant Deco partner, 

neighbouring Hastings (also destroyed and rebuilt following the earthquake) now 

regards its architecture as a resource and is moving to restore, protect and promote 

it in conjunction with other initiatives, such as a public art and urban design. The 

ADT awakened the community to the merits of its modern architectural tradition – 

its aesthetic style, significance as a physical and symbolic record of the society that 

erected it, and value as a cultural tourism asset with the capacity to enliven and 

enrich city life – an awareness spreading beyond the Hawke’s Bay. 

The community’s passion for Deco may not be as universal as implied in the 

UNESCO submission. Other than those associated with the ADT, all the Napier 

cultural organisation representatives interviewed in the course of this study had 

problems with the brand – its mythologizing of a particular past and the suffocating 

effects it is perceived to have on the city’s contemporary cultural vitality. 

Observations faintly echoed Hewison’s (1987) plaintive lament for Britain and its 

preoccupation with former identities and fantasised ways of life, which he argues 

gets the way of addressing the future. Napier’s Art Deco lobby was considered 

inherently conservative and champion of an ossified cityscape where the new can 

only be pastiche (although the Trust would dispute this arguing that it does not 

advocate reproduction Deco, but development sympathetic to heritage fabric).  
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Critics of the Deco lobby were uncomfortable with the veneration of such a narrow 

band of imported architectural styles, albeit locally interpreted. Other achievements 

in the Napier hinterland are overlooked, notably buildings by James Chapman 

Taylor, Guy Natusch and distinctively New Zealand architects John Scott and Ian 

Athfield.   

Furthermore, remnants of the pre-earthquake built environment have diminished in 

stature – exemplified by the demolition of St John’s Cathedral Hall in 2009. 

Classified Category I by the NZHPT (an eleventh hour interim registration applied 

when the building was threatened), but not scheduled in the District Plan. The hall 

was the only fragment of Mountfort cathedral to survive the quake. Although 

indifferently altered over the years, derelict and need of expensive seismic 

strengthening, it was recognised for its fine gothic windows, elegant brickwork and 

its symbolic narrative. In the end the diocese and Council were not prepared to pay 

the costs involved in preservation and car parks replaced it. Guy Natusch 

bemoaned the loss and observing that in New Zealand “We haven’t learnt to 

preserve ruins. We always want to clean the place up” (Natusch in Warnock, 2010).  

Cynics point out that Deco is a fashion, dwindling in popularity several times over 

the twentieth century and Napier, like any museum based on a single theme, may 

go out of vogue. Some alternative perspectives will now be considered. 

6.6 Hawke’s Bay Museum and Art Gallery 

Napier’s Art Deco movement germinated in the Hawke’s Bay Museum. In 2008 the 

current Director, a nationally well-respected design commentator, was less 

enamoured with Deco than his 1980s predecessor. Although a champion of Deco 

style and museums in general, he was concerned that Napier was becoming a 

museum. In his view the city needed to be more than Art Deco and he was critical 

of its exclusive architectural focus and wary of a fickle economic future founded on 

this. The Art Deco revivalism of the 1960s and 1970s appealed to a particular 

generation, now aging, and could not be relied on as a durable taste he argued 

(Museum Director, 2008). The planned redevelopment of the Hawke’s Bay 

Museum, which had organically evolved through a series of additions to the original 

building designed by eminent Deco architect Louis Hay, was particularly 

contentious. This, along with a theatre designed by Guy Natusch, are to be 
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restored and integrated with a new wing claimed to be sympathetic to period 

architecture, whilst symbolically ‘re-packaging’ the collection and extending space.  

Launched in 2007, and later pared back because of expense and technical issues, 

the project proposal secured government funding under the Regional Museums 

Policy in 2010 (Finlayson, 2010). Although the Museum proposal claims 

compatibility with the historic quarter – including art works referencing Deco – the 

ADT and NZHPT begged to differ. The Museum Director (2008) argued that 

heritage agencies “do not create, but oppose”; thus making an interesting 

distinction between a museum – which might traditionally have been considered a 

heritage agency – and built heritage lobbies. Good facilities and quality exhibition 

design (along with scholarship – the raison d’être of the nineteenth century 

museum) are features of the contemporary museum, which must now be 

‘packaged’ in an alluring carapace attractive to new audiences, especially the 

tourist, within which objects are interpreted and contextualised to create 

‘experiences’.  

Unlike Nelson, historical artefacts and the visual arts were curated within one 

institution. Although it began as a community initiative, local government became 

gradually involved over the years and as it is positioned as a regional resource, 

responsibility is shared between Napier City and Hastings District. As in Nelson, 

this arrangement has not always been easy with the Hastings District Council 

reluctant to contribute outside its territory. Joint management and funding began 

with the formation of the Hawke’s Bay Cultural Trust in 1988 – seen as a 

progressive initiative in the usually parochial local government environment (Smith, 

1993).   

With representatives from the local councils, Hawke’s Bay Regional Council 

(hereafter HBRC) (until its mandate was limited by central government), Friends of 

the Hawke’s Bay Cultural Trust and an Ngāti Kahungunu advisory committee, the 

Trust’s remit included the operation of the Museum and the Hastings Cultural 

Centre (later renamed the Hawke’s Bay Exhibition Centre and now the Hastings 

City Art Gallery). Relationships became increasingly troubled over time with 

financial stresses, high turnover of senior personnel, inadequate facilities and a 

perception that Hastings was not receiving an adequate return for its contribution. 

Museum governance was restructured following a review by consultants in 2002, 

but collapsed in 2005 and replaced by a reconstituted Trust in 2006 (renamed the 
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Hawke’s Bay Museums Trust in 2010). With a smaller board and new constitution, 

the Trust’s main role is now the guardianship of the collection (to prevent its 

privatisation by a rogue council). It has become a CCO – with no staff or 

operational responsibilities. Napier City Council has assumed these on a contract 

for service basis. Trustees include the mayors, iwi leader, Friends chair and an 

independent chairperson (Manager, 2008). 

In 2008 Napier’s Tourism Service Manager was the acting chief executive, 

reflecting the collected councils’ desire that the Museum be tourist focussed and an 

economic driver in the region. The new structure was seen to afford a more 

business like orientation and the vision is to focus and display the collection in 

ways that accentuate its national as well as its regional significance (Museum 

Director, 2008). The Director is a proponent of strong distinctive regional museums, 

expressive of the place, histories and founding visions/visionaries, but also 

invigorating debates about New Zealand’s culture, identity, heritage and future 

more generally. Acquired largely through the donation of objects and funds, the 

collection expresses the predilections of its collector benefactors and acquisition 

agendas of its directors. These have shifted over time from the nineteenth century 

obsession with natural, ethnographic and Māori objects and works of fine art, to 

include applied arts and crafts67 and objects associated with social history. The 

trick is to reinvent them in ways to ensure they say something meaningful to new 

audiences (without alienating the old). While the locals, according to the Director, 

had a tendency to see a museum in static terms there was probably only an 

argument for fixed displays of Māori toanga, with exhibitions constantly changing 

and shaped by visiting curators.  

The Hawke’s Bay Museum has been the beneficiary of the region’s early 

considerable wealth and an atmosphere encouraging philanthropy. There is 

concern about how the collection will grow in the future as public largesse has 

diminished, with instances of descendants endeavouring to reclaim their forebears’ 

gifts (including a biscuit from Robert Scott’s Antarctic hut – surely plundered in the 

first place). As with all museums secure funding is an issue – particularly in 

Hawke’s Bay where culture was generally perceived to be limited to things Māori 

and the arts not to be council priority, with support insufficiently embedded in 

                                            
67 The Museum has nationally recognised collections of wallpapers, textiles and ceramics.  
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budgets (Ibid.). Tribute, however, was paid to the leadership of two mayors68 who 

have forged a more co-operative policy environment and supported the Museum’s 

redevelopment.  

6.7 Creative Napier 

Creative Napier is a community arts council and like the ADT, a charitable trust with 

its own board and contract for service from Napier City to realise the council’s 

community arts objectives, although the organisation was focussed on art and 

emerging artists rather than community empowerment. Creative Napier’s Arts Co-

ordinator (2008) spoke of the huge expectations Council had of the agency, which 

had limited resources to undertake a its broad remit: “Napier City Council says the 

right things, but does not back them up” and arts management within the Council 

and the city was considered fragmented In this year Creative Napier received 

NZ$45,000 from the Council; NZ$12,000 was returned to pay the office rent. The 

Co-ordinator’s salary was NZ$35,000 for a thirty-hour week and the shortfall made 

up through sponsorship. Lack of funds had forced the closure of a Creative Napier-

run gallery for emerging artists three years previously. Creative Hastings runs the 

only gallery for this sector, but the two organisations do not work together although 

greater co-operation was considered desirable.  

Frustration with performance objectives that could not be met and lack of 

coordination clearly affected the morale of the Arts Co-ordinator. He also spoke of 

the difficulties of being accountable to multiple agents (his board, the mayor and 

council chief executive) and commented on the high turnover of staff in his position 

because of the low wages and unrealistic assumptions – he has since left the job. 

Like many cultural organisations, Creative Napier was reliant on volunteers, which 

in the Co-ordinator’s view “could be more trouble than they were worth, with a very 

small pool of reliable people”, but essential in festival delivery, one of the key 

activities undertaken to meet council requirements (Ibid.). Sponsorship was very 

important (much of it in kind), continuous grant writing was a time consuming 

necessity – but very little central government money flowed down to community 

and meagre though the payment from Council was, given its objectives, it was vital 

to Creative Napier’s survival, but not sufficient to support vigorous community arts 

                                            
68 Barbara Arnott of Napier and Lawrence Yule of Hastings, both re- elected for a fourth 
term in 2010. 
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programmes, nor thriving professional development. Although referred to as 

significant partner in the Heritage and Arts Policy, it had little on going policy 

engagement with council and was simply accountable for its contractual 

responsibilities (Ibid.). 

6.8 Creative Hawke’s Bay 

Creative Hawke’s Bay (hereafter CHB) is another charitable trust working in the 

region to bolster the creative sector, particularly through supporting and promoting 

the professional development of artists. It is financed through a regional rate, but 

was previously supported through equal contributions from the Regional Council, 

Napier City and Hastings District. It is one of Venture Hawke’s Bay’s69 ‘Strategic 

Partners’, all of which share premises in Napier, in principle, to foster synergies. It 

is, however, an independent agency with its own board, which, according to its 

constitution, includes representatives from the Napier and Hastings arts councils, 

Ngāti Kahungunu, and the Hawke’s Bay Cultural Trust (Charities Commission, 

2010), although Creative Napier had consistently declined to be involved (General 

Manager, 2008). 

Initially ‘Arts Trust Hawke’s Bay’, CHB was established in 2001, renamed in 2004, 

to advocate the benefits of the arts, encourage participation and access, and 

develop a professional regional arts infrastructure (Charities Commission, 2010). 

The real impetus, however, was the Government’s 2000 cultural recovery package 

and Regional Strengths strategy, which funded an inaugural regional arts guide. 

Revisions of this are available in hardcopy (self supporting through advertising) and 

online (CHB, 2010). It provides information on artist studios and organisations, 

dealer and public galleries, workshops etc. and is incorporated into a regional 

guide, primarily sponsored by the Hawke’s Bay wine tourism industry (Hawke's Bay 

Wine Country Tourism Association, 2003). Here the arts are offered as another 

attraction additional to wineries, cafes, the great outdoors etc. This contrasts 

markedly with the Nelson prototype and the Otago Arts Guide, also supported by 

Regional Strengths funding (Trewby et al., 2002). These guides achieve a more 

                                            
69 Venture Hawke’s Bay was Hawke’s Bay Incorporated until rebranding in 2009 and is the 
independent business unit of the HBRC responsible for regional economic development 
(business support and tourism).  
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thorough and integrated conception of culture, promoting synergies between the 

arts, heritage and local ways of life, whereas the Hawke’s Bay guide privileges 

lifestyle reflecting its key sponsor. The Nelson and Otago guides also contain a 

more comprehensive pallet of arts and crafts genres, (the Hawke’s Bay guide 

privileges painters and sculptors). Of the three, the Nelson guide best understands 

art and craft as integral to a broader conception of cultural tourism and meets the 

key Regional Strength’s objective that projects reflect the unique culture of the 

region, although it preceded this Government policy. 

CHB subsequently focussed on the economic development dimensions of its role – 

towards improving incomes and employment in the creative sector. Initiatives 

include: research, business opportunity identification, collaborative marketing and 

purchasing, professional development (targeting emerging artists), and advice. It 

runs an annual contemporary art exhibition where selected Hawke’s Bay artists are 

invited to exhibit and sell their work and a public lecture series where high profile 

practitioners and academics (usually from outside the region) discuss topics of 

broad cultural interest. It distinguishes itself from the local arts councils through its 

regional remit and in its professional (rather than community arts) orientation; and 

prides itself on being strategic and its diversified conception of creativity – where 

literature, performance and architecture are valued equally with the visual arts 

(General Manager, 2008; CHB, 2009) It had drafted a companion to its arts guide 

on architecture in 2008, encompassing more than Deco. This had yet to be 

published in 201270.  

Apart from the funding it receives from local government, CHB relies on charitable 

donations and government grants. In 2008 CHB’s general manager (and only full 

time staff member) reiterated some of the concerns expressed by Creative Napier’s 

co-ordinator and certainly the high staff turnover was evident also in this 

organisation71. Other similarities included the strenuous workload falling on the one 

full-time staff member, institutional fragmentation, and difficulties in managing the 

different interests and personalities involved in, or itinerantly connected with, the 

organisation and its operation (General Manager, 2008). The CHB Manager (Ibid.) 

observed that most of the local authorities in the region had no money and many of 

                                            
70 In 2011 it was advertised on its website as forthcoming, in 2012 it was no longer 
mentioned. 
71 CHB appointed another – and its third – general manager in 2011. 
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them, particularly Napier, were very conservative in outlook (particularly at senior 

management level), mirroring the “exceptionally conservative” communities they 

represented. In her view Hastings District was the most forward thinking at that 

time – in terms of arts support, particularly in public art, and the most regionally 

oriented in attitude. These communities were also highly polarised – with pockets of 

immense wealth and extreme poverty; it was said Napier had “no middle class” 

(Ibid.). Pressing social issues marginalised the arts in community development 

portfolios (usually the local government division responsible for culture – other than 

heritage – in Hawke’s Bay local government). She spoke of the importance of 

networks and marketing in creative development – and expressed the view that 

CHB had focussed overly on events in the past, rather than promotion. She 

commented on importance of local media in providing information and generating 

discussion and debate on culture. This, she argued, was particularly poor in the 

region – with the local newspaper Hawke’s Bay Today providing little coverage on 

the arts, but much on sport and tourism.  

6.9 Long Term Council Community Planning  

The MfCH’s ‘Cultural Well-being’ portal72 provided insight into how Napier 

interpreted its planning, strategic, policy and project roles under the new mandate 

and linkages to publications, resources and agencies it considered relevant. The 

headline statement for Napier City positioned the city as the “Art Deco Capital of 

the World”, going on to describe the earthquake and rebuilding of the “newest city 

on the globe” (MfCH, Online). Local authorities were asked to supply this 

statement. If not forthcoming, it was developed by the MfCH in consultation with the 

authority (Senior Policy Analyst, 2011). Thus it may be assumed the Council had 

selected Art Deco (and the earthquake), as Napier’s paramount cultural identity. 

The LTCCP is specified as the key-planning framework. The only strategy 

nominated is a cycling plan; the only policy is the aforementioned Heritage and Arts 

Policy; and the only project, a city beautification programme. 

As in Nelson-Tasman, regional amalgamation has been mooted for years to 

overcome parochialism, irrational competition and perceived impediments to 

                                            
72 See Chapter 3. 
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economic development. Napier voters rejected this in 1999, with concerted 

opposition from lobby groups (Anon., 1999; Kitchin, 1999). The issue is obliquely 

referred to in the 2009 LTCCP as something that “crops up now and again” (NaCC, 

2009: 12). Despite this, as noted in the context of the Museum, greater 

collaboration developed and was evident in the establishment of Community 

Outcomes for the first LTCCP, done on a region wide basis involving the five 

Hawke’s Bay councils.   

No distinction was made between social and cultural well-being in this process, 

despite the requirements of the LGA 2002, and no attempt was made to define the 

well-beings other than through specification of outcomes. Within the regional 

framework of nine Community Outcomes, Napier City developed its own set of 

priorities and re-categorised these. Priority is given to environmental well-being – 

with “good health and well-being” and “safe and secure communities” priority one 

and two (these are considered to constitute social and cultural well-being in the 

regional plan) (HBRC, 2009: 11-12; NCC, 2009: 9). Sustainability is the third 

priority, followed by transport infrastructure and a thriving economy making up the 

economic well-being cluster. Social and cultural well-being are given the lowest 

priority, with valuing and promoting heritage and ‘culture’ last in this cluster, which 

includes leadership and sense of belonging, inclusiveness, and safe and 

accessible recreational facilities (outcomes largely pertaining to social well-being).   

Given the plan notes the historical importance of Māori in the area – today they 

form 18% of the population and anticipated to increase relative to the European 

population - there is little particular to Māori other than references to the importance 

of liaison and consultation (NaCC, 2009: 47-8). The Ngāti Kahungunu taonga 

collection in the Museum, a historic Pa and other Māori sites are identified, inter 

alia, as key cultural assets. More emphasis is given to Māori in the regional 

LTCCP, where outcomes are outlined in greater detail – including Māori heritage 

protection and development, fostering a community appreciation of Māori culture 

and language, in conjunction with initiatives addressing social needs (HBRC, 

2009). This has not cascaded down into Napier planning as might ideally have 

been expected. Nor has it resulted in anything more than conventional policy 

measures – with district plan implementation, NZHPT activities, community liaison, 

marae regeneration and growth in the number of Māori events are identified in the 
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Hawke’s Bay Community Outcomes Regional Monitoring Report (Bevin, 2009).  

Culture such as it is, however, is largely Māori. 

This report does not acknowledge the arts at all, but prominence is given to the 

achievements of the ADT: the escalation in its turnover from NZ$208,000 in the 

1992/3 financial year to NZ$1.6 million in 2006/7; growth in Art Deco Weekend 

registrations; and a précis of the economic impact study73. Napier City’s initiatives 

in scheduling buildings and supporting the ADT are acknowledged, as well as the 

spread of Deco interest in the wider region. Apart from tourism there is no 

appreciation of the economic contribution of culture in either the regional or the city 

LTCCP. The knowledge economy has yet to come to the Hawke’s Bay, which 

remains resolutely commodity based. The major economic driver in Napier 

continues to be the port – but tourism is given special prominence and the city’s 

point of difference in the wider economy. Tourism and commercial development are 

identified as one of the four key goals in the strategic plan (along with affordable 

service provision, high quality infrastructure and lifestyle opportunities for citizens 

and visitors) (NaCC, 2009: 7).  

Napier City conceptualises cultural identity as a confection of interrelated elements 

(environment, earthquake, architecture, wine industry, café and arts sectors, 

lifestyle, recreation and leisure facilities) and the cultural assets listed include 

libraries, arts organisations, galleries and theatres (including the council owned 

Deco Municipal Theatre for the performing arts), wineries and restaurants, 

recreation reserves, social infrastructure, and the local Institute of Technology (in 

offering programmes in design, Māori studies and tourism) (Ibid.: 45). This 

suggests the MfCH’s broad conception of cultural well-being has been of some 

influence, but the plan essentially repackages traditional council activities in the 

cultural field, rather than developing new strategic directions. Indeed the basis for 

the 2006 LTCCP was a strategic plan prepared in 2001 prior to the LGA 2002 and 

revised to link with the Community Outcomes. Councillor Cocking (2008) confirmed 

this saying that the preparation of the first generation LTCCP had been a pragmatic 

repackaging of existing policies across all council activities. The Mayor stated that 

there was “little significant change” between the 2006 and 2009 plans (NaCC, 

2009: 2). With respect to Art Deco this is so. Statistics were updated, the World 
                                            
73 Possibly because the author of the ADT economic impact study was also the Community 
Outcomes evaluation consultant. 
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Heritage nomination noted and incentives for upgrading heritage buildings 

mentioned as a sustainability initiative. A breakdown of council expenditure in 2009 

shows an orthodox infrastructure service delivery hierarchy: the major focus being 

roads, followed by wastewater, water supply and storm water. Libraries come next, 

the first socio-cultural expenditure, followed by reserves and sports grounds (Ibid.: 

14).  

The 2006 LTCCP refers to the implementation of an “Arts & Cultural Policy” (NaCC, 

2006: 17) and the 2009 plan to its review (NaCC, 2009). Although not specified 

explicitly, it might be assumed this was Heritage and Arts Policy mentioned earlier. 

It was no longer online in 2011, although nominated as the Council’s cultural well-

being policy on the MfCH’s portal in that year. This policy claimed to be a response 

to the LGA 2002 – a review council of activities and framework for future decision-

making (NaCC, c.2004). It adopted the broad definition of culture74, as being: “the 

diversity of people and communities, their practises (sic) traditions, values and 

beliefs [….] dynamic and expressive of the uniqueness and identity of groups, 

nations and civilization” (Ibid.: 4). Cultural well-being defined as “dynamic and [.…] 

(drawing) on the following aspects of culture – leisure, cultural heritage, 

contemporary arts practice, cultural diversity, built environment and creative 

industries” (Ibid.). Organised sport and passive leisure, urban planning and social 

values are, however, excluded from the policy field – so a partial definition in the 

context of integrated ‘cultural planning’ understandings. References are made to 

the council’s obligations to the built environment and heritage through the RMA and 

the economic ‘spin-offs’ and potential of the cultural sector. Libraries are included 

for their heritage and arts elements – but are seen as predominantly contributing to 

social well-being and therefore largely outside the scope of the policy (Ibid.: 24-32). 

Despite the breadth of possibility encapsulated in the definitions, the policy focuses 

on art (mainly public art, with no mention of the creative industries) and heritage 

(where working with the ADT and Museum are on going priorities). The importance 

of Māori values is acknowledged under the heritage objective. The principle of 

council working through well-sustained partnership arrangements is stressed and 

those key to the process are outlined in the implementation plan concluding the 

document (though as previously mentioned some key partners had not been 
                                            
74 The policy claimed to have adapted its definitions from those promoted by CNZ and 
other local authorities in that era.  
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explicitly consulted or involved in the implementation of the policy in the four years 

following its adoption, although their regular activities would have contributed to 

meeting some policy aspirations).  

The policy identifies ad hoc decision-making as a critical issue in heritage 

management, along with a failure to acknowledge diverse values, limited 

interagency co-ordination and inconsistencies in approach. Council support for the 

arts was largely through provision and management of facilities and administration 

of CNZ’s ‘Creative Communities’ scheme – along its contribution to the Hawke’s 

Bay Cultural Trust and Creative Napier. It identifies the need for more research into 

community cultural development. The least nebulous section of the policy is public 

art and call for the establishment of a process for promoting, assessing, locating, 

and financing it, along with the establishment of an ‘Arts Advisory Panel’. Much of 

the policy is ‘business as usual’, but to be achieved in a more coherent, cogent and 

proactive manner. While aspects of it have been sporadically implemented, there is 

no evidence that the policy was the motivating factor, other than public art 

initiatives in 2005. The policy was replaced by one particular to the arts in 2010 

(NaCC, 2010). This draws on its more extensive predecessor, using the same 

definitions for the ‘arts’ and ‘cultural well-being’, an extended definition of ‘art in 

public places’, and adds ‘community arts’, not previously defined, but attempts to fill 

the gap identified in Council’s failure to address grassroots needs.  

Cultural well-being is defined in the Arts Policy with reference to the MfCH (Ibid.: 2) 

– but then elided with social well-being (in keeping with the Community Outcomes) 

and benefits are discussed in relation to “community well-being” (Ibid.: 3). Benefits 

of art to the environment and the economy are deemed just as important and given 

greater prominence than in the policy predecessor – with mention made of their 

role in attracting visitors and new residents. The rhetoric recasts the partners as 

“external stakeholders” and pre-eminence is given to Art Deco as constituting the 

city’s unique identity and as a significant contributor to the local economy. Māori 

are mentioned once and only in connection with the “distinctive Māori art forms” 

integrated into post-quake architecture (Ibid.: 2).   

The Arts Policy outlines Council activities supporting the arts – beginning with the 

role of the District Plan in the preservation of the built environment, followed by 

facilities affording arts access (Museum, Municipal Theatre, Sound Shell, libraries 

and parks), funding agreements with Creative Napier and the ADT etc. Four 
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strategic priorities are identified: 1) identity (Art Deco); 2) public art (maintenance 

and development); 3) engagement (with a diverse population via Creative Napier) 

and 4) access (to quality high arts experience via the Museum and Municipal 

Theatre). No evaluation criteria are proposed and the policies outlined for each 

objective offer nothing new other than stronger commitment than in the past to 

promotion and facilitation. While the City’s relatively new conversion to Deco 

fundamentalism may lead to more robust preservation of heritage quarters, this 

may be at the expense of recognising the heritage values of other communities of 

interest. The definitions employed are not interrogated and reflected in the actions 

proposed. 

In this policy Council recognises that the arts have multiple benefits in the 

community – including economic – and reference is made to StatsNZ figures 

showing that ‘Cultural and Recreational Industry’ is concentrated in Napier relative 

to other regional centres and grew between 1999-2006. It also cites two economic 

impact studies of the arts and cultural sector in the Hawke’s Bay, estimating the 

total impact to be NZ$50 million in 2007 (increased from NZ$35 million in 2002), 

with employment in the sector estimated at 1,674 in 2007, compared to 856 FTEs 

(NaCC, 2010: 3).  

According to the 2009 LTCCP, citing StatsNZ figures, there were almost 100 

people employed in artist and heritage organisations on a full or part time basis in 

2008 (NaCC, 2009: 46). Apart from this there is no reference to artists and their 

needs in this plan, and limited reference to them in the Arts Policy 2010 (other than 

conditions in relation to public art). Art is couched as a communal activity, 

environmental embellishment and social animator (with spinoff tourism benefits), 

but the role of the artist in local economic development is not explored, nor the 

ways in which local government might be able to enhance this other than obliquely 

through the provision of facilities. Emphasis is on consuming (usually the past) – 

namely the Art Deco townscape and the Museum and Art Gallery – rather than 

creative production. Where attention is given to fostering contemporary cultural 

excellence the focus is again on consumption, through increasing access and 

participation. There is no reference to CHB and its work promoting the professional 

development of artists. 

Napier was considered to have particular problems in holding on to its young 

creatives who tended to leave for other centres, returning only when they had 
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children. The Museum Director (2008) observing that the city had become a 

gentrified theme park for the white retirees, with rents unaffordable to artists.  

The perception that Napier City Council’s cultural direction and management was 

fragmented was confirmed by Council staff: with heritage affairs being the province 

of the environmental planning division, the arts falling to the community 

development division (with a comparatively small staff), and cultural tourism the 

responsibility of assorted agencies (Community Development Advisor, 2008; Senior 

Policy Planner, 2008). Despite the sunny lifestyle image that, like Nelson, Napier 

projects, the city has a dark underbelly of social deprivation and addressing this, 

along migrant settlement issues, dominates the community services agenda. This 

focus was encouraged by grants received from Government to address social 

issues (Ibid.). 

6.10 Conclusion 

Over the last 10 years there has been little significant change in Napier City’s 

approach to culture – it is essentially business as usual, albeit re-presented to 

comply with the requirements of the LGA 2002. Some effort was being made to 

schedule Deco buildings in response to international interest. Unlike Nelson, Napier 

lacked the rich mix of community and media interest in culture, but like Nelson, 

there was strong opposition to rates increases. Its strategies were conservative and 

capacity to implement them weak. 

The achievements of the ADT are considerable and demonstrate the advantages of 

focussed purpose, underpinned by shrewd, tenacious and imaginative leadership 

and committed volunteerism. Over twenty years the Trust has reconfigured local 

identity through the recognition and imaginative promotion of a cultural asset 

springing from a quirk in the town’s history. It has affirmed the architecture it set out 

to nurture, although not the level of protection and integrity aspired to as yet. It has 

shown that the built environment is more than a collection of physical objects. It is a 

repository of social and cultural memory, activated through interpretation and story 

telling; a platform for social animation and economic development through a regular 

schedule of events – but in so doing may have silenced other narratives.  

Napier is challenged to ensure broader histories are represented and that the past 

does not snuff out the development of a rich and diverse culture in the future. 

Balancing its heritage resource with other pressing social and economic demands 
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will be equally testing. The LTCCP framework had the potential to provide a 

mechanism for community discussion, identification of priorities and an integrated 

approach to decision making. In the case of Napier this is a promise delayed. 
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Figure 7 
 
Auckland City from Maungawhau (Mt Eden) 
 

Image Credit: Craig Whitehead 

 

Figure 7 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Figure 8 
The Auckland Region  
 

Map credit: The Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua    
localcouncils.govt.nz ngā kaunihera-a-roche  

 

Figure 8 has been removed from the digital copy of this thesis for copyright 

reasons. It can be viewed in the hardcopy held in The University of Auckland 

Library. 
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Chapter 7 

Auckland 
 

Auckland, you great arsehole, 
Some things I like about you 
Some things I cannot like […] 

The sound of the opening and shutting of bankbooks, 
The thudding of refrigerator doors, 

The ripsaw voices of Glen Eden mothers yelling at their children, 
The chugging noise of masturbation from the bedrooms of the bourgeoisie, 

The voices of dead teachers droning in dead classrooms, 
The TV voice of Mr Muldoon, 

The farting noise of the trucks that grind their way down Queen Street 
Has drowned forever the song of Tangaroa on a thousand beaches, 

The sound of the wind among the green volcanoes, 
And the whisper of the human heart. 

 
James K. Baxter (Baxter, in Weir, 1980: 597, 599-600) 

In 2010 the governance of the Auckland region was restructured to form the unitary 

Auckland Council representing a population of over 1.3 million and forecast to be in 

excess of 2 million by 2051 (Auckland Regional Council, 2010)75. This is portrayed 

as bold midwifery towards forging a cohesive, strategically minded, politically 

engaged metropolis out of the morass of suburban communities and fractious, 

fractured administrative authorities constituting New Zealand’s most urbanised and 

cosmopolitan region. The Royal Commission preceding amalgamation observed 

that pusillanimous and fragmented governance had undermined the “collective 

sense of purpose, constitutional ability and momentum” needed to address urban 

growth management, essential shared infrastructure provision (including cultural 

amenities), economic development, and the evolution of interesting places and 

activities attractive to the talented people and investors necessary to allow the city 

to compete internationally (Royal Commission on Auckland Governance, 2009: 1-

4). Lack of informed debate about the future, messy consultation and inefficient 

decision-making unreflective of citizen aspiration was of concern. The Royal 

Commission also commented on the unique nature of Auckland76, arguing it 

needed to define a compelling competitive identity, develop a critical mass of urban 

                                            
75 See Appendix 4. 
76 Distinguished from other Pacific cities by the quality of life it offered, and from the rest of 
the country by its scale and role as the international gateway. 
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skills and be valued and appropriately supported by the rest of the country as 

“Auckland’s success and New Zealand’s success go hand in hand” (Ibid.: 2). 

It has yet to be seen whether the new council delivers the civic identity, pride and 

collective energy its architects aim for. Or an internationally competitive urban 

economy (rather than one expanding through servicing its own population growth); 

or world-class equitable living standards; or indeed, whether it manages to 

overcome New Zealand’s tradition of fiscal centralisation and feeble local 

government to obtain vital infrastructure investment. Equally significant will be the 

degree to which mega-governance respects the diverse identities and aspirations 

of the region’s constituent communities and assuages its ambivalent stature 

outside the region. While Auckland has a particular magnetism, it is often painted in 

literary and popular discourses as an unplanned amorphous mass of soulless 

philistines, busy in the business of conspicuous consumption, wantonly heedless of 

the beauty of their natural environment and unable to craft a built environment to 

complement its scenic splendour, as flamboyantly captured by poet James K. 

Baxter. 

Despite its equivocal cultural reputation, Auckland has the population and 

resources to, in principle, plan and develop its cultural infrastructure and activities 

with greater sophistication than the provincial cities so far examined and to provide 

some insight into cultural planning in a New Zealand metropolitan jurisdiction. As 

with Nelson and Napier, the chapter begins by surveying the city’s cultural history, 

with some attention to theatre and the Museum, which exemplify some of the 

issues bedevilling Auckland’s cultural development. The main emphasis is on 

Auckland City Council’s (hereafter ACC) cultural planning and implementation. Both 

Wellington and Auckland developed cultural strategies prior to the LGA 2002. 

Wellington’s Arts Strategy was adopted in 1997 and Cultural Strategy in 2001. The 

latter expanded the former, including objectives targeting diversity, history, 

heritage, and recreation (WCC, 2001). Its implementation is doubtful: the Councillor 

chairing the committee responsible unaware of its existence in 200377 (Piper, 

2003). Auckland City adopted the Arts Agenda in 2000, declaring it a holistically 

                                            
77 It remained for many years on the council website, although superseded by a cultural 
well-being strategy in 2006. The 2006 strategy was under review in 2011 as it was judged 
too vague, a new “more detailed and focussed” “Arts and Cultural Strategy” is proposed, 
but is exclusively arts in orientation (WCC, 2011). 
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integrated cultural strategy and in 2001 it received a CNZ Creative Places Award78 

and hailed a national model: “visionary [….] the beginning of an exciting future for 

Auckland” (CNZ, 2001). 

7.1 From Tāmaki Makaurau79 to Auckland 

Auckland has always been different, with a subtropical climate and topography 

outlined by two magnificent harbours, with an isthmus built on a volcanic field with 

associated rich soils. Attractive first to Māori for these reasons and subsequently to 

European settlers it has, since 1886, been New Zealand’s largest city, its 

population accelerating relative to the other major urban centres particularly in the 

second half of the twentieth century – its port dominating from the 1920s, 

manufacturing from the 1940s, and international air traffic from the 1960s (Belich, 

2001). The city has continued to appeal to migrants from within New Zealand and 

overseas – for reasons possibly more complex than the established explanations of 

employment opportunities or the fringe benefits of being the country’s international 

gateway. Belich (Ibid.: 527) speculates that Auckland fits “an idealized and 

persistent Pākehā urban-ruralism, including a desire to combine city dwelling with 

‘outdoor living’ and outdoor recreation.”  This is, however, not a view always shared 

by its citizens. Captain William Hobson, the city’s founder and New Zealand’s first 

governor80, intended the isthmus to be a single administrative area and the nation’s 

capital from 1841-1865. After spluttering administrative reforms the Auckland City 

Council was proclaimed in 1871. It was smaller than Hobson’s intent and 

surrounded by tiny boroughs, with many urban functions allocated to ad hoc bodies 

(Bush, 1971). One hundred years later, in a lecture to mark the City’s centenary, 

then mayor Sir Dove-Meyer Robinson (in Simpson, 1972: 6) remarked on the 

difficulties of sub-central governance New Zealand style, and in particular 

Auckland’s:  

Because of the spasmodic and uncoordinated settlement of the isthmus, 
there has been no isthmus-wide plan of development. Every local authority 
has had sovereign rights of planning and zoning within its own boundaries 

                                            
78 The awards were established in 1999 to acknowledge the role of local authorities in 
fostering the arts and discontinued in 2008 as they no longer aligned with CNZ’s strategic 
direction. 
79 The Māori name for Auckland isthmus - translated as “place of a thousand lovers” or 
“place sought by many”.  
80 Hobson was a Lieutenant-Governor until 1841, until New Zealand gained independence 
from New South Wales. The first Governor was Sir George Gipps (1840-41).  
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[.…] the central city includes the port (from which the city receives hardly 
any rateable income) and the headquarters of many social, religious, sports, 
cultural and educational organizations [….] legally or morally entitled to a 
remission of rates. This means that the ratepayers of the city are 
subsidizing other surrounding bodies in the metropolitan area which can use 
amenities provided by the city [….] In the absence of any physical or natural 
boundaries on the isthmus, is there any need for the artificial boundaries 
that divide nine virtually autonomous districts an area which is physically 
one area, and should be one area politically? 

Local government was restructured in 1989 and the 32 territorial authorities and 23 

boards of the urban region in Robinson’s era were re-crafted into the four cities and 

three districts, an improvement on the past, but continuing the artificial divisions he 

railed against and without solving the problem of equitable funding. Regional 

government was introduced in 1963 with the establishment of the multi-purpose 

comprehensive planning and service agency, the Auckland Regional Authority, in 

turn replaced by the Auckland Regional Council (ARC) in the 1989 reforms. The 

ARC lost many of the service functions of its antecedent and was largely restricted 

to environmental planning and management (Regional Growth Forum, 1997). As 

Belich (2001: 527) observes, it had less power than the city councils and it was “[...] 

hard to avoid the suspicion that central government in Wellington prefers to divide 

and rule.”   

Auckland City remained the historic heart of the region, encircled by three ‘edge 

cities’, which sought to overcome their ersatz origins by fashioning their own 

identities, often through slogans. Identity crises, in so far as the superficialities of 

branding exercises can be taken as indicators, have dogged Auckland City – which 

has variously positioned itself (often after expensive assistance from advertising 

agencies) as The City of Sails, First City of the Pacific, and Auckland A - much to 

the media’s amusement: “[....] the Queen’s City has changed its jersey as often as 

the Auckland Blues”81 (Orsman, 2002).  

When Hobson elected to move New Zealand’s first capital from the Bay of Islands, 

he selected Tāmaki from many options despite the acrimony of the New Zealand 

Company, which petitioned vigorously for the next capital to be Wellington. 

Competition between the two cities was present from infancy. Principally Hobson 

appreciated the strategic advantages of the location for maritime transport and 

agriculture, as hitherto had Māori. He was also mindful of Māori rights and aware 

                                            
81 Auckland’s rugby team. 
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the majority lived north of Taupo. Māori were by far the greater part of New 

Zealand’s population at the time. Overriding Acting Surveyor-General Felton 

Mathew’s preference for a site in today’s Panmure, Hobson selected a location on 

the Waitemata waterfront for the original settlement and his officials negotiated the 

sale82 of a three thousand acre (1214 hectares) wedge from Ngāti Whātua for 

blankets, clothes, tobacco, pipes, pots, sugar, hatchets and a small sum of money, 

along with the “solid benefits of security and trade” the chiefs thought would flow 

from the establishment of the capital (Stone, 2001: 262). A regatta celebrated the 

transaction (Ibid.: 257), sewing the seeds of another abiding cultural ritual. Hobson 

named the town in honour of his British Admiralty patron, George Eden, Lord 

Auckland.  

Felton Matthew prepared the first town plan. While the map has enduring charm, 

little of it was accomplished. It was basically an orthogonal plan, but with some 

interesting flourishes compared to the designs advanced by the New Zealand 

Company. It featured a focal circus, two public squares, central service lanes, 

rhomboid street patterns on the periphery, a shipping basin, provision for 

reclamation and street names redolent of British Culture, for example: Victoria, 

Marlborough, Trafalgar and Waterloo, and prominent settlers, for example: Hobson, 

Shortland and Symonds. Like the Wakefield plans, it was criticised for lack of 

attention to topography and overly large allotments lending themselves to 

immediate subdivision and subversion of principle83. Early settlers ridiculed it as 

“cob-web” (Ibid.: 282) and a “feeble imitation of Bath”, with “absurd angles” and 

“engineering blunders” (Anon., 1923: 18). Latter day scholars have inclined to be 

kinder to the design than critics at the time (see Campbell, 1998), but another of 

Auckland’s cultural traits almost instantly corrupted it: speculation. Stone (1973: 5-

6) argues that Auckland was not exceptional in this; it was “[….] the most 

ubiquitous of nineteenth century Australasian vices.” Felton Mathew himself was 

not averse to the practice and ill regarded for it. In a popular history of the city, 

(McLauchlan, 2008: 19-20) argues that Auckland was created by unusual people, 

often on the make:  

                                            
82 There is some confusion over whether this was actually a sale. Ngāti Whātua maintain 
the land was gifted and goods exchanged at the time merely gifts symbolizing a deeper 
relationship. 
83 See Brand (2001) for a discussion on the early innovative design of Auckland and the 
subversion of the Felton Mathew Plan. 
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[....] misfits who rejected the conventional society of their homeland; and 
rogues who were rejected by the same society; restless adventurers, 
fortune-hunters, intent on going home rich; God-botherers who wanted to 
save savage souls; and those doing their duty by the British Empire and its 
supposedly superior race, albeit with profit in view, perhaps, like Mathew. 

Undoubtedly those wishing to ‘grab the block and screw the future’ (including 

Sydney-based speculators) were assisted by a government keen to encourage land 

sales – to raise sufficient money for much needed infrastructure and independence 

from New South Wales. Service lanes in Felton Mathew’s plans became 

thoroughfares, for example Elliot and High Streets. The Government survey was 

modest in the chain-width allowed for principal streets and these were few, most 

streets were merely alleys. Private owners then subdivided their allotments with 

meagre concessions to the public realm. While the “slender passage ways” (Anon, 

1923) of Auckland (for example: Elliot Street, High Street, Vulcan Lane, O’Connell 

Street and Durham Lane, are now admired for their intimacy and heritage charm) 

the city is challenged by an absence of streets with any majesty and a persistently 

frugal public realm. The footpaths are narrow and in popular areas, now colonised 

by cafés. While this has added to city animation, the pedestrian is cheated. Felton 

Mathew foresaw the importance of city squares – but there are few of these, offset 

by some well-loved city parks. 

The new capital mushroomed from a handful of tents into a small brick and timber 

town within a few years84 well provisioned with grog shops and breweries. An 1842 

immigrant described it thus:  

The town of Auckland lies in a hollow, and the houses are built close down 
to the beach. Some of them are very ‘natty’. Shortland Street appears to be 
the principle Street. In the meantime the first ship is the grog shop; the next 
is Mr McLean’s; the third a shoemaker’s, the fourth a baker’s; then a grog 
shop; next a pork stand; and then another grog shop. There seems to be a 
grog shop for every three of all the other trades out together. Shortland 
Crescent is a pretty steep hill. On top of it stands a church, the Customs-
house, bank and the public buildings, and adjacent the barracks (Graham, 
in Barr and Graham, 1922: 47-80). 

Many of the early buildings were imported pre-fabrications and the town itself was 

characterised by a lack of capital investment and an atmosphere of impermanence, 

reflected particularly in the timbered government buildings on Princes Street ridge 

(Campbell, 1998).  

                                            
84 See Appendix 4. 
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While Auckland’s supremacy as New Zealand’s administrative and military centre 

was short, but as a ‘city of capital’ its might increased. Apart from its natural 

environment (and scale and diversity in the next century), commerce was what 

made the city exceptional, although from the outset tainted by dubious dealings and 

instability. Land and real estate investment have long appealed as the fastest way 

to fortune, albeit hazardous. Burst property bubbles, finance company imbroglios 

and ruined nouveau rich remain an Auckland idiosyncrasy. Real advantage lay in 

trade and transport and the city flourished from the turn of the twentieth century, 

helped by co-operative dairying in its hinterland. Manufacturing and retailing 

developed – with entrepreneurs more solid than those associated with property and 

finance. Many thrived in an environment “[...] largely free largely free of class and   

religious divisions [….] Auckland provided the ideal opportunity to serve God and 

make money at the same time” (Hunt, 2010). Auckland City’s economy continues to 

be dominated by the property, business and financial services sector85.  

The centre of life shifted from Shortland and Princes Streets to Queen Street 

(picked out for prominence in Felton Matthew’s plan of Auckland’s main 

thoroughfares). Commercial development – banks, insurance offices and 

newspaper headquarters – sprang up around the Queen Street and Shortland 

Street intersection in the 1860s and by the 1890s impressive buildings in stone and 

brick had replaced the timber structures of pioneer period. Most failed to survive 

waves of commercial redevelopment over the following century. The Bank of New 

Zealand building – the first stage constructed in sandstone and Greek revival style 

between 1866-7 was reduced to a façade during the property boom of the 1980s 

and today is symbolic of how the city has treated its early heritage.   

Auckland’s form evolved from the 1880s, not according to plan or urban design 

principles, but according to engineering imperatives and transport technologies: the 

port (and associated harbour reclamation), railways, trams (horse-drawn then 

electric), and the automobile. The CBD is an island framed by a motorway system 

and connected to the rest of the city by bridges. 

 

 

                                            
85 See Appendix 4. 
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7.2 Social and Cultural Infrastructure 

Auckland’s cultural needs were initially met by a Mechanics Institute built “barn-like” 

on the corner of High Street and Chancery Lane in 1842, where public lectures, 

concerts, dances, meetings and adult education took place. Credited as “the 

birthplace of many of Auckland’s most influential institutions and societies”, it was 

sold to the council and became Auckland’s first public library in 1880 (Axford, 1971: 

41). Churches of the major denominations were built within the first decade of 

settlement on elevated sites designated by government; often temporary until their 

parishes raised enough to build permanent structures from stone, brick or timber. 

Campbell (1998) notes that priority was given to the construction of ecclesiastical 

infrastructure in the early settlement when the population was still relatively small 

and the high degree of co-operation that existed between different faiths to achieve 

a remarkable number of church buildings quickly. Many became important 

Auckland heritage sites. Churches also anchored communities as the city 

suburbanised.  

Concern for spiritual well-being went hand in hand with the construction of 

infrastructure for law and order: a gaol (1841), courthouse (1842) and military 

barracks (Fort Britomart, Fort Ligar and the Albert Barracks built between 1840 and 

1852). The first hospital was built in 1847. Initially the churches were responsible 

for education. Compulsory education was introduced in the 1870s, although not 

universally welcomed. Some saw it as unnecessary refinement in the basic brutality 

of pioneering and others as incursion on private liberty (Roughan, 2010).  

The Cyclopedia of New Zealand Company (1902: 239), patriarchal in bias, portrays 

an active civic social life, commenting quaintly that:  

Owing to climatic influences the Aucklanders are rather less energetic than 
their brothers in the southern and more bracing parts of the colony, but they 
are nevertheless, a pleasure-loving people, and in matters of social 
entertainment and sports of all kinds they evince an interest greater than 
that shown by any other part of New Zealand. 

It describes their predilection for seaside resorts, picnics, and sailing. Almost a 

hundred years later historian James Belich (2001: 527-528) noted similar qualities 

in what he termed “Pakeha folk culture”, marked by  “populist engagement” in the 
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landscape, as manifested in boats, bachs, beaches and barbeques86 and well 

supported by the Auckland’s sympathetic weather and maritime convenience. The 

Cyclopedia (1902) documents amateur athletics, cycling, rowing, yachting, boating, 

swimming, bowling, cricket, rugby, tennis, racing, hunting, golf, lacrosse, flying, and 

chess as Aucklanders’ early pastimes. Local societies favoured outdoor pursuits: 

acclimatisation, agriculture, horticulture, scenery conservation, poultry, pigeons and 

canaries. As in Nelson and Napier, clubs mirrored British class and gender 

distinctions. Freemasonry and friendly societies fostered social life and welfare. 

The Cyclopedia lists 51 Auckland lodges and societies in 1902, most established 

during the 1860s and 70s and mainly for men. Women socialised in the promotion 

of temperance.  

For a relatively small population there were a surprisingly large number of 

newspapers, most short-lived and of limited journalistic quality and political 

objectivity. The only survivor in the battle for readership and advertising revenue is 

the New Zealand Herald founded in 1863, and the only daily newspaper – in 

contrast to the 1860s when newspapers circulated morning and night (see Mervyn 

Lusty, 1936). 

Auckland’s spell as the capital was brief and primitive, with the nation’s significant 

cultural institutions forming in Wellington. There is, however, evidence of early 

cultural leadership. Reid (1972) argues Auckland can claim New Zealand’s first 

novel and significant writers in later decades, particularly those credited with giving 

the country (and Auckland) its own voice as discussed in the next chapter. The first 

Society of Arts in New Zealand was founded in 1887, the Elam School of Fine Arts 

began offering art education in 1890, and a number of professional painters 

emerged in the following decade. The Auckland Art Gallery, founded in 1888, was 

the nation’s first and remains its largest. The Auckland Choral Society performed 

Handel’s ‘Messiah’ in 1856 and had its own hall on Symonds Street by 1868. Burnt 

down several times before being replaced by a brick complex in 1872, it was used 

as the city’s concert chamber until the Auckland Town Hall opened in 1911 (Jones, 

2001). Orchestras formed towards the end of the century. The Auckland Orchestral 

Union set up in 1896 and became the Auckland Orchestral Society in 1903. The 

                                            
86 Others included ‘the holiday’, ‘rational recreation’ (such as tramping, climbing and skiing 
– considered morally improving) and environmentalism.  
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city was the first to have a university-based school of music, founded in 1889, with 

a chair appointed in 1902.  

Literature, the visual arts and music were gradually extended degrees of public 

support through facilities such as libraries, galleries, concert halls and dedicated 

university schools. The dramatic arts were, however, less fortunate87. Theatre was 

one of the most popular socio-cultural activities in New Zealand’s early towns and 

possibly the reason why it was slow to gain public largesse. Cinema diminished its 

everyday importance, but it was always a precarious operation and players formed 

and reformed companies in pursuit of capricious audiences. The history of 

Auckland theatre is instructive in community attitudes and compromised Council 

cultural policymaking and implementation over the last four or so decades 

(Wellington has a better record in providing support for facilities, professional 

companies and preservation of civic heritage).  

7.3 Auckland Theatre 

According to Reid, New Zealand’s first theatrical performance, The Lawyer 

Outwitted, happened in Auckland in 1841 (in the Albert Theatre adjoining the 

Exchange Hotel) and he traces the first professional theatre to a melodrama 

performed in the Albert Barracks ‘Military Theatre’ in 185588. Garrison theatres 

were established in many centres occupied by British regiments and offered 

professional performances, supported by soldier amateurs (Miller, 1966b). For a 

brief time, the Albert Barracks was the centre of Auckland’s social life. Amateurs 

sustained the visual and performing arts in early Auckland, as in New Zealand’s 

other fledgling towns. This tradition continued when companies from Australia and 

beyond began to tour from the 1880s. Suburban amateur theatrical societies 

formed in the early twentieth century and eventually some built their own 

community theatres, for example: the Little Dolphin in Onehunga (1966) and the 

Howick Little Theatre (1974).   

There is little about theatre in any of the major histories of Auckland but it would 

seem to have catered to popular tastes and initially mainly performed in hotels. 

                                            
87 The training of theatre professionals began when the Queen Elizabeth ll Arts Council 
established the National Drama School Toi Whakaari in 1970. A national theatre company 
equivalent to the Symphony Orchestra or Royal Ballet remains in abeyance.  
88 Miller (1966a) suggests professional theatre have begun earlier with melodramas 
produced by George Buckingham in a theatre in the Royal Hotel in 1843. 
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Auckland’s early purpose-built theatres were private ventures and only one appears 

to have survived – the St James Theatre. Now closed to the public, despite a 

vigorous campaign launched in 2010 to persuade the Auckland Council to 

purchase and refurbish it for live theatre (Denton, 2010). The demolition of His 

Majesty’s Theatre in 1987 rankles to this day. It was allowed to fall into disrepair by 

its owners, the Pacer-Kerridge Corporation, and stealthily demolished on Christmas 

Eve despite concerted public opposition. A car park replaced it for decades. 

Auckland’s first professional theatre opened in 1968, following the formation of the 

Auckland Theatre Trust in 1966. The Trust hoped to raise funds to build a theatre, 

but this proved impractical and it purchased Auckland’s first purpose built cinema, 

the King’s Theatre (1910) just off Karangahape Road converting it into the Mercury 

Theatre. From the outset, it was a difficult site. Not in the heart of the city and a 

heritage building requiring immediate modification and on going maintenance, it 

was also too large with a main auditorium seating 700. Tarling (2007) argues that 

Auckland City saw this as a strategic way of deferring the need to build a theatre for 

the city. Funding also came from the Arts Council, but the lion’s share expected 

from business and the public proved difficult to secure, Tarling observing that the 

American capital campaign fundraising model used was not sensitive to local 

circumstances where there is:  

Neither the number of wealthy people, nor the tradition of demonstrative 
giving […] Here it was more a matter of do-gooders with no great resources, 
trying to arouse conscience or interest among a few and looking for a 
subsidy from the state that had assumed wide responsibilities (Ibid.: 18-19). 

The Mercury closed in 1992 – the reasons for this were complex. The venue was 

too large, too old, under-capitalised and artistically outmoded. Financial crises were 

endemic and largely inflicted by the wider socio-economic and political context 

within which the theatre operated. The costs of sustaining a permanent company 

(even on low wages) and venue from an erratic revenue stream also proved 

problematic. There were tensions between governance and management (and 

within management). The audience for drama did not grow apace with the city, and 

fragmented local government did not lend itself to supporting a regional 

professional company. Furthermore, argues Tarling, Auckland’s newspapers 

devoted little space to the arts “another obstacle that theatre faced – the thinness 

of intellectual discourse on the arts in New Zealand. Not only were there few 

alternative voices, but criticism was not well founded in debate.” (Ibid.: 119). 
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During the 1980s the Auckland Theatre Trust looked to the ACC to include a 300-

400-seat theatre as part of the development of the Aotea Centre Development. The 

Aotea Centre deserves a thesis in its own right – as an exemplar of the difficulties 

encountered in building cultural infrastructure in the region, and although the city 

gained a substantial multipurpose venue when it opened in 1990 (including a 2,256 

seat auditorium and a 186 seat theatre, initially intended to be a rehearsal space), it 

was criticised for being profligate, architecturally uninspiring, acoustically 

substandard and so multipurpose that it failed to adequately address the needs of 

any particular performing arts genre.  Aotea 2, the planned 600-seat theatre 

included in preliminary designs, has never been built. Records in the City Archive 

attest to the difficulties Mayor Catherine Tizard (1983–1990) had in persuading 

Auckland’s 16 autonomous local authorities to co-operate in the venture, beginning 

in a 1910 proposal to create a civic centre and revived in 1970 as a centennial 

project. Ultimately the other local authorities and Government contributed modestly 

to the cost, which overran by 100% from NZ$68 million in 1985 when the contract 

was let to NZ$128.5 million, which “when placed alongside the $7,350,000 1970 

estimate for a more imposing complex […] stood as object lesson the Council 

preferred not to remember” (Bush and ACC, 1991: 269). It also contributed to the 

demise of the Mercury, which by contrast was somewhat drab, siphoning off opera 

and, more critically, the musicals, which had become part of the Mercury’s annual 

playbill offsetting less popular productions (Tarling, 2007). The Aotea was too large 

and too expensive to hire for companies like Mercury.  

The Auckland Theatre Company (hereafter ATC) rose from the Mercury’s ashes in 

1992, utilising the talent and skills nurtured there. It has never had a permanent 

venue89 or a permanent company. Although this may have contributed to its 

resilience, it has been seeking the construction of a purpose built home since 2005. 

By contrast Wellington has been relatively well endowed with professional theatre 

companies relative to its demography, Belich (2001: 526) observing that in 2001 

the city had three times the professional theatres of Auckland, while Auckland had 

three times the population. The disproportionate levels of subsidy supporting 

Wellington’s theatrical ecology have long aggrieved Auckland’s performing arts 

sector (Prast, 1999). The lack of performing arts venues in the heart of the city has 

                                            
89 It has relied largely on the use of the University of Auckland’s Maidment Theatre (1976) 
and the Skycity Casino Theatre (1997). Both have indicated that they are unlikely to remain 
available for hire by the ATC.  
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been confirmed over the decades in a series of reports commissioned by 

performing arts lobbies and the Auckland City Council itself. Companies have come 

and gone – most occupying substandard premises in disused or poorly adapted 

heritage buildings. To its credit Council refurbished the Civic (an Atmospheric 

Theatre built in 1929 as cinema) and refitted it as a lyric theatre in 2000. As it seats 

2,378, it is again too large and too expensive for local productions.   

7.3 Auckland War Memorial Museum Tāmaki Paenga Hira 

The Auckland Museum is a unique example of regional co-operation in cultural 

asset development and its funding arrangement became the model for a 

Government initiative to conquer parochialism. The Museum dates from the city’s 

infancy and proclaims itself first in the country (Auckland War Memorial Museum, 

2008). Undoubtedly Nelson and other centres might dispute this – but it grew from 

inauspicious beginnings in 1852 - two rooms in a Grafton Street cottage – moving 

to the Auckland Provincial Council Building in 1867 and the old Post Office in 

Princes Street in 1870.  This site was redeveloped by the Auckland Institute in 1876 

as a two-story purpose built museum housing a growing collection of significant 

Maori artefacts and natural history specimens. The Auckland Institute (originally the 

Auckland Philosophical Society formed in 1867) took over the Museum in 1869 and 

governed it until 1996. The ‘Auckland Institute and Museum’, as it was known in 

that period, was affiliated to the Royal Society of New Zealand (formed in 1867) 

and committed to research and education. Both remain important, but from the late 

twentieth century the Museum as a medium for cultural tourism has grown in 

stature - the ‘temple of scholarship’ eroding with the installation of popular 

interactive and experiential exhibitions. 

The Museum took on a role of a different complexion in 1929 when it moved from 

Princes Street to its present landmark site in one of the city’s oldest and largest 

parks, the Auckland Domain. Refashioned as the city’s war memorial, it evolved 

into one of the region’s premier cultural assets. A local firm, Grierson, Aimer and 

Draffin, designed the neo-classical building of Portland stone following an 

international competition. Public subscription, subsidised by local government, 

covered its construction. According to Bush (1971: 319), contributions from 

councils in the region, other than Auckland, were “niggardly” or non-existent until 

Auckland persuaded them to accept an annual levy covering operations.  
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The Museum was unique in this respect until the passage of the Auckland Regional 

Amenities Funding Act 2008 applied similar principles to the equitable funding of 

other arts, education, community facilities and rescue services of regional import90. 

Members of Parliament on both sides of the House united to pass the Act, although 

it was resisted by all the constituent councils, bar Auckland City, and subsequently 

subjected to legal challenge on grounds that the levies imposed in 2010 (although 

less than provided for in the Act) were too high given the current economic 

recession. The levy was up held, but there is every indication that parochialism and 

arts/cultural value ambivalences continue in the new Auckland Council, the 

Strategy and Finance Committee voting against regional facilities funding in March 

2011, the press noting this to be in contravention of Mayor Len Brown’s desire to 

transform Auckland into the “world’s most liveable city”91 (ACC, 2011c; Rudman, 

2011a).   

7.4 Culture and Auckland Governance 

Most of Auckland’s founding city councillors were small businessmen, a trait of 

many councils elected subsequently. While public health and utilities took priority, 

there was an early desire to make Auckland as “worthy” as the great European 

metropolis through the provision of cultural amenities to enhance “the cordiality of 

life” and a will to develop these “for the public generally and not for the exclusive 

benefit of a few capitalists” (Bush, 1961: 142-3). Libraries, a town hall, the art 

gallery and parks were developed in the decades thereafter.  

A free public library service had existed from 1880, but the first city library was 

incorporated, along with the art gallery, into an elegant French Renaissance style 

building completed in 1897, which also contained municipal offices until the Town 

Hall opened in 1911. As with many of New Zealand’s other early cultural initiatives, 

the establishment of these amenities was prompted by the benefaction of private 

individuals – in this case by Governor Sir George Grey’s gift of his library and 

paintings and subsequently, the Mackelvie art bequest. Ultimately the building was 

to become solely the City Art Gallery when a new central library across the street 

                                            
90 The Museum of Transport and Technology began to receive regional funding following 
the passage of the MOTAT (Museum of Transport & Technology) Act 2000 – a forerunner 
to the Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Act. 
91 This was reversed at a meeting of the Auckland Council’s Governing Body on 31 March 
2012 (ACC, 2011b). 
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opened in 1971. Community libraries opened in the suburbs from the early decades 

of the twentieth century. In Auckland’s LTCCP 2009-2019, the libraries – one 

central, 16 community and a mobile – were allocated the lion share of operational 

and capital funding relative to other cultural amenities identified in the Arts, 

Community and Recreational category (although parks and streetscapes, also 

included in this category received more) (ACC, 2009).  

Municipal bands, a choir and an organist were supported in the early decades of 

the twentieth century. By the end of the century, the Council was responsible for 

community centres, including Artstation (a heritage police barracks converted in 

1978 to support community visual arts programmes). It also contributed to the 

operation of the Museum of Science and Technology and the Voyager New 

Zealand Maritime Museum established in 1964 and 1993, respectively, by 

charitable trusts. While facility support perennially drained Council’s community 

services budgets it had also begun to fund arts programmes and events – notably 

free music in parks and the Pasifika Festival (a Polynesian cultural festival running 

since 1992).  

Meanwhile regional government, within its restricted mandate, limited its cultural 

role to heritage (with an emphasis on the physical environment) and to the 

provision of regional parks. NZ$10 million of the NZ$900 million assets, however, 

of the disbanded Auckland Regional Services Trust92 were made available to the 

region’s seven territorial local governments in 1998. This was “to be applied to 

significant projects in the Auckland region in the area of arts and culture”93 (the rest 

to be largely spent fixing transport and drainage), the National Government of the 

day resisting the arts community’s lobby for a regional arts trust. Five Councils 

decided to take the money and go it alone, generating an on going debate over the 

distinction between ‘regional’ and parochial. Waitakere City commissioned a report 

of minimal regional consequence on its arts infrastructure, and the peri-urban 

Franklin District spent its allocation on a ferro-cement bird sculpture redolent of the 

giant carrots and trout provincial towns erected in the 1980s as local identity icons. 

Auckland City and Manukau City elected to jointly set up the Arts Regional Trust 

Trust Te Taumata Toi-a-Iwi (known as ART), from their NZ$5.6 million share. By 

2010 ART controlled a capital fund of NZ$8.1 million and funded innovative and 

                                            
92 Created when the ARC was stripped of its commercial service functions.  
93 Local Government Amendment Act 1998 (b) (iii). 
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practical programmes supporting individuals and organisations in arts and creative 

enterprise (ART, Undated).  

This chapter will now explore how the cultural field was understood and translated 

into ACC plans from 1998, when it assumed greater prominence in policy discourse 

and the outcomes. 

7.5 “First City Of The Pacific” 

In 1998 Auckland’s citizens, incensed by a proposed public transport development, 

elected a council of a less conventional disposition with a balance of left-leaning 

councillors and new Mayor Christine Fletcher (1998-2001) an ex-conservative 

Member of Parliament. Priority was given to a review of the city’s 1996 strategic 

plan. Based on genuine consultation (a forum and workshops with 350 selected 

community representatives) an overarching vision for Auckland to be the “First City 

of the Pacific” by 2020 was adopted (ACC, 2000). This was a notch up from the 

“Outstanding City of the South Pacific” envisaged in the previous strategy. 

Auckland was rhetorically detached from the nation and positioned as an 

aggressive and successful urban competitor in the Pacific region. It was 

reconnected, however, in the “First City” vision as “New Zealand’s first city of 

commerce and culture – sharing energy, growth and creativity” (Ibid.: 13) where 

being Pacific is not only a geographic but a future commonality: “many peoples 

united in a proudly Pacific city” (Ibid.: 15). Culture was not explained, but its 

collocation with creativity suggested that creative expression (probably artworks 

and art forms) and innovation conferred distinction, rather than shared “ways of 

life”. This position was further strengthened in the collective values outlined in the 

strategy, where culture was subsumed into diversity, but differentiated from lifestyle 

and ethnicity.  

The Strategy set out seven priority outcomes: leadership, transport, diversity, 

environment, community, prosperity, and urban intensification. The “diversity” 

outcome was headed “Cultures and Culture” – where cultures, defined by ethnicity, 

age, gender, interests etc., and culture, ostensibly the arts, make Auckland an 

“immediately identifiable Pacific city” (Ibid.: 30). This priority aims to build positive 

multiculturalism (recognition and celebration of difference) and civic repute (based 

on a flourishing “arts and cultural” sector), mainly through events and festivals  

(Ibid.: 24) with “cultural entertainment precincts”, an artists’ quarter, a community 
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arts trust, and arts information were nominated as other milestones (Ibid.: 31). 

While not usually alluded to as such, cultural elements appear in the priorities 

supporting: community – arts and sports participation providing social glue; 

prosperity – a “unique identity” and Pacific/Asia brand offering a competitive edge; 

intensification – heritage and architectural styles constructing sense of place; and 

leadership – commitment to grassroots democracy.  

The interrelationship between cultural values and sustainability was not mentioned, 

save assertions that Aucklanders prize their environment. The plan, more 

manifesto than strategy, is resonant of the symbolic politics McGuigan (1998) 

detected in Blair’s Britain. Evaluation measures were imprecise and the strategies 

themselves, an uneasy mix of specific proposals and vague aspiration. The 

synthesis of city, commerce and culture proposed in the vision was largely 

unexplored. Consumption was privileged over production and the creative 

industries unrecognised. Auckland City’s strategic plans were voluntary exercises 

during this period and replaced by the mandatory LTCCP in 2002 – with more 

rigorous obligatory consultation, evaluation and accountability processes, and 

direct linkages to council budgets. 

7.6 Arts Agenda  

In 2000 Council adopted The Arts Agenda Rarangi take toi (hereafter the Agenda), 

described by Mayor Fletcher as “Auckland City’s first comprehensive strategy for 

arts and cultural development (where) […] its holistic approach recognises the way 

arts and culture are integral to a wide range of council functions” (ACC, 2001b: 4).   

The Agenda variously describes itself as a “guidebook“, “map”, “blueprint” and 

“framework”, and its purpose as the implementation of Council’s First City vision to 

enhance Auckland’s reputation as the “celebrated arts and cultural centre of the 

South Pacific” (Ibid: 8). It was the culmination of a two-year process of research 

and consultation, prepared in conjunction with the strategic plan. Initiated by the 

City’s Community Planning Group, it was one of a number of policies formulated in 

that era to improve decision-making, covering related issues such as events, public 

art, youth and facility partnership funding (where the Council assisted community 

and non-profit organisations to build sports and cultural facilities in return for public 

access). It was to have been reviewed in 2005, in alliance with the Council’s review 

of the First City strategy, but the LTCCP supplanted the latter. The Agenda 
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remained on-line as policy until the Council’s demise in 2010, shorn of references 

to the First City strategy and endorsements of its 2002 political architects94. 

The ambiguities apparent in the First City strategy are present in the Agenda. While 

there is obvious intent to shift the plan away from the arts tradition and embed it in 

a broader notion of culture – crossing a range of council policy domains – the plan 

falls short in accomplishment. References to “arts and culture” occur throughout the 

document, but they are neither separately defined, nor is the reason for their 

coupling explained. In the Agenda’s framing definition they become synonyms for 

“creative expression” and not the “ways of life” of Auckland’s people, which are 

informants (landscapes, buildings, beliefs, values) and the outcome (identity) of the 

creative process:  

Arts and culture includes all forms of creative expression, from individual to 
collective, from grassroots to professional and institutional. These forms of 
expression frequently draw inspiration from the existing natural and artificial 
landforms, built environments, belief systems and values, which shape who 
we are – our local, regional and national identities. By building on these 
foundations, arts and culture evolve, develop and enhance our cultural 
identities  (Ibid.: 3). 

The text routinely reverts, like its title, to referring to the arts alone, with culture 

evoked in relation to specific social groups – especially those defined by ethnicity. 

The Mayor stated that the Agenda would contribute to Auckland’s “First City” status 

and, above all, to furthering strategic ‘diversity’ and ‘community’ outcomes (Ibid.: 4). 

City distinction is foregrounded in the Agenda’s overarching vision – to enhance 

city’s “reputation as a celebrated arts and cultural centre” based on its “unique 

identity” – visible through art and implemented through Council partnerships with 

the arts sector and business (Ibid.: 8). Community and diversity are not part of the 

vision per se, but diversity – along with biculturalism, heritage and “Pacific Roots” – 

is alluded to as a facet of Auckland’s distinction. The essence of these is not 

explained. Cultural mapping, which might have provided some insights, did not 

precede plan development95 – it is flagged as an outcome (and limited to arts 

advocacy); with a small mapping exercise subsequently proposed in an urban 

intensification area (ACC, 2001d). 
                                            
94 Mayor Christine Fletcher, Councillor Victoria Carter (Chair of the City Attractions 
Committee) and Sir Hugh Kawharu, (Chair of the Ngāti Whātua o Orakei Māori Trust 
Board). 
95 Grogan et al. (1995), for instance, recommend a comprehensive inventory of cultural 
activities and cultural mapping occur at the beginning of the planning process, to inform it 
through the identification of resources, interest groups, opportunities and barriers.  
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The arts bias is hardly surprising given the development and review processes. 

Championed by the Mayor and Chair of the City Attractions Committee, it was 

formulated by a project team of four officers from the Community Development 

Group’s Leisure and Arts Division, two representatives from CNZ, and an arts 

consultant, in consultation with the arts and cultural sector (participants are not 

identified in the document but anecdotally most came from the leading arts 

institutions and organisations). Information was gathered through an Internet 

search for best practice examples and a “meta-data” audit of existing council 

research, with three focus groups (Māori artists, youth and the Asian community) 

plugging the gaps. This knowledge helped a think-tank of key stakeholders identify 

major local issues. Workshops across council portfolios and with councillors 

identified policy linkages and secured political support. Concerns over the lack of 

Māori representation were raised at another stakeholder draft-review forum. 

Council collaborated with Ngāti Whātua o Orekei to add this perspective and 

delayed the policy’s release. 

The Agenda has six goals embracing civic vitality and identity; the Treaty of 

Waitangi; arts promotion; community participation; infrastructure; and aesthetics96. 

Each is linked to strategies, actions and outcome measures; with the major review 

in 2005, and annual reviews by an “Arts Sector Forum” and “Reference Team” 

which, according to the Agenda, was to have been a representative cross-section 

of the arts and cultural sector (ACC, 2001b: 7). However, in later documentation the 

team is reported as “key people from the arts sector” (ACC, 2001d). On going 

policy development was the responsibility of a team of “Arts Planners”, but only one 

had a professional planning qualification. Most came from arts administration or 

community development backgrounds. “Art Services” dealt with implementation: 

events, community arts, and administration of arts funding programmes (ACC, 

2004c).  

Notwithstanding Mayor Fletcher’s “holistic” assertion, policy integration is variable. 

Indeed, one of the Agenda’s stated purposes is to sell the importance of arts and 

                                            
96  Goal 1: Vibrant Arts And Culture Centre Of The Pacific; Goal 2: Realising The Treaty 
Relationship Through Arts And Culture; Goal 3: Arts Advocacy And Marketing: Goal 4: 
Participation - Opportunities For All: Goal 5: Healthy And Flourishing Arts And Cultural 
Sector; and Goal 6: City Aesthetics Reflect Auckland City's Uniqueness And Identity (ACC, 
2001b). 
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culture to other portfolios (ACC, 2001b: 14). Connections between culture and 

urban planning are indirectly made under the first goal to make Auckland the 

“Vibrant Arts and Cultural Centre of the Pacific” through the revitalisation of the 

CBD (with major events, venues, public art and the definition of arts/entertainment 

precincts) (Ibid.: 10). And again in the sixth goal “City Aesthetics that Reflect 

Auckland City’s Uniqueness and Identity” (Ibid.: 20). This goal prioritises processes 

for placing artworks in public buildings and spaces and proposes to look for future 

opportunities to integrate the Agenda into urban design and environmental 

planning. The special significance of heritage to Māori is respected, but under the 

“Aesthetics” goal heritage becomes a public amenity to be identified and promoted, 

with no reference to Council’s management frameworks. The only measure listed 

for this goal is a public artworks tally. Sustainability is mentioned once – as an 

Agenda core value. 

Social and economic benefits are recognised, but traditional rationales prevail, 

where public benefits implicitly arise from high arts diffusion rather than democratic 

cultural development. Diversity is often reduced to place marketing and minimal 

consideration is given to popular arts or libraries as mechanisms for social 

inclusion. Libraries, potentially pivotal in the knowledge economy, are presented as 

venues for heritage preservation and display (Ibid.: 10), community arts (Ibid.: 16) 

and public artwork installations (Ibid.: 20). The strategy is focussed on creating an 

environment in which artists and arts organisations will flourish – but cultural 

tourism is only obliquely addressed (in Goal Three) and the creative industries 

mentioned briefly (in Goal Five and the Glossary97 (Ibid.: 18-19). The focus of Goal 

Five is infrastructure and development of a rational Council funding policy, not 

independent sustainable jobs.  

7.7 Arts Agenda Outcomes 

Greater arts prominence within council budgets, policy frameworks and the urban 

environment; a closer relationship between Council and the arts sector; and more 

staff were the Agenda’s major achievements. Between 2000/2001 and 2008/2009 

inflation adjusted operational funding allocated to “Arts and Culture” programmes 

increased by 243.5%; the Art Gallery by 65%; museums by 61%; events by 48% 

and ‘The Edge’ by 40% (ACC, 2001e; ACC, 2009a). The Edge’ is a CCO managing 
                                            
97 Drawing on the UK definition of the creative industries as “activities” originating in 
“individual creativity” which generate wealth (ACC, 2001b: 23).  
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the city’s major cultural and conference facilities – the Aotea Centre and Square, 

Auckland Town Hall and the Civic Theatre – and contracted to provide a 

programme of free and low cost community events. Libraries, by contrast, 

increased by 8.5% in this period, but remained the third largest expenditure item in 

the “Arts, Community and Recreation” budget line – outstripped by parks and 

streetscapes (ACC, 2009: 24). The exponential investment in “Arts and Culture” 

needs to be seen in context. It remained relatively small in relation to expenditure 

on historical ‘cultural’ facilities and was persistently oriented towards conventional 

arts support (community arts, grants to artists and arts organisations) rather than a 

broader conception of culture, or even of how art might now be understood and 

appreciated in the public context in the twenty-first century.   

Eight years after the Agenda was approved, the City’s Art Policy Manager 

conceded that it was fundamentally an arts policy (Civil, 2009). The Art Manager’s 

tenacity and advocacy for the arts, combined with political acuity, cannot be 

underestimated. Surviving four political transitions, she remained committed to 

development of a “flexiform” venue, flagged under Goal Five in the Agenda (ACC, 

2001a: 19) and eventually realised as Q Theatre98.  

7.7.1 City Vibrancy and Diversity 

The Auckland Festival was promoted as a regional celebration of Auckland’s 

“unique” Pacific style showcasing its artistic community, and identified as the key 

initiative of Goal One to develop Auckland the “Vibrant Arts and Cultural Centre of 

the Pacific” (Ibid.: 10). A feasibility study for this had been completed before the 

launch of the Agenda, which recommended the event adopt a ‘Pacific’ theme fusing 

the city’s cosmopolitan Māori, Pacific Island and Asian cultures, differentiating it 

from other New Zealand arts festivals (Ellis, 1999). The Council set up an 

independent charitable trust to develop it in 2001 (a financial model adopted from 

Wellington and Christchurch, as recommended in the feasibility study). The Trust 

Deed makes reference to creation of a festival of events “celebrating the distinct 

and unique characteristics of Auckland, in particular its Pacific style” (Anon., 2001: 

1), but arguably this has never been realised.  

                                            
98 This originated 2000 when the New Theatre Initiative Inc. brought together creative arts 
professionals from a range of disciplines to advocate for a flexiform theatre following the 
closure of the Watershed Theatre on the waterfront in 1996 to make way for the America’s 
Cup (Q Theatre, 2011).  
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The 2003 inaugural festival – beset by management and funding difficulties – was a 

pragmatic repackaging of local artistic events peppered with some high profile 

international performances and street spectacles. The 2005 festival extended this 

approach – with a programme of international acts and performances by leading 

city and national companies, with local flavour largely added by the visual arts, 

fringe acts and free events. It was, however, aligned with some of the city’s most 

successful ethnic festivals, including an extended Pasifika Festival, Asian Lantern 

Festival and International Cultural Festival (focussed on new migrants). The 

Auckland Festival 2011 replicated this model. Ethnic festivals constituted the most 

public expression of Auckland City’s commitment to cultural diversity and continue 

to be recognised as an important medium for celebrating difference in the Auckland 

Council’s (2011a) draft spatial plan. 

The Agenda was briefly aligned with work on intercultural development where 

Auckland City was a case study in 2005/2006 for the international Intercultural City 

Project led by the UK Comedia consultancy. This revealed that Aucklanders viewed 

their city as cosmopolitan, open and welcoming, but its minority cultures did not – 

perceiving ignorance about their ways of life creating barriers to their engagement 

in civic life and access to employment. The built environment was also judged to be 

unreflective of the significance of Māori culture and the city’s diversity (Brecknock 

Consulting, 2006: 3). The report went on to prescribe a series of actions: more 

inclusive representation and consultation in Council decision-making; education, 

such as using community events more strategically; appreciating and developing 

intercultural business opportunities; and strengthening the public realm. The 

recommendations had the potential to generate policy initiatives going beyond the 

ephemeral pleasures of festivals. These included intercultural literacy programmes; 

improving planning and design professional proficiencies in creating a city image 

and sense of place reflective of diversity (with particular consideration given to 

Māori and Pacific cultures); developing a planning and regulatory environment 

supporting intercultural events and business opportunities (such as markets); and 

increasing cultural understanding in district planning processes (Ibid.: 51-53). The 

case study was launched at the 2006 Arts Agenda Forum, the last to be held.  

There is little explicit evidence this work had any lasting influence on City activity, 

other than an Inclusive Auckland policy endorsed by the Council in 2007 to provide 

a framework facilitating interculturalism through festivals, foreign language 
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services, innovation in the arts and business and embedding of cultural needs in 

plans and policies, particularly those covering open space (ACC, 2007a). Inclusive 

Auckland no longer appeared in the policy schedule on the Auckland City Council 

website in 2011 and was likely dropped by the Council of 2007 – 2010 led by 

Mayor John Banks, which was of a more conservative disposition than its left-

leaning predecessor under Mayor Dick Hubbard (2004-2007). 

7.7.2 Cultural Democracy  

The Agenda’s fourth goal gives priority to access and participation in arts and 

cultural activities. The value of participation is presumed, with prominence given to 

community arts programmes. The provision of  “arts focussed advice and support 

in the community” (ACC, 2001b: 16) is the key initiative, suggesting a top down 

'cultural democracy' model, rather than a grass roots 'democratisation of culture' 

model, although the importance of culture in community development is 

recognised. Two community arts coordinators were appointed to implement this 

goal and focussed on the provision of support and advice for artists, arts 

organisations and community access to the arts (ACC, Undated). The relationships 

between community development and cultural development were unexamined – 

with a combination of both proposed in a “community cultural development model” 

(Ibid.: 17) designed, not so much at building community capacity (as suggested in 

the definition in the glossary) (Ibid.: 23), but at providing an instrument for the 

expression and understanding of cultural (ethnic) difference and providing 

opportunities for targeted groups – children, youth, the elderly and disabled – 

deemed disadvantaged rather than cultural agents in their own right.   

Over the next nine years the majority of community arts projects focussed on young 

people and often involved professional artists working with them, for example RAW 

(an annual youth arts programme) or support given to emerging arts, particularly 

those of Māori and, to a lesser extent, Pacific ethnicity. The community arts 

programme also engaged in commissioning art works in train station upgrades, and 

town and community centre redevelopments, which usually involved professional 

artists, sometimes working with communities. Funding and assistance were also 

provided in local festival organisation. The majority of funding for community 

initiatives was dispensed as grants through Council’s administration of CNZ’s 

Creative Communities scheme.  
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The Agenda committed Council to ensuring its assorted facilities and venues 

supported community arts programmes. Public and educational programmes 

provided by The Edge were, however, the only projects explicitly accounted for in 

Council’s annual reports – and a legal requirement of the annual grant made to the 

Aotea Centre. Indeed this was the only annual reporting on the achievements of 

Agenda actions per se. Artstation remained the city’s main community visual arts 

facility, but Council reduced its annual capital and operating budget significantly 

from 2010 onwards, contrary to the 2009/2019 LTCCP policy (ACC, 2010f: 33-4). 

There is no explanation in the 2010 Annual Plan or Council minutes to explain this, 

but one can speculate that community arts were of lesser importance than the large 

capital projects preoccupying the Council at the time99. All commenced in the 

previous electoral term, although the subsequent conversion of The Pah into an art 

gallery to house a private collection100 was a Mayor Banks initiative. Although 

relatively modest, competitive funding was available to professional performing 

artists through Council’s Arts Alive programme, increased in this electoral period 

from NZ$350,000 in 2009 to NZ$450,000 in 2010 (ACC, 2009c; ACC, 2010h). 

7.7.3 Cultural Advocacy 

Auckland City benefitted from other partnerships with CNZ, particularly through 

research into arts participation, which assisted in meeting some of the objectives of 

the Agenda’s third goal to raise the profile of the arts and promote benefits and 

values through public relations. The Agenda’s key initiative in this context, however, 

was the preparation of an “arts and cultural map” to establish what those benefits 

and values might be (ACC, 2001b: 14). In the end the CNZ arts participation 

surveys101 sufficed and were used primarily in advocacy to highlight the importance 

of the arts to Auckland’s citizens – particularly in the construction of identity, with 

ethnic diversity identified as the region’s artistic strength and distinction. These 

surveys are inherently problematic in terms of how the arts are defined and 

measured – but offer an interesting insight into how people perceived the arts. The 

high arts dominated popular consciousness, but other art forms were also 

nominated suggesting that some respondents conceived art more widely than 

                                            
99 The remodelling of Aotea Square and the City Art Gallery, Q Theatre and restoration of 
the historic Pah Homestead in Hillsborough.  
100 Owned by the James Wallace Arts Trust.  
101 See ACC and CNZ, (2006); ACC and Colmar Brunton, (2009); McNaughton et al., 
(2007). 
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fostered through public programmes. For Māori, Pacific and Asian respondents art 

was intrinsic to everyday life.  

7.7.4 Cultural Economic Development 

As noted the Agenda alluded to cultural tourism and the creative industries, but 

there was no information on the composition or significance of these sectors in 

Auckland and minimal strategy – other than the identification of arts and cultural 

precincts, creative industry clusters, artists quarters and arts enterprise incubators 

as potential areas for Council intervention. There was no elaboration on how 

Council might intervene other than its support for ART. In the glossary a distinction 

is made between arts precincts: “areas of the city which have a particular arts or 

cultural theme” and artists quarters: “areas of the city where a large number of 

artists live and work” (Ibid.: 23) – the latter received no support following years. 

Precincts were indicated in Auckland’s CBD Into the Future strategy published in 

2004, with accompanying an Action Plan 2004-2007, followed by another Action 

Plan 2008-2011.  

Culture is cemented into the CBD strategy’s vision, which aspires to transform the 

area into “one of the world’s most vibrant and dynamic business and cultural 

centres” over a decade (ACC, 2004a: 2). The prevailing discourse in this strategy is 

business competitiveness where cultural activities construct identity and contribute 

to vitality and attraction. Culture is then reduced to the arts in a catalogue of 

elements creating place distinction (Ibid.: 7). It is inferred in initiatives to foster 

“heart and soul” – with diversity, heritage, high quality art, architecture and design 

identified as crucial ingredients (Ibid.: 20).  

Specific plans were to be developed for defined ‘quarters’102, with the Aotea 

Quarter Plan the first and adopted in 2005. An action plan followed five years later  

(ACC, 2010b). Aotea was described as the “home and vital heart of Auckland’s 

arts, cultural, entertainment, convention, and political activity and infrastructure” 

(ACC, 2005b: 5). In reality the strategy was yet another attempt in a troubled 

                                            
102 Ten Quarters were identified. By 2010 only three plans had been prepared:  the Aotea, 
Victoria and Learning Quarters. The Aotea Plan was the only one to specifically mention    
culture and the arts.  
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lineage of initiatives to create a symbolic city centre103 and shore up Council 

investment in an area characterised by jumbled commercial and civic activity, banal 

architecture, inaccessibility and a limited evening economy. Design and transport 

improvements, an arts precinct and a convention centre were proposed. Synergies 

with the other quarters were signalled but these amounted to connectivity 

improvements. Unacknowledged issues in the plan were the competitive tensions 

and potential opportunity costs posed by other quarters identified in the plan; in 

particular, the waterfront quarter with its existing evening economy, proximity to the 

city’s Britomart transit hub and its adjoining 24-hour five-hectare mixed-use 

regeneration project. The public has also pressured for the development of iconic 

cultural infrastructure on the waterfront. 

Arts precincts are referred to in the Agenda’s first and fifth goals, with cultural 

vibrancy and support for emerging and established artists and arts organisations 

identified as their purpose (ACC, 2001a: 10, 19). In the event the establishment of 

only one appears to have been seriously considered – the South Town Hall 

Precinct – and this was in the context of the Aotea Plan. An Australian-based 

consultant undertook a Cultural Demand Study in 2004, which led to the 

development of a master plan for a “thriving arts hub” and “intimate” home for 

performing artists and their organisations, utilising character buildings in the area 

for venues, rehearsal spaces, creative businesses, cultural agencies, cafés and 

bars (ACC, 2005a; ACC, 2006a). Council nominated it as one of the projects to be 

developed in partnership with arts stakeholders in the Aotea Plan (which refers to 

key champions). Although the Q Theatre progressed, the precinct was deferred for 

three years in 2008 because of cost and indefinitely in 2010, undoubtedly 

bedevilled by the NZ$82.35 million project to fix the leaky car park under the Aotea 

Square and its subsequent landscaping (ACC, 2008d; ACC, 2010b). 

Notwithstanding the deferment, the 2010-2015 Aotea Action Plan emphasises 

international best practice in “the management of cultural precincts” and the 

rhetoric shifts to “placemaking” (absent in previous plans) with “urban design, 

community involvement, local economic development, and cultural values” creating 

“a lively and vibrant place, with events and activities, improved connections, 

access, safety and transport” (Ibid.: 5).  
                                            
103 It contains significant public land-holdings, including the City administration buildings, 
premier performing arts, entertainment and conference venues and the City Library and Art 
Gallery (with adjacent dealer galleries). 
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There is nothing concrete in this plan on implementation, which is dominated by 

tales of stakeholder affirmation and glossy images. There are few new initiatives: 

street improvements follow those budgeted for in 2009-2019 LTCCP and major 

projects noted were already underway, such as Aotea Square104. Another was the 

redevelopment of the Auckland Art Gallery. Initially motivated by the need to 

seismically strengthen the existing heritage building, it evolved into an NZ$121 

million undertaking to create “a world class public art gallery” and became a central 

element in CBD reinvigoration. Auckland City Council committed NZ$56.1 million to 

it, the balance coming from central government (NZ$31.5 million through the 

Regional Museums Policy) and the Auckland Art Gallery Foundation established in 

2005 to raise NZ$33.4 million (ACC, Undated). 

The plan, nonetheless, contained long-term aspirations, including a drama theatre 

and restoration of the St James Theatre. A venue study undertaken by Council in 

2008 attested to a serious lack of theatres in the city and confirmed “an urgent and 

high priority need for 250-350 seat flexiform theatre and 500-600 seat drama 

theatre”, with other venues also identified as medium priorities (Civil, 2008: 1). This 

provided sufficient momentum for the Bank’s Council to continue with the Q 

Theatre. The well-documented need for a larger theatre remained unacknowledged 

in the LTCCPs. In June 2010 the ATC approached the Council with a proposal for a 

theatre of this size in conjunction with an Auckland Savings Bank (ASB) 

development on the waterfront. The Arts, Culture and Recreation Committee 

endorsed this in principle, but as it was not in the plan it was referred on to the new 

Auckland Council105 (ACC, 2010d; ACC, 2010e).  

The absence of robust policy for the creative sector was a weakness of the 

Agenda, particularly given the concentration of media, publishing, fashion and 

design businesses in Auckland and Council's desire to establish sustainable 

employment for artists. The historic dominance of manufacturing and finance may 

have obscured the growing significance of the creative sector. No reference was 

made to it in the Council's Strategic Plan 2000. It possibly also reflected Council's 

traditional ambivalence to local economic intervention. At the time of the Agenda’s 

                                            
104  Completion of the Aotea Square upgrade – with the additional installation of a big 
screen for the 2011 Rugby World Cup. 
105 The ASB pledged NZ$6million. The Auckland Council called for another venue study 
and pledged NZ$12million conditional on the ATC raising the balance of NZ$25million by 
May 2012 (Orsman, 2012). 
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formulation the City did not have an economic development department and had a 

preference for ad hoc initiatives, often through arms-length partnership 

arrangements such the Arts Work Project (a partnership of cultural organisations 

and related interests launched in 2001) which set up The Big Idea | Te Aria Nu in 

2002 to provide an online network for creative practitioners. It is now governed by a 

trust formed in 2003 (see http: //www.thebigidea.co.nz/).  

It did commission the Starkwhite106 consultancy to advise on how Auckland might 

become a ‘Creative City’ capitalising on its “arts and cultural sector” (not signalled 

in the Agenda). Again the arts dominated: “Auckland should become a magnet city, 

with a creative economy underpinned by the arts as exemplars of the ‘seedbeds’ 

and ‘hothouses’ of the (sic) creativity and innovation” (Starkwhite, 2002: 58), with 

bromide arguments for knowledge economy values and need for better 

arts/business relationships. It capitalises on the discourses of its era. In particular, 

those articulated at the Catching the Knowledge Wave conference; Landry’s 

creative city thinking (with quotations sprinkled through the text); and the Blair 

Government “joined-up” thinking sloganeering. Culture is reduced to 

entrepreneurial behaviour – although lifestyle (undefined) is seen as one of the 

attributes to set the city apart. This report contributed to the CUBE (Creativity 

Unleashed by Entrepreneurs) competition, a joint regional and CEG initiative 

funded through CNZ’s Regional Strengths Strategy in 2004, using a commercial 

“ideas accelerator” model to elicit creative ideas that could be turned into 

sustainable business and non-profit enterprises (ACC, 2004b). Its branding of 

Auckland as the “Creative Capital of the South Pacific” was briefly picked up in a 

Council-backed attraction investment campaign, but like other attempts to find a 

persuasive catchphrase to encapsulate city identity it failed to catch on.  

Council’s attitude to economic matters changed following the passage of the LGA 

2002, when it established an Economic Development Group (hereafter EDG) – 

approving its first economic development strategy in 2008. This was preceded by 

research into Auckland’s creative economy in 2005, driven by the potential 

recognised by the head of the EDG, who had previously been associated with the 

Auckland Regional Economic Development Strategy launched in 2002 which had 

                                            
106 John McCormack (director of the Auckland Starkwhite dealer gallery) and Gisella Carr 
(arts consultant and from 2010, Chief Executive of Film New Zealand, the national film 
commission) prepared the Starkwhite Report.  
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identified the importance of “arts and culture” in the region’s development (ARC, 

2002).  

The work done by Auckland City on the creative industries is relatively 

sophisticated and robust. It leverages off the prominence given to the creative 

industries by the Labour Government’s GIF. The first report Snapshot mapped 

Auckland’s creative sector and its subsectors, identified as: design (including 

advertising, architecture, graphic design and fashion); screen production and radio 

(including television, film and video production, and digital media); publishing 

(newspapers, periodicals, books and authors); visual arts, crafts and photography 

(jewellery and silverware manufacturing, photographic studios, visual arts and 

crafts); performing arts (services to the arts, performing arts venues, music and 

theatre productions and performers); music (composers, sound recording studios, 

recorded media manufacturing and publishing) (ACC, 2005). Consultants were 

employed to undertake quantitative research on employment, growth and 

contribution to GPD; and qualitative research through interviews with practitioners 

(on business strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and potential role of local 

government in encouraging sector and sub-sector development) and creative 

industries specialists (to identify economic development issues for Auckland City to 

consider). Snapshot makes no reference to the Agenda, but does refer to the 

Starkwhite Report (both shared a common lead consultant).   

Snapshot confirmed Auckland’s national dominance in the creative industry sector. 

At the time, the Auckland region was estimated to have 51% of New Zealand’s 

creative employment (compared to 34% of total employment) and Auckland City 

had 73% of the region’s creative employment (well over 30% of New Zealand’s 

creative employment and rapidly growing in comparison to the national creative 

sector employment growth rate); with employment mostly concentrated in the 

central business district and its fringes (ACC, 2005: 8). In 2003 the sector was 

estimated to contribute 6.3% of the City’s total GDP; the leading subsectors being 

design, film and television, and publishing – in descending order. (Ibid.: 16). The 

creative sector was estimated to constitute a 5.1% share of total employment in the 

city, following property and business (22.0%), manufacturing (21.9%), wholesaling 

(10.7%), retailing (9.2%), health and social services (7.3%), education (6.5%) and 

finance and insurance (5.7%); and exceeding construction (4.9%), accommodation 

and food (4.9%) and transport (4.2%) (Ibid.: 17).   
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An action plan Blueprint: Growing Auckland's Creative Industries followed – 

prepared by EDG with assistance from key government and business stakeholders 

and a creative industries advisory group (established post-Snapshot). Three goals 

and nine strategies were identified including: profile raising (advocacy, marketing 

and events); enterprise support (business growth, fostering ideas and talent, 

developing business skills and drivers) and creating a sympathetic environment 

(understanding, business friendly and lively urban context) (ACC, 2007: 6-7). 

Actions were largely affiliated with Council’s existing plans for the CBD, events, 

arts, screen production, public art and urban design. Essentially the plan 

repackaged existing initiatives, e.g. the Edge, Arts Alive and grants to the 

Philharmonia and ATC, although reference is also made to creative sector activities 

receiving some Council sponsorship107. Council support for screen production, 

apart from event sponsorship, is delivered through Film Auckland. This regional 

venture grew out of initiatives originally taken by Waitakere City Council108. 

Blueprint’s acknowledgement of the importance of council libraries is more evolved 

than the Agenda’s, highlighting their use as venues for supporting and promoting 

creative artists and as repositories of information and sources of inspiration for the 

creative sector.  

Blueprint’s strength lies in Council’s acknowledgement of the creative sector and its 

commitment to leadership and support – in promotion, connectivity encouragement, 

building infrastructure and nurturing business development and creative talent. 

Essentially a public relations exercise, it flags possibilities but offers few concrete 

projects (let alone priorities), other than those earmarked already (including the 

South Town Hall precinct). The provision of affordable workspace for the creative 

sector, for instance, is an action, but only as an opportunity to be assessed. 

Support for incubation, acceleration, and enterprise development is mentioned as 

an action in a strategy fostering business growth, but nothing definite is tendered. 

The creative industries were mentioned once in Auckland City’s first LTCCP (2004-

2014) in connection with the ART. In the second (2006-2016) they featured more 

prominently as one of Auckland’s economic growth sectors and again in the third 
                                            
107 Air New Zealand Fashion Week, New Zealand Music Awards, New Zealand Screen 
Awards and Auckland Architecture Week. 
108 Film Auckland, is an industry-led regional marketing office established in 2003 to attract 
local and international film and television productions. It also provides grants to develop 
industry capacity. It is a chari 
society, receiving sponsorship from private funders and, until 2010, from the Auckland and 
Waitakere City Councils. It now falls under the auspices of and Auckland Council CCO.  
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(2009-2019) in connection with economic development, although less prominently. 

Towards the end of its life, Council reviewed its creative industry engagement, 

which amounted to little more than sponsorship (particularly screen production and 

fashion) and support for professional development and networking (ACC, 2010g). A 

protocol for streamlining consent and permit processes for film locations had been 

developed and Snapshot statistics updated in 2007 and 2009. This took account of 

employment measurement changes introduced by StatsNZ (source of Council’s 

data), which confirmed observations made in 2005 about the significance of the 

creative sector in Auckland City and its region. In 2008 the sector was estimated to 

contribute 6.6% of the city’s total GDP, despite the impact of the current recession 

(although this had affected architectural services, commercial design and 

advertising) (ACC, 2009b).  

This work gave the sector some credibility in subsequent planning agendas – the 

Council’s 2008 Economic Strategy recognised the creative industries as adding 

value and stimulating innovation across the economy, along with offering a point of 

distinction from the rest of the country (ACC, 2008c). It excited the local media and 

perhaps its greatest value lies in its articulation of economic vitality in a city 

seemingly blind to its creativity – and deferential to Wellington, which although 

having the largest number of recurrently government subsidised cultural 

institutions, a handful of high profile arts icons such as filmmaker Sir Peter Jackson 

and the Weta Workshop and aggressively successful “creative”, “cultural”, “cool” 

branding lacked the rich mix of unique events, independent theatre and creative 

professionals (Wilson, 2009). Auckland’s reputation for philistinism and related 

inferiority complex, and inability to secure talent for long in the globalised creative 

labour market are identified as challenges. 

7.7.5 Art, Culture and Place 

The Agenda led to work for some artists – creating new public artworks and as 

collaborators in community projects at the neighbourhood level, particularly those 

designated for urban intensification (ACC, 2004b). As a contribution to realising 

Goal Six an arts ‘planner’ (with arts management experience, not a planning 

qualification) was appointed when the Agenda was approved, with special 

responsibility for public art – although much of his time was devoted to the 
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development of policy for decommissioning it, along with establishing an online 

inventory, primarily for the purposes of asset management (Arts Planner, 2005). 

Auckland’s first public art policy was adopted in 1999. Concentrating on the CBD 

(but expected to be a model for the wider city), it purported to conceptualise public 

art broadly as artworks (installations, exhibitions, events, performances – 

permanent or temporary); created by artists, architects and urban designers 

working collaboratively; involving the community; and integrated into publically 

accessible architecture or an urban space (ACC, 1999). While its intent was to 

arouse community awareness of the value of public art, enhance Auckland’s 

“unique” “Pacific” environment and address cultural diversity, its primary thrust was 

guidance on the commissioning, placement, maintenance and promotion of an 

urban artwork collection, overseen by a new council subcommittee. This consisted 

of elected members and directors of the Art Gallery and Planning Services 

(possibly reflecting the importance of the floor space bonus for the acquisition of 

artwork in the Central Area District Plan).   

Public outcry over the proposed removal of artworks in 2005 led to the formulation 

of a specific policy designed to provide greater rigor in de-accessioning, along with 

increased respect for artists’ rights and artistic integrity. It highlighted the 

importance of public art in quality urban design (ACC, 2006d: 1). This rhetoric was 

barely present in the Agenda, although the “aesthetic” objectives of Goal Six allude 

to the importance of art in creating identity and amenity, of artists working with 

planners and design professionals, and of Agenda principles being included the 

development or review of city plans and urban design codes. 

The Ministry for the Environment (hereafter MfE) released the New Zealand Urban 

Design Protocol in 2005 and improving Auckland’s performance in this area was to 

become a substantive focus of the Hubbard-led Council with a mayoral task force 

that year calling for a “design-led transformation” of the city through ‘fast-tracking’ 

of rules and processes, along with champions appointed to accelerate the creation 

of “memorable places and spaces” (ACC, 2005d: 1). Culture, in so far as it was 

mentioned, was changing council culture – to oppose “bad” design. It was a clarion 

call for action – notably absent were any references to Auckland’s “Pacificness”, 

Māori or ethnic diversity. This document aspired to a future “world class creative 

city” (Ibid.: 2), where heritage (still to be identified), community arts (to strengthen 
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local sense of place) and public art (more commitment financed through a possible 

“percentage for art levy”) were mentioned once respectively (Ibid.: 5-6).  

An urban design champion was immediately appointed and several years later the 

City approved an urban design framework. The “First City of the Pacific” vision re-

emerged, to be achieved, inter alia, through a distinctive and visually recognisable 

“South Pacific” atmosphere created through diverse ethnicities “its tangata whenua, 

Māori, Pacific and multicultural identity” (ACC, 2007b: 1). This was largely to be 

achieved through identification, interpretation, preservation and enhancement of 

sites of natural and cultural significance; education; commissioning of new 

bicultural projects and development of cultural quarters (Ibid.: 14-15). Although 

extravagantly illustrated with examples of public art, there is little particular 

reference to art - beyond its role in creating a more “beautiful” city through its 

integration with the built environment (Ibid.: 22) and inclusion in CBD and town 

centre upgrades, assisted by the private sector (Ibid.: 23). Connections with other 

Council policies, including the Agenda, Events Strategy and the CBD Public Art 

Work Development Plan (hereafter PAWDP) are also acknowledged. Earlier, in 

2003, Auckland City established the nation’s first urban design panel to provide 

independent advice to its officials and property interests on development proposals 

in the central city. Panel members were drawn from the architecture, planning, 

landscape architecture and property sectors – there was no representative from the 

arts, indeed the community at large. 

Council approved the PAWDP in 2006, replacing the 1999 policy and aligned with 

the 2004 CBD strategy, which flagged an artwork site plan. This was based on a 

very different philosophy from its predecessor and informed by a research report 

prepared by an architect and landscape architecture consultant, along with focus 

groups of built environment professionals, artists and academics.  

The PAWDP endeavoured to move beyond ‘plonk art’ practices where artworks are 

deployed to decorate or humanize space, with site relationships incidental, public 

engagement minimal and corporate values predominate. Instead public art was 

conceptualized as a process, enabling wider public participation (commercial, retail 

and residential communities are identified), and aligned with the disciplines of 

architecture, planning and urban design through collaborative site-sensitive 

initiatives (ACC, 2005c). Greater emphasis was given to the role of artists and the 

community in the conception, development and transformation of spaces for public 
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life. Public art was also claimed to be a philosophy or principle, as opposed to a 

work, and not constrained to large permanent installations. It embraced small, 

subtle, temporary, digital and internal (but publically accessible) initiatives, as well 

as the detail of signage, paving, flooring, textiles and ceramics etc. The plan hinted 

at the politics of public art and its deployment in the context of social justice, but 

was essentially about aesthetics – now in thrall to establishing identity, albeit 

democratised – and largely about the production, rather than reception of public art 

(modest consideration is given to its audiences).  

It did honour the Agenda’s commitment to Ngāti Whātua o Orakei and the 

importance of reflecting, more generally, Māori worldviews and history in 

Auckland’s urban fabric. A second cultural theme was the Polynesian perspective 

and potential for reimagining public space through alternative time-space 

conceptions. A third theme proclaimed the importance of intercultural connections 

and the challenges of difference, although emphasis was on art challenging the 

status quo, with a reference made to the need for art policy to be responsive to 

other cultures (reduced to ethnic minority cultures). These themes were used, 

along with cultural mapping (including an analysis of topography, landscape values, 

facilities and spaces, pedestrian and transit routes), to identify networks of 

relationships, or “wandering lines”, and 55 sites where public art might be installed 

within walking distance of each other. It also proposed that the utilitarian bridges 

into the central business district be transformed into features through artwork and 

lighting. While new to Auckland City, art bridges and collaborative art/design 

practice had been very successfully developed by Waitakere City Council, 

beginning with the Sites Pacific Symposium in 1998, held in partnership with CNZ, 

which strongly advocated for the involvement of artists in place making and public 

architecture (see Waitakere City Council, 2002).  

Both PAWDP and the Urban Design Framework referred to a report purporting to 

define Auckland’s ‘sense of place’ or an “individual’s experience of a physical 

location”, later broadened to encompass distinctive meanings and experiences 

gained by citizens and visitors (ACC, 2001c: 1). Although approved by Council in 

2001, it was neither acknowledged in the Agenda, nor other major strategic 

planning documents. The report states it was prepared by the Council’s Community 
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Planning Group109 and is conceptually more confused than an earlier published 

draft (see Toy and Haines, 2001), which also contained ambiguities and 

inconsistencies. In both, ‘culture’ is identified as an attribute contributing to sense of 

place. In the draft, culture embraces heritage/cultural landscapes, demographics, 

ideology, history, custom, spirituality and waahi tapu (Ibid.: 7). In the final report, 

“culture” is listed under “Social/Cultural” attributes (along with leadership, 

demographics, events and activities, behaviour, waahi tapu, expression, 

language/dialogue, relationships and religion) (ACC, 2001c: 7). “Heritage/history” is 

identified as an external influence (along with economics, governance, time and 

climate). No explanation accompanies this classification. Likewise the statement 

that “For many Aucklanders, one word embodies the essence of Auckland:  

“Pacific” is unattributed (Ibid.: 15), although the draft suggests partially established 

through focus group (without commentary on size and representation) and that its 

views were held by “many other Aucklanders” (Toy and Haines, 2001: 13. A “brand 

pyramid” was constructed from the focus group deliberations identifying Pacific 

“essence” and elements for application in design110. Perhaps more about marketing 

and affirming the City’s current strategic brand, than a deep interrogation of what 

sense of place actually means to Auckland’s citizens, individually and collectively; it 

was, however, one attempt to capture what it might mean to be ‘Pacific’ – albeit 

significantly flawed in terms of substantive evidence supporting its sweeping 

conclusions and recommendations.  

The PAWDP was cerebral in its approach to space and place, cultural meaning and 

creativity, and democratization of art. It was not entirely successful in articulating 

coherent policy reflective of these understandings, nor did it resolve the tensions 

inherent in the different paradigms of public art as outlined by writers such as Kwon 

(1997) and Miles (1997). It did, however, explore other ways of thinking about the 

area that were not obviously traversed in the formulation of the CBD strategy, 

although much research was commissioned for it. This covered standard inquiries 

into activity, economic profile and employment, resident and visitor perceptions etc. 

(ACC, 2011). In 2005/2006 the Council also completed a CBD Public Activity 

                                            
109 The earlier draft attributes it to two officers from the Group, with assistance a landscape 
architecture firm, Māori architect, communications and marketing consultant and a 
representative from Ngāti Whātua o Orakei.  
110 For example: ‘Pacific’ colours (sea and sky blue, yellow sunlight, green grass and trees, 
red scoria grey/black basalt and white) and cultural images (ranging from taniwha and tapa 
cloth to volcanic cones and the Skytower).  
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Strategy, complementing the Events Strategy and providing for urban animation 

initiatives (ACC, 2007c). By 2010, however, neither this strategy nor the PAWDP 

were listed in Auckland City’s online plans and policies, although referred to in 

policies that remained on the site. 

In its first LTCCP (2004-2014) Council committed to installing three public artworks 

a year between 2004-2007 (ACC, c.2004). Specified totals disappeared in plans 

following, although Council remained dedicated to providing leadership, forming 

partnerships and building artworks enhancing the public realm (ACC, 2006c; 2009). 

Certainly between 2004-2007 there was a surge in public art installation – assisted 

by the P.A. Edmiston Trust111 which largely funded eight sculptures forming the 

beginning of a sculpture walk in the Auckland Domain. The Auckland City Sculpture 

Trust 112 (formed in 2001 to raise funds for contemporary city art works, mimicking 

the Wellington Sculpture Trust set up in 1982) commissioned three for a waterfront 

trail. There was new public art in some of the city’s town centres, some 

commissioned by private trusts or by the City, often through community boards. 

Public art also became a feature of central city upgrades – and overall there was 

evidence of greater Māori representation and commissioning of Māori artists, less 

so Pacific artists. A sculpture gifted to the city by the Chinese community had a 

fraught history, when local residents objected to its installation in the city’s rose 

gardens, claiming lack of consultation and an aesthetic clash with the proposed 

environs. It was subsequently re-sited in the Auckland Domain in 2005.   

During these years the media reported great controversy over Council’s public art 

initiatives with funders, artists and citizens often dissatisfied with process or 

aesthetic outcomes. The mothballing or relocation of cherished works in city 

makeovers, protracted and expensive resource consenting, technical and 

maintenance issues and the loss of public amenity in exchange for quasi-privatised 

public art collections acquired through the floor area bonus formula were common 

threnodies. Urban design clashed with popular memory (notably the repeated 

attempt to dismantle a suffrage memorial to make way for a grand entrance to the 

remodelled city art gallery) (Rudman, 2005). A subtle glass and light artwork 

                                            
111 A 1946 bequest for art projects.  
112 The Trust has yet to gain the momentum of its Wellington counterpart and anecdotally 
found the City’s red tape challenging. 
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representing a stream that once ran down the main street, met with such critical 

distain that the artist asked to have her name removed from the pavement plaque 

claiming that she had been limited to conceptual development (Orsman, 2007). 

Public art is inherently controversial, compromised by the diverse tastes of the 

citizenry and the multiple purposes it attempts to serve. A consistent theme in 

Auckland media critique, however, was how out of touch Council politicians and 

particularly its officers were with the people. This was not only so of public art, in 

which they were criticised for making judgements in which they lacked expertise, 

but also in the reshaping of city spaces and seemingly endless, expensive and 

futile attempts to rejuvenate Queen Street, which according to the New Zealand 

Herald looked “[...] at the end of the $43.5 million makeover […] like the main street 

of a tired old provincial town, slowly dying since the state highway through town got 

bypassed” (Rudman, 2011b).    

Although innovative and relatively sophisticated in its attempt to address cultural 

nuance, the PAWDP was replaced by another113 approved by the Arts, Culture and 

Recreation Committee in May 2008. It was city-wide and emphasized clarity of 

process and articulation of council goals – to wit, innovative art of high quality, 

reflective of Auckland’s heterogeneity, elevating civic pride and identity, while 

“generating surprise” to enhancing the city’s attractiveness as a place to live, work 

and visit (ACC, 2008b: 3-4). Gone were the philosophic ruminations and principles 

of the PAWDP. 2008 principles shifted from the democratisation of public art to 

foreground expertise  – in the fields of art, architecture, urban design, and culture. 

Tangata whenua, neighbourhoods and communities were identified as three of 

many partners. Gone too, the Council’s Public Art Sub-Committee, with the Arts, 

Culture and Recreation Committee now guided by an external Advisory Panel for 

Public Art (artists, curators, architects, urban designers, arts professionals and the 

director of the Auckland Art Gallery). The subsequent constitution of this panel in 

November 2008 strongly favoured artists, curators and arts professionals. The 

consumer had no voice.  

A dedicated public art fund of approximately 1% of eligible capital works budgets 

was aspired to – with the caveat that it be used to leverage funds from the private 

sector. A public art component was required for all major capital projects requiring 

                                            
113 Prepared by consultant Robb Garrett. 
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urban design review. The role of public art in serving urban design goals 

(distinction, beauty and human experience) is prominently asserted in this 

document – with “tangata whenua, Māori, Pacific and multicultural” identities 

reaffirmed as ingredients of Auckland’s visibility as a place of the South Pacific.” 

(Ibid.: 7). A restatement of the Council’s “First City of the Pacific” vision is reference 

to ‘Pacific-ness’ in the policy.  

A public art manager (as opposed to a ‘planner’) was appointed in late 2008 to 

implement the policy. Swedish art historian, critic and curator, Pontus Kyander (in 

Launder, 2009: 11) was less bothered about supporting local artists, announcing 

early in his brief sojourn (he returned to Scandinavia in late 2009) that he wanted to 

return to the Council’s position in the 1970s and re-engage with international 

artists, commenting:  

There’s a strange lack of confidence in one’s own identity to need it 
reaffirmed in every corner. Good local art should stand comparison with 
good international art [….] I think that part of being an international city is 
being part of international web of meeting points and collaborators. 

He was an interesting appointment, given Council’s born-again conversion to urban 

design, finding the city’s central public spaces already cluttered with sculpture and 

over-designed “I think that the problem with the world is there is too much 

creativeness everywhere” (Ibid.). Claiming space to be the greatest asset, he 

proposed that the city be a “Permanent Venue for Temporary Art” (Ibid.), which 

might better capture challenging and shifting social and political issues – 

notwithstanding Council’s stated right to veto anything controversial (ACC, 2008b: 

5). His legacy was the continuation of the Living Room event, light boxes in the 

CBD with changing exhibitions and a quasi-temporary art trail Micro Sites in the 

city’s university quarter. The minutes of the Art, Culture and Recreation Committee 

for the electoral term 2008-2010 indicate that apart from these, the public art 

programme proceeded much as before, with the decommissioning or re-siting of 

works in areas being upgraded and planning for new works, predominantly in the 

CBD or for the Rugby World Cup 2011 (ACC, 2010c). The minutes of 14 May 2008 

recommend the establishment of a Public Art Capital Fund in the 2009-2019 

LTCCP. There is no reference to this in the plan, although public art appears as a 

specific operating expenditure budget item for the first time (ACC, 2009: Vol.2: 43). 
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7.8 Long-Term Council Community Planning  

Although the Agenda remained an Auckland City policy until its end, it was never 

reviewed as previously noted and superseded by the LTCCP processes and the 

rhetoric of ‘cultural well-being’. Auckland City’s transitional 2004-2014 LTCCP was 

similar in format to previous annual plans – where culture was an activity and 

grouped with arts and recreation (corresponding with Council’s committee structure 

and allocation of responsibilities). “Cultural well-being” is mentioned twice, as 

something the community will be consulted on, but the phrase is not used again in 

the discussion on Community Outcomes, which were derived from the 2000 

strategic plan (ACC, c.2004).   

Discussion around a new set of Community Outcomes commenced in 2004 

through the Future Auckland project, which identified a series of themes: 

collaborative, inclusive governance; economic development and prosperity; 

integrated, planned, quality transport systems; sustainable, managed urban growth; 

unique, sustainable natural environment, valuing diversity and fostering creativity, 

vibrant safe communities, and enhanced community well-being (ACC, 2004d: 20). 

There is a shift in council discourse in the diversity/creativity theme, which 

emphasises cultural rights and migrant/refugee issues rather than art. Art is 

mentioned only in relation to Māori and expression of Auckland’s identity, although 

the commentary asks whether Pacific and Asian practices should also be included. 

Creativity is valued for its contribution to identity and city life – but its political 

dimensions are probed in the commentary which asks whether its correlation with 

diversity and emphasis on celebration masks the darker issues of social exclusion, 

while at the same time accentuating the ‘entertainment’ value of other ways of living 

(Ibid.: 26). Heritage (Māori and general) is mentioned in the context of urban 

growth, as a unique feature of the city that must be retained and enhanced (Ibid.: 

24).   

In contrast, the 2004 Arts Agenda Forum discussions on the draft Community 

Outcomes focussed largely on the arts – although a need to “encourage a cross-

cultural” environment was expressed (ACC, 2004: 3). Of concern was the 

conceptual imbroglio presented by culture – now conflated with, but also 

distinguished from art, recreation, identity and ethnicity. Creativity and diversity 

were seen as integral to all the themes outlined in the document, but pigeonholed. 

Of concern too, was lack of acknowledgement given to the economic value of 
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culture (the document identified eco-tourism, but not cultural tourism, as an 

Auckland opportunity). In line with ‘creative city’ thinking, it was suggested that 

creative process should be present in all areas of council operation. Diversity was 

considered problematic in that it was too often elided with ethnicity. Moreover, the 

search for a brand suggestive of Auckland’s ‘unique’ identity ran counter to the 

city’s diversity claims in the view of the participants 

Auckland’s Community Outcomes were finalised in 2005 and informed the revised 

LTCCP 2006-2016. In this plan cultural well-being is only mentioned in relation to 

the Community Outcomes114. Being the first city of the Pacific remained the 

overarching long-term vision. In the new subthemes, however, the discourse shifted 

to Auckland being a “World leader”, “Global city”, “World class” and “Sustainable” 

(ACC, 2006b: 13). In deriving the vision, the Community Outcomes were one of 

four factors taken into consideration – the others being an assessment of 

Auckland’s advantages (natural landscape and community diversity), international 

successful city models, and future trends predicted to affect the city (Ibid.: 14). 

Unlike the previous plan, community development, libraries parks, sports fields, 

and civil defence are considered under the rubric of “Arts, Culture and Recreation”, 

but city and environmental planning remained under “City Development” – the other 

categories of “business” being “Civic Leadership” and “Transport”. The contribution 

prioritised activities make to the vision are listed, along with milestones. Community 

Outcomes for each category are also listed, followed by an illustration: “Auckland is 

interesting and enjoyable (e.g. Auckland events strategy); Auckland is creative and 

vibrant (e.g. funding for The Edge)” (ACC, 2006c: 14).  

Despite visionary rhetoric and LGA 2002 requirements, the plan suggests Council 

shifted minimally from its established programme – rather the Outcomes (apple pie 

generalities at best) were used to justify business more or less as usual and 

measures proposed to evaluate them are simplistic. A progress report undertaken 

in 2008 indicated a high degree of general satisfaction in Outcomes associated 
                                            
114 Cultural well-being was not defined, but the three outcomes relating to it were: 1) 
“Auckland is interesting and enjoyable” (measured by the percentage of people playing 
sport or taking part in community and recreation activities and a residents’ survey); 2) 
“Aucklanders welcome diversity” (measured by the number of Māori speaking Te Reo, 
number of people from other ethnicities settling in Auckland, residents views on diversity 
and number of people speaking more than one language) and 3) “Auckland is creative and 
vibrant” (measured by the percentage of people actively taking part in cultural activities, 
residents’ views on Auckland being creative and vibrant, number of people employed in the 
city’s creative sector and its contribution to GDP) (ACC, 2006c: 172-3).  
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with cultural well-being, but evidence of how Council activities had made an impact 

was lacking, for example, on the number of Māori speaking Te Reo or numbers of 

those employed in the creative sector (ACC, 2008a).  

Perhaps a test of more significance lay in the ballot box and the 2008 election 

return of a conservative Banks-led council on a platform promising to keep property 

taxes down. The LTCCP was reviewed again in this political cycle and funding cut, 

or more often deferred, under the mantra of “affordable progress” for a range of 

capital projects (mainly infrastructure and town centre improvements), but retained 

for the major arts infrastructure projects in the CBD (ACC, 2009: Vol.1). Q Theatre 

survived after significant lobbying. 

The cuts to operational funding were obvious in the LTCCP’s headlines. 

Community development was targeted and later reflected in cuts to community arts. 

While the ‘First City of the Pacific’ vision was retained, the 2006-2016 “world 

leader”, “world class” and “big city baseline” strategic themes were replaced by 

seven new strategies115 claimed as crosscutting rather than attached to council 

functions. These were identified by Council and used to establish resource 

allocation priorities. How they were identified went unrecorded. 

In this plan “recreational, arts, sports and cultural activities, including world-class 

programmes and events” (Ibid.: 11) went under “lifestyle choices”, with strategy 

aimed at imbuing confidence and identity, stimulating activity, bolstering the CBD 

and making Auckland an Australasian tourist destination. Libraries were returned to 

a social service role (as community hubs) under the “Strong and healthy 

communities” strategy. The creative industries are mentioned in the context of 

economic development and as one of the justifications for the redevelopment of the 

Art Gallery. Promotion of cultural well-being is acknowledged as a council 

obligation, and something defined by the community through the Outcomes 

process. The only definition of cultural well-being ultimately offered was in the 

council’s swansong State of the City Report 2010, where it is said to be “about the 

freedom of communities to retain, interpret and express their arts, history, heritage 

and traditions” supported by Council through “arts and cultural expression”; sports, 

recreational facilities and events, and natural and built heritage protection (ACC, 

                                            
115 “Economic development”, “Lifestyle choices”, “Quality built environment”, “Quality 
natural environment”, “Strong and healthy communities”, “Transport choices” and an 
”Efficient, capable and user-friendly council” (ACC, 2009c).   
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2010a: 72). Here culture continues to be ethnicity – but the chapter does 

summarise Council heritage initiatives within this ambit for the first (and last) 

time116. 

The LTCCP process in Auckland has resulted in a fragmented pattern of 

development and in the case of cultural infrastructure, has not delivered quality 

venues meeting local needs, particularly in the performing arts. The preservation of 

authentic heritage is often compromised, rather than capitalised upon. While the 

LGA 2002 has mandated local government to become involved in economic, social 

and cultural development  – it remains to be seen how solid and constructive this 

capacity becomes in the years ahead, if indeed these roles survive legislative 

reviews or fail to be adequately resourced. The definition of sharp and meaningful 

community priorities was also problematic, particularly in a community as large and 

diverse as Auckland. 

7.9 Conclusion 

Culture came in from the policy fringe in Auckland City, but not with the all-

pervasive infusion envisaged by Comedia, Hawke, Young or even Mayor Fletcher. 

It failed to enter mainstream political debates or be reflected in urban plans beyond 

those connected to town centres, particularly the CBD. Conceptual vagueness 

prevailed and culture generally meant the traditional arts and/or ethnic diversity 

(often invoked in constructing place distinction and promotion). Consideration of 

built heritage remained with planners engaged in resource management and even 

here, a fringe activity underfunded and mired in conflicts over private property 

rights, regardless of its national status as a matter of “national importance.” The 

libraries were sometimes embraced, but more often cast as a community service 

and along with the arts, seen as community development or economic development 

following the creative industries epiphany.  

Deficiencies in the Arts Agenda partially reflected systemic issues in Auckland’s 

policymaking processes. Strategic planning – across the city and specific policy 
                                            
116 Heritage, ‘arts and culture’ and lifestyle were combined in one chapter the Draft 
Auckland Spatial Plan 2011 – a conglomerate recognising relationships – but not 
integrated. This did not survive the submission process – with separate chapters for ‘arts 
and culture’, heritage and ‘recreation and sport’ in the final plan. Heritage advocates 
particularly objecting to a matter of “national importance” conflated with lifestyle. The 
ubiquity of culture was recognised, the reason for then distinguishing it from the arts was 
not addressed and they are both grouped and separated in both plans, with culture more 
often applying to ethnicity (Auckland Council, 2011a).  
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areas – is predisposed to the aspirational, with wishful thinking seldom 

distinguished from achievable objectives backed by robust and nuanced indicators. 

LTCCPs might have afforded some discipline as in principle, aspirations must be 

reconciled with the means, but those produced to date are far from sinewy 

strategies reprioritising resources in response to new city visions and remain highly 

susceptible three-year political cycle tinkering. 

Policy research for the Agenda was largely based on Internet searching and ‘cut 

and paste’ transfer of international ideas and solutions, which were not adequately 

contextualised or woven into a coherent whole. These were subject to limited 

critical analysis beyond debate at sporadic forums that were hardly representative. 

Consultation, within council and with its communities, sought to inform and secure 

support, rather than being a process of debate and policy adjustment. 

As noted the Agenda was never reviewed, but in essence overtaken by other 

initiatives – often retrospectively linked to phrases in the Agenda, but scarcely 

driven by it. Some of these were opportunistic, some seizing possibilities opened 

up by the LGA 2002 and others driven by the City’s evolving conversion to urban 

design. 

Particularly striking in Auckland is the power of personality, and in culture (or more 

particularly the arts) these were often women (with the exceptions of the Art 

Gallery, where Director Chris Saines is acknowledged as a resolute leader, and the 

theatre). Conspicuous too, is the plethora of plans and policies, consultants reports 

and long time frames involved in realising projects which were often compromised 

by financial constraints, legal process or changing political ideologies.  

Culture in the sense of being all about values and imagination was poorly 

understood – and council as an interconnected, porous institution where vision, 

policies and actions are mutually reinforcing was constantly deferred in Auckland 

City. A civic culture dominated by the “sound of the opening and shutting of 

bankbooks” and short-term ad hocery has undermined the construction and 

conservation of cultural infrastructure in the orthodox expressive and heritage 

understandings. It has largely been deaf to the intangible values poetically captured 

by Baxter “as the whisper of the human heart” in anything other than its visions and 

even these have seldom escaped the clatter of the bankbooks.  
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Figure 9 
The Frank Sargeson House, Auckland 

Photo Credit: E. Aitken Rose 

 

 

Figure 10 
The Katherine Mansfield Birth Place, Wellington 

Photo Credit: E. Aitken Rose 
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Figure 11 
The Ngaio Marsh House, Christchurch 

Photo Credit: E. Aitken Rose 

 

 

Figure 12 
The Janet Frame House, Oamaru 

Photo Credit: E. Aitken Rose 
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Chapter 8 

Palimpsest 
 

Why does the writing make us chase the writer? Why can’t we leave well alone? Why aren’t 
the books enough [.…] What makes us randy for relics? Don’t we believe the words 

enough? Do we think the leavings of a life contain some ancillary truth? 

Julian Barnes (1985: 12)  

The previous case studies investigated the interface between local government 

plan making and policy, and the cultural atmospherics of place, initiative and 

activity. This chapter slices the cake in a different way and looks at why culture 

matters and at the many layers of complexity involved through the lens of heritage 

and within that to the mediation of imagination through literary house museums. 

These have their own idiosyncrasies, but also commonalities with other forms of 

tangible heritage and wider debates around relevance, preservation and tourism. 

Why do humans need to connect with the past through relics? Are these embalmed 

history, ersatz fantasy, or redundant artefacts given second life in the present? Do 

new meanings and mythologies unfold in response to shifting generations and the 

communities of interest sustaining them? Is authenticity essential? What do they 

tell us about the individuals or events recalled? What should be perpetuated, 

communicated, and to whom? Who pays and who is, should be, or will be their 

custodians?  

Some of these issues are explored in this chapter, which begins by examining what 

literary heritage is and within that, the nature of the house museum and current 

scholarship. It then uses four literary houses to look at the creation, curation, 

conservation and value of such places in New Zealand; and at how they are 

recognised and supported privately, publically and legally. They highlight the 

complications of culture and its evolving webs of significance. 

8.1 Literary Heritage  

Literary heritage has many facets, with texts and writers at its core. More broadly it 

includes infrastructure that supports, promotes and conserves texts (publishing 

houses, libraries, archives, and literary canons) and sites associated with writers 

(houses, workplaces, graves and memorials). It also has its own cultural 
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landscapes (places and topographies inspiring literature, or animated by it) and 

includes trails and events celebrating literary works and personalities.  

It has a long pedigree. Literature and libraries date from the emergence of the first 

cities in Mesopotamia. The first literary festival was possibly the jubilee organised 

by actor David Garrick at Stratford-upon-Avon to commemorate the bicentenary of 

Shakespeare’s birth in 1769. The preservation of writers’ houses grew in popularity 

in the nineteenth century, but has its origins in early modernity (Watson, 2006; 

Hendrix, 2008). While literary heritage privileges literature117, writers of ‘creative 

nonfiction’118 may also be commemorated, for example, Thomas Carlyle, T. E. 

Lawrence, and Anne Frank. Most of the academic literature focuses on the 

imaginary. 

In principle literary heritage, like art, is underpinned by intrinsic values; in practice it 

often requires paying visitors to ensure its survival and tourism to make it viable. 

8.2 Literary Tourism 

Literary tourism – journeys inspired by writers’ lives or work – differs from literary 

heritage in so much as it is about an individual impulse to visit sites associated with 

literature. Here literary heritage is the rational for travelling and increasingly 

packaged as a collection of destinations or ‘branded’ landscapes by local 

authorities, tourist boards and entrepreneurs. Writers’ advocacy organisations and 

community groups also produce promotional materials, not necessarily commercial, 

but designed to foster identity, education, heritage celebration or a love of 

reading119.  

 

Literary tourism is usually traced back to eighteenth century and aristocratic Grand 

Tours around Western Europe, although forms of it emerged during the Greek and 

Roman Empires. It developed a commercial dimension and flourished in the 

nineteenth century in Britain and America, as literacy and transportation improved; 

                                            
117 Fiction, poetry and drama. 
118 Essayists, biographers, memoirists, travel writers and journalists employing literary 
styles to fashion factually based narratives. 
119 Prominent examples of ‘branded’ literary landscapes include: Bradford City Council’s 
Brontë Country and South Tyneside’s Catherine Cookson Country’ in England; California’s 
Monterey County Convention & Visitors Bureau Scenes For Your Senses Literary & Film 
Map embracing writers such as Steinbeck and Kerouac along with a range of Hollywood 
film locations; and Tourism New Zealand’s promotion of New Zealand as Middle Earth 
following the success of Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings trilogy. 
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accelerating in the twentieth with globalisation, growth of travel writing and screen 

adaptations of classic and popular works. The literature tourism relationship 

became more complex in the late twentieth century. The original text diminished in 

relevance through “cultural processes of transmutation and transvaluation” as 

“readers and non-readers, tourists and non-tourists […] (encountered) literature 

through a variety of spaces and times”, such as film, merchandise, festivals, theme 

parks, tours and museums (Robinson and Andersen, 2003b: 41). Film, in particular, 

contributes new meanings, metaphors and fantasies, turning space into place, and 

travellers (often unacquainted with the literature itself) have become more 

interested film locations than fictive settings120.  

Notwithstanding the populist appeal of literary derivatives, literary travellers are 

usually ‘intelligent’ tourists’121 educated or endowed with the ‘cultural capital’ 

necessary to understand and value such heritage. Religious metaphors are often 

invoked to describe them as ‘pilgrims’ and their destination a ‘shrine’ (Lees-Milne, 

1985; Herbert, 2001; Robinson et al., 2003; Robinson and Andersen, 2003b).  

Shrines include the homes and/or environs in which writers were born, lived, 

worked and died; sites of literary ménages where groups of writers congregated; 

places appealing to writers; and real or fantasy geographies and personalities 

linked to their writing. Pilgrims may follow a combination of these destinations 

forming their own (or following contrived) literary trails.  

Much attention is given to the motivations of literary tourists and there are many. 

Herbert (2001) outlines four. Readers may come to pay homage and connect with 

admired writers through domestic relics, to absorb something from the atmosphere 

in which creativity flourished, “We walk in our writers’ footsteps and see through 

their eyes when we enter these spaces” (Marsh in Herbert, Ibid.: 314). They may 

search for landscapes inspiring stories and memorable characters, or be drawn to 

places associated with formative or tragic events in a writer’s life, or simply to be 

stirred by imagery associated with times past in their own lives – such as childhood 

tales. For instance, Squire’s (1994: 104) work on visitors to Beatrix Potter’s Hill Top 

Farm in the English Lake District shows that the writer’s life and stories were less 

important than nostalgic rekindling of family memories and bucolic modes of life, 

                                            
120 ‘Film-induced tourism’ and its role and effects in place promotion and local economic 
development is an expanding research field (Beeton, 2005). 
121 See Horne (1992) for Margaret Gee’s discussion of this concept.  
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where “literary tourism is not simply a function of “literary” influences [.…] it is a 

medium through which a range of cultural meanings and values can be 

communicated.” Thus literary tourists are not only dedicated enthusiasts of 

literature, but may be interested in general heritage or attracted by a range of 

leisure experiences in a locality additional to literary connections, although such 

connections can be useful in constructing images to attract visitors in the first place 

(Herbert, 1996). 

Authenticity is important to ardent devotees – who according to Herbert (in Stiebel, 

2006: Online): “gain a great deal of pleasure from the sight of a writing table or lock 

of hair [….] and feel in awe of, the setting in which they find themselves and the 

‘meanings’ which that place possesses.” Integrity claims are, however, problematic 

and invariably contrived (Horne, 1992). Over time there is a gradual process of 

dissociation from the person or event commemorated. Buildings change through 

routine maintenance; objects are conserved, restored, rearranged or replaced with 

simulacra; and contexts alter with new technologies, or in response to urban 

development dynamics. Furthermore, the writer’s connection with the site may be 

little more than incidental or serendipitous – birthplaces, in particular, contributing 

insignificantly to future life and literary styles (Lees-Milne, 1985). Although, as 

Pocock (1981b) points out, roots and early sense of place can have bearing on 

how writers perceive the world and may leave a lasting imprint. Any association, no 

matter how modest or ephemeral, provides a locus for the visitor’s own imaginative 

engagement.  

Pure authenticity may be less important to those interested in writers’ imaginary 

places. Horne (1992: 111) observes that: “It is the idea of authenticity that many 

tourists want. As long as it is confidentially asserted and attested by some seal of 

approval, almost any authenticity might do.” This is certainly so in tourist attractions 

based on literary film locations. Squire (1996) highlights the role played by the 

tourist industry in turning fiction into reality in her study of tourism to sites 

associated with L.M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables. Montgomery drew on 

her early life in Cavendish, a farming region in Canada’s Prince Edward Island. 

Present day Cavendish has been reconstructed and renamed to represent places 

and events in her stories in response to tourist interest. Authenticity is a somewhat 

“abstract concept”, especially given that the images familiar to the visitors are 

derived from media representations of the Anne novels and were invariably filmed 
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elsewhere. Ironically mass literary tourism debases the vestiges of Montgomery’s 

“agrarian utopia.” Too much authenticity may also prove problematic when a visitor 

encounters the gritty reality of a landscape embellished and romanticised in fiction, 

or the grimy mediocrity of a ‘cradle of genius’ (Watson, 2006).   

Literary tourism has most appealed to scholars in the disciplines of geography, 

tourism and marketing (Pocock, 1992; Squire, 1992; Squire, 1993; Squire, 1994; 

Urry, 1995; Herbert, 1996; Squire, 1996; Robinson, 2003b) and only more recently 

to those engaged in literature and culture (Stiebel, 2006; Watson, 2006; Watson, 

2009). Watson suggests they were prejudiced by mass travel populism and the 

convoluted disciplines of thought professing interest in it. She, however, observes a 

sea change responsive to the now omnipresent influence of tourism and quest for 

place distinction leading to:  

[….] an increase in the number of writer’s houses on show and a rash of 
new blue plaques across Britain, plus a steady stream of broadsheet 
journalism and lavishly illustrated publications designed to cater to the 
desire for literary travel both virtual and actual (Watson, 2009: 5). 

She traces the genesis of contemporary literary tourism practices to the nineteenth 

century – not only in the proliferation of literary homes, haunts and regions (real 

and fantastic), but in the development of literary guidebooks, maps, public events, 

commemorative plaques and commercially produced souvenirs (Watson, 2006).  

There are a growing number of substantial literary specific atlases, travel and 

walking guides; along with ‘literary companions’ illuminating countries and cities 

through the edited eyes of local and expatriate writers; and city anthologies drawn 

from novels, poetry and memoirs that seek to provide another slant on urban life122. 

They recognise the capacity of literature and story to imbue real, often mundane, 

sites with greater meaning, vividness and romance by tapping our fancy:  

Paris comes to us second-hand. Our imagination has been there first, 
worked upon by the imagination of others. It is through the filter of their 
memories, desires, dreams, description, lies, gossip that we experience the 
city. What we respond to is an imagined place. The dull reality of the 
Boulevard Montparnasse will never quite be enough to triumph over the 
romantic associations of the name (Littlewood, 1987: 1-2). 

Recognising that writing engages people and place, the National Geographic 

Society has strayed beyond conventional territory, primarily the natural 

                                            
122 For New Zealand urban examples, see Camp (2003), Ihimaera (2003), Johnson (2003) 
and Rogers (2003). 
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environment, to publish Novel Destinations (Schmidt et al., 2009) pitched as much 

to the armchair traveller as it is to those seeking to follow in the footsteps of authors 

or characters. Here the built environment assists the ‘intelligent tourist’ to fantasize, 

often in cities branded by a luminary – Joyce’s Dublin, Austen’s Bath and Kafka’s 

Prague etc.  

8.3 Cultural Landscapes of Literature 

Literary tourism commercializes relationships constructed by writers with places – 

real and imaginary. Many draw inspiration from place and in turn define the way we 

experience and ‘know’ places through the ‘articulations’ of their literary 

imaginations. They invent cultural landscapes and alter our perceptions and 

appreciation of the environment we inhabit. Dickens’s accounts of the English 

industrial city provide a more emotionally charged and enduring view of that society 

than does the intellectual rigor of Edwin Chadwick or Charles Booth. Wordsworth 

and the Romantic poets are now inseparable from the England’s Lake District, the 

Brontë sisters from the Yorkshire Moors, and Hardy from Dorset. Collectively they 

can also shape the personality of neighbourhoods, cities, regions and nations 

through edited anthologies bringing together diverse representations to provide 

fresh interpretations of place. 

Novelist Margaret Drabble (Drabble and Lewinski, 1979) in an evocative 

exploration of British landscape in literature, argues that writers offer an alternative 

reading to those of scientists, historians and painters – temporal readings capturing 

vanished pasts and informing the present. Geographers have also been sensitive 

to alternative understandings of place. Kong and Tay (1998) identify three 

perspectives: regional (where literature provides insights into local identity and 

character); humanistic (where a consideration of human experience and meaning 

through literature enriches our understanding of interrelationships between people 

and nature); and structural (where literary analysis exposes class structures and 

ideologies operating in particular milieus and times). Literary scholars, however, 

tend to focus on how place influences a writer’s work, not on how that work alters 

historical understandings of place (Watson, 2009).  

8.4 Literary Houses 

Literary houses, with some exceptions, focus on the individual writer. Appreciation 

of them as significant cultural and tourism assets expanded in Europe, North 
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America and Russia during the twentieth century and today there are a number of 

agencies protecting and promoting sites, scholarship and networking123. There are 

more than 200 houses in France – many in public ownership (usually the 

municipality), unlike Britain and America where most are privately owned, generally 

by non-profit trusts and societies. Given there were 145 places dedicated to 

memorialising writers in all of Europe in 1972 France alone indicates significant 

expansion (Hendrix, 2008). 

Literary houses are curiosities. As Julian Barnes’s protagonist Geoffrey Braithwaite 

declaims: “Why aren’t the books enough?” Yet books alone seem insufficient. 

Readers, writers, tourists and citizens are “randy for relics”, even those of dubious 

authenticity. Shakespeare’s birthplace, for instance, whilst there is evidence his 

father owned it and daughter inherited it, the Bard’s connection remains 

speculative. Nonetheless, in 1900 it attracted 30,000 visitors and over 300,000 in 

2005 (The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, Undated). That the birthplace survived at 

all is miraculous124.  

According to Robinson and Andersen (2003a: 15) literary houses are the most 

significant of all literary tourism resources, appealing to a range of markets “as 

focal destinations […] (providing) tangible connections between the created and the 

creator, allowing tourists to engage in a variety of emotional experiences and 

activities.” The house (and sometimes its environs) becomes another form of text to 

be read by the visitor – with elements selected, ordered and interpreted to tell a 

particular story about the writer and sometimes other stories about the writer’s 

milieu, legacy, or about literature and heritage generally. These stories alter over 

time in response to new audiences, museum practices, owners’ tastes and evolving 

cultural contexts (Ibid.; Watson, 2006).  

 

                                            
123 Associazione Case della Memoria (Italy), Casas-Museo y Fundaciones de Escritores 
(Spain), Literary Landmarks Association (USA), International Committee for Literature 
Museums (ICOM), LitHouses Literary Homes and Museums (UK), and Fédération des 
maisons d’écrivain et des patrimoines littéraires (France). 
124  For several centuries after Shakespeare’s death little interest was shown in preserving 
his non-literary remains until American impresario P.T. Barnham threatened to buy the 
decaying house and ship it back to his country (although it had become a place of 
pilgrimage following David Garrick’s Shakespeare Jubilee). A public subscription, 
championed by Charles Dickens, secured it.  
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The writer’s imprint varies – some were created and decorated by the occupant 

and can be read as another form of creative expression alternative to his or her 

texts, or as a material biographical expression of social status, aspiration or 

gendered stances; others are shaped by cultural processes after the writer’s death. 

Sir Walter Scott’s Abbotsford (south of Edinburgh) was the materialization of his 

fantasies – he purposefully designed it to exemplify his literary accomplishments 

and memory and, according to Watson (2006: 92), is a castellated masculine 

“narrative of the self-made genius.” Abbotsford was an informal museum during 

Scott’s lifetime, becoming a real one a year after his death when his family was 

obliged to open it to the public to fund its upkeep. When the family line died out in 

2004, it fell to the care of a charitable trust now fundraising to maintain the house 

as a visitor, research and events centre (Abbotsford Trust, Undated). 

Watson (2006: 92) contrasts Abbotsford with Haworth Parsonage, Yorkshire, which 

became a memorial to the Brontë sisters long after their deaths (the last surviving 

sister Charlotte in 1855), telling a Gothic, impoverished tale “of female repression, 

suffering, and death.” The Brontë Society, formed in 1893, claims to be one of the 

oldest literary societies in the world. Initially it collected memorabilia until the 

Church of England sold the Parsonage in 1928 to a Haworth citizen, who gifted it to 

the Society along with funds for restoration. Today the Society has a global 

membership of over 2,000 people and employs professional staff. It has become a 

visitor, research and education centre, supporting contemporary arts events and 

public lectures (Brontë Society, Undated). Of the two, Watson considers Haworth to 

be the more successful tourist site in so far as it entices people to stay in the region 

for longer. She attributes this to the Yorkshire Tourist Board’s creation of a 

multilayered experience embracing the moors, industrial heritage, and local 

merchandising. Conversely, Abbotsford is isolated, idiosyncratic and not yet part of 

a wider, compelling narrative.   

Hendrix (2008) explores the evolution of a writer’s house from individual to 

collective memory drawing on European cases studies. The reputation of the writer 

is critical in the development and survival of a literary house. Their special appeal, 

beyond other forms of personality related heritage, lies in the way they “fuse fact 

and fiction” (Ibid.: 240). Visitors communicate with the writer through his or her 

most intimate spaces and objects and engage in their own creativity:  
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Writers’ houses therefore are not just “theatres of memory/meaning” but 
also tools to stimulate one’s imagination. They have this function for the 
authors who design and inhabit them, and it works the same way with the 
people who later visit them [….] These houses are turned into monuments 
out of a desire to remember the authors who lived there [….] but also to 
enable visitors, through “that moment of contact – practical yet mystical - 
between the writer and the reader,” to come in contact with the imaginative 
world created by the author, and thus to participate in his imagination. This 
through the looking-glass effect seems a specific quality of writers’ houses 
and of literary places in general. It distinguishes them from yet comparable 
sites dedicated to the memory of other kinds of persons [….] it might also 
explain their success in contemporary cultural tourism (Ibid.: 239).  

Other writers have observed these attributes too. Jackson-Stops (1985: 6) for 

instance, argues that they are springboards for new imaginings and remembrances 

not roused by grander forms of heritage with high architectural values. They:  

 [.…] speak to us as many better known ‘sights’ cannot. In a simple view 
from a window across a cornfield, a wind-up gramophone [....] one can 
arrive at a fuller understanding of a mind revealed to us with such intensity 
through another medium [.…] So it is that these humble, sometimes hideous 
places [.…] have an effect as powerful as Proust’s Madeleine, summoning 
up our own past as well as the writer’s.  

Hendrix (2008) and Watson (2006; 2009) attribute the growing popularity of literary 

houses in the nineteenth century to a number of factors: the yen for a physical 

connection with history, rise in romanticism, preoccupation with genius and 

emerging cultural nationalism. 

The ‘genius loci’ of genius and the objects associated with creative practice 

continue to fascinate. The writer’s desk has special significance, as do books, 

typewriters and pens. Lavishly illustrated coffee table texts on writers’ houses 

usually promote them as mediums for communing with authors, but may be 

discerning about the authenticity of that experience. McClatchy (2004: 8), for 

instance, is moved by his authors’ “palpable presence” but observes that their 

material traces dim and what remains says more about the individuals saving, 

preserving or restoring them. The Hardwicks (1968) likewise felt themselves in the 

‘presence’ of writers in the baronial stools and unpretentious cottages they visited 

on their English pilgrimage, but comment on the illusion that they are ‘homes’, 

when really museums. The houses, however, conveyed a richer array of 

information than a museum setting of a moment preserved in aspic. Narrating, for 

instance, the writer’s life story and the poignant “contrast between unclouded, 

idealistic youth and sickly, disillusioned – even though famous – age” (Ibid.: viii).    
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Contemporary writers use Britain’s literary houses to reflect not only on ‘spirit of 

place’ but also associated works and lives in Marsh’s (1993) more substantial 

collection of essays. Jeannette Winterson, for instance, notes Virginia Woolf’s 

aversion to literary pilgrimages unless they elucidated the writing and goes on to 

argue that Monks House says more about her husband than her life and work. For 

all their limitations Winterson concludes that such places appeal to the human 

condition and search for durability in the face of impermanence:  

It’s a funny occupation wandering from room to room, hoping to catch 
something of the dead. We’re superstitious to believe that a chair or a 
writing desk will yield up a vital clue, a new insight. The more we stare the 
less we see. But we go on staring, perhaps to look death in the face, 
perhaps to persuade ourselves that nothing ever passes away (Winterson, 
1993: 467-8). 

Marsh values the knowledge writers’ houses add to understanding a writer and 

their environmental and historical contexts. In her view, even birthplaces contribute 

information – especially the least remarkable, which sharply contrast with the 

brilliant originality of the minds they forge. She also observes that while some might 

survive anyway for their architectural values or magnificent gardens (such as Vita 

Sackville West’s Sissinghurst), most of the ordinary places would not have endured 

or be publically accessible but for their literary inhabitants: “It is unusual to be able 

to see the unspoilt interiors of vernacular buildings of the past, like the eighteenth-

century rural cottages of Wordsworth and Burn’s, Jane Austen’s seventeenth-

century village house” (Marsh, 1993: xvii). 

Although there is skepticism about the link between domestic settings and creative 

process, English scholar Diana Fuss (2004) finds much in the spaces inhabited by 

Emily Dickenson, Sigmund Freud, Helen Keller and Marcel Proust to suggest that 

private material worlds shape introspection and inspiration is drawn from 

inconsequential and even banal objects or events. In her enquiry into how writers 

experience space she points to the importance of understanding multifaceted 

sensory perception, an understanding she argues that does not come easily to 

architectural critics who privilege the visual; whereas for the writer:  “The intensely 

private act of putting thoughts into words takes place in an environment enlivened 

by the sights and sounds, the textures and smells, and even occasionally the tastes 

of a fully embodied life” (Ibid.: 215). 

The fusing of fact and fiction is multidimensional. When the house becomes a 

museum and part of collective cultural memory new stories certainly evolve. 
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Hendrix (2008: 5) reinforces McClatchy’s point from a scholarly stance, arguing 

writers’ houses:  

[….] accumulate the various interpretations and appropriations of those 
ideas and ambitions by later generations, who tend to project onto the 
material object of their house both the vision of the writer and some of their 
own ideals and idiosyncrasies. As a medium of remembrance, writers’ 
houses not only recall the poets and novelists who dwelt in them, but also 
the ideologies of those who turned them into memorial sites. 

There is considerable variation in the preservation and staging of writers’ houses, 

but Robinson and Andersen (2003a: 16-19) observe that fashions in presentation 

have shifted from formalized display cases to stage-managed ambiences – 

suggesting the writer has merely stepped out for a moment. Another illusion as the 

writer is invariably dead – a prerequisite for memorialisation and conducive to 

expanding the tourism offer. Writers become accessible, susceptible to 

interpretation and celebration, heroic and symbolic of eras:  “This lends itself well to 

an industry that trades on symbols, icons and anniversaries, where writers do not 

really die, they just become powerful brands” (Ibid.).  

There are issues particular to the preservation of writers’ houses – prima facie, 

literature not architecture makes the place and inhabitant important. Here built 

heritage comes alive within a broader cultural context, but it is often of a quotidian 

nature and shrouded in melancholy. With some exceptions, writers tend to be poor 

and their residences, if owned, are not always located in beguiling neighbourhoods 

or popular tourist circuits. If tenants, they may live at many addresses, often 

fleetingly. A birthplace probably tells more about the taste and accomplishment of 

the writer’s parents than infant stirrings of the creativity commemorated, although 

perhaps more than the happenstance places where writers decease. They may 

also lead to the preservation of fragments of townscape and records of social, 

technological and urban change that might otherwise have been overlooked in 

portfolios privileging aesthetic or monumental significance. Collectively such 

houses may speak volumes about evolving national and civic cultural identities. 

Research on the management of literary heritage properties is limited125. Smith 

(2003) focussed on the role and motivations of volunteers in UK literary museums. 

Volunteers are critical to their operation and engage for a variety of reasons:  they 

have the time; enjoy social interaction; gain skills and experience; and/or have a 

                                            
125 LitHouses now runs an annual conference in the UK.  
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particular interest in the property, author, local history, architecture or literature. 

This appears to be true of British museums in general, although the significance of 

volunteering is largely unappreciated or well researched. They are almost invariably 

founded by volunteers who continue to play an important, if not essential role their 

operation and longevity – with subject interest and social relationships being the 

key motivations (Holmes, 2003). Orr (2006: 194-5) confirms this, noting that 

volunteers undertake governance, management and various tasks including 

conservation, research, documentation, exhibitions, interpretation, security, 

marketing, fundraising and administration: “Without volunteers many museums 

would struggle to function or, in the case of those dependent entirely on volunteers, 

would cease to operate altogether”. Britain’s National Trust operated with the 

support of 55,000 volunteers in 2009, contributing an estimated 3.1 million hours, 

valued at £25 million (National Trust, 2009: 27). Apart from gifts of time, the Trust 

relies on membership fees, donations, endowments (assisted over time by 

propitious taxation policies) and commercial revenue. 

The institutionally fragmented governance and management of literary house 

museums in the USA contrasts with apparent stability afforded by umbrella 

organisations such the UK’s National Trust. The Literary Landmarks Association126 

dedicates sites and supplies plaques for a fee, but its mission is advocacy, not 

material support. Most are under the care of private foundations and perennially 

challenged by maintenance and development costs, particularly given variable 

visitor numbers127. House museums, per se, have become increasingly popular in 

the USA, but are highly problematic unless well valued by their communities and 

managed by skilful and strategic boards (AASLH, 2008). They are products of the 

cultural, social and political circumstances in which they are founded, often by 

people with limited understanding of the realities of actually running them and 

survive only if they receive substantial funding and remain relevant in the evolving 

present. Harris (2007) makes a case for the ‘de-museumification’ of those most at 

risk, arguing that buildings stand a better chance of long term preservation if they 

shift back into individual ownership with appropriate conservation safeguards; or 

reprogrammed for other uses, such as study; or merged or co-operatively run with 

other likeminded institutions. 

                                            
126 Formed in 1986. 
127 High profile sites, notably the Mark Twain and Edith Wharton houses, have faced 
foreclosure (Trubek, 2011).  
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In a lively and reflective tour of American literary museums, English scholar Anne 

Trubek (2011) encounters many such issues. Initially cynical, she argues that they 

are a form of “celebrity lust” or “lit porn” exposing:   

[….] the heartbreaking gap between writers and readers. Part of the pull of a 
writers’ house is the desire to get as close as possible to the precise 
generative, “Aha!” But we can never get there. The houses become theatres 
of Zeno’s paradox: writer and readers are already severed from the act of 
writing. Writers’ houses are like writing: at once themselves (marks on 
paper; a desk) and something else (emotions; a site of literary creativity). 
They are teases: they ignite and continually frustrate our desire to fuse the 
material with the immaterial, the writer with the reader (Ibid.: 3,5). 

For all their dusty sadness and clichéd repetitions of desks, books and typewriters, 

she argues writers’ houses possess an irrational attraction and speak of 

“something authentic about literature, politics, history, and contemporary America” 

and are “complicated and complicating parts of the landscape of the present” (Ibid.: 

13, 69). Nevertheless, she goes on to ask if they are the best way to honour 

writers, given the onerous costs and lack of substantial tourism revenues. British 

examples suggest this is not always the case, although ironically the most 

successful owe much to the American tourist.  

8.5 New Zealand’s Literary Houses 

New Zealand’s literary heritage is comparatively young and its house museums a 

small but expanding niche. The Sargeson House, Katherine Mansfield Birthplace, 

Ngaio Marsh House and Janet Frame House are explored in this chapter. 

Purchased128 in 2001 for restoration as a museum and writer’s residency, Dan 

Davin’s Invercargill childhood home has yet to open to the public. These have all 

been private initiatives. The Maurice Shadbolt House in Auckland is an exception. 

Waitakere City Council bought it in 2006 and intended to develop it as a museum 

and writer’s residency modelled on an earlier initiative celebrating artist Colin 

McCahon129. Beset by isolation and hostile neighbours, its future had not been 

resolved at the time of the Auckland Council amalgamation. Other non-literary 

                                            
128 By Invercargill mayor Tim Shadbolt, actor Sam Neill and others.  
129 The Council purchased the property in 1999 and subsequently gifted it to a trust for 
restoration. 
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heritage houses have also been developed to support residential writers’ 

fellowships130.  

New Zealand literary house scholarship is modest, but they have been explored 

from literary and marketing perspectives. McLachlan (2009a) uses the Mansfield, 

Sargeson and Frame houses to investigate how literary memorials operate beyond 

and outside fictional texts, although these remain the only genuine and inherently 

meaningful artefacts left by their absent writers. He argues these sites are created 

by ‘sociable readers’, for whom literary texts are of secondary importance – 

“author-love” and “an assemblage of objects, personages and places surrounding a 

text” sustain these communities, for whom the museums are “shrines” presenting 

“a closed-off perfect history of the individual writer, usually situated in a recursive 

reading of the relationship between the Life and Works” (McLachlan, 2009b: 70). 

While the ‘perfect history’ has the capacity to emotionally engage communities, it 

affords fragmented (and sometimes unreliable) insights into the writer’s actual past 

and communicates even less about the workings and achievements of an 

imagination, other than what the museum’s guardians choose to impress upon us. 

In similar vein to Hendrix and McClatchy, he contends that they essentially reflect 

the communities creating them and not the individual they honour. Referring to the 

Katherine Mansfield Birthplace, he contends:  

[….] a community performs its own desire to remember itself on the stage of 
a remembered person’s desire to remember the community. In the middle of 
this cycle is an assemblage of objects, some with direct associations with 
the place and person, some with other pasts (Ibid.: 86-7).  

In his view the museum represents but one aspect of Mansfield’s character, her 

sentimental literary reminiscences of her Wellington childhood, but these secure 

her to the site, the city and above all, its history. Such sites are politically charged 

and, inter alia, associated with the construction of national and civic legends. They 

are stages on which New Zealand’s postcolonial identity is negotiated – where they 

are presented as the locus an indigenous literature, but equal, if not more, 

importance is given to the prestige of an international reputation.  

Thyne et al. (Thyne et al., 2009; Hede and Thyne, 2010) focus on visitor 

experiences – as discussed later. Although different in disciplinary orientation, this 

                                            
130 The Sargeson Centre and Michael King Writers Centre in Auckland and the Randell 
Cottage in Wellington. 
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research resonates with McLachlan’s work in so far as it supports the sociability of 

such sites – where subjects, objects, and mythologies kindle visitors’ emotional 

engagement with “authors, their families and the wider New Zealand literary 

community”; “memory, nostalgia, imagination, learning, appreciation and 

connection” being commonly expressed experiences (Thyne et al., 2009: 3). They 

may contribute little to visitors’ understanding and interpretation of writers’ texts, but 

visitor interviews indicate they promote interest in the writer’s work – as well as 

New Zealand literature and heritage generally (Hede and Thyne, 2010). 

Collectively this work illustrates the intricacies of heritage sites, particularly those 

memorialising an individual – in this case individuals who are not just writers but 

figures embedded in dense cultural tissue, mediated by the time-frozen spaces 

they once inhabited and the successive communities attending them – who ascribe 

(and receive) their own multifarious meanings. The following explores the 

instigators and guardians of New Zealand’s leading literary house museums, 

honouring four of the nation’s most distinguished writers. 

8.5.1 The Frank Sargeson House  

Frank Sargeson (1903-1982) is recognised as the first noteworthy New Zealand 

writer to emerge after Katherine Mansfield and by the 1940s: “the leading literary 

nationalist in fiction writing” in a group of artists that chose “to remain in New 

Zealand and struggle to make the wasteland flower […] (albeit) deeply alienated 

from the society they wished to fertilise” (Belich, 2001: 336). This society was often 

portrayed as conformist, claustrophobic, puritanical and antagonistic to writers, who 

battled to survive, let alone achieve recognition. Sargeson empathised with 

society’s victims and semi-articulate working-class men. He is admired for his 

laconic, ironic style capturing the idioms and rhythms of vernacular speech and 

melancholic emptiness of the world his characters inhabit. He was also admired for 

mentoring many of the next generation of outstanding New Zealand writers, 

including Janet Frame, Maurice Duggan, Kevin Ireland and C.K. Stead.  

His house at 14 (now 14A) Esmonde Road in Takapuna, Auckland, typifies 

Jackson-Stop’s humble writer’s dwelling:  

[….] a most improbable shrine – cement board over timber and lined with 
that wallboard that yellows with age the way paper does and flakes as the 
years dry it out completely [….] yet it’s instructive for visitors at a time when 
money is all to see how this man lived not so long ago – basically, frugally, 
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concentrating on what to him were the real things of life (Sargeson Trustee, 
c.1990: 2-3). 

While probably the only “fibrolite literary memorial in the world” (McLauchlan, in 

Welch, 1998: 70) the sign outside the house proclaims that “Here a truly New 

Zealand literature had its beginnings.” 

Sargeson was born Norris Frank Davey, in Hamilton New Zealand. Qualifying as a 

solicitor in 1921, he worked in London and Wellington until a humiliating conviction 

for homosexuality in 1929 led him to change his name and resolve to become a 

professional writer. After a period on his uncle’s marginal King Country farm, he 

moved to Takapuna in 1931, then a somnolent seaside borough on the northern 

shore of Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour. He lived in the Davey family bach131 “a 

small one-roomed hut located in a quiet street ending in no-man’s land of 

mangrove mud-flats that belonged to the inner harbour. It was very decayed, with 

weather-boards falling off” (Sargeson, 1981: 156). His father transferred ownership 

to him in 1946. By then the neighbourhood was gentrifying and following 

complaints about the bach’s dereliction and primitive sanitation the Council issued 

a demolition notice. Plans for a new bach drawn up by friend Vernon Brown (noted 

vernacular architect) proved too expensive and Sargeson turned to another friend, 

Hungarian émigré builder George Haydn, to construct a pared-down version at cost 

and in 1948 he moved into:  

My house, a twenty-foot square [.…] divided into three rooms; the first a 
large living area with, thank God, a fireplace, besides a built-in couch where 
I could sleep (and the carpenters, tolerant of my bookish character, had 
covered the walls with built-in shelves); this area was divided from kitchen 
conveniences by a counter at which I and my friends and guests would eat 
while seated on longish-legged stools. The rest of the square was occupied 
by a small bedroom where a long writing table which was lowered at one 
end for typing had been built in; and there was as well the bathroom with 
convenience, hand basin big enough to wash my clothes in, and waterproof 
box with shower (Ibid.: 250). 

Here he lived until his death in 1982, supporting himself by growing vegetables for 

sale on the section, relief work, odd jobbing, pensions (medical, literary and old-

age), sporadic royalties and occasional philanthropy from another wealthier New 

Zealand author. Council granted him permission to erect an old army hut on the 

back of the section solely for storage, but until it was invaded by rats and 

demolished in the 1960s. It housed his friends and protégées, notably Janet Frame 
                                            
131 A simple weekend beach cottage. 
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who credited him with saving her life and giving her confidence to become a full-

time writer after years of psychiatric incarceration (Frame, 1989). Using a legacy, 

Sargeson added another room and verandah to the bach (designed by architect 

Nigel Cook) for long-time friend Harry Doyle in 1967. 

Language, not place, clearly situates Sargeson’s work in New Zealand. His settings 

are often generically rural or coastal, but in his later novels parts of Auckland 

“which appear so aridly in earlier stories” are “splendidly evoked” (McEldowney, 

1976: 54). The North Shore resonates most forcefully in his autobiography 

Sargeson (1981) in which he implicitly charts the decline of its bohemian culture 

and mudflat environs after the Auckland Harbour Bridge (1959) hitched the Shore 

to the city. Land values escalated, seaside villages morphed into bungaloid 

suburbia, and the boroughs of his era amalgamated to form North Shore City 

(1989-2010), the second richest urban area in the country over the millennium’s 

first decade. Sargeson’s unsealed cul-de-sac became the main route onto the 

Bridge, increasing traffic volume destroying his tranquillity: “cars stream by like a 

chain-belt of sausages filled with ersatz stuffing [.…] diesel soot and petrol fumes 

pour in my windows if I open them – which is seldom (now) on account of the 

noise” (King, 1995: 439).  

Before the Bridge, writers and artists were attracted to the Shore and its proximity 

to sea and city, cheap rents, and quirky informality. Many scrambled through the 

hole in Sargeson’s straggly elaeagnus hedge to enjoy conversation over salads of 

home grown peppers and eggplant, homemade yoghurt and twice-baked bread, 

washed down with fortified citrus wine. Writer and academic C.K. Stead vividly 

captured the ambience in his autobiographical novel All Visitors Ashore (1984) and 

festschrift published on Sargeson’s seventy-fifth birthday:  

[....] since I first started visiting you, you have represented a particular 
atmosphere. To do anything like justice to it there would have to be 
tomatoes and peppers and beans and pumpkins as well as books and 
manuscripts and conversation [….] I don’t think you would mind being called 
an ‘atmosphere’. That is something breathed. Some part of my creative life 
has lived off it these twenty-four years (Stead, 1978: 213, 214).  

Towards the end of his life his health deteriorated and the famed vegetable patch 

turned into wilderness. When he died neighbours called for the bach to be razed, 

but his heir and literary executor Christine Cole-Catley gathered together friends 

who had relished his hospitality to form a trust and preserve it as a literary museum 

for “pilgrims” (Cole Catley, 2003: 9) and “continuing lively meeting place” (King, 
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1995: 422), along with the establishment of a residential writers’ fellowship to 

perpetuate his generosity.  

Formed in 1983, with pro bono legal assistance, the Frank Sargeson Trust132 

initially had five trustees, prominent writers, journalists and an architect. Sargeson 

left 10 cents in a Post Office savings account, his house, quarter acre section and 

royalties to Cole Catley, which she subsequently transferred to the Trust. ‘Friends 

of the Sargeson House’ (an ephemeral ensemble of writers, academics, teachers 

and local citizens) tidied the site, re-roofed the house and sorted through his 

“compost of books” (Smither, 1984: 36). The house was arranged with “judicious 

fakery” to resemble its mid-sixties state when Sargeson was deemed to be at the 

height of his powers (Frank Sargeson Trust, 1982). The vegetable patch was not 

restored, but the garden cleared to “assume the appearance of a carefully 

structured wilderness” and fenced with the help of periodic detention labour (Ibid.). 

Trustees sprinkled Sargeson’s ashes without religious ceremony, as he instructed, 

under a “small clump of trees in front of the verandah” (Cole Catley, 1990). His 

most valuable books and papers were bought by the National Library, but much 

memorabilia remained in the house: books, including first editions of his works; a 

patchwork quilt made by Janet Frame (now stored offsite); his dressing gown 

draped across a chair; berets and gardening tools by the door; and above his 

typewriter, postcards, rates-bills, shopping lists and scrawled notes: “Home very 

soon enter.” Paintings, sketches, and photographic portraits cover the walls, 

mingled with photographs of trustees, soirées and book launches held in the years 

following his death.  

The house is often referred to as a ‘shrine’, albeit ‘improbable’, curious, depressing, 

and even perverse (Smither, 1984; White, 2004). Some sanctity was sacrificed with 

the sale of the back garden and progressive widening of Esmonde Road. The army 

hut site is now occupied by brick-red townhouses – necessary to raise funds to 

attract government subsidies essential to launch the residential fellowship. 

Sargeson’s home was thought too spare and noisy for the fellow: “No one 

understands how Frank worked there in the last years in his life [.…] The noise of 

the traffic is abominable – it can never be used to live and work in” (Cook in 

Beatson, 1986). Proceeds from the back garden helped the Trust renovate a 

                                            
132  The founding trustees were writers, journalists and an architect. Today, an academic 
chairs the trust, with trustees who are writers, a photographer, librarian and an accountant. 
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derelict heritage stables adjacent to Auckland’s Albert Park. George Fraser, art 

patron, Fletcher Construction executive and Sargeson’s friend led the fundraising. 

Fraser’s correspondence in the Sargeson Archive attests to the difficulties of 

fundraising in a country besotted with rugby and benevolently inclined to child 

health. With assistance from Fletcher Construction, the Sargeson Centre – a 

writer’s apartment, small Auckland Art Gallery studio and an emerging artists’ 

gallery opened in 1987. Sale of Sargeson’s papers and his most valuable painting 

supported the fellow’s stipend in the early years, along with anonymous donations 

from a well-known children’s writer. The Trust struggled to find sufficient funding to 

cover this when the national law firm of Buddle Findlay took on sponsorship in 

1997. The Trust continues to be responsible for the operation of the Sargeson 

Centre.  

Sargeson did not have an amicable relationship with the local council during his 

lifetime, nor after his death; a councillor remarking at the time that there was little to 

celebrate in man who, “shirked doing a stroke of serious work in twenty years” 

(Smither, 1984: 38). Neighbours continued to protest that the bach was a 

monstrosity at the subdivision hearings (Takapuna City Council, 1982; Beatson, 

1986), and full rates remission commensurate with its museum status was hard 

won. By 1998, however, its heritage value was officially acknowledged when it was 

listed in North Shore City’s first District Plan (proposed in 1994). It was given the 

highest classification recognising its significance beyond the locality and protecting 

the exterior, interior and site (North Shore City Council, 2002). At the time, the City 

Planner made it clear that this was only because, “it been the home of one of the 

country’s foremost writers” (Moore, 1998) and not for any architectural value.  

‘Abominable’ traffic proved an on going affliction. A road-widening plan threatened 

to shear five metres off Sargeson’s front garden in 2001 and over several years the 

Trust negotiated with Council engineers to reduce this requirement. Relocation of 

the house was proposed, but trustees, writers and even citizens now argued that 

the site was integral to the Sargeson experience and that, despite his avowed 

atheism, his scattered ashes should be treated with reverence. Council officers 

(incorrectly) disputed the location of the ashes, but accepted George Hadyn’s view 

that the bach was too fragile to move133. The Trust elaborated on its original 

                                            
133 To the Trust’s consternation the Council was more attentive to a colony of nesting 
endangered birds in the path of the road widening. 
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‘significance’ story at the designation hearing – apart from Sargeson’s unique 

contribution to literature, it argued that his house was the focus of a literary 

ménage, part of a developing local and national literary tourism agenda, and a 

landmark of architectural and social history (Frank Sargeson Trust, 2002). 

Independent Commissioners subsequently upheld the site’s ‘high cultural 

significance’ (Jansen et al., 2002: 6) and only a metre was conceded creating the 

barely detectable, affectionately named ‘Sargeson Swerve’. 

Whilst McEldowney (1976: 27) thought the “North Shore group” was “perhaps 

stronger in myth than it was in fact” and certainly there is much evidence of friction 

and faction in Sargeson’s circle. The Sargeson Trustees, however, have been 

influential in maintaining the notion of a milieu – of perhaps creating an Antipodean 

Bloomsbury – and in the process crafting a new cultural identity narrative, 

alternative to the seaside and sporting tales dominating traditional local histories 

(for example, see Titchener, 1977). The conception of a “Literary North Shore” 

emerged as a theme in the official history of Takapuna (Ireland in Bartlett, 1989: 

143-145) and grew through a series of Council-sponsored publications including 

heritage trails, and Golden Weather, an anthology of poetry and fiction focussed on 

the Shore – branded “Auckland’s Left Bank” (Lay and Ross, 2004: 10). At its 

launch, then Mayor George Wood claimed North Shore City “New Zealand’s literary 

capital.” An idea implanted by Cole Catley.  

The Trust was also the catalyst for a second writer’s fellowship, honouring the 

writer and Sargeson biographer Michael King following his accidental death in 

2004. Cole Catley began fundraising to buy one of the then for sale townhouses on 

Sargeson’s rear section to convert into writers’ studios. Ultimately she aspired to 

reclaim the entire property for writers, to replicate the vegetable garden and provide 

facilities for a docent, gift shop and education centre (the house being too small to 

accommodate more than a very modest development of these). Insufficient funds 

and the impracticalities of the site prevailed and eventually the Michael King Centre 

was established (with Council assistance – a peppercorn rent and renovation 

costs) in a historic villa on the flank of a volcano in the nearby heritage suburb of 

Devonport and run by a separate trust.  

Although approached, the NZHPT showed no interest in scheduling the house at 

the time of Sargeson’s death. This position conspicuously reversed twenty-two 

years later when, following an application by architects working on a voluntary 
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basis, it was given a Category 1 in a 2004 registration and recognised as “a key 

asset in New Zealand's cultural identity.” Many of the factors identified by the Trust 

in unflagging advocacy over the years were recognised in the NZHPT’s significance 

analysis. Apart from its relationship with Sargeson, it was appreciated for its 

symbolic associations as the “heart of New Zealand literary life in the mid-twentieth 

century”, its architectural values – connections with Vernon Brown and precursor to 

New Zealand’s indigenous ‘Group’ architecture, and its evocation of a period in 

New Zealand’s social history unsympathetic to homosexuality and non-conformity. 

The spiritual significance of the garden as the resting place of his ashes was also 

recognised. The house was also now considered not only emblematic of 

Sargeson’s life, but also the austere ‘ordinariness’ his literary style and content 

(Jones, 2004). 

Although the first of New Zealand’s literary house museums and arguably its most 

authentic, it is, along with the Marsh House, the least commercially developed and 

professionally managed. Only recently also has the need for professional 

conservation been fully appreciated. For many years upkeep of the house has been 

supplied through voluntary effort, with George Haydn’s construction firm Haydn and 

Rollett providing subsidised professional assistance when necessary. The Trust 

secured Lotteries Board (NZ$10,000) and North Shore Heritage Fund (NZ$5,000) 

grants for a conservation plan in 2007 and a substantial grant of NZ$65,000 in 

2009 from the North Shore City Council (winding down its ARST Arts Fund prior to 

the 2010 change in Auckland governance) (Frank Sargeson Trust, 2008; 2010). 

This has been used to undertake critical building maintenance, basic landscaping, 

a chattels survey and conservation plan, and to significantly upgrade fire protection 

and security.  

Considerable voluntary time and effort has gone into meeting the challenging 

demands of grant writing and reporting. Heritage grants generally cover partial 

costs – either involving stitching together a raft of applications, or a call on a trust’s 

reserves. Heritage status, while improving grant credibility, imposes potential costs 

on owners. Anything more than routine maintenance may require a resource 

consent (some local councils offer remission) and a building consent. The 

Sargeson Trust, for instance, had to pay for a building consent for the installation of 

a fire protection system – considered the highest priority in the conservation plan 

and endorsed by the Council and NZHPT.  
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The support provided for heritage owners in New Zealand – even heritage 

considered of national importance – is meagre. Councils essentially provide advice 

(and control). Some provide full or partial remissions on rates and service costs, 

and small grants. Likewise the NZHPT provides advice (and control) and National 

Heritage Incentive Fund grants of up to 50% of the costs of structural conservation 

and professional services for Category 1 buildings. This does not cover the 

conservation of chattels, which the NZHPT insisted be included as part of the 

overall conservation plan for the Sargeson House, appreciating they were integral 

to its significance. This delayed the completion of the conservation plan as the 

original funding covered the standard remit of such a document: history; analysis of 

architectural features; cultural heritage assessment; identification of factors 

pertinent to conservation and use; and conservation policies; plus a structural 

condition assessment and maintenance plan. The NZHPT also insisted the Trust 

prepare a museum plan, which it has yet to do. Until this is complete the 

conservation plan will not be officially sanctioned (and appears to be an NZHPT 

precedent). 

Funding for a curator and/or administrator to assist with planning, fundraising and 

making the house more publically accessible has yet to be secured. Of even 

greater importance is the need for on going conservation expertise, which cannot 

be addressed through well-meaning voluntary effort. Conservation is a process not 

amenable to periodic project funding. If the Sargeson house is to survive it requires 

consistent professional oversight and continuous implementation of a maintenance 

schedule, along with regular monitoring. This is particularly acute with respect to 

the chattels. A 2010 survey commissioned by the Trust (Cooper, 2010) indicated 

14% of the artefacts had deteriorated beyond repair, with a further 14% requiring 

urgent attention. Control of environmental factors (light, ultra violet rays, 

temperature and humidity); pest and mould eradication; specialist attention in the 

fields of paper, artworks, textiles and objects; and professional ‘conservation 

housekeeping’ were identified.   

This is further complicated by the special nature of the house and the Trust’s 

original mission. While visitors enjoy the closeness and immediacy offered, relics 

are susceptible to deterioration through human contact and theft. There is also an 

inherent conflict in its use as a “lively meeting place” and museum reflective of a 

particular period. For trustees who knew Sargeson it remains ‘Frank’s place’ and 
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the disciplines of conservation complicate their attachment to his ‘atmosphere’. As 

most are writers (and heritage amateurs at best) they find it difficult to comprehend 

the need for conservation plans – and some bitterly observe that professional 

heritage services cost more than they earn in a year, or Sargeson did over a 

lifetime. The Trust still meets in the house and this, along with the literary 

occasions, is at odds with conservation practices, especially given the increasingly 

fragility of the ‘un-roped off’ artefacts; just as the palimpsest of photos on the walls 

undermines the original principle of preserving a frozen moment in the 1960s. 

These have become a museum record in their own right and it is now proposed 

they be removed from the walls and displayed in Harry Doyle’s room in a different 

format. As Sargeson’s trustee friends’ age, the need for a more professional 

approach to running the house becomes paramount – if it is to be appropriately 

interpreted when they are no longer available to bring it to life. 

Apart from grants, the house is supported from the Trust’s small capital base, a 

quasi-revived Friends network, limited sponsorship and donations. Its parallel 

commitment to residential writing fellowships, including the operation of another 

heritage property further stretches its resources. Unless the Trust receives 

significant public funding or philanthropy, it will never be able to retrieve the back 

section, yet its loss has contributed to the de-contextualisation of the house, which 

no longer affords the sequestered productive verdure that was much part of 

Sargeson’s mental and practical topography as his typewriter, books and sunken 

lavatory. Gardens pose particular heritage complexities – the natural processes of 

growth and decay mean they are always reproductions and require intensive effort 

to maintain them as representative of a point in history, yet the absence of 

Sargeson’s means the site “can only ever give a limited portrayal of who Sargeson 

was, and what visiting him was like” (McLachlan, 2009a: 92). Lack of space also 

restricts tourist development. The house is too small to provide proper facilities for 

administration, education and merchandising – and Sargeson’s poverty will not be 

easy to sell. 

The house is open by appointment and during heritage weeks, and relies on strong 

linkages with the Takapuna Library, which keeps a key and following the theft of 

some of Sargeson’s books has also supplied guides. Formal statistics are not kept, 

but visitors are estimated to be around 400 a year. There is no entry fee, nor 

merchandising. Much of its charm lies in the absence of roped-off spaces and 
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formal displays – offering the visitor intimate communion with Sargeson’s meagre 

relics. Interpretation is still supplied by his friends and knowledgeable librarians. 

The ‘visitor experience’ has yet to be researched, but the visitors’ book and Trust 

correspondence provides some indication that these conform to those already 

observed in other literary museums – some come to pay ‘homage’ and to draw 

inspiration, for others the house is a ‘medium’ for generating other meanings – 

cultural identity, historical memories, and family reminiscence: 

• A Sargeson pilgrimage. I remember seeing him in Takapuna in the early 
80s. Can really get a feel for who Frank was here 

• Wonderful to be able to dip into Frank’s books. So much history within these 
walls and on these shelves 

• Atmospheric. Enjoyed the ‘old man’s stink.’ Inspiration dwells here.  

• The makings of a New Zealander. You can feel the history 

• A chair, a desk, a pen, you don’t need much more. 

• A wonderful lingering essence of an inspiring New Zealander 

• Hallowed ground 

• Fascinating to watch the boys respond to the house [.…] to connect the 
stories with the place they were written  (Frank Sargeson House, 2006). 

The Sargeson House began as a memorial to an esteemed friend. The Trust 

fashioned a powerful heritage story around an eccentric place, asserted to be the 

font of a uniquely New Zealand literature and locus of a significant network of 

literary relationships. This grew into a civic identity narrative co-opted for place 

distinction and promotion. An unpretentious anachronism and fragment of a bygone 

humanscape, it stands marooned in North Shore bourgeois affluence and perhaps 

one of the most important stories it tells lies in the contradiction and traffic 

congestion viewed from its windows.  

In many respects, it is as much a monument to those who create cultural memory 

in New Zealand, as it is to a writer and era. As is often the case in New Zealand, 

local government and NZHPT played a reactive role, responding to the passion and 

fidelity of local idealists by eventually conferring the legitimacy of statutory 

protection. Particularly compelling in this case is the enormous shift in attitude and 

values across the decades, where a building treasured by a few evolves into a site 

of national significance with multiple meanings. A small footnote, but also indicative 

of how cultural significance forms in New Zealand, Dinah Holman, one of New 
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Zealand’s first specialist heritage planners, had the foresight to list the bach in 

North Shore City’s first heritage schedule. As the daughter of A.R.D. Fairburn – 

poet, artist, North Shore resident, friend (and later mortal enemy) of Sargeson – 

she had the sensibility to appreciate its importance and secure its first statutory 

recognition. Although this escalated, the Sargeson House’s survival still relies on 

volunteers and their capacity to navigate bureaucratic process to achieve 

competitive, often parsimonious, conservation grants, let alone safeguard its 

structure and contents. This site became a prototype for the preservation of other 

culturally significant, but otherwise mundane buildings, such as the McCahon 

House, which are likewise often allied with programmes supporting on going literary 

and artistic support, generating a broader conception of cultural heritage and 

purpose. One less premised on architectural aesthetics, albeit one still partial to the 

Pākehā (European) high arts. 

One can only speculate on what Frank Sargeson might have made of this – his 

intimate world open to the public gaze and his life of more current popular interest 

than his literature. Although acclaimed as the writer most signifying “New 

Zealandness”, critical opinion has swung away from him and his place in the 

national canon less certain (Evans, 1990; Wilson in Sargeson, 2010). Until a new 

edition of his collected short stories in 2010, his work has been effectively out of 

print with his former publisher Penguin printing only on demand. Indeed it would 

seem that even in his lifetime he despaired at his readership, but not of his place in 

history:  

I've written all those books and I think they might have their quality and all 
that but deep in myself I feel that they had their day when they were 
published, and I think they will have their day, ultimately, in the history of our 
literature [….] You see, why should young people or anyone else nowadays 
read a bloody book? (Sargeson,      in McLauchlan, 2010: 38). 

It remains to be seen if “young people or anyone” make “something new in the 

present” with regard to Sargeson’s literary legacy; or indeed whether the house 

endures and “one generation’s cherished achievements” are revered by the next 

when the trustees who knew him personally are no longer there to advance it. 

Conversely, the house, at least, may grow in stature, because of the wider circle of 

people associated with it and its testament to a bygone townscape and way of life. 

Sargeson currently contradicts the postmodern literary position that the author is 

dead and the only thing that matters is the text. He has become more than an 

author, assuming in the contemporary, greater presence as a cultural figure. His 
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house is one element in a grander mythology around New Zealand identity and in 

the future may be symbolic of how those in the margins who transgressed social 

norms and enabled the world’s most far-flung province to develop and flourish. 

There remains, however, some public ambivalence about the merits of preserving a 

“crappy old place” (White, 2004). Indeed the invention of the ‘literary capital’ may 

not survive the death of North Shore City with the 2010 amalgamations. While the 

house is currently firmly embedded in the national statutory protection framework 

this does little to safeguard its fabric and build resistance to the relentless 

‘abominations’ of the traffic.  

8.5.2 The Katherine Mansfield Birthplace  

Katherine Mansfield (1888-1923) was New Zealand’s first internationally acclaimed 

writer. She lived in Europe in her adulthood, but her most celebrated fiction drew on 

childhood memory. Recognised as a pioneer of modern writing, particularly in the 

short story genre, her copious letters and journals are equally well regarded. Mixing 

with, and influencing, some of the most gifted writers and artists of her generation; 

her tragically short and turbulent life was as unconventional and rebellious as her 

writing. 

Born in Thorndon, Wellington to Annie and Harold Beauchamp, an upwardly mobile 

colonial businessman and later chairman of the Bank of New Zealand, Mansfield’s 

early life was comfortably middle class. Her birthplace was the least pretentious 

residence, in a series of increasingly grander properties owned by her father as his 

prosperity increased, but conspicuously bourgeois compared to Sargeson’s. Her 

family moved into the square, two-storeyed weatherboard house in the year of her 

birth and she lived there for five years. Its five bedrooms accommodated an 

extended family of nine and Mansfield’s memories of the time, evoked most 

explicitly in her stories The Aloe and Prelude, are of a dark, crowded “awful cubby-

hole” (Mansfield and Alpers, 1984: 256). The house had many subsequent owners, 

including Sir Frederic Truby King (1921-24), eminent New Zealand health reformer 

and founder of the Plunket Society dedicated to infant welfare. It was converted into 

two flats in the 1960s and the fern-filled gully beyond the Beauchamp’s back 

garden had been dramatically reconfigured with the motorway in the 1970s. Apart 

from this significant alteration, the general environs of Thorndon have retained 

much original character. 
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Many of the houses Mansfield lived in before her exile abroad have succumbed to 

forces of urban change, conspicuously the development of the Wellington urban 

motorway. The Birthplace was also assumed demolished until an accident in street 

numbering was discovered by Oroya Day, then on the board of the NZHPT and 

identifying buildings for registration when she accidentally stumbled upon the house 

at 25 (originally 11) Tinakori Road. Unlike the Sargeson House, where writers who 

had personally known the author were instrumental in its preservation, the other 

leading literary houses under consideration were saved primarily by those engaged 

in some capacity with the NZHPT. Day, an art historian, hastily ensured the 

Birthplace was registered by NZHPT (1986), but was unsuccessful in convincing 

the Trust to buy it, as it was wary of operating costs.  

Day, like Cole Catley, had the vision and strength of character to take on the 

project herself. In addition she had spent time in Britain and appreciated its tourism 

potential. Primarily, however, she wanted to symbolically reclaim Mansfield for New 

Zealand against competing claims from France and Britain. She was adamant that 

it should not be a shrine, but hoped it would become part of a worldwide network of 

writers’ houses, which has yet to happen (Day, 2009). She formed the charitable 

Katherine Mansfield Birthplace Society in 1987 to acquire and preserve the 

property for the benefit of all New Zealanders, foster an appreciation of Mansfield’s 

works, advance New Zealand literature generally and provide an educational 

resource and tourist amenity. With NZ$100,000 apiece from the Ministers of 

Tourism and Internal Affairs, Department of Tourism and Publicity and Stout Trust, 

plus a contribution from the Day family, the house was purchased later that year. A 

twelve-member board charged with the following values governs the Society: 

professionalism (in conservation, presentation and maintenance), accessibility 

(open to the public for a modest charge), community involvement (volunteer 

engagement), education (dissemination of knowledge about Katherine Mansfield 

and NZ literature, past present and future), and co-operation (with heritage and 

cultural tourism agencies) (Day, 2000).  

Professionalism has been an abiding ethos from the outset and today it is by far the 

most sophisticated of the four literary museums. This has been underpinned by a 

pragmatic understanding of the importance of tourism in sustaining this. Initially the 

Society thought to restore it as a writers’ research centre. After an NZHPT 

archaeological survey uncovered vestiges of the original décor, the Society decided 
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to refurbish the house reflective of the Beauchamp’s era, based on excavated 

artefacts, photographs and Mansfield’s literature, in accordance with ICOMOS 

conservation standards. This decision cost the Society twice as much as the 

original proposal, despite all the professional assistance being volunteered 

(including architectural conservation services and advice from Mansfield’s first 

biographer Antony Alpers). Meticulous research was carried out into decoration, 

furnishings and colonial lifestyles, and original designs followed in the reproduction 

of wallpapers and joinery. The bay windows added in the twentieth century were 

removed. Chattels relevant to the period were donated or lent – solicited from the 

community through a wish list, drawn up, inter alia, with reference to an auction 

catalogue prepared for Harold Beauchamp following his wife’s death. Volunteers 

created a ‘heritage garden’, referencing Mansfield’s writing and colonial seed 

stocks; prisoners constructed the fence. The house opened a century after 

Mansfield’s birth. 

It is a fastidiously restored example of late Victoriana, with interiors designed to 

create an aesthetic authentic to the family’s social status, economic position and 

Mansfield’s recollections. Truby King connections are ignored, along with 

Mansfield’s father – in a deliberate choice to accentuate the feminine. It reflects the 

three generations of women who lived in the house during the Beauchamp period, 

most particularly Mansfield’s mother and her assumed taste for then fashionable 

Japonisme (Ibid.). The reception rooms are ornately furnished, with plain iron 

bedsteads, patchwork and “neat pram load of prim dolls” (Mansfield, in Alpers, 

1984: 234) in the upstairs children’s bedroom. Likewise a piano, dolls house and 

other artefacts reference objects mentioned in Mansfield’s stories. The house, for 

all its attention to period detail, is essentially a theatrical mise en scène for 

imagining Mansfield’s infant world elided with her fiction. Scholars, such as 

Williams (2004), have urged caution in reading Mansfield’s characters 

biographically, but in heritage such circumspection seems less relevant. 

Although the house attempts to capture Mansfield’s essence, it contains none of 

her personal possessions. Those owned by the Society now so frangible and 

valuable they are stored offsite for security and conservation. Some occasionally 

return for special exhibitions, such as the highly successful Material Mansfield in 

2008, which included relics from international collections. The house is staged and 

non-interactive, with exhibits carefully arranged to suggest real life – minus the 
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occupants – and roped-off from visitors. Its artifice endeavours to animate 

Mansfield’s existence – her life and work. It more authentically provides a snap 

shot of colonial bourgeois society, which may be an equally compelling reason for 

its existence. 

Day (2009) recalls fundraising for the restoration as arduous – with many hours 

expended on the carefully composed and targeted applications necessary to 

achieve the many grants required, as most were small. The 1987 recession was 

particularly difficult. Even thirteen years into the project, she reported that although 

the Society made “a positive contribution to the social, cultural, education and 

heritage profile of the capital city” and recognised through numerous conservation 

and tourism awards, insufficient revenue generation threatened its viability:  

Lack of significant sums of money inhibits the breadth and impact of our 
work. An injection of capital is essential. The problems facing the KMB 
Society are well known and constantly expressed elsewhere in the museum 
world and articulated at all levels of other cultural institutions. New 
techniques in administration, museum management, marketing, staff 
organisation and online services are all changing and our abilities to keep 
our innovative edge are at risk from lack of funds (Day, 2000: 4). 

The Birthplace from its inception, however, has been relatively well supported by 

the Wellington City Council, which has contributed to operating costs, partially 

covering the employment of a fulltime administrative director. For many years this 

support was given through an annual grant of NZ$50,000. From 2007 this was 

converted to a three-year non-contestable contractual arrangement, recognising 

the Society’s unique contribution to the Council’s strategic goals, and renewed in 

2010 with an allocation of NZ$68,000 per annum (WCC, 2006c; WCC, 2010).  

Mayor Kerry Prendergast was a former trustee and now Patron of the Society and 

this was seen by council officers to have assisted the favourable size and 

conditions of the grant made available (Manager City Communities and Grants, 

2008). 

The Society is acutely aware of the museum’s vulnerability to shifts in political 

priorities (and sensitive to potential equity claims from less favoured cultural and 

civic institutions). It constantly works towards a diversity of robust revenue streams, 

but acknowledges the support it has received from the Council has been invaluable 

in its development and essential to its survival, given that New Zealand is “without 

a culture of philanthropy” and central government supports major, rather than local 

cultural institutions (Society Chair, 2009; Director, 2009). Unfortunately local 
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government was perceived to be restricted in this capacity by its traditional service 

orientation ethos and an equally conservative community. Grant writing continues, 

limited by the amount of time staff and trustees can devote to it; that these are 

entailed to asset projects and not running expenses frustrates the Society as much 

as it does the Sargeson Trust. Additional revenue comes from entry and tour fees, 

merchandise, Society subscriptions and special project grants (for publications, 

exhibitions and conservation etc.). 

A Thorndon lawyer currently chairs the Society’s board of ten members (maximum 

twelve)134. Shoulder tapping is used to secure particular skill sets and trustees work 

“in a hands-on manner” on specific projects in addition to governance (Ibid.). Part-

time curators (public programmes, collections, housekeeping, public relations), 

casual curators for special projects, and rigorously trained volunteers, deemed 

essential to the museum’s operation, assist the full-time director. There is also a 

group of ‘honorary advisors’ contributing specialist skills and expertise, for 

example:  in archiving and Mansfield scholarship. The Birthplace functions on the 

“idea of gifted support” and a complex substantial voluntary network sustains the 

house (Director, 2009). The Birthplace also has a felicitous relationship with the 

National Library of New Zealand, which collaborates in special exhibitions. 

The Birthplace is open regular hours. The gift shop sells products ranging from 

books and cards, to heritage seeds, toys and hosiery. The Society holds regular 

events, exhibitions and creative writing workshops for the 300-member Society and 

the public. With around 7,000 visitors per year, with one-third overseas travellers, 

the Birthplace is well networked into the greater cultural tourism offering of 

Wellington City and advertised widely to schools etc. While not in Wellington’s 

cultural heart, it is relatively within easy access to the small downtown. Providing a 

place of homage and stimulation for those interested in Mansfield and New 

Zealand literature generally, it is also a focus for educational tours on social, 

historical and technological subjects relating to colonial life. The Birthplace is 

sufficiently large to provide for several small offices, room for documentary viewing, 

and the original master bedroom (where traces of the original décor were not 

found) accommodates permanent and changing exhibitions. Another space off the 

kitchen provides more exhibition space – photographs of colonial Thorndon where 
                                            
134 An amendment to the constitution in 2003 removed the requirement to have a 
representative from the NZHPT and Wellington City Council.  
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Mansfield is a touchstone. Facilities in the neighbourhood are used for larger public 

programmes, including lectures by writers and academics. Ingenious programmes 

have included Mansfield’s Men, Playing in the Past (colonial toys and games), and 

a Book Club on topics as varied as Censured books of Scandalous Notoriety 

(2009) and A Question of Class in New Zealand (2010). Some have led to 

publications reinterpreting Mansfield’s legacy. In contrast to the other houses, the 

Birthplace is able to maintain a comprehensive and updated website, produces a 

regular newsletter and has prepared educational resources supporting school 

curricula.  

Financial sustainability remains a pressing issue, along with protection of physical 

and intellectual property. While every effort is made to maximise visitor attendance, 

this is ultimately constrained by an ICOMOS recommended maximum of 12,000 (to 

protect the building’s fabric). Insurance is the largest single cost. While the exterior 

of the building cannot be easily safeguarded from commercial exploitation as it is 

open to the public gaze, the interiors and memorabilia are vigorously protected by 

the Society and visitors are not permitted to take photographs inside; not the case 

with the other houses. In 2008 another charitable trust – The Katherine Mansfield 

Society – independent of the Birthplace Society was formed to promote the 

international study of Mansfield’s work, supported through memberships, 

sponsorship and merchandising. The Birthplace was concerned about the 

confusion that might arise from the similarity in titles – especially in funding 

applications, with the new society now a competitor and potentially a usurper of its 

carefully cultivated purpose. The new society’s use of Birthplace intellectual 

property in promotion and merchandising has been contentious.  

The Birthplace has long aspired to be a centre for Mansfield scholars, with limited 

space and funding being obstacles – purchasing one of the colonial houses 

adjacent to the museum has been proposed and languished for want of resources. 

Using seed capital provided through sales of a popular exhibition it set up The 

Katherine Mansfield Birthplace Endowment Trust in 2008 to attract bequests. 

Another goal is the return of Beauchamp’s Birthplace artefacts, but this requires the 

construction of specially designed display cases and significant security and 

climate control upgrades. 
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According to Day (2009) the Thorndon Society135 vigorously opposed the 

development of a museum in a residential area, but thirty years on it is highly 

cherished. Since its inception, many of the key players in the development of the 

Birthplace have played a greater role in defence of the wider heritage context and 

in 2010 were advocating for Thorndon to be declared a heritage district with 

tougher regulations and more generous grants.  

The Mansfield Birthplace again illustrates how places initially valued by a few can, 

over time, be appreciated by a wider public for increasingly richer layers of 

significance and of the considerable voluntary effort required to ensure their 

survival. Leadership also appears to be a crucial ingredient – the founder was 

adroit at constructing networks of goodwill, expertise and political favour. When she 

retired the project shifted into another phase – but although professionalised it is 

still reliant on considerable voluntary effort, much of it highly skilled. The Birthplace 

remains vulnerable to shifts in political and economic circumstances and its 

development is contingent on the quality of its governance. It is hoped it will 

eventually be covenanted by the NZHPT to protect it being captured by a  ‘rogue 

board’. Currently the Trust’s constitution, conservation plan and endowment 

programme are seen to provide adequate protection against those who might seek 

to “highjack the spirit of the place” (Director, 2009). Those who govern and manage 

the Birthplace see themselves as custodians of the past. The writer “anchors 

memory” (Society Chair, 2009). The house provides an excuse to secure historical 

fragments evolving new meanings and audiences.  

8.5.3 The Ngaio Marsh House 

Dame Ngaio Marsh (1895-1982) was both patriot and expatriate, dividing her adult 

life between England and Christchurch, New Zealand. Internationally acclaimed as 

a detective fiction writer, she is considered one of the ‘Queens of Crime’, equal in 

stature to Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers and Margery Allingham, but with her 

own ironic style and elegant erudition. She was New Zealand’s first blockbuster 

novelist, widely translated and still read today. Of her thirty-two novels, only four 

are set in New Zealand and her reputation for fiction remains stronger abroad than 

in her native country where she is better remembered as a theatre director with a 

                                            
135 A community advocacy group formed in the 1970s to protect the heritage values of the 
neighbourhood.  
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penchant for Shakespeare and English patrician ways, but was also an 

accomplished painter, dramatist and critic. In many respects she is emblematic of 

the cultural ambiguities and ambivalences of her times, where for many New 

Zealand was ‘more English than the English’, but equally she was part of a 

constellation of Canterbury-based artists credited with the emergence of a national 

culture, including Allen Curnow, Douglas Lilburn and Rita Angus. A country too, 

that gave credence to the high arts rather than respecting excellence in popular 

genres: Marsh was “one of New Zealand’s most original novelists, and one who 

renovated the genre of crime fiction in England in significant ways, often 

downplayed her achievement as a writer, at least in New Zealand” (Sturm, 1991: 

494). Unlike Sargeson, she embraced bourgeois values but remained an 

independent spirit, rejecting the conventions of marriage and children. Like 

Sargeson, she was a generous mentor, especially in the theatre136. 

When in New Zealand, Ngaio Marsh lived at 37 Valley Road, Cashmere for 

seventy-six years from the age of ten until her death. As a younger child, she had 

holidayed in area - then recently subdivided runholder estates of tussock on 

Christchurch’s windswept northern Port Hills, five kilometres from the city centre. 

There was only “a scatter of about twenty houses” (Marsh, 1965: 46) when her 

parents Henry, a bank clerk, and Rose built the house in 1906. Possessing a 

magnificent urban panorama out to the Southern Alps, Cashmere developed 

rapidly following extension and electrification of the tramway to become an 

established garden suburb favoured by artists, university professors and judges.  

Samuel Hurst Seager, a leading Christchurch architect and relative, designed the 

original house, known to the family as Marton Cottage. A modest dwelling of four 

rooms, semi-circular open verandah and panelled timber interior of English Arts 

and Crafts influence, it remained the heart of the building as it extended over the 

years. The final alteration, a studio and elevator, were added to the front in 1980 

when Marsh’s health deteriorated. Although not an architectural tour de force, inter 

alia, it tells the commonplace New Zealand narrative of pragmatic extension. The 

0.3hectare property, originally bare hillside, was slowly converted into terraced 

gardens. Marsh employed a gardener to create “flowerbeds full of roses and 

                                            
136 Marsh mentored many of New Zealand’s best-known playwrights and directors 
including Bruce Mason, Mervyn Thompson and Elric Hooper. 
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English shrubs, as well as native trees and shrubs” (Lewis, 1991: 9). Secluded and 

peaceful, it lies at the end of steep and narrow bush clad street and driveway.  

Marsh bequeathed the house to a Sydney-based relative John Dacres-Mannings, 

who let it until deciding to sell in 1992. The NZHPT, which had registered it a 

Category 1 building in 1985, was approached but lacked the funds to buy it, so a 

group affiliated with its Canterbury Branch independently set up The Ngaio Marsh 

House and Heritage Trust in 1995 to purchase and preserve it. The constitution 

provides for seven trustees, six appointed by the Board itself and a custodial 

trustee appointed by the Perpetual Trust. This model, which varies from the 

governance structures adopted by the other houses, is intended to ensure enduring 

succession, provide public accountability with the Perpetual Trust responsible for 

preparing annual financial statements and having these audited, and confer the 

professional status dealing with external bodies, such as local government and 

funding organisations (Trust Chair, 2009b). A retired lawyer has chaired the Trust 

since inception, his interest in the house forming part of a wider engagement in 

Christchurch heritage over time. Over the years the Trust has benefitted greatly 

through the dedicated energies of retired professionals, along with University of 

Canterbury academics and a local architect.  

While the Trust’s constitution states that its purpose is further appreciation and 

study of Marsh’s literary and dramatic accomplishments, the Trust Chair said that it 

did not set out to memorialise or glorify her, but rather the cultural heritage of 

Canterbury, which she so richly invigorated. Essentially the house is intended to be 

a symbolic springboard for wide-ranging conversations promoting the region’s 

contribution to national cultural heritage and about “valuing and capturing an artistic 

icon in a country that is mad about sport” (Trustee, 2009). 

The Trust Chair engaged the PGG Trust (now the Perpetual Trust) to purchase the 

property in 1993 on behalf of the Ngaio Marsh House and Heritage Trust, which 

had yet to be incorporated, as speed was necessary to complete the transaction. A 

loan of NZ$250,000 was obtained, which by 2009 had been pared down to 

NZ$20,000. The Christchurch City Council, which also declined to buy the House, 

provided a second mortgage, along with Trustbank Canterbury. The Council 

eventually wrote-off the loan, but has provided little additional support other than 

partial rates remission and help with landscaping. Council accorded the House 

lesser status than the NZHPT, deeming it “of national or regional importance” and 
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to be protected “where this can reasonably achieved”137 (Christchurch City Council, 

2005). The mortgage has been increased from time to time to provide for 

necessary maintenance, such as construction of a retaining wall after a landslip. 

The chimneys were also demolished following the 2010 Canterbury Earthquake. 

The Marsh House opened to the public in 1996, following protracted Resource 

Consent negotiations over neighbours’ objections to increased traffic. Open only by 

appointment, it receives around 200 visitors a year, one-third from overseas and 

mostly women. Revenue comes largely from entry fees, grants and donations. A 

124-member Society of Friends (formed in 1996) fundraises and the Community 

Trust, Tourism Board and heritage agencies have provided grants for routine 

maintenance, such as painting. Some income is also generated by the tenanted 

‘housekeeper’s flat’ attached to the back of the house. A small basket of Marsh’s 

crime fiction, audio books and postcards is the extent of the merchandising.  

The Trust struggles to make ends meet, servicing the loan being the biggest issue, 

although the Perpetual Trust’s financial and property administration charges are 

also considerable, amounting to 25% of expenses in 2008 (Perpetual Trust, 2009). 

Limited funds restrict publicity:  mainly brochures, a rudimentary website and 

networking. Security is provided through an alarm system and the tenanted flat. 

Fire protection is an essential yet to be afforded. The conservation plan for the 

house and garden was prepared in 1993 by an architect trustee on a voluntary 

basis and this tradition endures. The trustees, many now over eighty years, do the 

administration (newsletters, grant-writing, accounts), promotion (addresses at local 

service clubs) and the garden. They are also the guides, providing interpretation 

through storytelling.  

Only one of the current trustees knew Marsh personally and is now the house’s 

Honorary Curator. He became acquainted while working on an MA thesis on 

Marsh’s life and literature over the last five years of her life. His photos of the 

house, taken when she died, were used to reassemble her memorabilia, much of it 

leased to the Trust on a peppercorn rental by Dacre-Mannings, to represent a 

                                            
137  Christchurch City’s District Plan provides for four different heritage categories, and the 
Marsh House is categorised as Group 2 “of national or regional importance, the protection 
of which is seen as very important where this can be reasonably achieved.” Group 1 
buildings being those deemed of national or international significance, where protection is 
essential (Christchurch City Council, 2005).  
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“genuine place – as if Ngaio had just stepped out to do some shopping” in the 

1950s when at the height of her powers (Trustee, 2009). He uses her vivid colour 

scheme, paintings, furniture and books to convey what he considers her defining 

traits – independence, fortitude, flamboyance, grace and protean artistry. His 

curatorial philosophy is eloquently encapsulated in Bruce Mason’s (1982: 242) 

obituary:  

It is my hope that her beautiful Marton cottage with its exquisitely 
landscaped garden will be preserved as she lived and worked in it. It stands 
as an emblem of her life: a simple cottage, embellished and transformed by 
her taste, intelligence and decorum just as, simply by living and working 
there, she embellished and transformed the artistic life of our country. I can 
think of no more fitting memorial to a life of high accomplishment, nobility of 
character and, above all, a rollicking sense of sheer plain fun. 

While the interiors of all the houses are essentially mise en scène, the Curator 

deliberately plays on Marsh’s theatricality – the dining room table is set for 

Christmas recalling occasions when she entertained her thespian friends, albeit 

with paperback thrillers sprinkled though the crackers. Her writing desk, typewriter, 

dictionaries and theatrical masks are in the sitting room or “Long Room”, along with 

her piano, armchairs and chintz curtains. Bureaux and sideboards are used to 

informally archive manuscripts available to researchers on application. There is no 

pretence of authenticity in the studio added to the front of the house; a clutter of 

Shakespearean busts and manuscripts creatively arranged as a “gestalt of what 

Ngaio was”; this is room functions as a teaching space, where documentaries on 

the writer’s life are shown (Trustee, 2009).  

In sharp contrast to Sargeson’s spartan male world, it is unequivocally a women’s 

place and speaks of her comfortable lifestyle – the kitchen festooned with teacups, 

cooking books and gin bottles; bedroom with photographs, slippers, cosmetics and 

cabin trunk. Marsh’s house is, however, comparable to Sargeson’s in other 

respects. Both salute courageous gender role models and cultural figureheads who 

not only demonstrated that it was possible to pursue artistic callings in New 

Zealand (and in Marsh’s case thrive), but significantly contributed to the 

establishment of a national literature and theatre, further invigorated through their 

protégés. These houses provide visitors with the most ‘authentic’ experience, if 

measured in an intimate and accessible abundance of objects directly associated 

with the writers. They also share inconvenient locations not easily susceptible to 

tourist development. The Marsh House is particularly challenging. Undoubtedly 
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seclusion adds to its charm, but its suburban location, restricted easy public 

transport, precipitous access, fractious neighbours, meagre publicity and entry by 

appointment limit visitor numbers. Given minimal public assistance, outstanding 

debt and the costs of maintaining (let alone professionally securing and conserving) 

an aging property makes financial viability problematic long-term.  

Furthermore, although diversely skilled professionals, the trustees in a museum 

context are keenly aware they are merely “amateurs doing their best” (Ibid.). The 

house’s leased contents are also vulnerable to the whim of their owner, now in his 

seventies. Trustee succession is another pressing issue as those associated with 

Marsh and her milieu diminish. It remains to be seen whether newcomers will 

replenish this trust with the necessary vision, acumen, time and energy to sustain 

her house in the future. There is a palpable sense of exhaustion and disillusion 

expressed by some of the trustees, particularly with public bodies responsible for 

heritage, especially the NZHPT, considered excessively bureaucratic and prone to 

wanting plans, but offering little real help. At one stage it was hoped the NZHPT 

might take over operation of the museum, as it “loved being associated with the 

House” but emerging obstacles suggested “a lack of will” (Trust Chair, 2009b). 

Another complication is the lack of recognition given to Marsh’s literature in New 

Zealand. This may alter over time and even today there are signs of change, with 

Drayton (2008) publishing a new biography, the first from a New Zealand 

perspective; in 2010, a new television documentary; and the inauguration of the 

Ngaio Marsh Award for Best Crime Novel for New Zealand writers of crime fiction. 

Her international reputation continues, with leading North American universities 

holding her manuscripts and the Ngaio Marsh Society International138 hosted by 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

8.5.4 The Janet Frame House   

The Oxford Companion to New Zealand Literature (Robinson and Wattie, 1998) 

acclaims Janet Frame as New Zealand’s pre-eminent writer with an international 

reputation for fictionalised accounts of her own harrowing life, along with the 

coruscating brilliance and intuition of her metaphorical prose. Like Sargeson, she 

spent most of this life in New Zealand, identifying with the preternatural – different, 

eccentric, psychotic outsiders – and like Sargeson’s emotionally detached men – at 
                                            
138 Formed in 1996.  
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variance with an insular materialistic society. Frame is reputed to have said that 

she was “New Zealand’s greatest unread author” (Evans, 2010) and undoubtedly 

owes much of her popular fame to accounts of how she escaped a lobotomy and 

became a writer, as portrayed in Jane Campion’s film An Angel at my Table (1990). 

56 Eden Street, Oamaru, was Frame’s childhood home where she lived for twelve 

turbulently formative years from the age of six in 1931 until she left for Dunedin 

Teachers’ Training College at the age of eighteen in 1943. Her family stayed on for 

another two years until the landlord sold the house. It was probably the longest 

period she spent at any one address over an impressively nomadic lifetime. Unlike 

the previous writers, Frame’s background was working-class, her father a railway 

employee.  

The Eden Street house had evolved from a simple four-roomed timber dwelling 

dating from the nineteenth century. A kitchen, scullery, bathroom with flush toilet, 

and bedroom had been added prior to the Frames’ arrival. After their time the 

house was further modified, with broad casement windows replacing original 

narrow sashes and the weatherboards with stucco. It sat, as it still does, in an 

unpretentious neighbourhood on the outskirts of the Victorian White Stone neo-

classical town centre built on gold and a prosperous grain and wool exporting 

bubble that popped in the 1880s. The garden contains vestiges of vegetation from 

the Frame’s era – holly and macrocarpa hedging, pear tree and beyond, the quasi-

natural landscape that fired Frame’s adolescent imagination – bull paddock, creek, 

willow and pine stands and hill reserve with a zig-zag path to the summit. From the 

seat provided by a civic beautifying society, Frame surveyed “the world of Oamaru, 

the kingdom by the sea” (Frame, 1989: 31, 101). Its workaday characters later 

refracted through her imagination as citizens of ‘Waimaru’ in her first novel Owls Do 

Cry (1957) and in local places transformed into the magical mythical spaces 

recalled in the earlier volumes of her autobiography To The Is-Land (1982) and The 

Envoy From Mirror City (1985). 

Real life in the Frame household was anything but magical. King describes it as:  

[.…] austere and chaotic. The Frames lacked sheets, pillowslips, pyjamas, 
carpets, a vacuum cleaner and cabinet of fine chinaware. They bought 
mince, the cheapest form of meat, specked fruit and stale cakes. They did 
not throw children’s birthday parties [.…] The house was usually untidy, 
strewn with unfolded laundry and piles of newspapers. In the earlier years 
of the Frames’ occupation it was in danger of being overrun by dogs and 
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fleas [.…] To outsiders too the Frame children seemed at time to be out of 
control (King, 2000: 31). 

Ostracised in Oamaru at the time, the ‘Feral Frames’ uneasy reputation lingered 

and even today is said to interfere with the town’s capacity to embrace its most well 

regarded writer wholeheartedly. The Oamaru Library and Waitake Writers’ Group 

informally pulled together a walk connecting local landmarks and buildings featuring 

in Frame’s writing in 1984. Ten years later the Janet Frame Recognition Group 

turned the concept into a heritage trail, funded by a local women’s services group 

with some support from Tourism Waitaki and the Waitaki District Council 

(Blackburn, 1998). Eden Street was not included, according to King (2000), out of 

deference to the owner. A former chief executive of the NZHPT, Bill Tramposch 

and his wife Peggy were surprised to discover its omission on walking the Trail and 

appealed to the Waitaki District Council to buy it as the NZHPT had no funding to 

offer ”even for properties that have compelling reasons to be saved” (Tramposch, 

2004: 52). The Council refused, considering it of little value, so the Tramposchs 

bought the now derelict building themselves in 2002 as a “stalling tactic” (Ibid.: 25). 

Unlike the other houses, this became a museum during the somewhat bemused 

writer’s lifetime. Frame and her sister June were consulted on whether it should be 

restored. The re-creation of a house full of unsettling memories was anathema and 

it was decided that the house would be refurbished preserving as much of the 

original fabric as possible, or as Frame suggested “re-framed”, much as she 

approached life in her autobiography: a “mixture of fact and truths and memories of 

truths and its direction always toward the Third Place, where the starting point is 

myth” (Frame, 1989: 7). The house, according to the curator, is thus  “a 

combination of facts and memories of facts [.…] (and intended to be) a place for 

the imagination” (Curator, 2009). In effect, the house was to provide an 

environment where the imagination plays upon dreary material reality, to fashion 

more beguiling possibilities, as Frame herself expressed it:  “I wanted an 

imagination that would inhabit a world of fact, descend like a shining light upon the 

ordinary life of Eden Street” (Frame, 1989: 101). This quote is now regularly used in 

publicity romanticising the site.  

The Tramposchs envisaged a writers’ residence, but the stipend and administration 

costs were prohibitive. So the house became a museum through an “organic” 

process, whereby something was “built out of thin air” drawing on local networks 
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and resources (Trust Chair, 2009a). It was restored to generically resemble a 

1930s New Zealand working-class household, with furnishings approximating those 

owned by the family, particularly those referenced in Frame’s literature. As with the 

Mansfield Birthplace, the community was canvassed for artefacts via a ‘wish-list’. A 

photograph of Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage hangs above the dining room 

mantelpiece symbolising the relief offered the family with the coming of the Welfare 

State. There is a Singer sewing machine nearby, a Waitake Girls’ High School 

uniform hangs in the bedroom wardrobe, and a 1930s gramophone plays a 

recording of Frame reading a chapter relevant to the house from her 

autobiography. Her voice, desk and typewriter ribbon that she donated are the only 

artefacts authentic to the author, apart from a patch of the original lino. Other items 

belonging to the Frame family, including one of Frame’s notebooks discovered 

under the house during the renovation, are kept more securely in Oamaru’s North 

Otago Museum, which now has a special display relating to her (including her 

typewriter), along with a reference collection of her work and biographical materials. 

The Oamaru Library also created a ‘Janet Frame Collection’ in 2008. 

The airy austere serenity of Eden Street today belies the dark dusty clutter of 

Frame’s era, but is evocatively animated through family photographs and Frame’s 

words – quotations and poetry on transparencies tucked away in surprising 

locations. There are few choreographed exhibits and nothing is roped off; the 

guiding ethos being physical and spiritual accessibility (Trust Chair, 2009a). Visitors 

are encouraged to use an old Imperial typewriter to create their own messages, or 

the telephone on Frame’s desk to communicate “with the other side” (Curator, 

2009). Scrapbooks of media clippings document the evolution of the house and 

there are collections of essays written by school children at creative writing 

workshops. A part-time curator, on a small stipend funded by an annual grant from 

the Otago Community Trust, opens the house during the summer months, 

supported by a roster of 30 volunteers. He provides much of the interpretation 

offering, amongst many things, an intriguing historical sociology of space – the 

large front bedroom saved for laying out the dead, guests and otherwise occupied 

by the only son; Frame’s bedroom where the four girls shared a double bed; dining 

room reserved for great events; and an inglenook, by a reinstated working coal 

range in the heart of the house, where she read. Perhaps the most authentic 

remnant of Frame’s sojourn is the unaltered neighbourhood – Oamaru has 

experienced few development pressures over the last 120 years. The house 
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opened to the public in 2003, after Prime Minister Helen Clark cut the ribbon (from 

Frame’s own typewriter). 

The Tramposchs began the ‘renovation’ process themselves, but looked to secure 

its future through a trust arrangement. Oamaru lawyer George Berry drew up the 

Janet Frame Eden Street Trust deed in 2003 on a pro bono basis. The Trust’s 

constitution broadly follows those of the other literary museums, although more 

focussed. It seeks to promote an appreciation of Frame’s literature and provide 

programmes and facilities for appreciation and creation of literature generally. It 

also makes provision for literary prizes and scholarships. The Tramposchs sold the 

house to the Trust in 2005139.  

As with the other trusts, its activities extend far beyond governance and all the 

trustees have specific roles. The Chair is responsible for grant writing, reporting 

and management of workshops and events. Others tend to business and property 

management, accounting, public relations and the garden containing flowers – as 

recalled by Frame and her sister (and not the mess of long grass and animal 

skeletons recorded in the autobiography). It is funded through entry fees and 

grants, primarily from local community trusts, gaming charities and the women’s 

service group responsible for the heritage trail. A ‘Friends of the Janet Frame 

House’ has been established and there are annual fundraising events, usually a 

public lecture featuring a prominent New Zealand writer followed by workshops. 

The house also hosts creative writing programmes. Merchandising is modest – 

books, postcards and preserves made from garden fruit.  

As with the other houses, financial sustainability is the Trust’s most significant 

issue, along with physical security. Operating expenses are the greatest expense 

(administration, insurance and rates). Security is provided through an alarm system 

and neighbourhood watch. The property is not afforded any rating relief, as the 

house is neither scheduled by the NZHPT, nor Waitake District. The Council has 

thus far been reluctant to register the building – fearing additional expense in an 

environment already richly endowed with heritage buildings, all competing for 

                                            
139 The original trustees were the Tramposchs, Frame’s biographer and a local heritage 
champion. It now has five members and is chaired a retired English teacher and chair of the 
NZHPT’s North Otago Branch Committee, a playwright and a local accountant.   
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limited local funding (Trust Chair, 2009a). Because the house lacks heritage status 

it is not eligible for most heritage grants and so programmes engaging the 

community, such as creative writing, are not only an embellishment, but essential 

to tap funds available from community trusts. The Council did, however, contribute 

to heating improvements through a heritage fund grant of NZ$6,000. Grant writing 

is continuous and the Trust recognises the need to be professional in its annual 

reporting. As with the other literary houses, the project orientation of most grants 

restricts their use where they might be most helpful. Thus far a conservation plan 

has been considered unnecessary, given alterations to the house beyond the 

Frame era. 

The Trust recognises that tourism is essential in keeping the house alive. It 

receives approximately 400 visitors a year. In 2008, 33% came from overseas and 

80% were women – who, according to the curator, had invariably read Frame and 

were on “something of ‘pilgrimage’ seeking to find a definitive point of contact with 

Janet Frame’s own experiences and inspiration to enhance their understanding and 

appreciation of her life and work” (Janet Frame Eden Street Trust, 2008: 1). Culture 

competes with nature in Oamaru, where there is a profusion of tourism attractions. 

According to the Oamaru Tourist Office, penguin colonies are the most popular 

attraction, followed by the White Stone architecture. Apart from brochures, the 

Trust relies on free media coverage and maintains strong connections with the 

local newspaper, along with good relations with the local tourist bureau. Eden 

Street is promoted on key Oamaru tourism sites and has its own basic website, 

akin to that of the Marsh House. It also features on New Zealand books sites, 

including one managed by Pamela Gordon, Frame’s niece and literary executor, 

who also supports the house in various other ways including waiving copyright on 

the use of her work.  

In many respects, the Frame House is an entirely pragmatic approach to 

preserving a building with limited resources. It makes no claim to authenticity and 

capitalises on the impressionism that characterises Frame’s literature, with the 

additional aura of this being the approach she endorsed in the museum 

development process. Indeed the Trust is wary of even positioning the house as a 

museum because of its tokenism, preferring to see it as a site for education and 

creativity (Trust Chair, 2009a). Certainly the lack of authenticity does not inhibit 
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visitors from feeling that they are connected to Frame – as attested in the visitors’ 

book (Janet Frame House, 2009): 

• A fascinating glimpse into the early years of Janet’s life. The house still has 

an atmosphere of her presence 

• A wonderful memorial. One feels her presence as one walks through her 

world 

• So good to get the feel of Janet in this house 

• Janet Frame’s life here  

 

Thyne et al. (2009) compared visitor experiences in the Mansfield and Frame 

Houses, presuming the Mansfield House to be more authentic as it had been 

restored to its 1880s condition and contained Beauchamp relics (a mistaken 

assumption), but found that both houses evoked similar responses. The different 

methods used to used to engender these – traditional passive observation in the 

Mansfield House and hyper-interactivity in the Frame House – made no 

appreciable difference to quality of the experience (contrary to contemporary 

museum practices favouring interactive approaches). In the Frame House, 

inaccuracies and inauthenticities were counterbalanced by the curator’s knowledge 

and use of narrative. This research suggests that visitors actively participate in 

making meaning and adding value to the objects and experiences supplied by the 

museum. In effect, a museum and its audience engage in intercommunicative acts 

through a process of “co-construction”. The building and its collection provide a 

text. This is in turn interpreted to assist visitors, who in turn, bring their own 

interpretations – as readers do with books.   

8.6 Conclusion 

Undoubtedly most writers would wish to be remembered for their words and not the 

ancillary leavings of their lives. Of the four writers considered, Frame was the only 

one consulted on whether she wished to be memorialised in a house museum and 

although she consented, she did not want her real life accurately represented. 

Despite her reservations, her books are still read nationally and internationally. If 

visitor responses are to be respected, then her house serves a purpose in 

reminding some to read more and others to discover her work. One can only 

speculate on whether Mansfield, Sargeson and Marsh would have appreciated their 
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private domains opening to the public gaze. Author Keri Hulme140 wrote to the Eden 

Street Trust expressing dismay over the notion of preserving dead writers’ homes, 

but later softened her position when sent a short story written by a child inspired by 

a visit to the house (Trust Chair, 2009a). Of the four houses, Eden Street, in the 

absence of relics, most brings its author’s words most to life – they, along with the 

curator’s instructive commentary, most effectively make this house hers. 

The Sargeson Trust has been assiduous in keeping its writer’s memory alive (and 

fomenting his mythology) through books, films, his house and a writer’s fellowship. 

Notwithstanding the ‘judicious fakery’ involved in its restoration, the house 

(although stripped of its context) undoubtedly offers the most authentic 

environment. Its scale, accessibility and lack of commercialism give it a coherence, 

intimacy and appearance of sincerity not fully achieved in the other houses, all of 

which dedicate space to administration, education and, in the case of the Mansfield 

Birthplace, merchandising. While such functions assist in the sustainability of these 

houses (and add to the offerings) they inevitably interfere with the pretence that the 

writer has slipped away momentarily.  

The Sargeson House’s authenticity is also a reflection of its rudimentary transition 

into a museum. If it is to endure trustees will need to find a way of making it more 

publically accessible, tap new revenue streams, and provide interpretation not 

reliant on trustees or the goodwill of the local library, along with introducing 

conservation practices to preserve its fragile collection. It is perhaps worth noting 

that Marsh (1993) observed British writer’s houses to be most evocative when 

separated from specific museum appurtenances – with exhibitions, archives, 

educational commentaries, offices etc. housed in another building on-site or 

nearby. Such luxury is unlikely to be available to any of the New Zealand literary 

museums, most with tight sites and tighter budgets.  

 Marsh’s house is promoted as the place: “where some of the finest ‘whodunits’ in 

Western Literature were conceived and written”, but there is little beyond her desk, 

typewriter and novels to bring her words to explicitly to life. Pre-eminence is given 

to her theatrical persona – perhaps most strongly revered in Christchurch, but of 

less meaning to overseas visitors. Although more staged than Sargeson’s – the 

house does create a sense of Marsh’s domestic world and pays homage to her 
                                            
140 Author of the Booker Prize winning novel The Bone People (1985). 
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multiple talents and interests. As noted, both provide an interesting contrast as 

gendered interior spaces and embodied values of their inhabitants – Marsh 

exuberantly bourgeois and anglophile, Sargeson the reverse. Difference in means 

notwithstanding, Sargeson’s house hints of Puritanism, paradoxically the stance his 

literature is said to challenge. Of the four houses, Marsh’s is perhaps the most 

immediately vulnerable, reliant on its aging trustees for most of its support and 

operation, while waiting for a resurgence in national interest in her literature. 

Mansfield continues to have a powerful critical reception, and is well ensconced in 

educational curricula in New Zealand and abroad. Every opportunity to reference 

her work is evident in the Birthplace, although direct connections are meagre. Great 

pride has been taken in its fastidious restoration and Day (2009) was critical of the 

other houses, particularly Eden Street, for the lack of attention paid to historical 

accuracy and professionalism. Apart from Mansfield’s enduring fame and 

relevance, the Birthplace has been blessed with political support and finance 

assisting it to operate professionally and creatively, backed by good promotion. It is 

relatively well positioned as a tourist and educational asset, in a highly literate and 

prosperous civic setting providing empathetic university and national cultural 

institutional networks. Ironically, however, for all the attention to historical detail, it 

is less genuinely the place of the writer than the Marsh and Sargeson Houses, but 

like the Frame House, it has developed as a focus for new literary imaginings. 

Sargeson’s prophecy on the death of reading may be perspicacious, but the 

audience for highbrow literature is probably relatively rarefied universally and the 

New Zealand market is small. Trends in book selling, with the rapid circulation of 

titles, does not favour those published months ago, let historicised fiction. Writers’ 

houses, although themselves appealing to a niche market, can keep names alive 

and provide a pathway towards the words that matter most to writers. Although 

often perverse and peculiar, they offer narratives – of personalities, place and 

history. All of New Zealand’s literary houses have led to the preservation of 

architecturally unexceptional sites – but values revise over time – and now they 

offer insights into New Zealand’s ‘ordinary’ architectural history and comment on 

urban development. While literary accomplishment remains the most compelling 

motivation for their preservation, they are inadvertent catalysts for broader 

reflections on New Zealand’s evolving social history, cultural identity and heritage 

values – in a young country with relatively few house museums of any type. How 
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future visitors (and readers) will respond is impossible to predict – intellectual, 

literary and heritage fashions change, but without the indefatigable efforts of 

individuals in the present the possibility of any response would be removed. 

Such individuals work, in the main, voluntarily through charitable organisations, in 

an environment where sustained public and philanthropic support is modest, 

variable and highly contestable, even when sites are accorded supreme heritage 

status. Cultural tourism may be a lifeline, but development is inhibited by factors 

such as fragility, scale and inconvenient location, issues troubling literary houses 

elsewhere as attested by Trubek. Consistent funding for professional conservation, 

management and promotion is essential if New Zealand’s literary houses are to 

survive for others to craft new meanings. As novelist Peter Wells (2007: 20) 

observes, in New Zealand “The fragile ecosystem of memory vibrates like a 

cobweb trembling during a downpour.”  
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Part 3 

Reflections 

 
Part 3 returns to the questions directing this research: Do culture, city and planning 

intersect in New Zealand? What does city mean in New Zealand? How ‘crucially 

important’ is an understanding of culture to the planning discipline? It reflects on 

the salient themes and insights emerging from the case studies and the 

contribution the research makes to a better understanding of how culture is 

animated, managed and developed in urban New Zealand. The final chapter draws 

the threads together and contemplates the findings in relation to the international 

debates on cultural planning.  
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Chapter 9 

‘Cultural Turn’ New Zealand? 

New Zealand is but a small nation in an increasingly globalised world. What is unique about 
us are our arts, our culture, and our heritage. In the twenty-first century, they will define us 
as the confident, proud, and creative peoples we are. Our cultural renaissance sits along 
side our transition to a new economy, our reassertion of the timeless New Zealand values 

of fairness, opportunity and security, and our determination to have our voice heard 
internationally on disarmament, development, human rights, and the environment. 

Helen Clark (2000, Online) 

The case studies investigated how the ‘cultural turn’ observed in international urban 

policy over the last two decades (and in New Zealand in the past decade) has 

engaged the fancy of leaders and policymakers in New Zealand cities – all notable 

for community generated cultural initiatives with demonstrable benefits to local 

economy, civic identity, and social felicity. While culture may have moved to the 

national policy foreshore under the Fifth Labour Government (in words and new 

policies, if not acutely funded), it stalled in the policy backwaters of the provincial 

cities under scrutiny and the degree to which it became mainstream in Auckland 

was muted. Appreciation of culture as a strategic policy instrument remained 

languid, with all the councils slow to incorporate it into broader planning agendas 

and provide resources and safeguards necessary for development, even following 

the 2002 local government reforms.  

This chapter discusses key themes and ideas emerging from the case studies. 

Culture was the central pre-occupation of this thesis, but it has unearthed issues of 

a more general complexion around the nature of local government and its planning 

capacities. The chapter concludes by looking briefly at the role of the community 

actors in cultural development and longevity.  

9.1 Genius loci 

Unpicking the cultural character of place was not an objective of this research at 

the outset. The significance of the historical and environmental constitution of civic 

cultures became evident in the Nelson case study – not only its knotty legacy 

institutions, but also its proclivity for innovation. The historical narratives in each of 

the case studies were primarily attempts at tracing how cultural activity originated 

and was cosseted in urban New Zealand. They also provided a glimmer of insight 
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into how geography, physical artefacts and cultural values and attitudes blended to 

create a distinctive spirit of place across generations – a spirit both creative and 

repressive. A comparative study of New Zealand’s Wakefield settlements would be 

of interest, as most appear to esteem aspects of culture transcending other New 

Zealand cities. Wellington and New Plymouth, in particular, have been inclined to 

invest relatively more in facilities and events, with local governments more attuned 

to the social and economic benefits of this investment. 

Nelson was formed in an atmosphere of optimism and sprouted an array of cultural 

institutions with few resources other than the vision, energy and the philanthropy of 

a few tenacious idealists. At the time government responsibility for anything beyond 

law, defence, settlement and basic public services was negligible, with citizens 

responsible for their own development and entertainment. Despite the rigors of 

pioneering life, civility, education and spirituality were valued and inscribed in 

buildings and civic institutions. Models were drawn from Britain and replicated 

Victorian class and gender orientations. Rugby, elite private schooling and a 

learned society for gentlemen all began as private initiatives, but eventually 

required degrees of public support for their maintenance, leading in turn to their 

emancipation. Nelson was at the forefront of universal free education and the 

provision of library services – and ironically one of the last cities to make this a free 

public service. Innovations can outlive their relevance, but prove difficult to 

abandon or reconstruct. The majority of Nelson’s legacy cultural institutions 

remained in the care of charitable trusts – and even today most continue in private 

ownership and are reliant on fundraising for their precarious survival, let alone 

development. Grants from Government have been important in securing the future 

of the museum and Theatre Royal, with internecine wars between the local councils 

in the region complicating these and not assisting the others. In many respects the 

local community achieved more when less populous and wealthy, despite a 

continuing capacity for innovative thinking and aspirations (identified in the 

Community Outcomes process) for a creative culture, respectful of heritage. 

Many of the early features of the cities studied were undoubtedly common to 

frontier towns elsewhere: obliteration of indigenous associations, rampant 

speculation, co-operative welfare, tavern and sporting populism and high hopes for 

the dawning of improved societies. The improved society meanwhile hostage to 

patrimonial institutions, class structures and mores reproduced deliberately and 
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unconsciously. The esteem accorded nature, over culture, would also seem a wider 

phenomenon, Lowenthal (1985: 54) observing that settler societies tend to be 

“solaced by natural antiquity” counterbalancing the brevity of their recorded history 

and this was reflected in all three – with the natural environment remaining the 

most consistent element in their identity narratives, albeit now mixed with Art Deco 

in Napier. 

Investment in roads and sanitation soaked up scanty public funding in the three 

cities’ early life. Servicing property owners through utility development and 

maintenance was (and remains) a core pre-occupation of local politics. Small 

concessions were made to social infrastructure and civic conviviality, while Māori 

culture became almost indiscernible as Britishness was intentionally imprinted on 

evolving urban topographies. In Napier wealthy pastoralists deflected public 

spending wherever possible, but were keen to aggrandise themselves and their 

town in displays of early urban one-upmanship – with associations formed to 

engender civic pride. Much was lost in the Hawke’s Bay Earthquake, but rapidly 

replaced in the collective effort that so often attends a crisis, to create the cultural 

infrastructure of Napier today and a built environment now appreciated for its 

heritage and economic values, but afforded modest protection. Auckland’s 

disposition was tempered most conspicuously by its early and enduring commercial 

orientation. Although better resourced than its provincial counterparts, the 

development of cultural infrastructure appropriate to a city of its size has also been 

compromised by parochialism. Like Nelson, museums and art galleries were built 

relatively early in Napier and Auckland through private effort and furnished through 

individual bequests. These eventually migrated into the care of the public purse – 

expanding accessibility, but more pressingly, because they could no longer be 

privately sustained. All were suffering from degrees of neglect and underfunding 

until redevelopment became possible through the Regional Museums Policy, 

supplemented by local government and fundraising. 

Economics drove the choice of all the town sites. These later proved problematic in 

terms of good design and opportunities for extension. All were planned, with the 

finer principles immediately subverted, particularly with regard to the public realm. 

Niggardly endowments were hard to reverse as the towns grew, especially in 

Auckland. Functionalism, not aesthetics dominated city building values. Land and 

its commodities formed the basis of all the nascent economies and continue in 
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Nelson and Napier, although both now acknowledge the benefits of tourism. 

Auckland eventually came to feed off itself. Land sales were vital to the 

development of basic infrastructure and accumulation of personal fortunes – 

another lingering trait with real estate, not innovation and entrepreneurship, 

absorbing the nation’s investment capital. Anxieties around revenue sources and 

fair funding formulae still overwhelm local government discourse. Land, in the form 

of the property tax, remains local governments’ chief source of income.  

A sense of impermanence, rather than sense of place haunts these New Zealand 

cities, with heritage preserved (but not necessarily maintained) through economic 

stagnation rather than strategic committed effort, even in Napier where it is now 

acknowledged to be an economic asset. The councils also appeared largely 

indifferent to the role they might play in supporting the creative spirit of their 

citizens, although eager to leverage off it in city image and branding. Nelson 

citizens pioneered models for cultural tourism and sustainable creative business 

development, but the council was disinterested in securing the most successful of 

these despite demonstrable benefits to the local economy and value to the 

community. Auckland has been unable to develop appropriate infrastructure for its 

performing arts communities, despite repeated evidence of need, and although it 

has supported an assortment of successful ethnic festivals it has thus far failed to 

devise a festival for the city that is anything more than an imitation of those held 

elsewhere.  

There are strong parallels between Nelson and Napier. Both have comparable 

demographics and are old provincial cities with intriguing Māori and Pākehā 

histories. Both have equable climates and hinterlands of great beauty, with many 

lifestyle advantages including beaches and vineyards. Yet if their arts guides 

provide an anecdotal sense of cultural activity (given appreciable differences in 

sophistication, Nelson has a far richer and more complex creative sector than 

Napier (and indeed the Hawke’s Bay). In 2009, the Hawke’s Bay Art Guide listed a 

total of 53 activities (artists, studios, public and private galleries, arts organisations, 

collectives, trails etc.), and the Nelson guide in excess of 190 activities (counting 

artists, studios and galleries only) (AMT, 2008; CHB, 2010). There was a striking 

difference between the two in the level of public and media debate around matters 

cultural, particularly the arts, with The Nelson Mail providing regular commentary 

and Hawke’s Bay Today all but ignoring them. Informants in both cities remarked 
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upon the undue influence of small cliques of retirees who used the media and 

submission processes to stall council initiatives. Even in Auckland, the capacity of 

local government to achieve goals, such as those identified through the Community 

Outcomes consultation process meets with eventual ratepayer resistance: there is 

a mismatch between what the community says it wants and what individuals are 

prepared to pay.  

Cities are enfolded in the national culture and their governments empowered 

through statute in New Zealand. Before going on to explore cultural planning at the 

local level, a few observations can be made about the national cultural character, 

urban thinking and the nature of local government as it has been shaped through 

national politics.  

There is always the danger of over-generalisation and stereotyping in 

conversations around national (and even local) character, but New Zealand’s 

pioneering background, settler pragmatism, remoteness and size have contributed 

to a persistent provincialism, a factor in the flight of talent abroad and a problem 

even for Auckland, although now a medium sized city in global terms, with a 

diverse population. Social historians and cultural commentators observe a 

steadfast hostility to intellectualism and the academy (curious given early attention 

to education), residual puritanism, emotional repression, antipathy to risk, and 

mediocre conformism (see Simmons, 2007). They also remark on the quiescent 

and trivialised nature of the public sphere - the impoverished quality of intellectual 

debate and analysis of issues, which does not appear to have been ameliorated by 

the expansion of the media over the last decades. This challenges democracy and 

has allowed well-organised or outspoken factions to dominate the public discourse. 

Debates about what it means to be a city in New Zealand and the values aspired to 

– in other words, the culture of the place and its people – are almost non-existent.  

Lack of rootedness and a scepticism that Pākehā New Zealanders even have a 

culture is reflected in attitudes to heritage and the development of cultural tourism:  

“pakeha (sic) New Zealanders are (not) good at looking back at their own roots – 

partly because they are afraid of what they might find. We feel at home in guilt and 

a kind of numbness. Maori culture is still fore fronted, as an easy solution” (Wells, 

2010: Online). But even Māori culture was not well represented in any of the cities 

in this study other than through advisory committees, museum collections, 

occasional public art works and city marketing.  
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Ruralism colours New Zealand politics, paradoxically since it has long been one of 

the most urbanised nations in the world, with the majority its population living in 

towns and cities since the early twentieth century (StatsNZ, Undated). An urban 

affairs portfolio was advocated for decades (to complement the attention given to 

agriculture and rural affairs). One was briefly established under the Clark 

Government in 2002141 (and disbanded in 2008) with a miniscule budget for policy 

and research, foreshadowing the creation of a small Urban Affairs Unit in the MfE 

with five staff members in 2003. This was the first time the MfE, responsible for 

RMA oversight embarked on an urban programme142, despite mounting evidence 

that the key to sustainability lay in city transformation, accompanied by a growing 

awareness that Government policy decisions subverted local urban planning 

(Zollner, 2003). Much of MfE’s ensuing work focussed on the narrower field of 

urban design, with a strong emphasis on aesthetics. This raised the profile of urban 

design143, but was not funded by Government and relied on local authorities to 

voluntarily implement recommendations. The practice of not backing initiatives, 

policies, or legislation with appropriate resources is endemic in New Zealand. The 

HPA, RMA and LGA 2002 were powerful statutes matched with parsimonious 

funding to put them into effect.  

Local authorities have become de facto city governments, although they are 

administrative creations rather than civic communities. Their territories are 

prescribed by statute through the Local Government Commission. In the three 

cities under discussion, this has resulted in fragmented decision-making and 

reduced capacity to properly fund city assets and development. This was acutely 

evident in Nelson, where the rates from Richmond on its fringe were being diverted 

into maintaining the rural infrastructure of Tasman District. It was the impetus in the 

restructuring of Auckland, but almost immediately subverted in the move to scrap 

the funding of regional facilities. The regional facilities legislation is also illustrative 

of a wider New Zealand issue – that of piecemeal law making where statutes are 

rapidly passed or amended to fix a problem, often ideologically driven, rather than 

                                            
141  An unfunded, undefined and unremarkable portfolio for Auckland was created in 1999.  
142 Sustainable cities were identified as one of four key issues in the Sustainable 
Development for New Zealand Programme of Action programme has been discontinued. 
Prior to this the MfE did some work on urban amenity, which recognised the importance 
heritage and intangible cultural values, particularly those of Māori, but focussed 
predominantly on developing biophysical indicators. 
143 The MfE urban design programme is likely to be discontinued under the current 
government. 
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dealing with fundamental issues. This has also resulted in considerable statutory 

incoherence. 

Conflicting egalitarian, libertarian and communitarian ethos are a feature of national 

policymaking. New Zealand’s democratic structure144 and small population have 

enabled Governments to introduce radical changes, notably the introduction of 

universal social welfare in the 1930s and its reversal from the 1980s, when neo-

liberalism became the paramount public policy paradigm. Idolisation of the 

individual resurged, now cast as consumer not citizen. The scope and scale of 

government diminished – welfare was targeted and commercial activities fully or 

partially privatised. Reforms compelled local government to become financially 

disciplined and accountable for spending through corporate styled annual plans 

and reports. Councils were obliged to charge for services defined as directly 

benefiting ‘consumers’ and restricted to those that could not be delivered through 

alternative institutional arrangements. Responsibility for policy was separated from 

implementation, ostensibly to avoid policy captures. Politicians were responsible for 

policy direction and selection of a chief executive responsible and accountable for 

council activity. These reforms did not change the ‘weak’ mayor tradition of local 

government, however, where the mayor is largely symbolic, without an executive145, 

and vulnerable to being undermined by councillors representing wards or by a 

powerful chief executive.    

Labour-led governments habitually spearhead radical reform in New Zealand and 

the last, under Clark, attempted to revitalise social democracy, embed an ethic of 

sustainability and activate knowledge-led economic transformation - an agenda 

consistent with other ‘Third Way’ governments of her era. In fact the economic 

remedy of innovation and added value was by no means new in New Zealand; it 

had been a prominent theme in national development conferences from the 1960s, 

but the foregrounding of culture in reaping economic benefit, reconnecting local 

communities and re-fashioning national identity was fresh. As noted earlier, the 

increases and reallocation of funding to support the cultural call to arms were 

                                            
144 One house and a powerful executive: “once in government, a political party potentially 
becomes an 'elected autocracy' in New Zealand” (Memon and Gleeson, 1995: 114), a 
situation moderated slightly since the introduction of the Mixed Member Proportional 
system in 1993. 
145 The Auckland Council is the exception, where the mayor has extended leadership 
powers and is able to staff an office. 
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modest, but Clark’s assumption of the Arts, Culture and Heritage portfolio and 

Knowledge Wave leadership were highly symbolic and for those organisations 

lucky enough to secure additional funding it was vital to their survival.  

The local government reforms under Clark’s watch suggest that there was a new 

understanding of the complex and interconnected issues that the country faced and 

of the importance of collective effort at the civic level. The LGA 2002 fore grounded 

sustainability and democracy, giving councils the competence to define their 

functions and activities in consultation with their communities. As noted, this did not 

come with additional resources (other than advice) to support increased 

responsibilities or assist with implementation, apart from Government signalling a 

willingness to work in partnership with local government and civil society, another 

chord of ‘Third Way’ ideology. LGA 2002 required councils to think strategically and 

gave them a potentially powerful tool for long-term, integrated planning through the 

LTCCP. It also opened up the possibility for them to undertake cultural planning in 

ways hitherto uncountenanced – notwithstanding that this may been broached by 

the RMA and foiled through lack of imaginative interpretation and the cult of neo-

liberalism, which subverted the Act’s overriding purpose into the short-term control 

of environmental externalities and protection of private property rights. 

9.2 Culture and Planning 

Culture is not simple – conceptually, semantically or politically. Scholars and policy 

makers have long grappled with its vagueness, omnipotence and schisms as 

outlined in Chapter 2. Cultural values and attitudes are hard to pin down and 

articulate. Investigation of literary heritage revealed how difficult these are to 

identify and represent. Their fluidity, subjectivity and intangibility are incompatible 

with the cool rationalism of the public policy ideal. Culture itself runs counter to the 

specialist epistemologies of the last century. It requires a mind set with the capacity 

to make connections and act across fields of knowledge. It is about thinking about 

the systemic experience of life in a political environment that has found it easier to 

focus on the individual – and in policy terms, more often the individual in crisis. 

Despite all the evidence on the causes of crime, ill health and environmental 

deterioration – the policy response is usually the gaol, the hospital or saving the 

black robin.  

Cultural values are also constantly contested – through government and legal 
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frameworks, the media and market place, and in the studios, living rooms and 

psyches of individuals. Cultural resources are susceptible to capture by various 

elites. In principle central and local government, through democratic decision-

making process, offer a forum where values and policies can be debated, 

reconciled or compromises reached. Governments have the power to regulate, tax 

and borrow for long-term investment. They can achieve more than individuals and 

their networks can accomplish (or perpetuate) working alone. While governments 

do not (and cannot) unilaterally make culture, they can contribute to, inhibit or even 

stifle aspects of it as exemplified in all the case studies.  

Semantic confusions repeatedly surface in the naming of entities; for instance, 

culture was grouped with, but distinguished from the arts and heritage in Clark’s 

portfolio and speech quoted at the start of this chapter. The ministry now 

responsible for what the public conventionally thinks of as culture makes a 

distinction between it and heritage in its title. This suggests a lack of clarity around 

what culture is, or isn’t, in the national public discourse. Although the MfCH was 

later to espouse an omnibus interpretation in the guidance it gave to local 

government this was not reflected in the work it did with StatsNZ to develop a 

cultural statistical framework (which did not include sport and recreation) and 

cultural indicators (where social cohesion, although recognised, has yet to be 

populated) (StatsNZ and Ministry of Cultural Affairs, 1995; Ministry for Culture and 

Heritage, 2009).   

It is hardly astonishing therefore, that the local governments in this study were 

similarly confused – with their plans often speaking of culture, the arts and heritage 

as if culture was something separate but related. Many of New Zealand’s local 

governments may have been surprised to discover that they even had a cultural 

role – although libraries and recreation were recognised under the first urban local 

government statute146 and over the years many had taken on other cultural 

endeavours. These were largely seen as social services and not as economic 

assets, a view largely persisting, with the exception of museums and events as 

appreciation of the importance of tourism grew: an epiphany was less marked in 

Nelson and Napier. Cultural policy – at least in terms of libraries, the arts and 

ethnic affairs remained in the community services/development divisions of all the 

                                            
146 Municipal Corporations Act 1867. 
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cities investigated. Responsibility for heritage was sometimes split between 

community services, which may have a policy oversight role as in Nelson, and the 

environmental planning division of council with its regulatory mandate. There 

appeared to be little connection between these divisions in any of the councils, nor 

between those responsible for strategic planning and those charged with putting 

strategies into action. For the most part heritage was seen to be an environmental 

planning prerogative, apart from the museums, which, in the three cities explored, 

were governed by trust boards, with the Nelson Provincial and Hawke’s Bay 

Museum operating as CCOs. In the smaller councils responsibility for community 

arts programmes was contracted out to local trusts, which found it difficult to meet 

council expectations with the resources they were given or cope with the 

bureaucracy involved.  

The CCO model has become increasingly popular in larger New Zealand cities – in 

Auckland and Wellington for managing significant infrastructure assets, waterfront 

and economic development (including tourism and venues). In Wellington they 

have also been set up to manage the city’s museums, galleries and the zoo. 

Councils retain a majority shareholding or votes and the majority of appointed 

trustees or directors. The impetus for the model is economic efficiency with 

organisations free to operate as commercial entities, while still being accountable 

to the public. The degree to which this is effective is disputed – and may further 

fragment local government and undermine democracy, while reducing councils to a 

policing rather than a policy role. It may also force markets into places where they 

don’t fit or detract from broader social and cultural objectives. CCOs have offered a 

way forward in providing council support in exchange for accountability for some of 

Nelson’s legacy organisations, although not fully resolving issues for either party in 

the case of the Nelson Provincial Museum. In Wellington the arms-length model 

has been seen as a way of attracting additional funding (trusts maintain their 

charitable status). They have greater budgetary flexibility than council business 

units and can recruit trustees and staff who are experts in their field who would 

normally not be attracted to council positions or politics – but in the end “success 

depends on the people involved” (Senior Policy Advisor, 2008). Finding people with 

vision, skills, time and energy to take on trusteeships is difficult in the larger cities 

and acutely so in the smaller centres. It is even more problematic ensuring trusts 

represent community diversity.   
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It was clear that all of the cities struggled with ‘cultural well-being’ and found it 

easier to talk about the arts, heritage and identity – even if they could not clearly 

express what these meant in their particular contexts. All encompassing ‘ways of 

life’ conceptions were too wide and difficult, if indeed they even penetrated local 

government thinking: “What does this mean? More cafés?” (Ibid.). It was more 

common for councils to reclassify services they were already providing to comply 

with the LGA 2002’s ‘cultural well-being’ requirement.  

In the first generation LTCCPs neither Nelson, nor Napier distinguished between 

social and cultural well-being. In its next LTCCP, Nelson adopted the MfCH 

definition, but there is no indication this altered its planning philosophy or priorities. 

In both cities ‘strategies’ focussing on culture – or more particularly the arts – were 

commissioned outside the LTCCP process and the major outcome thus far is a 

commitment to more public art. Both cities rhetorically acknowledged the 

connection between economics and culture – but even in the arts and heritage 

(those facets of ‘culture’ with which they both most readily identified) neither offered 

artists the practical support pinpointed by Markusen, Currid and others: affordable 

housing and workspace. The need for a dedicated performing arts centre in Nelson 

had long been established and exacerbated with the departure of WOW. It 

appeared briefly in the LTCCPs but later dropped, meanwhile investment is 

sporting facilities is on going. Attitudes to heritage also remained entrenched, with 

‘strategies’ rather than action being the response to community angst. After 

decades of pressure, it was the potential nomination of the Art Deco precinct as a 

World Heritage site that moved the Council to hire a consultant to speed up the 

scheduling process. Whether this momentum continues now that the nomination 

seems unlikely to progress remains to be seen, although its value to New 

Zealanders has been reinforced147 

Auckland’s Arts Agenda claimed to be more than a plan for the arts – but in many 

respects it exemplifies a wider problem with policy and plan making in New 

Zealand, nationally and locally, where ideas and experiences are frequently 

transferred from abroad. This is practical given the size of the country, but flawed 

                                            
147 In 2011 a consultant commissioned by the Department of Conservation to assess 
whether Napier’s Art Deco met the requirements of UNESCO World Heritage status 
concluded that despite its high national and local value the site did not meet the test of 
exceptional international significance, but that this did not diminish its importance to New 
Zealanders and need for protection (Lochhead, 2011: 5). 
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when policies are not locally contextualised. In the urban sphere this has further 

been complicated by the charismatic influence of fleeting international consultants 

(notably Landry and Florida). The Arts Agenda was pastiche policy. Its goals, 

objectives and actions were not well interrogated and the plan itself inconsistent, 

while laying claim to holistic integration. It was not based on robust research and 

was seized by the arts community, which became its major informant and 

beneficiary to the extent that the plan gave the arts greater presence in council 

deliberations. The extent to which this delivered more resources is questionable – 

beyond the Q Theatre, Auckland Festival, a redeveloped museum and art gallery, 

some community arts programmes, and a heightened appreciation of the creative 

industries and public art. Sponsorship of the Big Idea website, ART, Film Auckland, 

events and network facilitation are the most substantial contributions it made to 

nurturing the creative industries beyond the facilities already mentioned. Again 

practical support for artists in terms of assisting cost of living has not happened. 

The only city to provide studio space (along with a gallery for emerging artists and 

meeting facilities) is Wellington following an outcry over the displacement of artists 

through a new by-pass development. As the building is leased and funding 

insufficient, there was concern over its permanence (Manager, 2008). 

The intent of the Arts Agenda was culture as “ways of life” and connections were 

made with urban planning, but imperfectly realised, even with heritage. Diversity 

was celebrated, but largely as a quality to be marketed rather than cultivated. The 

serendipitous work that was done in association with Comedia was a promise that 

disappeared in the next political cycle. The partnership with Ngāti Whātua, while 

considered one of the early and innovative achievements of the Agenda never 

appeared to meaningfully evolve. Cultural mapping, which might have assisted in 

forming a nuanced identity for the city and its neighbourhoods was in the end just 

another idea plonked into the plan and never fully investigated or implemented. The 

PAWDP came closest to thinking about urban development in a new way – through 

the medium of public art and use of cultural mapping. Despite the thought and work 

going into it, it was never allowed to embed and quickly supplanted by the next new 

plan on the block. The Agenda was to become peripheral to, rather than integrated 

into Auckland’s LTCCP, which like those of Nelson and Napier, was largely a 

cosmetic reorganisation of business as usual. Auckland also found it difficult to get 

to grips with what cultural well-being might entail.  
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In all the city cases LTCCPs did not amount to a significant shift in council values 

or priorities. They pulled together disparate parts of council activity into an 

ostensible whole and in the interests of compliance larded these with visions, 

Community Outcomes, explanatory contextualisation and a statement about the 

rates and asset management. They were hardly integrated targeted long-term 

strategies where aspirations were reconciled with financial realities. Rather, they 

were compendiums of activities or ‘strategies’ attached to key performance 

indicators, followed by a set of financial statements differing little from annual plans 

of former years. They were revised every three years – in principle to align them 

with the changing economic and social climate – but more often in line with 

changing political ideologies. Long term strategic planning is compromised by New 

Zealand’s short political cycles.  

LTCCPs are also voluminous, for instance: Auckland City’s 2002-2019 plan 

stretched to three volumes and 537 pages, Napier City’s was 345 pages (one 

volume and two appendices). Their style and opacity is hardly conducive to public 

engagement and comprehension. Even council officers confessed to reading only 

the parts directly relevant to their work. Words such as world-class, creativity, 

diversity and sustainability pepper vision sections, but are given little concrete 

reality and consequence – running the risk alluded to by Tulsa and Landry of 

reducing critical and complex matters to clichés that soon fall out of fashion. 

Strategy has also become a buzzword prolifically applied to all manner of plans and 

policy documents with little, if any, strategic content. 

The LTCCP has not streamlined local government planning. Of the many plans still 

produced, few plans appear to be put into effect or evaluated, before the next 

consultant is hired to come up with another. On occasion politicians and 

implementation partners were unaware of their existence even when listed on the 

council website. Most were under or unfunded, vague (high in aspiration but lacking 

the mechanics and long-term commitment to bring them about) and attempts at 

policy coherence were not in evidence. Informants in the cultural sector were 

exasperated by the expenditure on plans rather than outcomes. 

Despite the greater prominence given to culture over the last twelve years – and 

instrumental arguments for its importance in New Zealand’s participation in the 

knowledge economy and for smoothing social discord – it has not moved into 

mainstream discourse. It continues to be an ambiguous concept and New 
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Zealand’s councils have not moved appreciably from a nineteenth century position, 

with the possible exception of Wellington – blessed with a relatively wealthy, well-

educated community along with a concentration of the nation’s elite arts institutions, 

inclement weather and a recognised need to enrich an economy troubled by the 

departure of business headquarters and government restructuring. Dunedin, which 

shares some of Wellington’s characteristics, set up a working group in 2010 to look 

at how the city might be ‘transformed’ through leveraging off culture and its linkages 

with education. New Plymouth has added a new museum to its cultural offering. 

Other urban centres have discovered public art. 

This may not be peculiar to New Zealand. The ‘cultural turn’ appears more glittering 

and entrenched in Britain, but if Holden (2006: 6) is correct, the intrepid attempts by 

Landry and others have made little impression on local government there either: 

 [….] despite the importance of culture in people’s everyday lives [….] 
 At local authority level, culture has neither established itself independently 
 as an unquestioned good – much of what constitutes culture is not a 
 statutory spending requirement for example – but nor has everyone been 
 persuaded that culture has a vital role to play in the delivery of other 
 mainstream council services. 

New Zealand local governments have also been severely circumscribed by the 

control exerted over their purpose and financing by central government. The 

rationale for this is almost invariably economic – councils treated as if they were 

delinquent children, rather than representatives of the local body politic. The 

property-based system financing of local government limits its ability to take on new 

responsibilities. Investment in the future is jeopardised by strictures around running 

deficits. Many contemporary cultural initiatives have required some priming from 

central revenues, the Regional Museums Policy, CNZ’s Creative Communities and 

the CEG, although modest in nature, have allowed or inspired new projects at the 

local level. The smaller councils are particularly vulnerable to conservative pressure 

groups, usually tiny factions of the community, who adroitly use local media and 

political influence to restrict rate increases. This is further compounded by the low-

turnout in local elections148, suggesting citizens are disengaged in the politics 

                                            
148 In 2007 the voter turnout for all territorial local authorities was 43.6% and 49% in 2010 
(Department of Internal Affairs, 2011). Voter turnout in the General Election was 69.7% in 
2011 and 75.73% in 2008 (Electoral Commission, Undated). 
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arguably having the greatest impact on their daily lives, unless moved by a 

catastrophic event or novel local government structure. 

9.3 Culture and Community 

New Zealanders (especially those of European descent) have been slow to 

appreciate that they, and the places they dwell in, have distinctive cultures. The 

case studies highlighted the role played by passionate individuals in identifying, 

creating and identifying cultural assets (usually without the benefit of a cultural 

planning framework). Artists seeking to establish or retain the infrastructure 

necessary for artistic sustenance, heritage advocates discontented with the 

nation’s heritage institutions, intellectuals anxious to remedy provincialism, or 

citizens experienced in the benefits of cultural development elsewhere who have 

the courage and imagination to think it possible here. They become skilful in 

building coalitions of interest and some, like Nelson’s Anne Rush, go on to apply 

their knowledge across a range of cultural fields. Patience and leadership over the 

long haul are necessary to secure public recognition and viability, as epitomised by 

Art Deco Napier and the writers’ houses. Such people battle a mentality that still 

considers art, design, heritage and ideas luxuries – although not so sport. 

Initiatives have small beginnings and rely heavily on volunteers. Contributions in 

kind typify New Zealand’s cultural life, with funding from government and private 

philanthropy difficult and time-consuming to obtain. Volunteers continue to be 

significant in all the cultural enterprises touched on in this thesis, and the mainstay 

for some. But if they are to evolve in sophistication and generate employment, as 

WOW did, they require appropriate infrastructure and an understanding of how 

culture might intersect with commerce and deliver public benefits to cities and the 

nation. Sir Peter Jackson is acclaimed as a model of how New Zealanders can 

achieve international success in the creative industries without leaving the country 

as so many do:  

Jackson, a Wellington native, realized what many American cities 
discovered during the 1990s: that paradigm-busting creative industries 
could single-handedly change the way cities flourish while driving dynamic 
and widespread economic change. It took Jackson and his partners a while 
to raise the resources, but they eventually purchased an abandoned paint 
factory that, emblematic in its adaptive transformation and reuse, emerged 
as the studio responsible for the most breath-taking trilogy of films ever 
made (Florida, 2005: 1-2).  
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For Richard Florida, Jackson embodied the loss of American jobs to countries 

around the world, which invest in retaining and attracting creative talent. For Oram 

(2007: 218) Jackson is an “atypical” New Zealand artist, in that he is also a gifted 

businessman who understands that: 

Our culture is our gift to the world but it can only flourish in a strong 
internationally focussed economy that can deliver the resources and 
audiences our artists need. Conversely our economy can only flourish if our 
culture enlivens, differentiates and brands all that we sell to the world. 

New Zealand Actors Equity might dispute whether Jackson has delivered resources 

to local artists. The controversy over the Hobbit films underscores the problems of 

capital flight if powerful corporations fail to get the conditions they consider their 

right – creative industries or otherwise. There is no doubt Jackson is, thus far, an 

exceptional New Zealand creative entrepreneur. Nor is there much doubt that 

creative New Zealanders often lack the business skills and vision to compete 

internationally (a national failing in many fields involving intellectual property 

according to Oram). Jackson’s film-making did, however, come from modest 

beginnings. Notwithstanding his own facility, his path to Hollywood was assisted 

with early career grants from the New Zealand Film Commission and later through 

significant tax breaks and Government intervention. He has certainly been adept at 

building a relationship with his native city: Wellington City Council restored a 

cinema and supports his premieres, seeing this as a “close fit’ with the Council’s 

strategic vision and “the city's burgeoning reputation as a world-class centre of film 

and television production” (WCC, Online). Unfortunately, it is a reputation based on 

Jackson alone. Although contradicted by Auckland City’s creative industries 

Snapshot, it is one that has reaped symbolic returns for the city, in addition to 

sophisticated post-production facilities and tourism. 

While Jackson’s WingNut Films and Moncrieff’s World of Wearable Arts are limited 

liability companies, most of the cultural initiatives discussed in the previous 

chapters are governed by trusts, particularly those operating in the heritage sector. 

Most are small in scale and their commercial objectives subdued. Although not 

always explicitly acknowledged, many rely on cultural tourism to some extent. As 

noted earlier, trusts have advantages – but equally they can become introverted 

and unaccountable to constituencies other than themselves, as exemplified by the 

Suter. Once their often forceful and obsessive founders depart, the enterprise may 

falter, no matter its value, unless succession is well managed. As with any 
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organisation this can lead to frictions, but also reinvigoration – the personalities and 

skills required in the establishment phase are usually different from those required 

to sustain and develop an enterprise. The smaller trusts are not only constrained by 

the pool of available community talent, but also by the necessity for this to be 

contributed gratis. There was a considerable degree of overlap – the arts and 

heritage are secured through tight circles of interlocking energetic advocates.  

Unless the next generation of trustees are committed and resourceful then cultural 

assets will be lost – the Ngaio Marsh House, for example, may not have the 

opportunity to evolve into something new in the future, as have the Sargeson and 

Mansfield houses, regardless of its NZHPT status as a place of exceptional 

national value. The Mansfield and Sargeson houses are now touchstones for new 

stories and meanings beyond the individuals they commemorate, but their future is 

far from secure. They will evolve as sites of “collective memory” only if their 

guardians are able to maintain their relevance and garner sufficient support. While 

museums have a certain luxury over other forms of physical heritage in so far as 

their raison d’être is the preservation of the past – a past that does not have to be 

balanced with adaptive re-use – but even they are subject to continuous 

interventions to ensure their fabric and collections are conserved and appreciated. 

Professionalism in management and interpretation is ultimately inevitable if they 

are to survive. This is expensive and not always well understood by trustees 

attracted to the cultural values of the project, rather than the utilitarian and financial 

requirements necessary to sustain it.  

While grants are more readily available for capital projects, there is little 

contestable public assistance for operating costs or commercial and community 

development. Grant writing and sponsorship requires increasing levels of expertise 

and networking. Funding categories are often restrictive – favouring traditional 

canons and practices rather than innovation. Even adept enterprises such as WOW 

were compromised by such rigidities. There are perennial controversies over the 

use of public money in supporting quasi-commercial enterprises – as the ADT 

discovered – with councils and the public not appreciating the use of funds as 

investment, unless there were persuasive and unstinting champions: politicians or 

officers.   

WOW, Art Deco Napier and the writers’ houses took shape in spite of government 

– and perhaps there is a sense that culture takes care of itself: that artists will make 
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art despite its perilous rewards, that heritage will remain if sufficiently valued and 

that the rich texture of a diverse and distinctive community is beyond individual or 

government agency. This is exacerbated in New Zealand by the persistence of 

pioneering dispositions – ruralism, anti-intellectualism, pragmatism and gender 

hegemony. The soft and collaborative dimensions of culture run counter to man 

alone, kiwi ingenuity149mythologies. Many of those at the forefront of cultural 

initiatives discussed in this study were women – in and outside government. While 

New Zealanders take satisfaction in leading the world, for instance: women’s 

suffrage, the welfare state, assent of Mount Everest, splitting the atom and the 

bungy jump – these feats are offset by endemic conservatism; with the first 

achievements stemming from practical necessity rather than progressive principles.  

All of the cultural initiatives discussed relied on degrees of government support, 

with tensions around the level of responsiveness. Amongst the initiators there was 

an aura of vexation about the possibilities denied through the piecemeal and 

invariably reactive nature of this assistance. Culture struggles to exist in the minds 

of government policymakers, let alone be a phenomenon carefully planned over the 

long term, or a significant informant of planning processes generally. New 

Zealand’s cultural renaissance and transition into the new economy – as 

proclaimed by Helen Clark – has been patchy at best. 

 

 

 

 

                                            
149 Practical problem solving rather than recourse to theory. 
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Chapter 10 

Nothing or Everything? 

[.…] there is no excuse for poetry. Poetry gives no adequate return in money, is expensive 
to print by reason of the waste of space occasioned by its form, and nearly always 

promulgates illusory concepts of life. But a better case for the banning of all poetry is the 
simple fact that most of it is bad. Nobody is going to manufacture a thousand tons of jam in 

the expectation that five tons may be eatable [….] What is important is food, money, and 
opportunities for scoring off one’s enemies. 

 
Flann O’Brien (1968: 239). 

 

Dyspeptic poet Flann O’Brien may as well be a New Zealand mayor or minister of 

local government, with poetry emblematic of attitudes to culture in aggregate. 

Although culture is more widely acknowledged as important to the economy and 

construction of image and identity, its role in New Zealand’s civic and human 

development falters. Rather than the core of local government purpose, it has failed 

to become a political priority or to appreciably infiltrate public consciousness.  

This thesis has its roots in Mumford’s notion that culture is what cities are all about 

and the proper object of urban planning. There may be an element of romance in 

his reasoning, but his position gained increasing currency internationally over the 

last decade or so. Culture is deemed not only integral to the wealth and prestige of 

cities, but also the heartland of regeneration and sustainability. Interpretations of 

culture are stretched from progressive humanist ideals to embrace ways of life in 

their totality and diversity. UNESCO endorses the full compass, albeit not without 

contradictions and confusions, for example, between universalist and relativist 

stances, social cohesion and difference valorisation, creativity and custom, intrinsic 

and utilitarian benefits. UNESCO is clear that culture is more than the arts, 

emphasising (like Mumford) the multiple and connected dimensions of human 

flourishing – spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional – and significance of 

relationships, values, traditions and meanings (UNESCO, 2001: Preamble). Public 

policy makers have been less disposed to think of culture in its full ambit – in the 

ubiquitous or ecological sense promoted by integrated cultural planning theorists 

and cultural advocates - while showing increasing interest in culture’s economic 

prospects. More inclusive definitions of culture may have shifted policy emphasis 

away from the patronage of excellence and patrimony, but have led to charges of 
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commodification, aestheticisation, populism and the private appropriation of 

communally created values. Those anxious to give the arts greater policy weight 

seize on growing recognition of the economic importance of culture and creativity, 

but stress on economics effectively reduces culture and inflate creativity without 

demonstrably increasing the sustainability of artists, heritage, and indigenous or 

authentic ways of life. Although a more commercial orientation may assist creative 

industries practitioners, the orthodox business models and economic rationales 

dominating policy development appear ill suited to the subjective, spontaneous, 

immeasurable, and collectively evolving idiosyncrasies of culture. This has been 

exacerbated by the neo-liberal zeitgeist of the last thirty years, which foregrounds 

self-seeking instant gratification. Globalisation has ramped up the quest for cultural 

distinction, now linked to wealth creation and status, while relentlessly eroding it.  

Recognition of the interrelationship between culture and urban planning is by no 

means novel, nor Mumford’s monopoly. Culture is ingrained in the interdisciplinary, 

collective and intergenerational leitmotifs of planning; and in the ethical, technical 

and visionary discourses of planning theory, informing (or expected to inform) 

planning practice. The substance of urban planning is inherently socio-cultural in 

nature – it is about relationships, values, investment and ingenuity. The 

accentuation of the aesthetic dimensions of culture by bourgeois elites is hardly 

new. Nor is the intensely politicised character of planning a revelation. The 

difference lies in the prominence now given to culture by a growing number of 

urban/planning theorists and commentators. In part, because of the rise in the 

importance of the new media, design, branding and tourism in the West - flowing 

into the vacuum left by the departure of manufacturing to the East. The issues 

confronting planners are largely cultural in foundation: the devouring of the natural 

environment through population growth and accelerating consumption, much of the 

latter fuelled by policy decisions, the media, and insecurity; the management of 

heterogeneously conflicted and inequitable cities; the construction of resilience; and 

most of all, the scope for enhancing lives worth living. There is also a gathering 

consciousness that culture affords a new way of thinking about the purpose and 

practice of planning – which does not discard science and its evidence base by any 

means, but calls for a marriage between what science offers and the 

understandings of the arts and humanities. Poetry - for all of its Flann O’Brien 

imperfections and public policy inefficiencies, has outlasted political regimes and 

generations. Poetry is high art – in sonnets, villanelle, odes and haiku. It is populist 
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in the ballads, elegies, satires and lyrics of contemporary performers. But more than 

that, poetry is an allegory for other and equally valid ways of seeing and 

understanding. Mumford attempts to put this into words in his own articulation of 

what a city means: “the culture of life in its higher social manifestations” (Mumford, 

1938: 492).   

Mumford and rejuvenated interest in culture forms the backdrop for this thesis, but 

its focus is on how culture is appreciated, described, inscribed and implemented in 

New Zealand planning practice. New Zealand is a small country with its own 

historical and cultural foibles; its cities even more so. This research is about the 

relationship between culture and planning in these cities. That said, no matter how 

modest and rarefied New Zealand cities are internationally, it might be argued that 

they cast their own light on the correspondence between urban planning, culture 

and humanity more broadly. This is examined through four case studies, which 

provide different insights. The three city cases because of their different histories, 

cultural orientations and themes pursued by the researcher; and the fourth because 

it explores culture from a different perspective through a focus on literary heritage. A 

heightened enthusiasm for culture is a feature of the Fifth Labour Government 

(1999-2008), which opened up the opportunity for local government to take an 

explicit role advancing the cultural well-being of their constituencies from 2002. The 

impact of this change and its articulation in urban planning is another research 

objective. Three questions are posed: do culture, city and planning intersect in New 

Zealand; what does city mean in New Zealand; and finally, how “crucially important” 

is an understanding of culture to the planning discipline? The major findings are as 

follows. 

A consistent theme in this work is the semantic and conceptual difficulties posed by 

culture and these are evident at both the national and local levels of public policy 

and planning in New Zealand. Nonetheless, the lack of intellectual endeavour in 

unravelling and defining what culture might mean in particular urban environments 

and how it might then be best addressed through the various tools available is 

particularly striking. Rather, fashionable terminology is deployed without 

interrogation, contextualisation, and logical consistency. Policies are then developed 

on the basis of skimpy, if any, research. Although the requirements of the LGA 2002 

oblige local governments to consider their role in culture, this has not lead to any 

significant alterations in their modus operandi or priorities. Culture remains a 
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tangential responsibility, more often the province of community services divisions 

rather than those concerned with urban development - a situation similar to 

Australia as observed by Stevenson (2005).  

Even “historic heritage” and Māori culture, although firmly lodged in the 

development planning agenda do not receive the attention and resources one might 

expect for matters deemed to be of “national importance” (RMA s.6). Arts advocates 

and activists draw on the arguments and techniques proposed by cultural planning 

theorists and promoters to elevate the importance of the arts (although this may be 

disguised in broader cultural rhetoric). This has resulted in the growth of arts (or arts 

and cultural strategies) – but these have also remained peripheral to where the real 

decisions were made about the allocation of resources through the LTCCP and 

RMA processes and of dubious real benefit to the arts communities. A more 

nuanced rapprochement of cultural differences and unequal power relationships is 

also not evident. Fragmented policymaking, under-resourcing and a lack of 

visionary leadership reduce the potential for a more imaginative and ‘culturised’ 

approach to New Zealand’s urban development. There appears to be little 

understanding of (or will to understand) the complex nexus of culture, planning and 

city living in contemporary New Zealand.  

As noted in the previous chapter New Zealand is highly urbanised, but there is a 

political reluctance to come to terms with socio-cultural and political intricacies of 

what it means to be urban and to devise institutions that can properly represent, 

manage and plan civic communities, with resources suited to purpose. The LGA 

2002 is far from perfect, but it opens up the possibility for local governments to think 

more holistically about their communities and through the Community Outcomes 

process, to democratically define a set of priorities for the future that can then be 

enshrined in a strategic plan. This could have been the beginning of an evolving 

discussion whereby Community Outcomes are refined to be less vague and the 

LTCCPs strengthened to be more robustly strategic and better integrated into other 

local planning functions. The Act has, however, been subjected to political tinkering 

of an ideological rather than improving kind, with amendments driven by the current 

centre-right Government’s desire to exert greater control over local government and 

reign in its spending. 
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Following the LGA 2002 Amendment Act 2010 the community will no longer be 

consulted on its aspirations. Community Outcomes were redefined as the local 

authority’s achievable objectives (s.5) and the sections in the LGA 2002 (s.91, s.92) 

covering community consultation, along with monitoring and reporting on outcomes 

repealed. Community and council have also deleted from the title of the plan. 

Although on one level this simplified an unwieldy moniker, it also signifies the 

destabilisation of one of the key pillars of the LGA 2002 reform – the facilitation of 

greater local democracy. The four well-beings survived this round although the then 

Minister of Local Government let it be known that councils should focus on core 

functions listed in hierarchical order as follows: “network infrastructure; public 

transport services; solid waste collection and disposal; avoidance or mitigation of 

natural hazards; and libraries, museums, reserves, recreational facilities, and other 

community infrastructure” (Hide, 2010: 3).  

A return to a nineteenth century mindset is thus signaled and was revisited with 

greater stringency in 2012 with the Government announcing its intention to “refocus 

local government”, to wit references to the four-well-beings will be replaced by a 

new council purpose, the provision of “good quality local infrastructure, public 

services and regulatory functions at the least possible cost to households and 

business” (New Zealand Government, 2012: 6). Reforms are likely to restrict 

councils’ ability to borrow or raise rates, while at the same time expecting them to 

provide infrastructure meeting twenty-first century requirements and standards 

without central government assistance. Nick Smith introduced these reforms. There 

is a piquant irony in that he railed, just five years earlier, against the loss of WOW to 

Nelson because of the shortsighted naivety and parochialism of the local councils 

and their failure to develop cultural infrastructure. If introduced, the reforms will 

significantly undercut the Auckland Council’s spatial plan, predicated on the four 

well-beings and approved in March 2012. 

These reforms are part of a wider pattern of fragility that seems to trouble New 

Zealand life. Laws and plans are made with great rapidity. There is limited analysis 

of context, modeling of potential outcomes and impacts, or appraisal of 

achievements. Initiatives, driven by visionary and persuasive personalities in 

government and the community are also precarious once champions and their 

networks move on or dissipate. Cultural planning is about joining up the dots and 

building momentum. It is about strategically investing in the future and requires 
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patience. It is about understanding that the soft infrastructure of city living is as 

important, if not more important, than the hard infrastructure which politicians and 

urban planners find so compelling. Land has been the fixation of New Zealand’s 

local government from its inception – land sales, development, regulation and the 

servicing of property owners, who continue to provide most of local government 

revenue. Planners and policymakers have been more concerned about where 

things belong than understanding the delicate but vital, multifaceted threads of 

human association, emotion and tradition that bind people and place together, 

underpin civic dynamism, constitute quality of life and mould behaviours. New 

Zealand cities are functional transient places – urban not urbane.  

Preoccupation with the physical environment is reinforced by the nation’s resource 

management legislation. Without doubt, adequate housing, workplaces, schools, 

communication linkages, water and sanitation systems are essential ingredients in 

lives worth living, but the culture of cities is far more than the placement and 

development of these. It is hard to pin down and plan for qualities that cannot be 

easily measured: diverse values and intangible meanings that do not easily 

translate into averages or readily marshal in financial accounts or cost-benefit 

assessments. That does not make them any less relevant.  

Citizens are also attached to physical artefacts – for the opportunities they support 

and the meanings they represent:  multi-layered significances that are not always 

easy to articulate, as illustrated by the writers’ houses. Here fact and fiction mingle. 

New meanings evolve over time or are invented. Narratives are anchored through 

fragments and symbols: the present but always absent writer; past ways of life; 

vanished technologies, design and craft practices; ruptured scraps of townscape; 

new imaginings and on going sociability. While there may be many utilitarian 

justifications for the preservation of such remnants - education, identity, aesthetics, 

economics, social cohesion, memory etc. - their appeal is fundamentally emotional 

and difficult to define, analyse and evaluate with precision and thus capture in plans 

and policies. As Flaubert said, “the language is inept” (in Epstein, 2005: 7), but that 

does not discount the importance of what cannot be simply expressed.  

 

For all its fluidity and unpredictability, culture can be encouraged or secured through 

practical initiative and strategic investment – not just its creation (which can soak up 

considerable energy and capital), but also in ensuring its on going operation and 
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development. This is a real challenge in the New Zealand environment. Somewhere 

between doing nothing and autocratic bureaucracy, there are a rich variety of tools 

available to government agencies to fortify the cultural ecosystem: enthusiasm, 

vision, leadership, finance, property, regulation, technological and managerial 

support and useful networks. Government can even be a cultural catalyst. 

It remains to be seen as to whether culture expands or contracts in the New 

Zealand policy sphere, or as an object and informant of planning generally. While 

not simple, it promises a more sophisticated, intellectual and subtle approach to 

thinking about cities and their current and future inhabitants. It is, however, a 

promise that has not easily translated from theory into practice in New Zealand, or 

possibly anywhere. That does not mean, however, that it should be abandoned, it is 

after all what makes us human - how we communicate, dream, learn and structure 

our lives. While governments and planners do not create culture – its properties 

transcend policy, place, individuals and generations - they can certainly nurture or 

destroy it.  

Within its amorphous possibilities, there may be scope for defining priorities and not 

losing sight of the special values, purposes and potentials of particular sectors such 

as the arts and heritage. There is certainly need for more rigorous thinking about 

how culture might be better analytically constituted, as scholars such as David 

Throsby are thoughtfully pursuing. A better understanding of the human mind and 

human nature, as Steven Pinker is working toward, would seem useful in the 

context of urban planning and sustainability (and some progress has been made in 

the interdisciplinary development of environmental psychology). As a counter to the 

splintering relativism of the contemporary social sciences and planning theorising, 

consideration might be given to human universals. Not only as a possible basis for 

considering human proclivities and needs more reliably than consensus oriented 

conceptions of the public interest or public good. Attention to universals might also 

redress the view that music, dance, and the visual arts etc. are elitist prerogatives, 

or extravagances to be addressed once the roads are sealed.  

 

Relativism rightly respects and celebrates difference. Its moral mission is tolerance, 

but it has distracted from what is shared, from our common humanity: “that there are 

some values that are, and should be universal, just as there are lots of values that 

are, and must be, local” (Appiah, 2006: xxi). Neo-liberalist ideologies have further 
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fractured understandings of connection and continuity. Culture is not oblivious to the 

individual, but rather conscious of the many dimensions that constitute a life, only 

one of which is the consumption of goods and services in the marketplace.  

Culture conceived of as “a whole way of life” may be so abstract or abstruse as to 

be meaningless and yet if one returns to Raymond Williams this focuses planning 

on lived experiences, on human communication and connection, where all the 

knowledges come together and some not advantaged over others. It requires 

planners to be attuned to values and meanings, to think of cities as living things and 

their mission as “the care and culture” (Mumford, 1961: 655) of human beings and 

nature. In many respects this is no different from the original quest of urban 

planning, at least in its generalist theorisations, and not dissimilar from the goals of 

sustainability today. Culture, planning and sustainability are so broad in ambit, 

complexity and ambition that they may appear nebulous nothings, but they are 

fundamentally about everything that matters most and cannot be dismissed 

because making connections and barely quantifiable associations taxes the mind, 

extends beyond electoral timeframes and unsettles specialist disciplinary and 

professional securities. Culture is “crucially important” to the planning discipline.  

This thesis contributes to knowledge through an investigation into the nature of 

culture and its significance in urban life with particular reference to New Zealand. It 

contends that culture has grown in prominence with the recognition that the 

contemporary city is essentially a cultural creation, its economy increasingly cultural 

in orientation and many of its most pressing issues and opportunities cultural in 

character. This awakening is present in developments in planning and urban policy 

theory and arguments about the priorities policy makers should attend to. This forms 

a setting for exploring how culture unfolded in contemporary New Zealand cities, 

particularly in the light of pivotal local government statutes fore-fronting cultural 

purpose.  

The uniqueness of this research lies in its focus on what culture means and how it is 

shaped in the New Zealand urban context, accompanied by analysis of how this is 

interpreted in planning frameworks and flows through in the allocation of resources. 

It revealed that culture has not been embraced as warmly and widely as the 

literature and national policy settings might have indicated. Highlighted also are the 

significant flaws in the way local government is constituted in terms of its 

effectiveness as urban governance and that planning and policymaking at this level 
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are incoherent, transitory and infirm in meeting aspirations. Short-sighted politics, 

ruralism and a mentality antagonistic to ideas and change shackles the 

development of an urban consciousness and compromises a more sophisticated 

approach to expanding the material and intangible wealth of New Zealand cities and 

their citizens. Case studies are always partial snapshots. This work was exploratory, 

interpretative and philosophical. A beginning that can be extended in many 

directions or in greater depth and some of possibilities are raised in the text. 

Conceivably the most critical issue in planning is the slippage between theory and 

practice, or in New Zealand, theory and politics. Regrettably, at this moment in time, 

it would seem that what is most important to New Zealand politicians is “food, 

money, and opportunities for scoring off one’s enemies” and not the “culture of 

cities”. 

Some encouragement might be taken from the increasing prominence given to 

culture in planning discourse in New Zealand since the turn of this century and to 

the persistent and growing public and scholarly interest in matters urban. Achieving 

a more culturally saturated approach to planning is still in its infancy internationally 

and is certainly far from straightforward in its implementation. This does not diminish 

its importance. Indeed the prospects are exhilarating.   
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Appendices 

 

1. Heritage and New Zealand’s Evolving Statutory Framework  

While the LGA 2002 is seen as a defining moment for council cultural responsibility 

in New Zealand, it has a much longer pedigree in urban and regional planning 

legislation. In practice this has largely been interpreted as responsibility for the 

conservation and preservation of natural and built heritage and latterly, an 

obligation to consult or engage with Māori. The Town and Country Planning Act 

1977 deemed “The conservation, protection, and enhancement of the physical, 

cultural and social environment” (section 3(1)) a matter of national importance and 

Parliament presumably expected culture to be given weight in regional, district and 

maritime plans. Its successor, the RMA replaced over fifty statues. Influenced by 

the emerging sustainability discourse and neoliberal ideology, it diluted the social 

focussing planning on the biophysical, within a narrow effects-based interpretation. 

Its underlying purpose is the “sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources” where social, economic and cultural well-being are to be balanced with 

biophysical values and needs of future generations (s.5). Unlike previous planning 

legislation, the Act is not prescriptive, seeking only to control the adverse effects of 

human activity on the environment. Matters of national importance, integral to 

“sustainable management” include:  

(e) The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their 
ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga. 

(f) The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, 
and development. 

(g) The protection of recognised customary activities (s.6). 

The protection of historic heritage and customary activities were elevated to 

national importance in 2003 following an amendment to the Act, prior to this 

heritage had been a value decision makers had to show “particular regard”, along 

with inter alia, the “habitat of salmon” (s.7). The Act embedded commitment to 

Treaty of Waitangi principles in environmental management. In many respects, 

however, it is not planning statute – bereft of normative goals and objectives, 

heedless of social equity, with urban concerns only implicit, it has been criticised for 

contradicting:  
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[.…] the concrete reality of contemporary New Zealand whose population is 
one of the world’s most highly urbanised [.…] in favour of an externality 
management charter [….] (reducing) planning’s ability to conceive its object 
(contemporary New Zealand) as a complex socio-political entity (Memon 
and Gleeson, 1995: 122). 

Arguably the LGA 2002, with its more progressive commitment to sustainable 

development, community aspiration and local democracy filled the vacuum. The 

Resource Management Act, however, still provides the regulatory powers for 

shaping urban form and protecting heritage. 

The Town and Country Planning Act 1953, recognized as New Zealand’s first 

effective planning statute, provided for the preservation of objects and places of 

historical, scientific or aesthetic interest though a system of registration detailed in 

a model ordinance. This was strengthened in the Town and Country Planning Act 

1977, where councils were directed to use regional and district plans to preserve or 

conserve “Buildings, objects, and areas of architectural, historic, scientific, or other 

interests or of visual appeals” and “Trees, bush, plants, or landscape of scientific, 

wildlife, or historic interests or of visual appeal” (Clause 5 Second Schedule) 

through zoning, designation and scheduling. The RMA emphasises “historic 

heritage” defined as “those natural and physical resources that contribute to an 

understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and cultures” (s.2), with 

protection delivered through regional policy statements, plans and use of heritage 

orders (legal notices).   

One of the greatest threats to heritage, particularly in areas of high growth, may be 

the urban planning process. High intensity zoning and infrastructure development 

condemns historic sites to almost certain redevelopment, particularly in an 

environment where public money for acquiring properties or offsetting losses to 

private owners is extremely limited. While the RMA, in principle, provides for the 

protection of sites through scheduling, it does little to preserve character unless 

land use codes are designed (and implemented) to retain traditional morphologies 

and historical ambience. In other words, the retention of heritage is more than just 

the scheduling of a building or the designation of a character area, but the effects of 

proposed changes in land use regulation are rarely modelled or well understood. 

The retention or even recognition of the ordinary sites, Hayden’s (1995) landscapes 

of public memory are almost non-existent.  
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While the LGA 2002 is seen as a defining moment for council cultural responsibility 

in New Zealand, it has a much longer pedigree in urban and regional planning 

legislation. In practice this has largely been interpreted as responsibility for the 

conservation and preservation of natural and built heritage and latterly, an 

obligation to consult or engage with Māori. The Town and Country Planning Act 

1977 deemed “The conservation, protection, and enhancement of the physical, 

cultural and social environment” (section 3(1)) a matter of national importance and 

Parliament presumably expected culture to be given weight in regional, district and 

maritime plans. Its successor, the RMA replaced over fifty statues. Influenced by 

the emerging sustainability discourse and neoliberal ideology, it diluted the social 

focussing planning on the biophysical, within a narrow effects-based interpretation. 

Its underlying purpose is the “sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources” where social, economic and cultural well-being are to be balanced with 

biophysical values and needs of future generations (s.5). Unlike previous planning 

legislation, the Act is not prescriptive, seeking only to control the adverse effects of 

human activity on the environment. Matters of national importance, integral to 

“sustainable management” include:  

(e) The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their 
ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga. 

(f) The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, 
and development. 

(g) The protection of recognised customary activities (s.6). 

The protection of historic heritage and customary activities were elevated to 

national importance in 2003 following an amendment to the Act, prior to this 

heritage had been a value decision makers had to show “particular regard”, along 

with inter alia, the “habitat of salmon” (s.7). The Act embedded commitment to 

Treaty of Waitangi principles in environmental management. In many respects, 

however, it is not planning statute – bereft of normative goals and objectives, 

heedless of social equity, with urban concerns only implicit, it has been criticised for 

contradicting:  

[.…] the concrete reality of contemporary New Zealand whose population is 
one of the world’s most highly urbanised [.…] in favour of an externality 
management charter [….] (reducing) planning’s ability to conceive its object 
(contemporary New Zealand) as a complex socio-political entity (Memon 
and Gleeson, 1995: 122). 
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Arguably the LGA 2002, with its more progressive commitment to sustainable 

development, community aspiration and local democracy filled the vacuum. The 

Resource Management Act, however, still provides the regulatory powers for 

shaping urban form and protecting heritage. 

The Town and Country Planning Act 1953, recognized as New Zealand’s first 

effective planning statute, provided for the preservation of objects and places of 

historical, scientific or aesthetic interest though a system of registration detailed in 

a model ordinance. This was strengthened in the Town and Country Planning Act 

1977, where councils were directed to use regional and district plans to preserve or 

conserve “Buildings, objects, and areas of architectural, historic, scientific, or other 

interests or of visual appeals” and “Trees, bush, plants, or landscape of scientific, 

wildlife, or historic interests or of visual appeal” (Clause 5 Second Schedule) 

through zoning, designation and scheduling. The RMA emphasises “historic 

heritage” defined as “those natural and physical resources that contribute to an 

understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and cultures” (s.2), with 

protection delivered through regional policy statements, plans and use of heritage 

orders (legal notices).   

One of the greatest threats to heritage, particularly in areas of high growth, may be 

the urban planning process. High intensity zoning and infrastructure development 

condemns historic sites to almost certain redevelopment, particularly in an 

environment where public money for acquiring properties or offsetting losses to 

private owners is extremely limited. While the RMA, in principle, provides for the 

protection of sites through scheduling, it does little to preserve character unless 

land use codes are designed (and implemented) to retain traditional morphologies 

and historical ambience. In other words, the retention of heritage is more than just 

the scheduling of a building or the designation of a character area, but the effects of 

proposed changes in land use regulation are rarely modelled or well understood. 

The retention or even recognition of the ordinary sites, Hayden’s (1995) landscapes 

of public memory are almost non-existent.  

2. Government and Demography of the Nelson-Tasman Region 

Nelson’s first sub-national government was the Nelson Provincial Council (1853), 

which administered the northern area of New Zealand’s South Island, extending 

into parts of today’s West Coast and Marlborough regions, until the latter became a 
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separate province in 1859; its capital Nelson was declared a city in 1874. The rest 

of the province was carved up into counties when the provinces were abolished in 

1876. By the 1920s there was one city, two boroughs and four counties in the 

region (Walrond, 2010).  

Tasman District was formed in 1989, following local government amalgamation. 

Geographically larger and predominantly rural, Tasman adjoins the highly 

urbanised Nelson City. Its council is based in the rapidly growing town of Richmond 

on the city’s southern boundary. In the 1989 reforms a regional council was also 

established for the combined territorial areas of Nelson City and the Districts of 

Tasman, Marlborough and Kaikoura. This was abolished in 1992, with Nelson and 

Tasman reconstituted as unitary authorities – territorial authorities responsible for 

both local and regional council functions (principally environmental management). 

Iwi interests are represented by the Wakatū Incorporation formed to manage the 

remaining native reserve ‘Tenths’ titles dating from the Wakefield era when the 

Crown returned them in 1977. 

Nelson City and Tasman District are increasingly recognised as a single community 

of interest, artificially divided by administrative boundaries and Nelson one of the 

few cities in New Zealand entirely disconnected from its agricultural hinterland. In 

2011 electors petitioned the Local Government Commission to begin the process of 

consultation on amalgamation. Tasman District Council consistently opposed the 

union, whereas Nelson City endorsed it. The Commission recognised that there 

were advantages to a more integrated regional approach in planning, service 

delivery and financial resilience and that current governance structures did not 

represent regional or local interests effectively. It also noted that there was strong 

resistance to amalgamation in some areas, particularly in Tasman (Local 

Government Commission, 2011). A poll of electors will be held in 2012 and if 50% 

vote for reorganisation it will be implemented ahead of the 2012 local government 

election. 

44,628 people lived in Tasman District at the time of the 2006 census (StatsNZ, 

Undated-f) of which approximately 11,000 lived in Richmond (TDC, 2008). In 2006 

the population of Nelson City was 42,888 (StatsNZ, Undated-e). 

Between 1996 and the 2006 census, the population of Tasman grew 17.53% 

(whereas the population of New Zealand increased by 11.3%). It has become a 
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popular retirement location with the median age of its population 40.3 years in 2006 

(35.9 years for New Zealand) and median income NZ$21,000 (NZ$24,400 for New 

Zealand). Nelson City’s population growth is slower at 6.4% between 1996 and 

2006, its median age group is marginally younger (39.4 in 2006) and its median 

income slightly higher (NZ$23,100). Like New Zealand as a whole, the most 

common occupational grouping is ‘Professionals’ in Nelson whereas in Tasman it is 

‘Labourers’ (StatsNZ, Undated-e). 

82.7% of people in Tasman and 80.4% in Nelson claimed European ethnicity in 

2006 (Ibid.). The Māori population is small but growing, with 7.2% of the regional 

population of Māori ethnicity in 2001 and 8.7% in 2006 (Ibid.; StatsNZ, Undated-h; 

StatsNZ, Undated-a). 

3. Government and Demography of the Hawke’s Bay Region 

Napier was the seat of government during the Provincial era and the leading urban 

centre in the Hawke’s Bay into the twentieth century, when its neighbouring rival 

town Hastings grew in size and importance as the agricultural processing centre of 

the region. Hastings was proclaimed a city in 1956, but constituted a district in 1958 

when it amalgamated with its satellite centres. 

In 2006 census Napier had a population of 55,359, 37% of the population of the 

Hawke’s Bay, and was ranked nineteenth in size of New Zealand’s local territorial 

authorities. It was smaller than the Hastings district, which had a population of 

70,842 and ranked fourteenth. Whilst Napier grew by 3.2% between the 2001 and 

2006 censuses, Hastings grew by 5.1% (StatsNZ, Undated-d; StatsNZ, Undated-c).  

At the 2006 Census 18.2% of Napier’s population were Māori (compared to 14.6% 

for New Zealand as a whole). The Māori population increased 7.9% between the 

censuses. The city’s population is predominantly European (72.4% in 2006 as 

opposed to 67.6% for New Zealand as a whole). 15.6% of the population was aged 

65 years and over (higher than the 12.3% for New Zealand overall) (StatsNZ, 

Undated-d).  

37.8% of people aged 15 years and over in Napier City had a post school 

qualification in 2006, compared with 39.9% of people throughout New Zealand. 

29.5% of people aged 15 years and over have no formal qualifications, compared 

with 25.0% for New Zealand as a whole (Ibid.). 
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4. Government and Demography of the Auckland Region and City 

Auckland was New Zealand’s second capital from 1840-1865 and hub of its largest 

province from 1853 until 1876 when the provincial era ended. Stuttering forms of 

local government were introduced from 1851 – with Auckland City Council 

proclaimed as an enduring institution in 1871, initially small it expanded through 

periodic amalgamations with peripheral boroughs from 1882 and throughout the 

twentieth century (see Bush, 1971; Bush and ACC, 1991). ‘Greater Auckland’ was 

advanced from 1904 and regional government introduced in 1963, but 

comprehensive metropolitan governance was not established until 2010, when 

Government adopted the recommendation of a Royal Commission to amalgamate 

the Auckland Regional Council, the four city councils of Auckland, North Shore, 

Waitakere and Manukau and the district councils of Rodney, Papakura and 

Franklyn to form the Auckland Council. 

The Auckland Council is a unitary authority representing a population of over 1.3 

million and forecast to grow in excess of 2 million by 2051 (ARC, 2010).  In the 

2006 census 37% of the Auckland region’s population were born overseas – 56.5% 

of the population identified themselves as European, 18.9% Asian, 11.1% Māori, 

14.4% Pacific peoples, and 8% as New Zealanders (Ibid.). The region contained 

32.4% of New Zealand’s population and Auckland City 10% (StatsNZ, Undated-b).  

At the 2006 census Auckland City had a population of 404,658 of which 54.4% 

identified as European, 24.1% Asian, 13% Pacific Island, and 7.8% Māori; while the 

percentages of Māori and Pacific people remained relatively stable between the 

2001 and 2006 censuses, the Asian population increased substantially (from 17.7% 

in 2001, while the European population declined from 62.2%) (Ibid.). By way of 

contrast Wellington City (New Zealand’s third most populous urban area at the time 

of the 2006 census) had a population of 179,463 – of which 70.1% identified as 

European, 13% Asian, 7.8% Māori and 6.15% as Pacific (StatsNZ, Undated-g). 

Relative to the rest of the country, its population is young (the median age being 

33.4, versus the national average of 35.9, although the fastest growing group was 

65 years plus (StatsNZ, Undated-b). In 2006 29.9% of the workforce was employed 

in business and finance, 28.5% in personal and social services, 24% in transport 

and communications, 11.4% in manufacturing and 4.5% in construction – the 

largest percentage of business and finance relative to New Zealand’s other major 

cities (Quality of Life Project, 2007: 179). 
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